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Purpose of document
This National Assessment provides an overview of Scotland’s landscape resource and is
divided into four parts:

• a descriptive summary of the resource from a national perspective;
•  a description of the nationally significant characteristics of the Scottish landscape,

building on the more detailed Landscape Character Assessments commissioned by
Scottish Natural Heritage;

• an overview of changes in landuse and development that influence the character of the
Scottish landscape and an examination of how these affect both the physical landscape
character and its perception; and finally

• an analysis of these changes in relation to the threats and opportunities they pose for
the nationally significant landscape qualities.
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An introduction to landscape
For its size Scotland has a diverse landscape. Primarily influenced by its geology and
geomorphological history the diverse range of landscape character is directly related to the
land form and the variety of rock types and soils which underpin the physical landscape.
These physical features and processes, along with climate, have influenced the natural
vegetation pattern and, combined with accessibility, have in turn influenced cultivation and
settlement patterns. Much of the current pattern of land use and development reflects the
physical limitations and opportunities provided by the natural environment.

However, the tangible elements of physical relief and pattern of vegetation and settlement
are only a component of what we now refer to as ‘landscape’. The term has an established
meaning as land that is appreciated through visual experience. Visual appreciation is still the
dominant sense, but in contemporary usage the meaning of landscape has been developed to
include aspects which are more than just about our visual senses. Perceptions such as the
degree of enclosure or exposure, or historical and aesthetic attributes which may create a
very particular, and often intangible ‘sense of place’, also contribute to the term ‘landscape’.

In this way, the study of landscape aims primarily to explore how people respond to the
physical landscape, and to identify, assess and understand its aesthetic values.

The role of SNH

The remit of SNH is set out in its founding legislation, The Natural Heritage (Scotland) Act
1991. This states that the aims of SNH are to ‘...secure the conservation and enhancement
of, and to foster understanding and facilitate the enjoyment of, the natural heritage of
Scotland.’ The Act defines the natural heritage as ‘...the flora and fauna of Scotland, its
geological and physiographic features, its natural beauty and amenity.’ There is no clear
statutory definition of ‘natural beauty and amenity’, although there is an explanation of the
elements embraced by the term in Section 78(2) of the Countryside (Scotland) Act 1967 which
states that natural beauty is ‘....construed as including references to the conservation
features of geological or physiographical interests therein and of the fauna and flora thereof’.
In more popular terms ‘natural beauty and amenity’ is simply interpreted as what people
see, experience and enjoy as they react to their surroundings. SNH uses the word
‘landscape’ as a more descriptive and analytical interpretation of ‘natural beauty and amenity’
in the course of its work.

SNH’s recently published Corporate Strategy – A Natural Perspective, sets out the context
for its work over the next ten years. The strategic framework is founded on three themes:

1. caring for the natural world;

2. enriching peoples lives;

3. promoting sustainable use.

The landscape work of SNH bridges all three themes. Broad objectives within the strategy
set out SNH’s approach to conserving landscapes (Theme 1), outline activities designed to
enhance the quality of settlements and the green space around these (Theme 2), and inform
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decisions about the design of new built development and sustainable use of natural
resources (Theme 3).

Landscape assessment

When SNH was formed in April 1992 it quickly became apparent that there was no
coherent or comprehensive body of knowledge or inventory in existence on the landscapes
of Scotland. Landscape assessment had first emerged in the mid-1980s as a tool which set
out clearly to separate the classification and description of landscape character, that is what
makes one area ‘different’ or ‘distinct’ from another, from landscape evaluation.

SNH initiated its own Landscape Character Assessment programme in 1994 to fill the
substantial gap that existed in our knowledge of the extent and diversity of Scotland’s
landscapes. Between 1994 and 1998 29 regional LCA studies (see reference list) were
undertaken with the co-operation and support from local planning authorities, and a range
of other statutory and community organisations. The programme was designed to describe
the landscape character of the total land area of Scotland. Activities which impact on the
landscapes, referred to as ‘forces for change’; and especially those forces which have the
potential to alter or reduce the intrinsic character and diversity of the landscape, were also
identified.

The awareness of landscape as a combination of physical attributes and human response has
been used within the SNH Landscape Character Assessments to identify ‘areas of consistent
and recognisable landscape character’. These areas are known as Landscape Character
‘Types’; 365 of which have been identified for Scotland. The 29 regional Landscape
Character Assessment reports provide the basis for much of the summary in Part I of this
document.

In addition, SNH is concerned about values; especially the scenic qualities of the landscape.
These values are largely concerned with the aesthetic and compositional aspects of
landscape and focus on people’s perceptions. While this has principally been articulated
through the designation of National Scenic areas, understanding of scenic quality has also
been used to inform the text in Part III of this National Assessment.
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1 Scotland’s landscape: a descriptive
overview

The long history of physical and cultural evolution of the landscape has resulted in the
creation of a wide variety of landscape types ranging from intensely urbanised townscapes to
tracts of relatively untrammelled wild land and from enclosed land locked glens to open
coasts, in a relatively small land mass. This diversity is very evident in SNH’s own landscape
character assessments, which have identified 365 types of distinctive character. These
distinctive character types are often grouped and presented in an aggregated way as 52
landscape character ‘groupings’ (see Figure 1).

Scotland’s landscape today is both diverse in character and continually changing in nature.
On a national scale, there is generally a pronounced contrast between the landscape
character of the north and west and the south and east of Scotland. Dramatic mountains,
sweeping moorland and a highly indented, exposed coastline fragmented into islands
characterises the north and west. This contrasts with the rolling southern uplands, fertile
straths and populated estuaries of the south and east. Here human activity and development
creates a landuse pattern which, while it relates to the underlying natural resources, often
has a more dominant visual and landscape presence than the physical structure of the land
form in the north and west.

In this section of the Assessment we illustrate the key geological and geomorphological
processes and human influences that have created a diverse landscape in different
geographical areas around Scotland (see Figure 2). As well as distinct landscape characters in
different geographical areas of Scotland we also highlight some of the distinct and
recognisable features within the landscape – rural, built, designed, scenic and transitional
landscapes.

Highlands

The sense of vertical scale provided by mountains, and the degree of enclosure they can
create, characterises much of the Highland landscape. The mountains create structure and
form, reveal and frame views, offer a sense of mystery, provide a backdrop for more
intimate landscapes, and reinforce a sense of height, distance and grandeur within sweeping
panoramas. In areas of high relief such as Torridon and the far north west, the mountains
dominate the landscape in terms of both form and vertical scale, and contrast sharply with
the horizontal expanse of both sea and low lying plateau. In the central and southern
Highlands, relief is lower and the landscape is more enclosed, with long glens winding into
the interior of the mountain massifs, or fjord-like lochs reaching out to the rocky western
coastline.

These northern landscapes are perceived to be relatively natural. This perception is based
on the lack of obvious human presence and intervention in the landscape as well as on the
sense of exposure and openness. This landscape has, however, at least in part been created
by human action, most notably through the removal of natural woodland and the
modification of heath and bog vegetation by burning and grazing. The sense of wildness
associated with the more remote mountain and coastal areas and islands is further
emphasised by the inaccessibility, due to relatively long travelling times, from the main areas
of population, and is much valued today.
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Figure 1 Landscape character ‘groupings’
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Northern and western coastline

Much of Scotland’s landscape is greatly influenced by the presence of the sea, and the long,
often highly indented coastline. Coastal landscapes and the offshore islands are characterised
by their exposure, and the evidence of physical change, brought about by erosion and
deposition by tides and wave. The often harsh weather conditions shape the vegetation (or
dictate the lack of it), and emphasise the openness and expansive horizontal scale of water
dominated views. Sheltered bays and inlets offer relief from this exposure, where
settlements rely on safe access to the sea and relative ease of cultivation of more gentle
slopes.

Eastern coastline

In the east and south of Scotland, these coastal fringes back onto fertile lowlands, enriched
by soils created in part from relatively friable sedimentary rocks. Here, the gentle landform
provides an open landscape, where long views are common, and where shelter is provided
by narrow belts of woodland. Farms, often with substantial farm houses, are sited at regular
intervals along low ridges or at the edges of wide straths, surrounded by relatively even-
sized fields, marked out by field boundary trees. This is farmland characterised by the
dynamics of cropping, where the fertile soil is annually ploughed and resown, and where the
diversity of colour and seasonal change are key characteristics of the landscape.

Central lowlands

Much of Scotland’s landscape is greatly influenced by the presence of the sea, and the long,
often highly indented coastline. Coastal landscapes and the offshore islands are characterised
by their exposure, and the evidence of physical change, brought about by erosion and
deposition by tides and wave. The often harsh weather conditions shape the vegetation (or
dictate the lack of it), and emphasise the openness and expansive horizontal scale of water
dominated views. Sheltered bays and inlets offer relief from this exposure, where
settlements rely on safe access to the sea and relative ease of cultivation of more gentle
slopes.

Lowlands

In the east and south of Scotland, these coastal fringes back onto fertile lowlands, enriched
by soils created in part from relatively friable sedimentary rocks. Here, the gentle landform
provides an open landscape, where long views are common, and where shelter is provided
by narrow belts of woodland. Farms, often with substantial farm houses, are sited at regular
intervals along low ridges or at the edges of wide straths, surrounded by relatively even-
sized fields, marked out by field boundary trees. This is farmland characterised by the
dynamics of cropping, where the fertile soil is annually ploughed and resown, and where the
diversity of colour and seasonal change are key characteristics of the landscape.
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 Figure 2 Scotland’s distinctive landscape (an amalgamation of landscape character groupings)
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There are some instantly recognisable features within Scotland’s landscape which span the
spectrum from highly developed parts of the countryside to those areas which are much
more rural in character. Some of these distinct features are drawn out below.

Built heritage
The earliest known human settlement in Scotland dates back to 7500 BC and succeeding
generations have left evidence of settlement, ritual, hunting and farming activity which
remains in the landscape we have today. In a very few places, the landscape contains
substantial physical remains and visual evidence of past land use or ancient rituals. Such
remains often have a landscape significance far beyond their immediate impact on the
ground. They can invoke a particular historical resonance and provide us with an
opportunity to explore the enduring links between our ancestors, our cultural inheritance,
and the present day. There is a strong regionalisation of this historic presence, in particular
the long evidence of settlement associated with the far Northern and Western Isles, the
mysterious Pictish remnants characteristic of the north east, the early Christian associations
with the south and west and the evidence of long centuries of skirmishing with southern
neighbours is revealed in the prevalence of fortified remains in the Borders. However, for
the most part, early human activity has been absorbed into the landscape of the enclosed
fields of the lowlands and the sporting estates of the uplands, created mainly in the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, still dominate today.

Settlement patterns have evolved to meet need and practical considerations, but also often
reflect physical and landuse constraints. Our settlement patterns are in general strongly
influenced by natural resources. The shelter, sunshine, fertile soils and exploitable mineral
resources of the east and south are where cultivated patterns and concentrated settlements
dominate the landscape, while to the north and west, the thin soils and exposed coast have
limited the potential for cultivation and tend to be more sparsely populated. Close knit
market towns, for example, impinged little on the fertile land on their outskirts. Planned
villages such as Fochabers or Gatehouse of Fleet reflected the desire for harmony and
balance, and scattered, often linear whilst crofting townships such as Elphin still today reflect
the distribution of land holding within the community.

In the nineteenth century many people migrated from areas more rural in character to
settle in rapidly expanding cities. These are located on estuaries where trading links resulted
in both monetary wealth and cultural influences from around the world. Scotland’s rich built
heritage demonstrates these influences in terms of some design features, which combine
with more traditional simple facades and the solid materials of stone and slate. This creates
a distinctive thread in Scottish architecture, although there are of course regional variations
reflecting both local geology and climatic conditions. Buildings made of more transient
materials, such as wood and turf have, with rare exceptions, long gone.

Rural character
Large areas of lowland Scotland are rural in character, emphasised by the lack of large
settlements. The extent of these less urbanised areas provide a marked contrast to the
highly developed cities and their expanding fringes, all of which are located on the coast,
although this location does not dominate their character today. Within rural areas,
settlements tend to be closely associated with ease of access, generally being sited at river
crossing points, the mouths of fertile glens or in sheltered coastal bays, leaving large areas of
land where scattered housing, or little sign of current habitation, is characteristic.
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The relationship between the settlement pattern and the physical landscape continues in the
broader countryside. Examples include the way farms are often located on spring lines,
settlements at river crossing points and roads aligned along a break in slope, away from
potential flooding and minimising their impact on valuable low lying fields. At a more local
scale this may be obvious where dykes of cleared stones mark the boundaries to fields.
These surprisingly direct links between the physical environment and the pattern of human
settlement create a landscape character with a strong sense of integrity, where human
intervention, physical character and natural processes complement and reinforce one
another, both physically and visually.

Field patterns and designed landscapes
Designed landscapes, often associated with castles (such as Blair Atholl), large houses or
hunting lodges, can be prominent particularly in otherwise more open farmland or upland
landscapes. They are often characterised by highly planned and ordered woodland layouts,
which radiate outwards from the core designed landscape to create shelter, provide
seclusion, frame views and increase sporting potential and frequently incorporate exotic
species of trees and shrubs.

The field pattern and estate woodlands of the fertile lowlands were laid out during the
agricultural revolution, when there was a demand to feed the populations migrating, due to
increasing industrialisation, to the cities. Between 1760 and 1850, regular, highly productive
fields, enclosed against livestock, were set out across the fertile lowland straths. These
surrounded the designed landscapes created as settings to the grand country houses of both
the established landed and the new merchant classes.

These designed landscapes were created at a time of great philosophical debate, by the
Romantic movement, on the concepts of beauty and landscape aesthetics which took place
from the late eighteenth century onwards. The philosophy developed during this period was
based upon the understanding that landscape could arouse emotions, which may be
identified with accepted symbolic interpretation or associations with history, legend,
literature or visual art. This debate coincided with the landed gentry’s enthusiasm for
improving their estates to make them more efficient in terms of husbandry, allowing them
to put into practice this fashionable philosophy.

The landscape of the lowlands during this period was being restructured to make way for
the new, labour efficient farming required to support the markets of the rapidly expanding
industrial belt across Scotland. Many designed landscapes were laid out as informal parks,
where balanced composition and harmony prevailed. The Highlands became valued later in
the nineteenth century as dramatic wild landscapes, as Highland landowners established
hunting lodges, sometimes placed in more formal designed landscape settings. This land,
which was then not enclosed, was easier to imagine as a wild landscape. At the time, the
celebration of the ‘wild’, untamed landscape was often romanticised and dramatised to
reflect ‘sublime’ ideals, such as those nurtured by Archibald Alison in his ‘Essays on Taste’,
published in 1790, and even the writings of Sir Walter Scott.

This perception of landscape, as a resource that engenders specific aesthetic reaction and
emotional response seems to have become ingrained in our culture, and continues to
influence our understanding and appreciation of landscape today.
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Cultural monuments
Scotland has a strong sense of the past within its landscape. This manifests itself most
profoundly where highly evocative ancient monuments dominate the landscape, or where
castles and great houses with planned grounds are located to best advantage within a view.
However, it is also evident in the traces of cultivation and habitation found high on hillsides,
or in now unpopulated glens and coastlines, where limited human intervention leaves slight
features still visible. In addition to cultural history, the sense of geological and ecological
history also contributes to Scotland’s landscape. The resonance of ancient pine forests, the
sometimes perceptible sense of a still evolving physical landscape, the sight of a
long–battered coastline, all link us to our past, and prehistory.

The diverse geology of Scotland provides an abundance of natural landmark features ranging
from individual hills, such as the relict volcanoes which create the ‘Laws’ of the Lothians, to
coastal stacs and arches and high waterfalls. Natural features are themselves often further
emphasised in the landscape by the siting of defensive structures or monuments (such as
Stirling Castle and Wallace Monument) which often occupy prominent hills.

Transitional landscapes
Some parts of Scotland are characterised by large areas of transitional landscapes, most
notably where hills and mountains meet lowland cultivated plains, or where the land meets
the sea. These landscapes are located between major landscape types, and tend to be
complex and fragile, or liable to change. They contain elements from all surrounding
character types. They also tend to contain a high degree of interlock in terms of land form
and vegetation pattern, and usually a history of ebb and flow of settlement and cultivation.
This reflecting the marginal nature of the usable land, which makes it vulnerable to climatic
changes and land use pressures. Thus, the landscape along the Highland Boundary fault line
is characterised by the variety, pattern and colour of the vegetation associated with the low-
lying cultivated straths, combined with the relief and enclosure of long glens more typical of
with the landscapes further north. Similar transitional landscape character can be found
along the Southern Uplands, and around the coast, where the exposed, often treeless,
landscapes nevertheless contain pockets of smaller scale character where fertile soils
provide the basis of cultivation in spite of the hostile environment.
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2 Nationally significant landscape
characteristics

The 29 Regional Landscape Character Assessment reports for Scotland draw out a number
of significant key characteristics which are described in this section.

The way we perceive these key characteristics is also influenced by the light and weather.
These play a distinctive role in the illumination of land and water, and this is a special feature
of Scotland’s northerly geographical location and its oceanic weather. Low northerly light
often gives a special ambience to the landscape, creating long soft shadows and emphasising
subtleties in the landform. In coastal locations, the presence of reflected light can reduce the
impact of directional light, particularly on water based structures. These qualities, combined
with rapidly changing, and often unpredictable, weather and seasonal conditions emphasise a
sense of dynamism in Scotland’s landscape.

Colour in the landscape is largely created through the combination of vegetation pattern
and light, on both land and sea. While colours are generally soft, there can be dramatic
effects, for example when the heather turns purple in August, or the fields of yellow oil seed
rape flower in June. Geology, too, contributes to colour in the landscape. On the east coast,
for example, the red soils, derived from the old red sandstone strata, are exposed when
ploughed. Colour change is related to the relatively well defined, if short, seasons: in
particular, the northerly geographic location ensures colour following autumn frosts in the

wooded landscapes, snow in most winters, and long hours of intense light in summer.

Openness

The sense of openness in the Scottish landscape is in many places emphasised by the lack of
‘native’ tree cover, which has largely been removed. Elsewhere this sense of openness is
reinforced by the natural rockiness of the highest mountains, the exposed coast, and
expanses of inland water. In the north and west openness is particularly characteristic of
expansive peatlands and other waterlogged habitats. Our appreciation of openness can be
affected by weather conditions, which influence visibility and sense of distance.

Intervisibility

Views in Scotland often embody distance, revealing a layered composition, and a range of
colours and tones which reinforce the sense of space. This intervisibility is related to
openness and is considered an important characteristic of coastal and island landscapes in
particular. It can also be a characteristic of transitional landscape – where upland meets
lowland, creating opportunities for panoramic views, and in inland landscapes dominated by
open water or open farmland.
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Naturalness

Scotland has an extensive area of land and water that is perceived to be natural or near
natural. While there is often little sign of intensive land use and development in these areas,
much of this land is not nearly as natural as people perceive it to be. Traces of habitation
and cultivation are to be found frequently on the semi-natural terrain. But for most people,
the ‘perceived’ naturalness is a special part of Scotland and, along with its relative
remoteness, creates valued wildland. Wildness is further emphasised by the topographic
roughness and exposed rock of many northern landscapes.

Natural processes

In some areas of Scotland there is still a perceptible sense of the dominance of natural
processes and continuing evolution of the physical environment. This is most obvious in
relation to the activity of water in the landscape, whether through the changes brought
about by the actions of the sea or the upper reaches of rivers, or by the annual flooding of
low lying farmland. It is also evident in some mountain areas, particularly where over-
steepened slopes bearing superficial deposits periodically show instability through gullying or
land slip.

The presence of water in the landscape is a distinctive component of many of Scotland’s
landscapes. The indented coastline and islands of the west, and the broad estuaries of the
east and south, as well as numerous lochs and lochans, ensure that an expanse of water is
often a major component of visual character. At times this expanse of water is calm and
reflective, and at others it contributes to the openness and wildness of the landscape. Fast
flowing burns, tumbling down mountains in autumn and spring, as well as wide, meandering,
sometimes flooding rivers emphasise seasonal change and re-confirm the presence of natural
processes even in the cultivated lowlands.

Remoteness

Rugged topography imposes difficulties in road layout which as a result, often gives the
traveller in Scotland the illusion that the country is larger than it is in terms of land mass.
This is because there are relatively few roads within the upland areas, and the grain of the
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land often ensures that while on a map places may look close together, there is a long and
often circuitous route between them. In addition, there are still areas that are fairly
inaccessible, and therefore engender a sense of mystery. Many coastal roads tend to wind in
and out of bays and estuaries, lengthening the journey time, providing a varied series of
views of the same landscape feature, and accentuating a sense of distance when experiencing
the landscape. This characteristic, although embodied in the development of the
infrastructure, is heavily influenced by the physical character of the landform.

Infrastructure

Topographic constraints have also led to the development of infrastructure corridors within
Scotland, where roads, rail, settlements and associated developments congregate along
relatively narrow passes, such as the M74 corridor and along the A9. To a lesser extent, this
characteristic is also evident along coastal roads in more remote areas, where infrastructure
development is concentrated as it links scattered settlements.

The integrity of the relationship between the physical landscape and human intervention is
still very strong in parts of rural Scotland. This is particularly obvious where there has been
little recent development. Settlement pattern, road alignment and other physical structures
traditionally reflected the opportunities and limitations of natural resources and physical
constraints, ensuring that human intervention was not only a very direct response to the
physical environment, but often visually reinforced natural characteristics.
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3 Forces for change in the landscape
One of the key elements of the National Landscape Character Assessment programme
undertaken by SNH was to identify, for each of the 29 regional studies, the factors,
environmental and social, which have the potential to alter or reduce the intrinsic character
and diversity of the landscape. In this National Assessment, a summary of the changes that
have taken place in the landscape, with analysis focussing largely on changes which inform
the understanding of landscape characteristics at a national perspective is undertaken.

Change in landscape is not only inevitable, it is an intrinsic dimension of landscape.
Landscape has evolved as natural processes and human pressures and demands have
developed over time. Natural processes are usually regarded as imperceptible, and seen
within the context of geological time. However, along the coast, on flood plains and in areas
exposed to harsh winter weather, physical changes are part of the landscape character,
which along with seasonal change, dramatic weather conditions and quality of light,
contribute to the overall diversity of landscape character. These naturally induced changes
are generally welcomed as positive contributions to the character and experience of
Scotland’s landscapes.

Change induced by human activity on the other hand is generally less readily accepted, even
though the landscape qualities we often now value are frequently the result of human
intervention. The landscape does essentially reflect society’s demands on the land and those
who manage it. As a result, the landscape largely reflects broadly based cultural trends,
social expectations and economic influences.

There are three broad types of human induced change that influence landscape character:

• changes which relate to land use, such as the continued expansion of forestry and the
decline in agricultural incomes;

•  changes brought about by incremental and ongoing development such as housing, the
expansion of villages, quarrying and widening of roads and new built structures, such as
wind turbines, hydro schemes and telecommunications masts; and

•  changes in perception, brought about for example, by awareness and experience of
landscapes elsewhere, faster journey times, increased access and higher expectations in
relation to recreation and visitor experience.

These three types of change are now described in more detail, in terms of both recent
historical change and current trends.

Changes in landuse (1950–2000)

The use of land and other natural resources has in general intensified during the past fifty
years. The agricultural industry, encouraged at first by the drive towards self-sufficiency in
foodstuffs in the post-war years, and more recently by the need to compete in a global
market, has been encouraged to maximise yields and produce cheap food.

Commercial forestry expanded rapidly in post-war Scotland, largely due to demand for
home grown timber. Focused mainly in marginal upland areas, the adverse natural heritage
impacts of the rapid expansion of largely coniferous forest led in the 1980s to a reappraisal
of the role of forestry, and now there is a broader and more diverse range of financial
incentives in place.
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In general across all land use sectors, there has been a move towards a uniformity of
management, where only the most efficient and productive crops are grown, harvested,
stored and processed. Only in very recent years has this approach to production begun to
lose momentum.

Landuse trends that have had a significant effect on the landscape in recent decades include
the following:

Mechanisation
The results of pressures to intensify food production are particularly evident in the fertile
lowlands, where it has influenced both the pattern of the fields and the timing of the
cropping cycle. Despite increased mechanisation in farming, in the arable eastern parts of
the country, the broad pattern and scale of lowland arable fields has remained remarkably
intact since the enclosure period of the early nineteenth century. Nevertheless, field size has
increased where cultivation is at its most intensive, for example in East Lothian, and features
such as field trees and hedges, planted along the boundaries of individual fields, are declining
in both numbers and condition.

Mixed farming
In the past fifty years, in the most fertile eastern lowland landscape, farms have moved away
from mixed farming to being now almost entirely arable. The field pattern is therefore very
obvious, being constantly reinforced by the cropping cycle of ploughing, sowing (usually now
in autumn, not spring) and harvesting. In addition, the colour and impact of seasonal change
brought about by crops tends to reflect economic incentives, with new crops such as
oilseed rape and linseed introducing bold patches of colour within what is now a
predominately weed free patchwork.

Forestry and woodland planting
In the uplands, the most significant land use changes in landscape character have been
related to the increase in forestry (see Table 1), but locally the growth in private bulldozed
roads has also left its mark. New commercial planting, initially undertaken largely by the
Forestry Commission, but latterly by private landowners encouraged by fiscal measures and
direct grant aid, led to the establishment of large areas of new conifer forest, particularly in
the Borders and the south west of Scotland, Argyll and parts of the Highlands. Many of
these original forests are poorly shaped in relation to land form, lack species diversity and
obscure subtleties of the underlying land form and previous vegetation pattern. They also
introduce a pronounced sense of enclosure which can be monotonous over large tracts of
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land. In recent years, new forests have been expected to meet much stricter landscape
guidelines if they are to receive grant assistance from the Forest Authority.

New financial incentives have aimed to encourage more diverse types of woodland planting.
Both the Farm Woodland Scheme, which aims to increase the number of small woodlands
in farmed areas and the Native Woodland Grant Scheme are examples of these. Under the
latter scheme, some very extensive areas of currently young pine- and birch- dominated
woodland will mature to create quite a different, softly textured landscape in the future,
which will nevertheless still be enclosed.
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Table 1 Changes in woodland cover
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Extent of
woodland
cover

1924–2000: the area of woodland cover
increased from 5.6% to 17.2% of Scotland, mostly
due to the planting of conifers.

207%
�

T

1924–1980: the area of broadleaved woodland
declined by 55%.

55%
�

C
Broadleaves
and conifers

1924–1980: the area of conifer plantation
increased by 330%.

330%
� T

1988–1999: 569 km2 of broadleaves were planted,
under the Woodland Grant Scheme and on
Forest Enterprise land.

569
km2

�
1988–1999: 1,430 km2 of conifers were planted
under the Woodland Grant Scheme and on
Forest Enterprise land.

1430
km2

�
1984–1999: the extent of native woodland
increased by 34%.

34%
�

C
Native
woodland

1994 and 2005: the area of native pinewood is
set to increase from 1994 levels by 305 km2. �

1999 and 2015: the cover of priority broadleaved
woodland types will be increased from 1999
levels by 72 km2.

�

Native pine
woods

1988–1998: 275 km2 were established through
Woodland Grant Scheme funding.

�

Natural
regeneration

1995–2000: native woodland was established
over 31.3km2 by natural regeneration (26.8km2

broadleaves and 4.6km2 Scots pine).
� T

c. 1970–c. 1990: ten woodland species
contracted in range, and eleven expanded, by
more than 10%.

48%
�

52%
�

Woodland
birds

1994–1999: five out of 14 widespread woodland
species showed a statistically significant increase
in abundance, while one species declined. The
remaining eight showed no significant change.

7%
�

57%
�

36%
�

C

Reliability of change or trend between the specified years: T = an increasing (or decreasing) trend established; C = change clearly
established between first and last year, but no clear evidence for a trend. Blank indicates that assessment of change was not appropriate.
Statistical significance was tested where possible (at the 5% level).

Protected areas
The designation and subsequent protection of habitats and natural features has had some
impact on landscape character. This has resulted in some relatively large tracts of habitat,
such as lowland bog, being maintained as a feature in the landscape as well as for their
conservation interest. Elsewhere, protected natural features, such as geological formations
or ancient woodlands act as a focal point within the landscape as well as being of
conservation value. Nature conservation legislation can also influence some land use
activities, encouraging the maintenance of land use practices that support the conservation
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interests of the site and discouraging those that are detrimental to the interest. This in turn
will affect the landscape character.

Crofting
Crofting landscapes exhibit a decline in active traditional land management, such as making
hay, other than where successful Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESA) schemes are in
place. New residential buildings, farm buildings and fencing are also on the increase, in some
areas changing the settlement pattern in the crofting landscape.

Current landuse trends

Agriculture
The current uncertainty in the agricultural sector, demonstrated so starkly by the recent
foot and mouth outbreak, is likely to have some impact on the landscape of the future. Loss
of revenue, or a reduction in people working on the land may affect the ability of individuals
to maintain particular landscape characteristics, particularly those that are now functionally
redundant, such as hedges, field trees and old farm buildings. Uncertainty about the future of
food production also means that there may be pressure to look for new crops and new
enterprises in the farming sector. If more marginal land is forested the landscape character
would also change. There may also be pressure to increase the options for built
development in the countryside, for reasons of rural economic development.

Forestry
Forestry also faces financial uncertainty, as timber prices have collapsed, partly in the face of
global competition. This is at a time when established commercial forests are now ready to
be felled, often for the first time, and there are opportunities to restructure and improve
the design of these forests once felling begins. The Forest Authority now have a financial
incentive in place to ensure that long term plans for such forests ensure that future design
makes a positive contribution to landscape character.

Crofting
In crofting areas, new woodland establishment on common grazings has increased in recent
years. Recent proposals for legislation under which planting trees may become a permitted
development in new and existing statutory leases may promote even more planting.
Conversely, the change from headage to area based payments for sheep may encourage
crofting tenants to take less land out of grazing, as the subsidies will now relate to the
amount of land managed and stocking levels, not simply to the number of sheep. This may as
a result discourage planting proposals, as crofters aim to keep land in grazing.

Changes in development pattern 1950–2001

The past fifty years have seen substantial changes to Scotland’s built environment. In the
main centres of population, the demise of heavy industry, the reclamation of derelict
industrial infrastructure, the expansion of the road network, the rapid growth of suburban
housing development, the establishment of new towns and the expansion of small villages
and scattered housing in the city hinterlands, all reflect Scotland’s changing economic
fortunes and social fabric. Since 1950, the main employment opportunities have shifted from
manufacturing and heavy industry to the new service based providers, many of which are
now sited in retail and business parks located around the fringes of settlements.
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Rural Infrastructure
In rural areas, the major changes to the landscape brought about by built development
include the upgrading of roads, the development of large-scale hydro-electricity schemes in
the post war years, the increasing use of suburban housing styles in the countryside and,
more recently in coastal areas, the development of the fish farming industry.

In rural areas the impact of these changes, with the possible exception of the hydro
schemes, has generally been incremental. Over decades roads have been gradually widened
and straightened and transport links improved, and the number of ‘kit’ houses built in the
countryside has increased over time. However, some developments, including fish farming
structures and telecommunications masts, have expanded relatively rapidly and their impact
is significant due to their cumulative effect (i.e. increasing numbers of one type of
development having a much greater impact than a single structure).

New technologies
The dramatic changes in technology and mechanisation over the past fifty years, have had a
profound effect on both the overall quantity and individual scale of built development in
both rural and urban Scotland. Rock and soil can now be moved relatively easily, so that
structures such as roads, building sites, coastal defences, causeways and bridges can be
created at a scale, and sometimes in locations, which would previously not have been
possible. Roads can be widened and straightened, more mountain tracks can be constructed
at the highest levels and houses can be built on steep slopes that are levelled by powerful
machines. Technological developments have also brought positive changes to the landscape
as many tips, bings and industrial infrastructure has been removed.
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These new technologies are used to control or influence natural processes, particularly in
relation to coastal defences and flood management. The resulting structures are often
strongly discordant with the physical or natural constraints of the environment. Without
sensitive design there can be a loss of coherence between the character of the natural
environment and the attributes of the new built structures, such as when new houses are
built on under building rather than designed to fit the gradient of the land.

Rural housing
The trend towards ‘kit house’ domestic architecture, particularly since the 1950s, has had a
profound impact on both the siting and design of houses. The combination of mechanised
construction techniques and improved thermal efficiency have made it possible to build
houses almost anywhere. In addition, the style of housing is less a result of the technical
limitations of local materials or traditional scale and proportion, than the technical
requirements of widely available concrete based materials and the scale and proportions
which are easy to build in prefabricated units. In areas where there has been rapid
expansion of housing, for example in Aberdeenshire during the 1970s and 1980s, multiple
new domestic buildings can appear incongruous if they do not reflect any aspect of surviving
local design or incorporate superficial detailing which relates to domestic architecture from
elsewhere. Where new buildings are sited in locations that have no relationship with the
surrounding landform and settlement pattern, they adversely affect the integrity of the
existing landscape character.

Settlement expansion
One of the key areas of land use change in recent years has been on the outskirts of
settlements, where agricultural land has been replaced by expanding built development,
especially housing and business park developments. The peri-urban landscape is becoming
increasingly similar in character around many towns and cities, with the built environment
generally coming to an abrupt edge at a wide ring road, for example in Edinburgh, Perth and
Inverness. The uniform approach to lay-out and design of housing estates has led to a loss of
identity and the quality of the rural landscape surrounding cities and large towns often lacks
distinctive local features and areas of high landscape quality.

Farm buildings
The intensification of food production over the last 50 years has had an impact on both land
use and built structures in the landscape. In particular, there has been a dramatic increase in
the size and industrial character of farm buildings, which reflects an increase in
mechanisation, the need to accommodate greater quantities of food and livestock and to
manage farms efficiently with a reduced labour force. These buildings are often modular
structures, easy to alter and relocate, or prefabricated prior to erection on site. Designs are
ubiquitous and do not tend to reflect local building character, and are often out of scale with
nearby traditional buildings.

Upland tracks
In upland areas, the demand for more efficient use of the land has led to increased road and
track construction, to provide easy access into areas of difficult terrain. Some of these
tracks are in areas where thin soils and prevailing weather conditions make it difficult to re-
establish cleared vegetation, resulting in prominent and long term scarring of the hillsides.
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Roadside signs
There has been a pronounced increase in signs and relatively small scale structures in the
landscape, most notably along roadsides. This creates a persistent presence of ‘visual clutter’
in both rural and urban areas, although in some towns such as Aviemore, this issue is being
addressed. Often the design of structures, and their location in relation to one another is
poorly thought out, providing a distracting foreground to the visual experience of travelling
through a landscape.

Recreational facilities
Developments associated with recreation and leisure activities have increased as tourism
has become established as a major industry, often resulting in localised impacts on landscape
character. For example, the infrastructure associated with the skiing industry is highly visible
in Scotland’s open uplands, as the materials and scale of structures involved are urban in
character and are not designed to complement the surrounding landscape. However, new
structures associated with visitor provision and management, such as well designed visitor
centres, car parks, shopping opportunities and way marked walks may contribute to the
visitor’s appreciation of the Scottish landscape, although in some locations, these might
reduce the sense of naturalness admired by the visitor. In lowland Scotland and around the
coast the increasing number of golf courses has led to a significant change in character. In
some areas, they are welcome developments in otherwise neglected landscapes, but in some
places the bright green sward may be out of character within a more subtle landscape
composition.
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Historical and archaeological landmarks
The most significant historical and archaeological remains within the landscape are now
protected. Some of these are prominent built structures, which have become permanent
contributions to landscape character, rather than disappearing over time. More significant
buildings and monuments have also become the focus for development associated with
visitor provision.

Fish-farming
The development of marine and freshwater fish farming has introduced structures into
coastal waters and on shore locations throughout the west coast and the Western and
Northern Isles, often in remote locations (see Figure 3). In coastal areas valued for their
qualities of wildness, or in areas where scenic qualities are characterised by untrammelled
waters, these developments and their associated activity can have a disproportionate effect
on the landscape character.

Figure 3 Location of salmon and trout fishfarms. Copyright statement © Crown Estate
Commissioners for Scotland

Locations of salmon and trout
fish farms – note: not all sites
currently in production
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Table 2 Fishfarm sites in production

Year No. of sites in production*

Rainbow trout* Salmon

1991 69
1992 72
1993 74 138
1994 72 147
1995 69 162
1996 69 166
1997 69 171
1998 71 177
1999 68 189

*Source: Scottish Fish Farms: Annual Production Survey 1999, FRS Marine Laboratory

Communication technology
The recent expansion of communication technology has had a significant affect on many
landscapes. First, in more remote areas, where wild land experience is most likely to be
found, telecommunications infrastructure is one of the few developments which by necessity
has to be prominently sited. Such developments inevitably affect the perceived wildness of
the landscape character, by introducing an obviously engineered structure into an area
perceived as relatively natural and remote from human influence. Second, the increase of
structures along established infrastructure corridors, where telecommunications are
providing coverage for existing roads, railways and settlements. This results in increased
visual clutter and development in a highly visible location. In addition, masts can become
even more visible through cumulative impact, as prominent sites often contain several,
disparately designed developments.

Renewables
Wind turbine development is the most widespread of the renewable energy technologies
which is likely to alter existing landscape character (see Figure 4). Turbines are often highly
visible because of their height and the need to be sited in exposed locations. Their impact is
emphasised by the movement of the blades, which is relatively unusual in the landscape, and
the associated infrastructure. While individually the structures themselves are sometimes
perceived as elegant, they are nevertheless clearly engineered structures and part of the
built environment and have the potential to impact significantly on areas where the existing
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character is valued because of the lack of built structures. The impacts of such
developments in some coastal and near-shore areas could be acute. Within upland settings
the phase of hydro-electric developments also changed the character of many western glens.

Figure 4 Wind energy developments

Wind energy developments

at June 2001
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There is a small but growing trend in sustainable building design. The development of both
timber and renewable energy technology, and techniques such as reed bed water treatment
systems and sustainable urban drainage systems has resulted in a small but significant move
towards more sustainable domestic and industrial development, where natural resources
such as water are better managed, and materials used in construction minimise impact on
the environment.

Changes in perception (1950–2001)

Many people come from an urban background and have little direct experience of the wide
variety of landscape settings found in Scotland. Whilst they will have direct experience of
the factors influencing their immediate surroundings, few will have had any direct
involvement with managing our more rural land uses, or understand how and why changes
in land use over time might be necessary. Landscape is often regarded as a stable, lasting
reference point for society. This creates tensions between those who wish to change
familiar landscapes for economic, or even natural heritage benefits, and those who wish to
maintain familiar places and landscapes in their current form.

There is a growing general concern for the environment, which does influence the way
people value what is perceived to be the natural environment and how they wish to see land
managed. Increasingly, one of the results of this interest is an understanding that the Scottish
landscape is not as natural as it is generally perceived to be. In addition to interest in the
natural environment, increasing enthusiasm for and understanding of archaeology adds a
further dimension to people’s understanding of the evolution of the landscape.

Scenic qualities
The landscape of Scotland underpins a range of social and economic interests. It contributes
to our quality of life, it is a main attraction for visitors and is part of what makes Scotland an
attractive place for inward investment. It is also an important complement to other natural
heritage interests, as it provides a resource that is enjoyed as a recreational asset, and the
aesthetic context within which nature and earth science interests can be appreciated.

From SNH’s point of view the most significant of these are proposed National Parks (Loch
Lomond and the Trossachs, and Cairngorms) and the National Scenic Areas (NSA)
designation. The NSAs aim to safeguard areas of nationally significant scenic quality, and tend
to be located in the mountainous and coastal areas of Scotland. The qualities of dramatic
vertical scale, openness, views which encompass a sense of distance, perceived naturalness,
and constantly changing light and weather conditions continue to be valued. Scotland has 46
NSAs covering a total area of approximately 1 million hectares (see Figure 5). SNH’s recent
review of NSAs (National Scenic Areas: Scottish Natural Heritage’s Advice to Government, 1999),
identifies the need to strengthen the measures in place to safeguard the existing areas, and
to ensure that management strategies are developed and implemented. In addition, SNH
considers that there may be some merit in expanding the existing series, to reflect a wider
diversity of Scotland’s best scenery.
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Figure 5 National scenic areas
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Accessibility
One of the main forces for change in perception of the Scottish landscape is increased
accessibility. In particular, the effect of the expansion of an improved road network is to
make the land mass appear smaller and more accessible than in the past. Increased
accessibility does increase familiarity, and for many people this has resulted in more
awareness and appreciation of Scotland’s landscapes. However, increased accessibility, and
faster access, has also had an impact on the sense of remoteness, as distance is appreciated
as a measurement of the time taken to move from one place to another, rather than as an
absolute measurement of distance.

Increased UK and international travel means that for many people appreciation of the
Scottish landscape is now relative to experiences of other parts of the world, whether this
is direct first hand experience or through the media. There is widespread knowledge that
there are mountains that are higher, more rugged and wilder than those in Scotland. There
are longer, more remote coastlines, and gentler, more intimate cultivated landscapes. There
are more natural habitats, and larger areas of untrammelled land elsewhere. One effect of
this opportunity to compare Scotland’s landscape with those elsewhere is a growing
appreciation of the diversity of landscape character that exists in a very small country, and in
recent years this has been the main focus of debate in relation to landscape conservation.

Managing landscape change

There is a wide range of mechanisms in place which have the potential to influence
landscape change.

Town and country planning
The planning system has always had a role in directing development and influencing the
design of the built environment. Town and Country Planning is the responsibility of Local
Authorities, guided by national advice which is set out in Planning Advice Notes (PANs) and
National Planning Policy Guidance (NPPGs). Landscape character is an increasingly
important part of this decision making process, as indicated in NPPG 14 on the Natural
Heritage (January 1999)), and guidance on the siting and design of individual types of
development frequently aims to conserve landscape character. Certain types of activity,
notably many of those associated with agriculture and forestry management, and including
the building of hill tracks in certain circumstances, have general permitted development
status, and are therefore subject to special arrangements under local authority planning
procedures.

Agriculture
By contrast, changes in agriculture have been led primarily by national and international
economic decisions, with little local involvement. Generally the support system for
agriculture uses a combination of financial incentives and quota restrictions to influence the
types of crops grown and the amount of food produced. Landscape character has been a
consideration in locating and deciding the aims of Environmentally Sensitive Areas and some
agri-environment schemes, but has been a less potent consideration in farm conservation
plans than other conservation interests.
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Forestry
Forestry, both in relation to new planting and the felling and restructuring of existing
forests, has increasingly taken into account landscape objectives within the management
mechanisms controlled by the Forest Commission. Guidance on the landscape design and
management of forests is now well established.
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4 Landscape character: threats and
opportunities

The diversity of Scotland’s landscape is increasingly influenced by land use change and
development. This is largely because new technology creates opportunities for human
activity to overcome the potential natural constraints to development and management.
Landscape character always exists, even if it changes, however some landscape character
types might be lost, or their quality may be reduced, over time. It is equally likely that new
types of landscape character may evolve, some of which could become valued. While all
landscape character changes over time, there are likely to be areas where change in
character is relatively rapid, such as where existing landuse is economically unsustainable, or
where there are ideal conditions for a new type of land use or development to take place,
which would quickly dominate the character of the landscape. There are therefore
opportunities to create new types of landscape character which are scenically attractive and
economically sustainable, as well as benefiting other natural heritage interests.

Threats and opportunities
The landscape character assessment programme was initiated by SNH in 1994 to provide a
coherent and comprehensive inventory of the landscapes of Scotland. The specific objectives
of the programme were to:

determine the landscape character of the total land area of Scotland;

identify and analyse the forces of landscape change, especially those forces which have the
potential to alter or reduce the intrinsic character and diversity of the landscape; and

develop design guidance to enable development whilst achieving the best environmental fit
for each proposal

As a result the assessments aim to inform those who are making decisions about the threats
and opportunities facing individual landscape types, and the following paragraphs indicate
issues which are more relevant at a national level.

Infrastructure
Around towns and cities continuous pressure for built development and associated
infrastructure creates a rural landscape which is often ‘in limbo’, as landowners wait to
realise the development potential of their land, or find it difficult to farm efficiently due to
vandalism. Sometimes, this lack of management can erode the quality of the landscape in
these areas. There are opportunities here to develop more distinctive, robust and accessible
landscape settings for cities and towns, and to ensure that future development takes a
sustainable approach in terms of both the design of developments and the management of
natural resources. There is also an opportunity to create industrial landscapes with a local
sense of identity and which reflect a sense of the new technologies.

It is recognised that the qualities of perceived wildness, remoteness and tranquillity in some
areas of Scotland are relatively fragile. They are vulnerable to a number of different types of
development. The pressures on the accessible corridors of Scotland are likely to continue.
The key communication routes through the uplands and round the coasts attract new
development and infrastructure. While they are obviously the focus for road improvement
works and most recently telecommunication masts, they are also a prime location for
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developments associated with tourism and visitor management. The proximity of these
developments to the road and rail network means that they are often highly visible. Along
many roadsides, there is a continued rise in the amount of general visual clutter, largely
created by ad hoc and cumulative build up of signs and structures. Careful siting and design
is required to reduce the impact on the landscape quality. Low flying aircraft, speed boats, a
mountaineer’s mobile telephone or the sound of an off road vehicle, can have a profound
impact in what is often a relatively quiet environment.

Agricultural influences
The extensive areas of lowland Scotland that are essentially rural in character may once
have appeared to be relatively robust. These are, however, probably the areas most likely to
see change brought about by any future changes in the agricultural sector. Both cumulative
development and incremental change relating to the built environment and infrastructure is
likely to affect the character of these areas, due to the relatively high population. The
pressure to diversify farm incomes may lead to an increase in built development and
increasing use of land for leisure activities, including golf courses and horse riding facilities.
Such development could result in new uses for farm buildings and innovative design. New,
sometimes experimental, land uses can contribute to the dynamic character of a lived-in
landscape. By contrast declining agricultural incomes could lead to changes in approach to
land management which may in turn lead to the neglect of some of the key characteristics
which were traditionally managed by part of the farm enterprise. The vulnerability of these
areas lies in the very ordinariness of their landscape character. This character may over time
be eroded by gradual road widening, scattered development of poorly designed buildings,
lack of management of small-scale habitat features and the inappropriate siting of diverse
built structures within a setting of neglected cultivated land.

Areas of transitional landscape character, for example along the boundary between lowland
and upland areas, tend to be marginal both by their location and nature, and as a result can
be particularly vulnerable to changes in farm economies. These are areas where alternatives
to agriculture are likely, such as forestry or wind turbine developments, and the landscape
would change rapidly as a result. A substantial increase in woodland, for example, could
result in changes to the degree of interlock between cultivated and uncultivated land, the
texture, colour and variety of vegetation and the degree of enclosure and inter visibility
within the landscape, as experienced in Dumfries & Galloway in the 1960s to 1980s.

Forestry and woodlands
Naturalness has been identified as a quality that contributes to the distinctiveness of
Scotland’s landscape. There are opportunities to increase this quality, partly through the
expansion of native woodland but also through the restructuring of now mature commercial
forests, which offers the opportunity to introduce a more diverse species and age structure,
as well as create a forest which responds more sensitively to land form and natural features.
The development of more extensive farming methods and organic agriculture, both of which
rely on less intensive methods of land management, may create the appearance of a more
‘natural’ landscape, for example through the creation of more diverse grasslands.
Conversely, what remains of the well defined ‘tidiness’ of the current farmed landscape
might be lost.

The quality of openness ensures that the sense of scale within sweeping horizontal or
dramatic vertical landscapes can be readily appreciated. It also creates many opportunities
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for distant views and inter visibility, which are important characteristics of Scotland’s
landscape. This quality is particularly vulnerable to the expansion of woodland, particularly
where it obscures views and restricts inter visibility and to a lesser extent from poorly
located linear development along accessible coasts. Conversely, however, in some areas the
experience of enclosure provided by woodland might be welcomed, providing shelter in
exposed areas, and if well designed, woodland can enhance mystery and anticipation in
providing sequential viewing opportunities.

Natural processes
However, some natural processes that contribute to the dynamic qualities of Scotland’s
landscape are sometimes considered a threat to human activity. This is particularly the case
in relation to the management of seasonal flooding and coastal erosion and deposition by
hard engineering solutions. From a landscape perspective attempts to control these
processes could, if not sensitively managed, significantly reduce the visual and experiential
significance of witnessing the power of natural processes in some landscapes, thereby
altering their character. The further development and application of ‘soft’ engineering
solutions, including the restoration of flood plains, will conversely increase the perception of
the landscape as naturally dynamic.

Glossary

Landscape An area or tract of land, which
can be of any extent or scale.
Landscape results from the
interaction of both natural
processes and human influences.
These determine the form and
appearance of the landscape and
affect the way we experience it.

Landscape can be perceived through all the senses,
not just the visual. The way in which we perceive
landscape is affected by our own experience.
Landscape is present everywhere: it includes the
special as well as the ordinary. It is the setting for
our everyday lives but can also be a source of
inspiration. It is dynamic and constantly changing,
whether we intervene or not.

Landscape
capacity

The extent to which a landscape
is able to accept change without
significant effects on its
character.

Changes can be due to built development or land
management. The capacity of a landscape for a
specific type of change will depend upon the nature
and magnitude of the change and the landscape
sensitivity.

Landscape
character

The distinctive and consistent
combination of characteristics
which occurs in an area of
landscape.

The way in which the natural and cultural elements
of a tract of land combine to make it distinctive.

Landscape
character
assessment

The process of systematic
description, classification and
analysis of landscape, in order to
identify and understand its
character.

The process is now widely adopted. It does not
require values to be attached to the landscape (see
landscape evaluation).

Landscape
evaluation

The process of attaching values
to a landscape, through the
application of a consistent
methodology and agreed criteria

Landscape evaluation is carried out for a specific
purpose, such as the designation of protected
landscapes or the identification of landscapes of
value to a particular group or community. The
criteria are normally agreed through a process of
consultation.
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Landscape
condition
(c.f. quality)

The degree to which the
individual characteristics of a
landscape are in a good state of
repair or health; the extent to
which the distinctive character of
a landscape is apparent.

The term ‘landscape quality’ can mean both an
attribute or a valuation. The term ‘landscape
condition’ is clearly an attribute and avoids this
confusion. Some landscapes in poor condition can
still be highly valued, as in the case of crofting
landscapes.

Landscape
integrity

The intactness of the individual
characteristics of a landscape.

Similar to landscape condition, this term is less
concerned with the state of repair of the landscape
characteristics

Landscape
sensitivity

The degree to which the
characteristics of the landscape
are affected by specific types of
change.

Changes can be due to built development or land
management. The sensitivity of a landscape will
depend upon the type, nature and magnitude of
the change and the likely effects on its key
characteristics.

Landscape
Impacts

The likely effects on the
landscape due to a development
proposal or change in land
management.

Changes may affect the physical components of the
landscape as well as its character. They can
therefore affect the way in which the landscape is
experienced (e.g. its sense of tranquillity, wildness).
Changes can be positive (beneficial) or negative
(detrimental); and can be cumulative.

Visual
Impacts

The likely visual effects that
would result from a
development proposal or change
in land management.

Visual impacts can be positive (beneficial) or
negative (detrimental); and can be cumulative.

Natural
beauty and
amenity

A composite term, commonly
used in environmental legislation,
which refers to those qualities of
the landscape which tend to
appeal to all our senses.

Despite the use of the word natural, the term does
not exclude landscapes or features which result
from, or are changed by, human activity. A canal or
reservoir, for instance, may have considerable
natural beauty and amenity.

Scenery A term in popular usage, which
is used to describe landscape
compositions.

This term emphasises the visual aspects of the
landscape.

Scenic
quality

A term in popular usage. The
value that is placed on
landscapes which appeal
(primarily) to the visual senses.

This value is not absolute and tends to reflect
prevailing ideas about which landscapes are of
special value.
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LANDSCAPE PROFILES: A

WORKING GUIDE
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ZONE 1 SHETLAND

1 Nature of the landscape resource

Diversity, distribution and rarity of landscape character in the zone

Table 1.1 Diversity

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

Context Area
(km2)

1 Inland valleys Farmlands of
Highlands & Islands

Island 63.17

1 Coastal Edge H&I rocky coastal
landscapes

Island
Coastal

67.83

1 Undulating Moorland
with Lochs

Extensive
moorlands H&I

Island
Coastal

185.35

1 Farmed and Settled
Lowland and Coast

Farmlands of H&I Island
Coastal

206.41

1 Farmed and Settled
Voes and Sounds

Sea lochs of H&I Island
Coastal

251.28

1 Major Uplands Extensive
moorland of H&I

Island 317.05

1 Peatland and Moorland Peatlands of H&I Island
Coastal

327.82

Total 1,418.91

In Shetland there are 7 landscape character types at level 1; these can be grouped into 5 at level 3 (2 farmland types, 3 peatland and
moorland types and 2 coastal/sea loch types).

Whilst the majority of the landscape character (LCTs) in this zone are upland and farmland their context is nonetheless strongly island and
coastal with nowhere being very far from the sea and its effects.

In Shetland there are 7 LCTs found within a zone of total land area 1,400 km2 (total col. 2/total col. 5 = 0.005).
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Table 1.2 Distribution/pattern

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

% of
zone
(area)

No. of
occurrences

Area
(km2)

1 Inland Valleys Farmlands of
Highlands &
Islands

4 14 63.17

1 Coastal Edge H&I rocky
coastal
landscapes

5 59 67.83

1 Undulating
Moorland with
Lochs

Extensive
moorlands H&I

13 13 185.35

1 Farmed and
Settled Lowland
and Coast

Farmlands of
H&I

15 50 206.41

1 Farmed and
Settled Voes and
Sounds

Sea lochs of H&I 18 78 251.28

1 Major Uplands Extensive
moorland of H&I

22 16 317.05

1 Peatland and
Moorland

Peatlands of H&I 23 34 327.82

Total 100 264 1,418.91

Inland valleys  63.17/14 = 4.51 km2

Coastal Edges  67.83/59 = 1.15 km2

Undulating Moorland with Lochs 185.35/13 = 14.26 km2

Farmed and settled lowland and coast 206.41/50 = 4.13 km2

Farmed and settled voes and sounds 251.28/78 = 3.22 km2

Major uplands 317.05/16 = 19.82 km2

Peatland and moorland 327.82/34 = 9.64 km2

Ratio

Extensive moorland of Highlands & Islands 502.4 km2 7
Peatlands of Highlands & Islands 327.82 km2 5
Farmlands of Highlands & Islands 269.58 km2 4
Sea Lochs of Highlands & Islands 251.28 km2 4
Rock coastal landscapes of Highlands & Islands  67.83 km2 1
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Table 1.3 Rarity

Rarity by
occurrence %

Rarity by extent %

Inland valleys 5 4
Coastal edge 22 5
Undulating Moorland with lochs 5 13
Farmed and settled
Lowland and coast

19 15

Farmed and settled
Voes and Sands

30 18

Major Uplands 6 22
Peatland and Moorland 13 23

The rarity of a landscape character types within the zone can be identified by the number of times it occurs or its extent. Examination of
both the number of occurrences (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total and the area (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total area will give
an indication of rarity. (col 5/total col. 5%) (col. 6/total col. 6%).

The map of LCTs in the zone at level 1 gives the actual location, orientation and distribution of LCTs which can be described and
explained as text along with any marked differences in the diversity and distribution in different parts of the zone.

Description

Landform

PROFILE

Shetland generally has a rolling profile of low ridges.

SEQUENCE

Uplands tend to terminate in coastal cliffs, stacks and arches. Hollows and shallow valleys
lead ‘gently’ to coastal lowlands, beaches, bays and rocky headlands.

SCALE

In Shetland landforms tend to be of a moderate scale other than the cliffs and other coastal
features where the vertical scale is great.

LANDMARK FEATURES

Ronas hill

Voes (e.g. Whiteness)

Individual Islands (e.g. Bressay).

EXPERIENCE

The interior landform has a consistent and predictable profile and a pronounced grain but
the experience when travelling by public road is confused by the degree of indentation in
the coastline and the presence of the sea in all directions, north, south, east and west.
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Containment (created by landform and land cover)

TOPOGRAPHY

The strong ‘grain’ of central Shetlands landscape is divided by ridges of hills, provides some
containment by focusing views. Elsewhere this is less influential, particularly on the coast,
where views are often extensive

LAND COVER (VEGETATION AND BUILT DEVELOPMENT).

Except amongst the buildings of central Lerwick, built development does not contribute to
containment. Woodland is almost entirely absent, and even where it occurs, it does not
limit views.

VISIBILITY

Often limited inland by landform (relative to location of public routes). Marked contrast
between that of inner coastline, with the focused views to seaward, and outer coastline,
where a great breadth of visibility is characteristic.

MICROCLIMATIC EFFECTS

Most enclosed bays (e.g. at Lerwick, which is protected by offshore island) and inland hills
are relatively sheltered. However, much of Shetland is highly exposed to wind and weather
although there are generally microclimatic pockets not typical of the Shetland landscape.

EXPERIENCE

Even though there are places in Shetland with limited visibility the sense of containment is
affected strongly by the climate and lack of tall growing vegetation.

Accessibility

DISTANCE

Shetland is located at some considerable distance from major population centres (150 km
from the north Scotland mainland and 340 km from Aberdeen) and being an island
archipelago necessitates travel by ferry or plane. Inter-island transport is generally good but
weather dependent, especially for remoter out isles.

PHYSICAL ACCESS

In Shetland – road network extensive with few places more than 5 km from a public road.
Access tracks common place in moorland/peatland LCTs but footpaths few other than to
recognised visitor sites. Terrain difficult in moorland/peatland areas. Access to shoreline and
boat access limited to areas of coastal settlement.

CULTURAL ACCEPTANCE OF ACCESS

Generally a good level of acceptance of responsible open access on hill land, less so on
inby/fenced farmland.

VISUAL ACCESS

Visual access of inland areas limited from any one view point but possible to see into an area
from an array of publicly accessible viewing locations. Visual access from vantage points from
along coastal areas good.
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EXPERIENCE

Shetland can feel a long way away to the visitor and access outwith the public road system
limited. Lack of obvious access points/signage/interpretation affects psychological ease of
access. However, to the interested resident access to the landscape is not particularly
limiting provided it is undertaken responsibly.

Despite the often short distances to roads, access combined with exposure particularly on
the coast creates potential for a wild land experience which may be particular to the
Shetland landscape.

Land cover (including vegetation and land use)

VEGETATION

Being so open and with little vegetation of any height the simple colour and textural
contrasts between the upland LCTs and the farmed and coastal LCTs (the browns, russets
and greens and occasional crops of the lowland and coast) becomes an important part of
the zone’s landscape character; echoing underlying characteristics of drainage and soil type).

EXPOSED ROCK

Only the Major Uplands LCTs of Shetland are particularly noteworthy for the presence of
exposed rock in the form of, scree clad alpine heath, boulder strewn moorlands and
grassland. These areas introduce visual diversity into the otherwise simple vegetational
contrasts.

The exposed rock of the coastline, its cliffs, arches and rocky shores dominates those areas
and contributes much to the landscape character of the zone.

BUILT DEVELOPMENT

The farmed and settled LCTs are the landscapes of Shetland where built development
contributes significantly to land cover either as crofts, crofting townships, small farms,
nucleated settlements and Shetland’s towns. Built development contributes contrast in the
Shetland landscape, a different pattern overlaid on the land, and sometimes dominates
character of the landscape.

EXPERIENCE

The land cover of Shetland tends to emphasise the natural and elemental experience of this
landscape, the bare rock of the coast and high hills, the obvious lack of high-growing
vegetation, the built devilment focused in Shetland locations.

Hydrology and water bodies

TYPE

What kind of water bodies/features are characteristic of the landscape of this zone, e.g.
rivers, burns, lochs, lochans, sea lochs, waterfalls?

EXPERIENCE

Views to inland lochs are most characteristic of the western hummocky topography of parts
of Mainland where they form a distinctive landscape.
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In many other location, areas of freshwater form an occasional focal point. The main area
that without freshwater bodies is in the southern Mainland, and the resulting lack of
variation is noticeable.

Built and infrastructure development (present day)

NATURE AND PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT

By far the largest settlement is the port and capital of Lerwick: Scalloway, an earlier capital,
is a small town and harbour on the west coast. The most common settlement pattern,
however, is a series of loose clusters of houses. These are generally centred on the coast
and, at least originally, where some flatter better quality ground allowed a small area of in-
bye land to be cultivated. High ground, moorlands and peatland is generally avoided, so that
settlement is concentrated on lower, sheltered ground. Modern building methods, and
technology such as double glazing, means that more exposed sites – often with expansive
views – can now be settlement pattern is being sheltered bay.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INFRASTRUCTURE

The settlements are served by a network of minor roads that feed into the main roads
which follow the easier ground of the long glens and faults that run through the islands.
Considerable areas are not connected to the road network, principally the large areas of
moorland and peatland, and the uplands or remote islands.

The main airport is located at Sumburgh on the southern tip of Mainland. A secondary
airfield is situated at Tingwall, near Lerwick. Other airstrips are found near Sullom Voe, and
on the outlying islands of Unst and Fetlar.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

The feature harbours and ports of Lerwick and Scalloway are features. Lerwick has fairly
extensive harbour areas, storage, and industrial estates. The largest individual industrial
development, however, is the oil terminal at Sullom Voe, and on the north of mainland.

EXPERIENCE

From the main roads through the islands, settlement appears frequent. However, the
expanse of remote areas without infrastructure or buildings is also characteristic and can
give the impression of a difficult environment.

Visible history (past settlement, landuse, churches, brochs, forts, dykes, standing
stones etc.)

TYPES OF VISIBLE HISTORY

There are many historical features in Shetland that are intrinsic to the character of the
landscape. They include remnants of turf and stone boundary dykes that may be Neolithic in
origin. Some of the most striking and prominent are the remains of the brochs, fortified
tower-shaped Iron Age dwellings. There are also frequent examples of ‘planticrubs’, small
drystone enclosures in which plants were grown, clearly indicative of the harsh weather
conditions There are occasionally dramatic remains of castles, the main example being near
the harbour of Scalloway on West Coast, an old capital of the islands.
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LOCATION/PATTERN

Almost all significant historical artefacts are located close to the coast. This reflects the
reliance on the sea as the transport route until relatively recently, and the concentration of
settlement on lower, more sheltered ground near the sea.

EXPERIENCE

Much of the visual history is present as individually prominent features. These act as focal
points in the landscape. Together with less obvious elements such as dykes, combine to
indicate the extent of human influence in this landscape.

Wildlife

FORMS OF WILDLIFE

The large numbers of seabirds are the most obvious form of wildlife in this zone. Seals are
also quite frequent. The relatively small range of habitats limits the type of wildlife that is
present in the zone.

LOCATION

The cliffs and coastline are the main locations for seabirds. Seals are found offshore and on
the coastline.

WHEN

The typical wildlife of this zone tends to be present all year.

EXPERIENCE

The noise and movement of great colonies of seabirds can be an important part of how the
landscape is experienced.

The sight of seals, although welcome and often characteristic, is not so much a fundamental
component of the zone landscape.

Climate

CLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS

The Shetland is a group of islands equidistant from Scotland and Norway, therefore often a
rough, severe climate, tempered by maritime influences. Frequent high winds means the
islands are very exposed.

LOCATIONAL AND SEASONAL EFFECTS

The latitude of the zone means very long days in summer and very short days in winter.

EXPERIENCE

The strength and noise of the wind has strong influences on the experience of the
landscape. This is particularly the case when it is accompanied by stormy seas, the
movement, noise and force of which, crashing against the coastline adds extra dimension to
the landscape.
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Designated landscapes

National Scenic Areas

CONSTITUENTS

All of the Shetland NSA is located within the zone. All LCTs within the NSA are coastal,
often dramatic rocky cliffs and inlets, also some of the ‘voes’ – long inlets of sea between
promontories.

LOCATION AND EXTENT

The NSA is divided into 7 separate areas, all on the West Coast.

EXPERIENCE

Generally, the NSA is not experienced as being distinct from the landscapes of the rest of
the zone. The fragmentation of the NSA, and the fairly frequent occurrence of similar LCTs
perhaps reinforces this.

AGLVS and other Local Authority designations

NATURE OF THE LANDSCAPE DESIGNATED

There are no local authority landscape designations in this zone.

Historic gardens and designed landscapes

NATURE OF THE LANDSCAPES DESIGNATED

There are several historic gardens in the zone. Policy woodland and parkland are absent.
Most are probably nineteenth century in origin, with extensive walls for shelter. Often, the
larger size of the walls and houses are the only indication of a designed landscape.

LOCATION

Generally, they are concentrated in n settled, lower-lying, more sheltered areas.

EXPERIENCE

The composition formed by a house and garden within its setting: often carefully designed,
acts as a focal point within the local landscape.

Recreational landscapes

Nature of landscapes
Most landscapes in the zone attract use for recreation, as the principal attraction is to view
the wildlife and natural beauty.

LOCATION

The whole of this zone is, potential the network of paths, coastal routes and, for trout
fishing, the many lochs. Cliffs on Foulaare the highest in Britain (over 1000 feet in height)
and they provide opportunities for rock climbing. The coastal areas are used for sports such
as diving, sailing and sea angling
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EXPERIENCE

The peace and quiet presented by several areas of the zone are qualities sought after by
many people.

2 Importance and value of the zone landscape

Category Brief explanation of
landscape importance
(if any)

Importance
(GB, Scotland,
zone)

Landscape Character Importance
rarity unique area Scotland
extent  whole of zone
diversity (including specific landmarks) some
pattern distinctive, e.g.

settlements, geological
trends

Scotland

integrity fading with some modern
development

typicalness
fragility yes
Cultural Importance
pre history (designated/non-designated) includes prominent

features, e.g. brochs
Scotland/Great Britain

medieval (designated/non-designated) occasional castles and
other features

Scotland

recent (designated/non-designated)
Socioeconomic Importance
social lots of visitors for peaceful

landscapes
Scotland/Great Britain

economic Scotland/Great Britain
Scenic importance
designated
non-designated
‘Spiritual’ Importance
remoteness and tranquillity Great Britain
Learning Importance
Environmental Education Zonal
Interpretation Zonal
Enjoyment Importance
Recreation Zonal
Amenity Scotland

3 Landscape and trends in the zone

The following table uses categories that match those used in the National Section.
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Pressure Nature of pressure
trends within zone,
relative importance
within the zone

Scale of pressures within zone
when place in

an all Scotland context

Major Inter. Minor

Built development
Residential high importance and impact ✔
Retail ✔
Industrial ✔
Other
Infrastructure Transport
Roads and tracks ✔ ✔
Rail related N/A ✔ ✔
Ferry related
Other
Infrastructure other
Telecoms obvious in open landscape ✔
Water treatment likely sites probably not

obtrusive?
✔

Waste management ✔
Coastal defences could be significant,

because of length of coast,
but perhaps unlikely

✔ ✔

Other
Minerals
Open cast coal N/A
Sand and Gravel ✔
Hard rock major quarry would be

significant in a renowned
‘remote’ area

✔

Peat
Other
Forestry and Woodlands
Restructuring of existing N/A
Creation of new small because of changes it

would create in this almost
treeless landscape

✔

Creation of large new/native ✔
Other
Aquaculture
Finfish impacts high, because of

length of coastline and
relatively undeveloped
nature of much of it

✔

Shellfish ✔
Other
Energy
Nat. grid/infrastructure ✔
Wind impacts on an area

renowned for its
remoteness

✔
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Hydro ✔
Wave ✔
Other
Tourism and Recreation
Golf ✔
Marinas ✔
Skiing facilities infrastructure for? for

downhill skiing would be
significant

✔

Leisure facilities/visitor centres ✔
Information provision ✔
Walking related/footpaths ✔
Other

4 Building a sustainable future

This consideration should take into account those aspects of the zonal landscape you have
identified as important (Section 2) and those landscape pressures and trends which are
significant in a zonal context (Section 3). A matrix as outlined below may help in this
process, although text may be an easier way of presenting the information.

Zonal landscape objectives can be focused on outputs and/or mechanisms and should
highlight existing and potential opportunities for change where they exist. Where you feel
there is inadequate knowledge/information this should be highlighted.

General
There is residential development pressure – buildings in ‘wrong’ sites have a negative impact
on landscape character and settlement pattern. This is a current and ongoing problem,
particularly in cthe ommuting belt to Lerwick. The aim is to help new developments to be
sited and designed sympathetically.

•  Historical artefacts are a key part of the landscape resource. Help protect them and
importantly, their setting.

• Coastal defences could have high impacts but the coast is probably not eroding.
• Quarrying, depending on scale, could have major impacts in a landscape renowned for its

peacefulness and relative naturalness.
• Woodland: none at present so new would be significant.
• Energy infrastructure highly visible in this open landscape.
• Skiing infrastructure highly visible in this open landscape and character.
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ZONE 2 NORTH CAITHNESS AND ORKNEY

1 Nature of the landscape resource

Diversity, distribution and rarity of landscape character in the zone
NOTE: Ignore any LCT which is shown as <10 km sq (if important feature will be covered
elsewhere, if important characteristic locally will be flagged up in description)

Table 2.1 Diversity

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

Context Area
(km2)

2 Sweeping Moorland Flat or Rolling,
Smooth or
Sweeping,
Extensive, High
Moorlands of the
Highlands and
Islands

Highland 99.38

2 Harbour Highland and Island
Towns and
Settlements

Highland Coastal 0.88

2 Town Highland and Island
Towns and
Settlements

Highland 23.65

2 Open Intensive
Farmland

Farmlands and
Estates of the
Highlands and
Islands

Highland 65.05

2 Mixed Agriculture and
Settlement

Farmlands and
Estates of the
Highlands and
Islands

Highland 412.38

2 Small Farms and Crofts Highland and Island
Crofting
Landscapes

Highland 44.63

2 Coniferous Woodland
No information
provided in report.

0 NULL 22.96

2 Broadleaved/Mixed
Woodland No
information provided in
report.

0 NULL 0.33

2 Flat Peatland Peatland
Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

Highland 28.35

2 High Cliffs and
Sheltered Bays

Highland and Island
Rocky Coastal
Landscapes

Highland Coastal 3.65
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2 Long Beaches Dunes
and Links

Low, Flat, and/or
Sandy Coastal
Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

Highland Coastal 6.67

2 Kyles Firths and Sea
Lochs

Sea Lochs of the
Highlands and
Islands

Highland Coastal 0.90

2 Holms Highland and Island
Rocky Coastal
Landscapes

Island 13.83

2 Isolated Coastal Knolls Low Coastal Hills
of the Highlands
and Islands

Island Coastal 9.10

2 Enclosed Bay
Landscapes

Low, Flat, and/or
Sandy Coastal
Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

Island Coastal 12.63

2 Coastal Hills and Heath Low Coastal Hills
of the Highlands
and Islands

Island Coastal 59.90

2 Cliff Landscapes Highland and Island
Rocky Coastal
Landscapes

Island Coastal 26.32

2 Coastal Sand
Landscapes

Low, Flat, and/or
Sandy Coastal
Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

Island Coastal 26.79

2 Peatland Basins Peatland
Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

Island Lowland 13.37

2 Loch Basins Highland and Island
Glens

Island Lowland 106.72

2 Low Moorland Low, Flat, and/or
Sandy Coastal
Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

Island 10.70

2 Plateau Heaths and
Pasture

Moorland
Transitional
Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

Island 49.51

2 Rolling Hill Fringe Moorland
Transitional
Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

Island 78.83
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2 Whaleback Island
Landscapes

Highland and Island
Rocky Coastal
Landscapes

Island 39.22

2 Moorland Hills Flat or Rolling,
Smooth or
Sweeping,
Extensive, High
Moorlands of the
Highlands and
Islands

Island Upland 210.51

2 Glaciated Valley Highland and Island
Glens

Island 10.42

2 Rugged Glaciated Hills High, Massive,
Rugged, Steep-
Sided Mountains of
the Highlands and
Islands

Island Upland 17.73

2 Urban and Rural
Development

Highland and Island
Towns and
Settlements

Island Lowland 6.38

2 Ridgeline Island
Landscapes

Farmlands and
Estates of the
Highlands and
Islands

Island 68.17

2 Low Island Pastures Farmlands and
Estates of the
Highlands and
Islands

Island Lowland 88.52

2 Undulating Island
Pasture

Farmlands and
Estates of the
Highlands and
Islands

Island Lowland 37.37

2 Coastal Plain Low, Flat, and/or
Sandy Coastal
Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

Island 0.99

2 Coastal Basins Low, Flat, and/or
Sandy Coastal
Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

Island Coastal 70.36

2 Inclined Coastal
Pastures

Low, Flat, and/or
Sandy Coastal
Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

Island Coastal 109.29

2 Coastal Granite
Pastures

Low Coastal Hills
of the Highlands
and Islands

Island Coastal 4.62

2 Upland Igneous and
Volcanic Hills The
Ochil, Sidlaw,

Upland 3.22
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Cleish and Lomond
Hills

Total 1783.33

The number of landscape character types represented in the zone at level 1, the way they are grouped at level 3, and their context gives
an indication of overall diversity (total column 2, 3 and 4).

The number of landscape character types (level 1) represented per area of land in the zone gives a measure of diversity which can be
compared between zones.

Table 2.2 Distribution/pattern

Zone LCT
level 1

LCT
level 3

% of
Zone
(area)

No. of
Occurrences

Area
km2

2 Sweeping
Moorland

Flat or Rolling,
Smooth or
Sweeping,
Extensive, High
Moorlands of the
Highlands and
Islands

5.6 14 99.38

2 Harbour Highland and
Island Towns and
Settlements

0.0 3 0.88

2 Town Highland and
Island Towns and
Settlements

1.3 3 23.65

2 Open Intensive
Farmland

Farmlands and
Estates of the
Highlands and
Islands

3.6 12 65.05

2 Mixed Agriculture
and Settlement

Farmlands and
Estates of the
Highlands and
Islands

23.1 6 412.38

2 Small Farms and
Crofts

Highland and
Island Crofting
Landscapes

2.5 29 44.63

2 Coniferous
Woodland No
information
provided in report.

0 1.3 25 22.96

2 Broadleaved/Mixed
Woodland No
information
provided in

0 0.0 1 0.33

2 Flat Peatland Peatland
Landscapes of
the Highlands
and Islands

1.6 1 28.35
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2 High Cliffs and
Sheltered Bays

Highland and
Island Rocky
Coastal
Landscapes

0.2 3 3.65

2 Long Beaches
Dunes and Links

Low, Flat, and/or
Sandy Coastal
Landscapes of
the Highlands
and Islands

0.4 3 6.67

2 Kyles Firths and
Sea Lochs

Sea Lochs of the
Highlands and
Islands

0.1 1 0.90

2 Holms Highland and
Island Rocky
Coastal
Landscapes

0.8 27 13.83

2 Isolated Coastal
Knolls

Low Coastal
Hills of the
Highlands and
Islands

0.5 2 9.10

2 Enclosed Bay
Landscapes

Low, Flat, and/or
Sandy Coastal
Landscapes of
the Highlands
and Islands

0.7 8 12.63

2 Coastal Hills and
Heath

Low Coastal
Hills of the
Highlands and
Islands

3.4 7 59.90

2 Cliff Landscapes Highland and
Island Rocky
Coastal
Landscapes

1.5 12 26.32

2 Coastal Sand
Landscapes

Low, Flat, and/or
Sandy Coastal
Landscapes of
the Highlands
and Islands

1.5 18 26.79

2 Peatland Basins Peatland
Landscapes of
the Highlands
and Islands

0.7 5 13.37

2 Loch Basins Highland and
Island Glens

6.0 6 106.72

2 Low Moorland Low, Flat, and/or
Sandy Coastal
Landscapes of
the Highlands
and Islands

0.6 6 10.70
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2 Plateau Heaths and
Pasture

Moorland
Transitional
Landscapes of
the Highlands
and Islands

2.8 6 49.51

2 Rolling Hill Fringe Moorland
Transitional
Landscapes of
the Highlands
and Islands

4.4 7 78.83

2 Whaleback Island
Landscapes

Highland and
Island Rocky
Coastal
Landscapes

2.2 10 39.22

2 Moorland Hills Flat or Rolling,
Smooth or
Sweeping,
Extensive, High
Moorlands of the
Highlands and
Islands

11.8 8 210.51

2 Glaciated Valley Highland and
Island Glens

0.6 1 10.42

2 Rugged Glaciated
Hills

High, Massive,
Rugged, Steep-
Sided Mountains
of the Highlands
and Islands

1.0 2 17.73

2 Urban and Rural
Development

Highland and
Island Towns and
Settlements

0.4 10 6.38

2 Ridgeline Island
Landscapes

Farmlands and
Estates of the
Highlands and
Islands

3.8 4 68.17

2 Low Island
Pastures

Farmlands and
Estates of the
Highlands and
Islands

5.0 20 88.52

2 Undulating Island
Pasture

Farmlands and
Estates of the
Highlands and
Islands

2.1 3 37.37

2 Coastal Plain Low, Flat, and/or
Sandy Coastal
Landscapes of
the Highlands
and Islands

0.1 1 0.99

2 Coastal Basins Low, Flat, and/or
Sandy Coastal
Landscapes of
the Highlands
and Islands

3.9 12 70.36
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2 Inclined Coastal
Pastures

Low, Flat, and/or
Sandy Coastal
Landscapes of
the Highlands
and Islands

6.1 18 109.29

2 Coastal Granite
Pastures

Low Coastal
Hills of the
Highlands and
Islands

0.3 1 4.62

2 Upland Igneous
and Volcanic
Hills The Ochil,
Sidlaw, Cleish
and Lomond
Hills

0.2 1 3.22

Total 296 1783.33

In Zone 2 a total 296 occurrences of landscape character types (landscape units) are found within a zone of total land area 1783 km sq.
The figure 296/1783 is 0.166.per km sq of land within the zone and gives a relative indication of the overall brokenness or fragmentation of
the landscape pattern.
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LCT at Level 1 Area/Occurrences (km2)

Sweeping Moorland 7.09
Harbour 0.29
Town 7.88
Open Intensive Farmland 5.42
Mixed Agriculture and Settlement 68.73
Small Farms and Crofts 1.53
Coniferous Woodland No information provided in report. 0.91
Broadleaved/Mixed Woodland No information provided in 0.33
Flat Peatland 28.35
High Cliffs and Sheltered Bays 1.21
Long Beaches Dunes and Links 2.22
Kyles Firths and Sea Lochs 0.9
Holms 0.51
Isolated Coastal Knolls 4.55
Enclosed Bay Landscapes 1.57
Coastal Hills and Heath 8.55
Cliff Landscapes 2.19
Coastal Sand Landscapes 1.48
Peatland Basins 2.67
Loch Basins 17.78
Low Moorland 1.78
Plateau Heaths and Pasture 8.25
Rolling Hill Fringe 11.26
Whaleback Island Landscapes 3.92
Moorland Hills 26.31
Glaciated Valley 10.42
Rugged Glaciated Hills 8.86
Urban and Rural Development 0.63
Ridgeline Island Landscapes 17.04
Low Island Pastures 4.42
Undulating Island Pasture 12.45
Coastal Plain 0.99
Coastal Basins 5.86
Inclined Coastal Pastures 6.07
Coastal Granite Pastures 4.62
Urban Area 3.22

The extent (area) of any one landscape character type (at level 1) divided by the number of times it occurs in the zone gives an idea of the
average size of occurrences of that LCT
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LCTs at Level 3 Area (km2) Ratio

Flat or Rolling, Smooth or Sweeping, Extensive, High Moorlands of
the Highlands and Islands

99.38 31

Highland and Island Towns and Settlements 0.88 2
Highland and Island Towns and Settlements 23.65 69
Farmlands and Estates of the Highlands and Islands 65.05 19
Farmlands and Estates of the Highlands and Islands 412.38 124
Highland and Island Crofting Landscapes 44.63 13
0 22.96 69
0 0.33 1
Peatland Landscapes of the Highlands and Islands 28.35 8
Highland and Island Rocky Coastal Landscapes 3.65 9
Low, Flat, and/or Sandy Coastal Landscapes of the Highlands and
Islands

6.67 18

Sea Lochs of the Highlands and Islands 0.90 2
Highland and Island Rocky Coastal Landscapes 13.83 39
Low Coastal Hills of the Highlands and Islands 9.10 2
Low, Flat, and/or Sandy Coastal Landscapes of the Highlands and
Islands

12.63 3

Low Coastal Hills of the Highlands and Islands 59.90 18
Highland and Island Rocky Coastal Landscapes 26.32 8
Low, Flat, and/or Sandy Coastal Landscapes of the Highlands and
Islands

26.79 7

Peatland Landscapes of the Highlands and Islands 13.37 39
Highland and Island Glens 106.72 32
Low, Flat, and/or Sandy Coastal Landscapes of the Highlands and
Islands

10.70 3

Moorland Transitional Landscapes of the Highlands and Islands 49.51 14
Moorland Transitional Landscapes of the Highlands and Islands 78.83 23
Highland and Island Rocky Coastal Landscapes 39.22 11
Flat or Rolling, Smooth or Sweeping, Extensive, High Moorlands of
the Highlands and Islands

210.51 63

Highland and Island Glens 10.42 3
High, Massive, Rugged, Steep-Sided Mountains of the Highlands
and Islands

17.73 5

Highland and Island Towns and Settlements 6.38 1
Farmlands and Estates of the Highlands and Islands 68.17 20
Farmlands and Estates of the Highlands and Islands 88.52 26
Farmlands and Estates of the Highlands and Islands 37.37 12
Low, Flat, and/or Sandy Coastal Landscapes of the Highlands and
Islands

0.99 3

Low, Flat, and/or Sandy Coastal Landscapes of the Highlands and
Islands

70.36 22

Low, Flat, and/or Sandy Coastal Landscapes of the Highlands and
Islands

109.29 33

Low Coastal Hills of the Highlands and Islands 4.62 12
Upland Igneous and Volcanic Hills The Ochil, Sidlaw, Cleish and
Lomond Hills

3.22 9

The ratio of the extent (area) of the level 3 groupings gives an indication of the distribution pattern by proportion of the zone.
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Table 2.3 Rarity

LCTs at Level 1 Rarity by occurrence
%

Rarity by extent
%

Sweeping Moorland 4 5.6
Harbour 1 0.0
Town 1 1.3
Open Intensive Farmland 4 3.6
Mixed Agriculture and Settlement 2 23.1
Small Farms and Crofts 9 2.5
Coniferous Woodland No information provided in
report.

8 1.3

Broadleaved/Mixed Woodland No information
provided in

0 0.0

Flat Peatland 0 1.6
High Cliffs and Sheltered Bays 1 0.2
Long Beaches Dunes and Links 1 0.4
Kyles Firths and Sea Lochs 0 0.1
Holms 9 0.8
Isolated Coastal Knolls 0 0.5
Enclosed Bay Landscapes 2 0.7
Coastal Hills and Heath 2 3.4
Cliff Landscapes 4 1.5
Coastal Sand Landscapes 6 1.5
Peatland Basins 1 0.7
Loch Basins 2 6.0
Low Moorland 2 0.6
Plateau Heaths and Pasture 2 2.8
Rolling Hill Fringe 2 4.4
Whaleback Island Landscapes 3 2.2
Moorland Hills 2 11.8
Glaciated Valley 0 0.6
Rugged Glaciated Hills 0 1.0
Urban and Rural Development 3 0.4
Ridgeline Island Landscapes 1 3.8
Low Island Pastures 6 5.0
Undulating Island Pasture 1 2.1
Coastal Plain 0 0.1
Coastal Basins 4 3.9
Inclined Coastal Pastures 6 6.1
Coastal Granite Pastures 0 0.3
Urban Area 0 0.2

The rarity of a landscape character type within the zone can be identified by the number of time it occurs or its extent. Examination of
both the number of occurrences (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total and the area (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total area will give
an indication of rarity.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

The landscapes of this Zone are highly varied within a small area. However, there is often a
subtle variation and considerable influence from the coastline and adjacent sea.

In Orkney, many if not most of the LCTs can occur anywhere in the islands, and this
mirrors the highly varied yet subtle landscapes of the Zone. There are, of course,
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exceptions to this, for example the glaciated high hills and valleys of northern Hoy; and
some areas have characteristic combinations or concentrations of particular LCTs, such as
the dominance of coastal sand landscapes on Sanday. In Caithness, the areas of moorland
and peatland occur in the east, with almost all of the rest of the area being various types of
farmland.

Description

Landform

PROFILE

Most of the relief of the Zone is gently rolling, with the vast majority (90%) being less than
100 metres above sea level, and most of the rest being under 200 metres high. The highest
hills are concentrated on the north of Hoy, where the summit of Ward Hill reaches 479
metres. These glaciated hills are steep-sided and particularly dramatic in contrast to the
prevailing gentle slopes of the rest of the Zone.

Wide, shallow loch basins are another landform feature of the Zone. They are largest on
mainland Orkney, but also occur on the Scottish mainland. However, it is the coastal
landform for which the Zone is probably best known. Rocky cliff and sandy bays are found
at the coast, and both can be highly dramatic boundaries between the sea and the land.

SEQUENCE

The sequence of landform tends to be subtle and complex in the Zone, with small-scale hills
and hollows occurring in various combinations. Some large-scale features form clear focal
points within this, such as the loch basins on west Mainland, Orkney; and the cluster of
glacially sculpted hills and valleys on northern Hoy.

Cliffs and coasts occur throughout this Zone of coastal mainland and island archipelago. In
Orkney the steepest cliffs tend to occur on the west. This sequence is less clear on the
mainland.

SCALE

Generally, the landform is of a medium scale. However, it can seem large horizontally
because of the low relief, and where the intervening or adjacent sea emphasises it further.
The Caithness part of the Zone tends to have a large horizontal scale.

Where they occur in the Zone, sea cliffs often have a large vertical scale. This results in a
dramatic landform, and a striking interface between the land and the sea.

LANDMARK FEATURES

Arguably, the Orkney archipelago itself is a landmark feature, given the unique intermixture
of water and land. On a rather smaller scale, particularly notable features include the Old
Man of Hoy coastal stack; the immensely high cliffs of St John’s Head (also on Hoy); and the
bays, inlets and islets that punctuate much of the Orkney coastline. The loch basins of
Harray and Stenness (West Mainland) are another distinctive landscape element. Coastal
features also occur on the Scottish mainland, notably the cliffs, for example at Dunnett Head
and Duncansby Head; and wide bays at Sinclair’s Bay and Dunnett Bay.
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EXPERIENCE

Pentland has a distinctive expanse of coastal plain with a large horizontal scale and expansive
skies above. It changes only subtly and slowly when one travels through it. In Orkney, by
contrast, the presence of the sea, the indented nature of the coast, and the rolling landform
lead to quick changes in views as one travels through the landscape.

In both areas, the presence of the sea, and the large skies and changing weather affect the
experience of the landscape, as the lighting effects on the landform either emphasise its
subtleties or flatten and dramatise it.

Containment (created by landform and land cover)

TOPOGRAPHY

Throughout the Zone elevations are mostly low, rarely exceeding 100 metres above sea
level. There is correspondingly little containment, and views are both panoramic and
extensive. This factor is often enhanced by the presence of the adjacent sea. Where higher
elevations do occur, notably on Hoy, they generally do not restrict much of the view
because they are located in such open surroundings, with short distances to the coast and
sea.

Exceptions to the general rule are few. They include the glacial valley on Hoy; and
occasional bays that are enclosed on three sides (e.g. Rackwick in Orkney).

LAND COVER

Approximately two-thirds of the landcover is agricultural, of which the vast majority is
grassland or improved grassland. Only 1% is arable and this, together with the numbers of
animals in the fields, reflects the high reliance on livestock for both meat and dairy
production.

Moorland and peatland accounts for a quarter of land cover. It tends to occur on higher and
wetter ground. Woodland is fairly rare, particularly in Orkney, where there are no
commercial plantations and high exposure limits native woodland to a couple of sheltered
locations on Hoy. Shelterbelts around larger houses, and urban trees, are the only other
types of woodland. In Caithness, parts of the east of the Zone contain larger areas of
woodland, but it is still relatively uncommon other than around and with settlements. Fresh
water is a significant component of landcover, but this is addressed in a later section.

VISIBILITY

Visibility across the Zone is extensive (views of 30–40 km being commonplace) particularly
in Caithness where there is little containment except in enclosed bays. It is also extensive
over much of Orkney. There are only a few locations where it is significantly restricted
(apart from within the distinctively huddled townscape of larger settlements on the islands),
and this is due to landform in enclosed bays and valleys.

MICROCLIMATIC EFFECTS

There is probably little variation across the Zone because the significant coastal impacts on
microclimate occur almost throughout the area. Possible exceptions include the most inland
section of the Caithness part of the zone.
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EXPERIENCE

The roads – and railway – in the Caithness part of the zone provide little sense of
containment, as there are almost always fairly extensive views in at least one direction. In
Orkney the roads often follow ridge-lines or the coastlines of islands, so the experience of
containment is further reduced.

Very occasionally, for example a road follows along the floor of a glaciated valley, or
between hills and the coast where there can be an increased experience of enclosure, but
even in these cases there are generally directed views to more distant viewpoints or the
sea.

Accessibility

DISTANCE

Caithness is located on the northernmost coast of the Scottish mainland, roughly 130 miles
from Inverness along non-dual carriageway road or a railway with an infrequent service.
Orkney is an archipelago of islands separated from the mainland by the Pentland Firth – a
notoriously rough stretch of water. The islands can be reached by ferry from Scrabster near
Thurso all year (seas permitting); from John o’ Groats in summer (passenger ferry); and by
air from Aberdeen or Inverness. Therefore, it takes time, effort, and expense to reach the
Zone and it feels relatively isolated and distant from the main population centres. Several
Orkney islands are further separated from the main island of the group.

PHYSICAL ACCESS

Generally, access within the Zone is straightforward thanks to a dense network of roads
and tracks. Most of the area is within 5 km of a road. The extent of the road network is
constrained by higher areas of moorland and peatland, and lochs. Otherwise, the gently
rolling terrain is not very difficult to traverse.

Travel between the Orkney islands is by ferry or aeroplane. Ferry journey times can be up
to an hour for the more distant islands such as Westray. By plane, journey times can,
famously, be as little as two minutes (the shortest scheduled flight in the world, between
Westray and Papa Westray). Road links between Mainland and the southern isles have been
facilitated since the second World War by the roads built on the Churchill Barriers, anti-
submarine defences blocking the eastern approaches to Scapa Flow.

CULTURAL ACCEPTANCE

This may be limited a little by the prevalence of agriculture, but several walks throughout
Orkney are publicised. In Caithness most opportunities for promoted access are on the
shore and in recently planted woodland. In addition, the road network is valuable for
walking and cycling.

VISUAL ACCESS

Often this is limited only by distance, views fading with the horizon. Views are widespread
and varied, and can be achieved from air and sea as well as the extensive road network.

EXPERIENCE

The distance and time taken to get to Caithness heightens the ‘sense of arrival’. This is even
greater for Orkney, as it is a group of islands involving a journey by sea or air.
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Land cover (including vegetation and land use)

VEGETATION

The majority of vegetation is agricultural grassland, covering two-thirds of the area. This is
divided into fields, usually with post-and-wire fences that emphasise the open character of
the landscape; and occasionally with vertical Caithness flagstones that form stone fences.
These are distinctive, and are more prevalent on the Scottish mainland.

Moorland and peatland are also common. They can be prominent in the landscape, as they
often occur on higher ground, or as expanses of wetter ground in larger hollows. Dune
vegetation makes up a small percentage of land cover, but it is also more notable in the
landscape than this might suggest. Woodland is relatively rare, and tends to be concentrated
in the more sheltered locations, or where landowners could afford to plant and maintain
thick shelter woodlands.

EXPOSED ROCK

The sea cliffs, stacks, and rough coastlines in the Zone are the most prominent types of
exposed rock. Sandy bays and dunes also occur, particularly to the east of Orkney, and
particularly on the eastern coast in the Caithness part of the Zone. Ward Hill on Hoy has
areas of patterned ground, in which screes and rocks have been formed into shapes by
geomorphological processes such as solifluction.

BUILT DEVELOPMENT

Overall, a small percentage of land cover is built development but, apart from a few larger
settlements (such as Kirkwall, Wick or Thurso), it occurs as frequent, almost evenly
scattered farmsteads and groups of houses. As a result, it makes a larger contribution to the
landscape than its area might suggest.

EXPERIENCE

The amount of settlement is characteristic, and is often clearly associated with the abundant
farmland. As a result the highly settled, low-lying and open landscape gives a certain
experience that, particularly in Caithness, contrasts with adjacent areas.

Hydrology and water bodies

TYPE

The hydrology of the Zone consists of many small, short rivers that are the result of the
short distance from source to sea in much of the area. The two exceptions are in Caithness,
where the River Thurso and Forss Water, both of which flow northwards in the Zone, are
the lower reaches of rivers that rise outwith the Zone.

The more striking hydrological feature of the Zone are the number and size of freshwater
lochs that occur almost throughout the area. Lochs cover about 2% of the Zone, which is a
relatively high amount. They are usually located within shallow loch basins.

PATTERN

The area with the greatest number of lochs is west Mainland in Orkney. The combined loch
basin that contains Lochs Harray and Stenness is a dramatic and large-scale feature. Lochs
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occur on most other large islands, although they are rare on Hoy and the southern isles of
Orkney. In Caithness they mostly occur in the eastern two-thirds of the Zone.

EXPERIENCE

The presence of water inland, as well as the almost continual sight of the sea, means that a
defining characteristic of the landscapes of the Zone is a striking interface between land and
water. The inland lochs are different in character from the sea, and this adds a subtle
dimension to the experience of water bodies of the Zone.

Built and infrastructure development (present day)

NATURE AND PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT

There are a few main towns in the Zone: Kirkwall and Stromness in Orkney, and Thurso
and Wick in Caithness. These are all coastal settlements with distinctive individual
characteristics as well as the shared elements of a harbour, and a close gathering of older
buildings near it.

Recent expansion has started to break away from this close association, but the core of the
towns is often an attractively neat huddle of buildings. The most striking example of this is
Stromness.

Most of the settlement, however, is scattered evenly and frequently through the agricultural
areas. It occurs as small villages and groups of cottages as well as individual farmsteads. The
prevalence of these buildings is a notable characteristic of the Zone. Most are traditional and
vernacular in style, but in Orkney the considerable pressure for development has resulted in
a noticeably high number of new houses in the countryside.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INFRASTRUCTURE

There is an extensive network of roads and minor roads that serves the agricultural areas of
the Zone. Away from this, on the moorland and peatlands, roads are absent. Much of
western Hoy is not accessed by roads, and neither is the moorland of central Rousay and
north west Mainland; nor the peatland in the east of Caithness. A striking difference in the
distribution of roads is the result.

Power lines are mostly lower voltage wires on wooden poles that follow road routes but
pylon routes where they exist, as in the Douneray link, are very dominant elements in the
landscape. There are two branches of railway line in the Caithness part of the Zone,
following low ground near rivers from Thurso and Wick. There is an airport at Kirkwall,
and at Wick; and airfields on all the main Orkney Islands. The airfields are low-key, and
often not very obvious developments.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

Industrial development is not, generally, a significant component of the landscape.
Exceptions are Douneray industrial estates around the main towns; the distillery at Kirkwall;
and the glass factory at Wick, all of which are associated with existing large settlements.

EXPERIENCE

Settlement is a basic part of the landscape of this Zone, because of its predominant
agriculture and the presence of the distinctive harbour towns. This is highlighted by the
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contrast to the adjacent Zones where settlement and road links are markedly sparse and
the experience of the landscape is quite different.

Visible history (past settlement, landuse, churches, brochs, forts, dykes, standing
stones etc.)

TYPES OF VISIBLE HISTORY

There are numerous examples of various types of historical artefacts in this Zone. The
Caithness area contains brochs, chambered cairns, standing stones, and stone circles.
However, it is in Orkney that the most outstanding examples of the zone are located.

The archaeological and historical features of Orkney are of international significance. They
include Neolithic villages and houses at Skara Brae (Mainland) and Knap of Howar (Papa
Westray); standing stones at Stenness and many other sites; stone circles at Ring of
Brodgar; chambered tombs as at Maes Howe; brochs; and numerous burnt mounds and
burial mounds. There are also occasional Martello towers, which are remnants of defences
from the Napoleonic wars. In addition, there are various relics from the two World Wars,
including the Churchill Barriers, ruined buildings, the Italian Chapel, various wrecks and
blockships and, not least, War Grave Commission cemeteries.

LOCATION/PATTERN

The archaeological features occur almost throughout the Zone. However, there is a
particular concentration in the ‘golden triangle’ in west Mainland Orkney, which includes
prominent examples such as Maes Howe chambered tomb, Skara Brae Neolithic village, and
the Ring of Brodgar standing stones. Most World War relics are located near Scapa Flow
and on Hoy. The setting of many of these features is often dramatic, notably the standing
stones on the narrow isthmus between the large lochs in west Mainland.

EXPERIENCE

The presence of many important historical features is so widespread that it forms a
fundamental part of the landscapes of the Zone. The experience of many of these landscapes
is made immeasurably more distinctive and exciting by their existence in the surroundings in
which they were built and designed for. The setting of many of these features is often
dramatic, notably the standing stones on the narrow isthmus between the large lochs in
west Mainland.

Wildlife

FORMS OF WILDLIFE

The absence of extensive woodland habitat, and the exposed and coastal landform rather
limits the range of species that is commonly found in the Zone. Nevertheless, it is renowned
for its wildlife, particularly birds. Vast colonies of seabirds occur, particularly on cliff
coastlines. Barnacle geese are also found wintering in the Zone which is also known for
seals.

LOCATION

The west coast of Mainland in Orkney contains huge colonies of seabirds. Barnacle geese
feed on South Walls, Hoy; and they roost on nearby islands. Seals occur all round the
coastline.
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WHEN

Barnacle geese are present in the Zone in winter. Other types of wildlife are found all year
round.

EXPERIENCE

The presence of wildlife, particularly the great numbers of seabirds, is intrinsic to the
experience of being in this Zone. The sight of seals offshore or on rocky outcrops is also
characteristic.

Climate

CLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS

The northerly latitude and extensive coastal influence combine to form a distinct climate. It
is an extremely exposed area, with frequent high wind speeds made obvious by the lack of
woodland and presence of wind-shorn trees, and stormy seas. Conversely, the area is often
fog-bound and both these characteristics can affect the ease of travel to and within the
Zone.

LOCATIONAL AND SEASONAL EFFECTS

Long summer days and long winter nights are a feature of this Zone. Winters are often
harsh and cold, although snow does not often lie for long due to the low altitude and
closeness of the sea.

EXPERIENCE

The almost ever-present wind tends to be a significant factor experienced in this Zone.

In high winds, the drama of the coastline is significantly increased by stormy, white-capped
seas and massively powerful waves. The noise of a blustery wind, and seas crashing against
the shore can be incredible.

Designated landscapes

National Scenic Areas

CONSTITUENTS

The Hoy and West Mainland NSA lies entirely within this Zone. It contains the glaciated hills
and valley of north Hoy, and extends to include parts of the dramatic loch basin and coastal
landscapes of west Mainland.

LOCATION AND EXTENT

The NSA covers a small part of the Zone. It is located on the north west of Hoy and the
south-west of Mainland in Orkney.

EXPERIENCE

The NSA includes at least some of the most dramatic landscapes of the Zone. It contains a
range of landscape types, from high hills to low loch basins. As a result of these factors, it is
a popular area for visitors and recreation.
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AGLVS and other Local Authority designations

LOCATION AND EXTENT

A small area of Orkney has been designated by the Orkney Islands Council. The areas are all
coastal cliff landscapes on the west coast of Mainland, Hoy, and Westray. Those on Hoy and
Mainland overlap the NSA.

EXPERIENCE

These are all dramatic landscapes that provide a strong contrast between land and sea.

Historic gardens and designed landscapes

NATURE OF THE LANDSCAPES DESIGNATED AND NON-DESIGNATED

Designed landscapes are rather rare in this Zone. All are sited within thick sheltering
woodland planting, so that they are often quite prominent in the landscape, even if the
gardens contained within are not visible.

LOCATION

Almost all of the sites are located on the coast. They are scattered within the Zone, with
little sense of concentration in one area. Current Inventory sites are Melsetter House in
south Hoy, and the Castle of Mey on the north Caithness coast. Proposed sites are on
Shapinsay, and the west coast of Mainland, both in Orkney. Non-designated sites are
generally by the coast, often near sheltered bays.

EXPERIENCE

The sight of woodland areas is sufficiently unusual in the Zone for these features to form an
important aspect of the landscape. Their seeming secretiveness, engendered by the dense
surrounding woodland, can add a sense of intrigue.

Recreational landscapes

Nature of landscapes
There is a strong contrast between the two areas of the zone. The Pentland part of
Caithness is remote with limited recreational resources, although there are several pleasant
walks along its coasts and rivers. By contrast, Orkney has some of the finest archaeological
sites in Britain which itself attracts many visitors. In addition to several coastal walks and the
archaeological attractions, there are significant opportunities for climbing on Orkney.

The coastal location of the Zone allows for sailing, there is fishing at sea and on rivers and
lochs, and there is competitive surfing at Thurso.

LOCATION

Most recreational opportunities are sited near the coast, both on and offshore.

EXPERIENCE

The high numbers of visitors in the warmer months to the archaeological sites on Orkney
provides a contrast with the generally quiet winter period. Apart from occasions when
visiting cruise liners anchor off Orkney and busloads of visitors are found around the sites,
visitors and recreation have generally low impacts on the landscape.
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2 Importance and value of the zone landscape

A judgement of the importance or value of the zonal landscape under the following
headings:

Category Brief explanation of
landscape importance
(if any)

Importance (GB,
Scotland, zone)

Landscape Character Importance
rarity Unique mixture of

landscape, archaeological
features and other settings

Great Britain

extent
diversity (including specific landmarks)
pattern
integrity
local distinctiveness Highly distinctive Great Britain
fragility/sensitivity
Scenic importance
qualities Mixture of land and sea,

coastal features and
historical ‘depth’

perceptions Great Britain
Learning Importance
Environmental Education ✔ Scotland
Interpretation
Enjoyment Importance
Recreation Zonal
Amenity ✔ Great Britain
wildness and tranquillity ✔ Great Britain
Designations
NSAs Scotland
AGLVs Zonal
Regional Landscape Designations
Historic Gardens & Designed Landscapes Scotland/Great Britain
Cultural Importance
pre history (designated/non-designated) Very high, especially on

Orkney
Great Britain

medieval (designated/non-designated) Farm mounds, dykes etc Scotland
recent (designated/non-designated) World war relics Great Britain
Socioeconomic Importance
social Visitors attracted by

environment
Scotland/Great Britain

economic

3 Landscape and trends in the zone

Pressures/influences which have a particular effect on the landscape of the zone:

• Nature of landscape pressures/influences: a brief description
• Trends: increasing, static or declining

−  long term (> 5 years); medium term (2 to 5 years); short term (< 2 years)
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• Importance: important, not important

Pressure Nature of landscape
pressures/influences
and trends within
zone, relative
importance within
the zone

Scale of landscape influence (+ve/–ve)
within zone when considered in an all
Scotland context

Major Inter. Minor Negligible

Built development
Residential Housing in countryside

and expansion for
towns

–ve

Retail ✔
Industrial ✔

(–ve?)
Other
Infrastructure Transport
Roads and tracks At sensitive sites, e.g.

setting of ancient
monuments, can be
significant

–ve

Rail related N/A
Ferry related either

+ or -
Other
Infrastructure other
Telecoms –ve
Water
treatment/abstraction

✔–ve?

Waste management ✔–ve?
Coastal defences poss✔–ve?
Other
Minerals
Open cast coal N/A
Sand and Gravel –ve
Hard rock Local impacts, trend

static, long term
–ve

Peat –ve
Other
Forestry and Woodlands
Restructuring of existing +ve
Creation of new small poss✔–ve?
Creation of large new/native ✔+ or

-
Other
Aquaculture and Fishing
Finfish Fish farms already have

impacts
✔

Shellfish ✔
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Fishing River ✔
Other
Land Management
Sheep production ✔
Crop production ✔
Sport shooting ✔
Other
Energy
Nat. grid/infrastructure N/A
Wind Already significant ✔
Hydro ✔
Wave ✔
Other
Tourism and Recreation
Golf ✔
Marinas ✔
Skiing facilities
Leisure facilities/visitor
centres

✔

NH Information provision ✔
Walking related/footpaths ✔
Other
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4 Building a sustainable future

Landscape influences and trends in the zone (Table 3)

Aspects of
importance of the
zonal landscape
(table 2)

1
Residential,
retail,
industrial

2
Waste
manage-
ment

3
Minerals

4
Forest
restructuring

5
Tourism
and
recreation

A. Landscape
character diversity,
especially coastal and
marine characteristics
(Scot)
B. Social (zones) and
economic (Scotland)
C. Recreation and
wildland
D. NSAs

General landscape
objectives required
Specific landscape objectives
required
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ZONE 3 WESTERN ISLES

1 Nature of the landscape resource

Diversity, distribution and rarity of landscape character in the zone
Note: Ignore any LCT which is shown as <10 km2 (if important feature will be covered
elsewhere, if important characteristic locally will be flagged up in description)

Table 3.1 Diversity

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

Context Area
(km2)

3 Marginal Farmland
Mosaic

Marginal Farmland
Mosaic

Island Lowland 102.90

3 Sand-Dunes and
Machair

Low, Flat, and/or Island Coast 46.82

3 Crofting One Highland and Island Island Lowland 104.80
3 Rock and Lochan Knock or Rock and Island Upland 28.12
3 Mountain Massif (One) High, Massif, Rug Island Highland 728.51
3 Mountain Massif (Two) High, Massif Rolling Island Highland 25.72
3 Crofting 2 Highland and Island Island Lowland 75.57
3 Crofting Three Highland and Island Island Lowland 47.32
3 Crofting Four Highland and Island Island Lowland 106.69
3 Uist Farming Uist Farming Farmlands and Est 1.70
3 Machair Machair Low, Flat, and/or 140.32
3 Boggy Moorland Peatland Landscape Island Upland 1,127.02
3 Rocky Moorland Rocky Moorlands

of
Island Upland 548.26

3 Knock and Lochan Knock or Rock and Island Upland 89.72
Total 3,173.47

The number of landscape character types represented in the Zone 3 at level 1, is 14 the way they are grouped at level 3 into 10, and their
context is island. No. of LCTs (Level 1)/Area of zone in Zone 3 is 0.004.
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Table 3.2 Distribution/pattern

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

% of Zone
(area)

No. of
occurrences

Area
(km2)

3 Marginal
Farmland Mosaic

Marginal
Farmland Mosaic

3.2 8 102.90

3 Sand-Dunes and
Machair

Low, Flat, and/or 1.5 9 46.82

3 Crofting One Highland and
Island

3.3 15 104.80

3 Rock and Lochan Knock or Rock
and

0.9 3 28.12

3 Mountain Massif
(One)

High, Massif, Rug 23.0 18 728.51

3 Mountain Massif
(Two)

High, Massif
Rolling

0.8 2 25.72

3 Crofting 2 Highland and
Island

2.4 38 75.57

3 Crofting Three Highland and
Island

1.5 52 47.32

3 Crofting Four Highland and
Island

3.4 11 106.69

3 Uist Farming Uist Farming 0.1 1 1.70
3 Machair Machair 4.4 43 140.32
3 Boggy Moorland Peatland

Landscape
35.5 50 1,127.02

3 Rocky Moorland Rocky Moorlands
of

17.3 95 548.26

3 Knock and
Lochan

Knock or Rock
and

2.8 24 89.72

Total 369 3173.47

The total number of occurrences of landscape character types (landscape units) per area of land within the Zone 3 gives a relative
indication of the overall brokenness or fragmentation of the landscape pattern (total col. 5/total col. 6).369/3173 is 0.116.

LCT at Level 1 Area/Occurrences (km2)

Marginal Farmland Mosaic 12.86
Sand-Dunes and Machair 5.20
Crofting One 6.98
Rock and Lochan 9.37
Mountain Massif (One) 40.47
Mountain Massif (Two) 12.86
Crofting 2 1.98
Crofting Three 0.91
Crofting Four 9.69
Uist Farming 1.7
Machair 3.26
Boggy Moorland 22.54
Rocky Moorland 5.77
Knock and Lochan 3.73

The extent (area) of any one landscape character type (at level 1) divided by the number of times it occurs in the zone gives an idea of the
average size of occurrences of that LCT (col. 6/col. 5).
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LCTs at Level 3 Area (km2) Ratio

Marginal Farmland Mosaic 102.90 60
Low, Flat, and/or 46.82 27
Highland and Island 104.80 61
Knock or Rock and 28.12 16
High, Massif, Rug 728.51 428
High, Massif Rolling 25.72 15
Highland and Island 75.57 44
Highland and Island 47.32 27
Highland and Island 106.69 62
Uist Farming 1.70 1
Machair 140.32 82
Peatland Landscape 1,127.02 662
Rocky Moorlands of 548.26 322
Knock or Rock and 89.72 52

The ratio of the extent (area) of the level 3 groupings gives an indication of the distribution pattern by proportion of the zone.

Table 3.3 Rarity

LCTs at Level 1 Rarity by occurrence
%

Rarity by extent
%

Marginal Farmland Mosaic 2 3.2
Sand-Dunes and Machair 2 1.5
Crofting One 4 3.3
Rock and Lochan 0 0.9
Mountain Massif (One) 4 23.0
Mountain Massif (Two) 0 0.8
Crofting 2 10 2.4
Crofting Three 14 1.5
Crofting Four 2 3.4
Uist Farming 0 0.1
Machair 11 4.4
Boggy Moorland 13 35.5
Rocky Moorland 25 17.3
Knock and Lochan 6 2.8

The rarity of a landscape character type within the zone can be identified by the number of time it occurs or its extent. Examination of
both the number of occurrences (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total and the area (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total area will give
an indication of rarity. (col 5/total col. 5%) (col. 6/total col. 6%).

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

The LCTs in Zone 3 tend to occur in large blocks in the centre of the islands with smaller
occurrences of crofted LCTs around the coastline. In the far north and southern parts of
the island chain, these occur as extensive areas of moorland whereas in Harris and South
Lewis they occur as mountainous LCTs. In the southern islands the general fragmentation is
greater than in the north, largely because of the influence of the sea in separating and
extending into the island landmasses, but also in the Uists where there tends to be a
consistent distribution of LCTs with Machair and crofting LCTs on the west, and moorland
and mountain on the east. Whilst in the northern islands, whilst the machair is also found
consistently on the west but in Tiree and Coll the crofting LCTs are scattered right round
the coastline.
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Description

Landform

PROFILE

The profiles encountered in the landscapes of Zone 3 are varied; from the high cliffs and
vast rolling bogs of North Lewis, through the rocky moorland of South Lewis to the
mountain peaks and glens of North Harris. South Harris has landforms that vary in profile
from the soft beaches and machair, of the coast, through high, rolling mountains to the very
broken knock and lochan landscapes of the coast.

The landform profiles of the southern isles range from the smooth, west coast beaches,
through flat croft lands and rolling bog to high hills and a rugged coastline. St Kilda and the
Islands south of Vatersay have pronounced profiles with cliffs often rising clear out of the
sea. In contrast Tiree and Coll have the low rolling profiles and in many seaward views
appear to Joan one another.

In the zone as a whole, 46% of the area has a slope of < 5° and only 1% of > 32°.

SEQUENCE

Although underlying this landscape is a common geology of Lewisian gneiss and granitic
rocks, the landscapes of the islands possess differing but clearly recognisable sequences of
landform, which relate as much to dykes, the thrust planes and glacial influences. Lewis and
Harris have a clear north/south sequence of low, rolling landforms, through to the high
mountains of Harris. In the Uists and Benbecula, the strongest sequence of landforms is to
be seen in the west/east section: beach, rolling machair, flat croftlands, bog and moorland,
rocky hills and steep, rugged coastline. Barra has a similar cross-section to the Uists, but
rises more rapidly to the high hills.

No particular aspect dominates this landscape, though those of north-east and south-west
occur slightly more frequently, reflecting the orientation of the whole island chain.

Tiree and Coll are fairly uniform in section, though with a pronounced South-West/North-
East grain.

SCALE

Although the mountains of Zone 3 are considerably less height than many of those on the
mainland (1% > 400m), the visible and vertical rise from sea level to summit lends these hills
have the stature of mountains, emphasised by the deep glens and sea lochs which cut into
them and the bare rock and exposed nature of their slopes and summits. The sheer cliffs of
the east and north coasts and offshore islands also lend a sense of vertical scale to this
landscape. Between cliff and mountain are often vast expanses of moorland or bog and lochs
(73% < 100m elevation) where the sense of horizontal scale is all-encompassing. Elsewhere
the Machair lands and open views of the sea provide a similar experience of horizontal
emphasis in the landscape.

LANDMARK FEATURES

Cliffs and prominent headlands – Butt of Lewis, Tiumpan Head, Kebock Head, Toe Head,
Barra Head, Mingulay and St Kilda
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Individual peaks – The Clisham, Eaval, Hecla, Heaval

Deep glens – Glen Valtos, Glen Mhiabhaig

Fjordic lochs – Loch Seaforth, Loch Erisort, Loch Resort, Loch Skipport

Islands – many, particularly those seen in dramatic profile, from the shore, with sea all round

EXPERIENCE

The experience of landform as one moves through the landscape of Zone 3 is dominated by
the unusual and often unexpected. Expansive boggy moorlands, high sea cliffs, rocky
mountains with distinct peaks, deep fjordic lochs which extend a long way inland, ‘pock-
marked’ knock and lochan. Narrow isthmuses, tidal races, ‘mazes’ of small islands and
skerries and long, long Atlantic beaches backed by dunes and machair. Whilst these
landform features do exist elsewhere, it is rare and probably unique to find combinations
like this which can be so readily experienced by travelling through the island chain on the
public road and ferry network.

Containment (created by landform and land cover)

TOPOGRAPHY

Containment offered by topography within the landscape of Zone 3 is very varied. It ranges
from negligible in the open landscapes of North Lewis, the Uists and Tiree where moorland,
cliff tops, croftlands, machair and beaches are all pretty exposed with only localised dips in
the landform along burns or in bays offering any sense of containment. Amongst the high
hills, the deeply cut-through glens and high corries offer partial containment, often within
sheer rock walls. Often a high level of containment is also provided along rocky coastlines
where small inlets and fjordic lochs are surrounded by steeply rising landforms with only
narrow openings to the sea. The knock and lochan landscapes of Lewis and Harris provides
the alternating contrast of containment at a human scale and open exposure, as do the
slacks and hollows of the coastal machair lands of the Uists and Tiree.

LAND COVER

Vegetation cover across the zone is limited in stature by the generally high degree of
exposure, the poor nutrition of the underlying soils, and the high rainfall. As a consequence,
the containment within this landscape offered by vegetation is limited. Where it does occur,
it tends to be within sheltered parts of the landform, or around substantial houses, where
persistence has paid off with the establishment of limited shelter woodland. The woodlands
of Lewis Castle are notable in this context for their unusual extent and contribution to
containment.

Built development within this zone is characteristically scattered, with only Stornoway and
Ballivanich being of sufficient size to provide a contained townscape. Elsewhere however,
some settlements combine with rising landform to provide a sense of a contained landscape,
e.g. Tarbert, Castlebay.

VISIBILITY

Visibility is generally wide and extensive in the north and south of the zone where there is
little landform variation to interrupt views. The lie of the land is such that often mid ground
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views of the low-lying ground of lochs, bog or crofted lands are lost with combination of
foreground and distant hills being characteristic.

On the hills of Harris, South Uist, Barra and Coll visibility is either very extensive (weather
conditions dependent) with wide views to be had up and down the islands, out to St Kilda
to the west, and across the Minch to the inner isles and mainland. Amongst the hills and
glens, framed, narrow, but extensive views to seaward and wider views of the summits,
glens and corries are characteristic.

Coastal visibility is generally wide and extensive, apart from where local landform restricts
the width of views, e.g. along the deep sea lochs, or where the coastline is particularly
broken.

MICROCLIMATIC EFFECTS

Contained, microclimatic pockets are few and far between in this landscape, existing only
where the landform provides a high degree of year-round shelter, e.g. in deep burn gorges,
in east-facing hollows and in low-lying nooks and crannies by the sea (generally east coast).
Here vegetation is likely to be more luxuriant, with scrub trees, aspens and rowan often a
feature along with evidence of previous habitation or land use.

EXPERIENCE

Generally the experience of this landscape is as an open and exposed one with landform
providing partial containment (e.g. in glens and corries) which often being more visual than
providing shelter. Where the landform provides more complete containment (e.g. in knock
and lochan or broken coastal landscapes) the sense of enclosure, shelter and small scale
detail is very dominant in the landscape experience and more so, for the contrast with the
general openness experienced elsewhere.

Accessibility

DISTANCE

The western isles are located at a considerable distance from the major population centres
of the Central Belt and Inverness. Whilst it takes approximately 45 minutes to fly from
Inverness to Stornoway or Glasgow to Barra or Tiree, it takes a minimum of 4 hours from
Inverness to Stornoway and 8 hours from Glasgow to Barra or Tiree/Coll by the more
widely used ferry services operating from Ullapool and Oban respectively. Anywhere
beyond the ferry terminals of Stornoway, Castlebay, Scarinish, Arinagour, Lochboisdale,
Lochmaddy and Tarbert require a substantially longer journey.

Zone 3 is without doubt remote and requires a concerted effort to get there from the
places in Scotland where the majority of people live. This is especially so at times of rough
seas and high winds when ferries are prone to cancellation or postponement.

PHYSICAL ACCESS

Within the landscape of Lewis and Harris, the Uists and Benbecula, and Barra and Vatersay,
the road network provides a north-south spinal route of dual and single track highway,
offshoots from this (usually single track) provide links to outlying communities to east and
west. In Tiree and Coll single track circular roads provide access throughout the Islands.
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Causeways link the Uists and Benbecula and Barra to Vatersay, with a variety of ferries
(pedestrian and vehicular) operating between.

Cart tracks through the interior roadless areas follow the line of earlier routes, peat roads
and paths. Rough vehicular access for tracks provided fishing and stalking also penetrate into
these areas. Occasional footpaths link settlements, but prior to the development of a road
network, inter-township journeys were limited or more often undertaken by sea. In an
attempt to avoid the low-lying boglands, many of these paths take high level routes through
often steep and rough terrain.

7% of the road area of Zone 3 is > 8 km away from public roads, with most of these remote
areas being found in coastal locations and offshore islands of other zones.

CULTURAL ACCEPTANCE

The cultural acceptability of access in Zone 3 varies from being positively encouraged by
signing/leaflets, in some places, e.g. in Barra and parts of Harris, whereas elsewhere it is
frowned upon, if not actively discouraged. This variability tends to reflect the differing
patterns of landownership/land management across the islands (deer forest, sheep grazing,
cropping) and those areas where pedestrian access has been long-established.

VISUAL ACCESS

Visual access from public roads in land is good where roads are elevated, elsewhere visual
access is often landform limited with views into the interior hills and moorland restricted or
framed.

Visual access to seaward is likewise often open, especially from elevated viewpoints, but
views of the coastal edge itself can be limited with the best visual access being achieved from
the sea.

EXPERIENCE

Getting to a position of being able to experience moving around within the landscape of
Zone 3 is one which requires a degree of commitment in the first place. Once within the
zone, the landscapes offer the difficulties of access and challenging terrain more often
associated with Scotland’s mainland mountains. Augmented by the exposure and often
broken and deeply dissected coastline, some of these landscapes possess qualities of
unparalleled wildness.

Land cover (including vegetation and land use)

VEGETATION

The vegetation cover of this zone emphasises the landscape character which is primarily
determined and dominated by landform. The dominant vegetation type is that of
peatland/moorland and other mosaics with 70% of the land area falling into that category.
8% falls into grassland categories, these occurring around the coastal peripheries
(extensively in Tiree and the Uists), as crofting in-bye and machair grasslands. Mountain and
heather moorland vegetation types account for approximately 10% of the vegetation cover.
Recent tree planting (not present in 1988) provides the potential at least for a bit of
diversity, but the extent is fairly limited at the moment and mainly focused round
Stornoway. Cropped land is not significant in percentage area terms, but it is in terms of the
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landscape effect. It gives a marked colour contrast in the landscape and highlights the areas
of fenced in-bye ground, especially in the Uists and Tiree, where it is more common.

EXPOSED ROCK

Exposed rock, although calculated at only 1% of the landcover total, is very significant in
influencing landscape character. A dominant feature is the rugged coastline of these islands,
with exposed rock occurring as high and low cliffs, wave cut platforms, offshore skerries and
boulder beaches. Inland, rock faces are a key characteristic of the ridges, buttresses and
corries of the mountainous LCTs, and exposed boulders are a feature of the footslopes.
Emerging bedrock is one of the key characteristics of the rock and lochan landscape of
South Harris (possibly a unique LCT), and cleared stone is a feature of much of the in-bye
ground.

BUILT DEVELOPMENT

Built development, whilst an important component of some of the landscapes of Zone 3
does not contribute to landcover other than in Stornoway and Ballivanich, the only two
settlements of any size. Elsewhere, settlement generally occurs as small villages and
townships, some of which have a clustered pattern of houses and others which are more
dispersed. In both cases, built development creates focal points in the landscape rather than
having a dominating effect.

EXPERIENCE

The pattern of landcover in the landscape of Zone 3 adds to the experience of it as an
elemental and exposed landscape, with vast expanses of similarly coloured and textured
vegetation interspersed with green patches of in-bye and machair, which, in early and late
summer, are often dramatically highlighted by a rich and diverse display of flowers.

Hydrology and water bodies

TYPE

There are 1339 freshwater lochs identified (lochstats) for Zone 3 (30% of the total for the
whole of Scotland) and 1,900 km of rivers. The lochs vary in size from the substantial Loch
Langavat in South Lewis to the small lochans of east coast Harris. Dubh Lochans, and vast
networks of shallow inter-connecting lochs are typical of the moorland and bogs of Lewis
and North Uist. Deep glacial lochs, corrie lochans, and series of hanging lochs are typical of
the higher mountains and hills of Harris and South Uist.

Rivers on the whole are small, being short in length with small catchments. Their often
steep descent makes small and large waterfalls a feature of some of these landscapes.

PATTERN

6% of landcover (LCS 88) is freshwater, though the occurrence of lochs and rivers on the
1:50,000 map and experience on the ground, suggests that in reality it is far greater. The
pattern, and frequency of lochs, lochans, rivers and burns changes from north to south, and
with the nature of the landform. In the boggy moorland LCTs, lochs, lochans, and pools are
similarly sized and fairly evenly spread across the area, though the pattern is often difficult to
appreciate in the landscape because of the low-lying nature of the landform.
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In the rocky moorland and mountains of South Lewis and Harris, there are many large or
inter-connecting water bodies, but also a vast range of smaller lochans and pools in
apparently haphazard arrangements. Short stretches of river interlink these water bodies
and connect them to the coast with rivers radiating out in all directions to the coast.

Areas of knock and lochan/rock and lochan landscape are characterised by a pattern of small
lochans set down between low knolls of bedrock and glacial debris, producing a rhythmic
and predictable pattern in the landscape. In the southern isles of Barra, Vatersay, Tiree and
Coll, lochs are less common in general. Those which there are tend to be shallow Lochs
located just behind the machair.

The presence of the sea, often quite far inland, adds a further dimension to the patterns of
water in this landscape.

EXPERIENCE

The presence of water, both fresh and sea, as lochs, lochans, pools, sea lochs and to a lesser
extent rivers, dominates the experience of this landscape, emphasising the dips and hollows
in the landform and creating the impression, especially from higher elevations in the
Western Isles, of a landscape which is at times half land and half water and where the sea is
difficult to separate from the water bodies of the interior.

Built and infrastructure development (present day)

NATURE AND PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT

Settlement, which is sparse across the zone, as a whole is a key characteristic of all the
crofting landscape character types with individual light coloured dwellings being particularly
prominent focal points in the landscape. (LCTS 25,26,28,29 Tiree and Coll, Level 1). The
pattern of settlement in these areas varies mainly in a response to landform but also to
landholdings, resulting in both linear and dispersed arrangements. In the north townships are
larger and sometimes housing is quite dense (e.g. Ness, Garabost, Pabal, Harach and
Balallen) especially within commuting distance of Stornoway. Elsewhere smaller groups and
individual croft houses tend to be tucked into landscape and emphasised by surrounding
patches of in bye land. Only the towns of Stornoway and to a lesser extent, Balivanich, really
create a townscape, for themselves. With a population of (x) Stornoway is the major
business and service centre for the islands and dominates the landscape over an area which
includes Newmarket and extends eastward to the airport.

Elsewhere village settlements (Tarbert, Leverburgh, Lochmaddy, Loch Boisdale, Castlebay,
Scarinish and Arinagour) are small and their character is as much to do with their landscape
setting and function (as ferry termini and ports) as with the built settlement, though there
are some individual buildings which are features in their own right.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INFRASTRUCTURE

Roads and ferry termini are a key characteristic of this landscape, facilitating the movement
of people and goods throughout the islands as well as to and from the mainland. Recent
improvements, especially on main North/South routes and causeways are dominant
landscape features whereas elsewhere narrow single track roads twist and turn between
landforms and round coastal inlets. Air strips, and the more visible air services, are a feature
of the landscape of the islands. Power lines (wooden pole) are a ubiquitous feature of the
inhabited landscapes and interlinking moorland areas in the zone. The prominence of these
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upstanding elements and the frequency required to service the dispersed croft houses,
means that they are a dominant characteristic of the more open crofted landscapes of
North Lewis, the Uists and Tiree. Navigational and military masts and other installations
(Telecommunications and water storage/treatment) are common features, often prominent
in these open landscapes because of the requirement for ‘clear sight’ lines or head. This is
particularly the case on St Kilda and Uist where there is a significant military presence.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

Industrial development is essentially only prominent in the landscape in and around the
settlements of Stornoway and Balivanich where warehouse type developments with open
storage and lots of large vehicles can appear incongruous in the open and largely natural
setting of the wider landscape. Elsewhere aquaculture developments are probably the most
common form of industry to be seen in the landscape. Rafts, cages, longlines and on-shore
facilities (with access tracks, storage etc.) are a feature of much of the coastline even in
parts remote from road access. (e.g. Park) though most often in broken areas of rocky
coastline. Freshwater installations are also prominent in some road-side lochs.

Individual developments such as the yard at Arnish (oil related) and the fish processing
factory at Ardveenish (Barra) are infrequent but extremely prominent features in the
landscape owing primarily to the contrast of scale and form in coastal landscapes dominated
by their small scale and rugged nature.

EXPERIENCE

Low key and infrastructure development is characteristic of some of the landscapes of the
zone but particularly those where access is easiest. However whilst often in the foreground
as one travels round the islands, the wider landscape context for this settlement and
infrastructure is as important in the landscape experience as the built forms themselves. It is
this contrast between the open, exposed and rugged landscapes and the visible tenacity of
its people which is such a striking characteristic of the landscape experience of Zone 3.

Visible history (past settlement, landuse, churches, brochs, forts, dykes, standing
stones etc.)

TYPES OF VISIBLE HISTORY

Prehistory: Souterrains, chambered cairns, standing stones, brochs and duns, field systems.
Village ruins (especially St Kilda) croft ruins, shieling sites, ‘feanagan’ (ridge and furrow
cultivation), Castle (Lewis), occasional large estate house industrial archaeology (whaling
station, old piers).

LOCATION/PATTERN

Most widespread, but least visible in landscape terms is the prehistoric evidence of human
occupation, tending to be on drier hillsides and ‘hidden’ from the untrained eye beneath
vegetation. Brochs and Duns however tend to be in coastal situations for defensive reasons
and are more obvious especially where they are still upstanding on rocky promontories/hills.
Ridge and furrow cultivations and former shieling sites are in places prominent owing to
differential drainage and vegetation patterns. On hillsides and offshore islands, extensive
areas of ridge and furrow are often visible particularly when picked out by shadows in
conditions of bright low light. Dykes are a feature of some townships but also elsewhere can
be seen as head dykes or stock enclosures. More recent croft ruins (this century) are a
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poignant reminder of the remoteness, isolation and harshness of life in the islands where the
ultimate solution was abandonment of home and land (especially visible in east coat Harris).

EXPERIENCE

The visible history of the zone lends a time depth to this landscape which given the
peripheral nature of the zone and its inclement climate adds an element of amazement to
the experience of this landscape, amazement that there were people living here so long ago
in such a harsh environment. This is a particularly poignant element of the St Kilda
experience.

Wildlife

FORMS OF WILDLIFE

Wildlife which is characteristic within the landscape of this zone includes: seabirds
(guillemots, puffins, razorbills, kittiwakes), waders, golden eagle and sea eagle, geese,
corncrakes, divers, otters, cetaceans, seals and red deer.

Aquatic plants, especially water lilies, are characteristic of small lochans in bog and moorland
and areas and a rich flora is characteristic of the machair lands.

LOCATION

The cliffs of the main and offshore islands are the focus for seabird colonies especially in
islands and stacks of St Kilda, Monachs, Shiants and uninhabited islands south of Barra. The
broken and small scale coastal landscapes around the islands are where one is most likely to
experience otter, with seals being most frequent close to their regular ‘haul out’ sites,
usually rocky skerries around the shores. Cetaceans (dolphins, porpoises) are most
commonly seen in the channels between islands. e.g. South Uist, Eriskay and Barra. The
sound rather than sight of corncrakes is a feature of the cropped and grassland in bye
landscapes particularly of the Uists, Barra and Tiree and Coll. Geese, divers, waders and
swans are part of the landscape experience of both inland loch and moorland in summer and
the shoreline, in winter when migration and available feeding sites bring large numbers.

WHEN

See above.

EXPERIENCE

Wildlife (particularly birds and mammals) is a feature of the coastal landscapes of Zone 3
with potential for experiencing otters, divers, a range of bird life and seals, even in many
well-frequented locations, whereas the wild land experience of the high tops and remote
coastal landscapes is often made more ‘alive’ by the presence of eagles, otters, divers and
seabirds.

Climate

CLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS

Sitting as it does on the Atlantic Seaboard, Zone 3 experiences some pretty extreme
weather conditions. Frequent high winds are common place in all but the summer months,
as is rain (though the average rainfall is lower than in parts of mainland Scotland).
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− Snow, other than on the higher hills of Harris and the Uists is rare. Sunshine hours
are high compared to much of Scotland (average 1300 with Tiree at 1400) and
temperatures are moderate being influenced by the Gulf Stream.

LOCATIONAL AND SEASONAL EFFECTS

Gale force winds are most frequent from October to March, but quite likely to occur
outwith this period as well. Rainfall follows a similar pattern.

EXPERIENCE

The experience of the landscape of this zone is profoundly influenced by its climatic
characteristics. Whilst visibility tends to be reasonably good (when compared for example
to Zone 2) it is the exposure, wind strength and wind chill, which for so much of the year
influences the way people move round in, work in, and experience this landscape and
seascape. Calm, clear, sunny days when they occur, in either winter or summer, are like
‘gems’ to be treasured and remembered.

Designated landscapes

National Scenic Areas
There are 3 NSAs in Zone 3 and South Uist Machair (21). Lewis, Harris and North Uist
NSA (9 LCTs> 1 km2 ).

CONSTITUENTS

St Kilda (20), Lewis, Harris and North Uist (19)

Greatest areas of LCTs are mountainous followed by moorland (rocky and boggy), most
common occurrences are crofting types and moorland types. Key aspect of this NSA is its
diversity.

South Uist Machair NSA (4 LCTs >1 km2). The greatest area of LCTs are crofting and
machair, with one occurrence of crofting and two of machair, these LCTs form a continuous
swathe down the West Coast of South Uist.

St Kilda designated for its cliff landscapes of very high and spectacular cliffs, stacs and sea
caves. (LCA does not cover).

LOCATION AND EXTENT

Lewis, Harris and North Uist – very large at 1070 km2. South Uist Machair – 58 km2, St
Kilda – 9 km2.

EXPERIENCE

The NSAs within this zone ‘capture’ examples of some of the key landscape experiences of
this zone; the great diversity and ruggedness of the northern part of the zone with its
croftlands ‘clinging’ round the rocky coast and beaches; the vast open landscapes of the
machair/croft lands, where the presence of the sea is so much a part of the dynamics of the
land; the dramatic cliff landscapes of Britain’s most westerly and most often seen in profile in
very distant views from other islands.
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Recreational landscapes

Nature of location landscapes and activities
The remote, dramatic and wild landscapes and seascapes of Zone 3, present a great
recreational resource to those willing to tolerate the often extreme weather, or simply to
view it from a travelling vehicle (car, bus, ferry). Hill walking (coastal walking), loch fishing,
surfing, sailing, cycling, diving, canoeing, climbing, camping and stalking are all practised at
varying degrees of intensity along with wildlife watching. The former of these activities focus
on the hills of Harns, the lochs of the peatlands and moorland landscapes, the open coasts
of Tiree and waters around the islands generally. Canoeing and diving focus on the more
sheltered and broken east coasts of the Uists, Barra, Coll and South and West Lewis.

The study type forms of recreation are by their very nature more site-focused and are often
linked to facilities such as visitor/interpretation centres, e.g. Callanish, the Coll Reserve,
NNRS, Local History Museums or the availability of boat hire.

LOCATION

See above.

EXPERIENCE

The landscape of this zone provides for a range of unique experiences; wildlife, history,
isolation and challenge in the landscape to a degree and in combinations which it is difficult
to find elsewhere in Scotland. The low numbers of people increases the experience of
privilege and specialness to be had in the landscape of this zone.

2 Importance and value of the zone landscape

A judgement of the importance or value of the zonal landscape under the following
headings:

Category Brief explanation of
landscape importance
(if any)

Importance
(GB, Scotland,
zone)

Landscape Character Importance
rarity zones contains most of

machair LCT in Scotland
and rare occurrences of
other LCTs (rock and
lochan)

Great Britain
Scotland

extent
diversity (including specific landmarks)
pattern
integrity very strong relationships

between land forms, land
cover/land use consistent
across zone

Scotland

local distinctiveness
fragility/sensitivity LCTs closely linked to

ecological, geological and
status

Zonal
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Scenic importance
qualities Mountains, lochs,

moorlands, rugged coasts,
beaches and crofted
landscapes

Scotland

perceptions Zone 3 landscapes
perceived as
pristine/unspoilt

Learning Importance
Environmental Education
Interpretation Good visual links between

people and landscapes
Zonal

Enjoyment Importance
Recreation Good for wildlife based

recreation and limited
range of recreational
activities

Scotland

Amenity
wildness and tranquillity Remote from mainland,

exceptional wildland
qualities

Scotland

Category
Brief explanation of
landscape importance
(if any)

Importance
(GB, Scotland, zone)

Designations
NSAs 3 9

AGLVs ?
Regional Landscape Designations
Historic Gardens & Designed Landscapes 1 Zonal
Cultural Importance
pre history (designated/non-designated) ?
medieval (designated/non-designated) ?
recent (designated/non-designated) ?
Socioeconomic Importance
social Cultural links to landscape Zonal
economic Tourism/recreation Zonal

3 Landscape and trends in the zone

Pressures/influences which have a particular effect on the landscape of the zone:

• Nature of landscape pressures/influences – a brief description
• Trends: increasing, static or declining

− long term (> 5 years), medium term (2 to 5 years), short term (< 2 years)
• Importance: important, not important
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Pressure Nature of landscape
pressures/influences
and trends within
zone, relative
importance within the
zone

Scale of landscape influence
(+ve/–ve) within zone when
considered in an all Scotland
context

Major Inter. Minor Negligible
Built development
Residential Single housing, long term,

static
�

Retail
Industrial
Other
Infrastructure Transport
Roads and tracks Ongoing programme of

road improvements
including causeways
medium term

�

Rail related
Ferry related Ferry infrastructure

ongoing medium to long
term

�

Other
Infrastructure other
Telecoms Increasing provision of

masts close to road, long
term, important.

�

Water treatment/abstraction Local impacts prominent
sites meeting EC
Legislation

�

Waste management Sites few but increasing in
size, long term

�

Coastal defences
Other

Minerals
Open cast coal
Sand and Gravel Localised, local impact on

dunes and machair
landscapes

�

Hard rock Extraction in prominent
locations often close to
public roads – increasing
long term, important

�

Peat Increased mechanised
cutting for domestic use
– long term

�

Other
Forestry and Woodlands
Restructuring of existing
Creation of new small
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Creation of large new/native Landscape changed,
fencing, scale, shape etc,
increasing long term,
important especially in
North Harris

�

Other
Aquaculture and Fishing
Finfish Landscape impacts from

inappropriate siting of
cages/lines and shore
facilities increasing, static
long term

�

Shellfish
Fishing River
Other
Land Management
Sheep production Crofting enhancement,

maintenance of small
scale landscape mosaic.
ESA/CPS driver, long
term

�

Crop production
Sport shooting �
Other
Energy
Nat. grid/infrastructure
Wind Potential landscape

impacts

Energy
Hydro
Wave Potential landscape

impacts
Other
Tourism and Recreation
Golf
Marinas
Skiing facilities
Leisure facilities/visitor
centres
NH Information provision Increasing provision, long

term and generally
positive

�

Walking related/footpaths Increasing provision, long
term and generally
positive

�
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4 Building a sustainable future

Pressures and trends

The
importance
of the
zonal
landscape

1
Transport
infra-
structure

2
Telecoms

3
Minerals
(sand
and
gravel,
hard
rock)

4
Woodlands
(new)

5
Aqua-
culture
(fin and
shell)

6
Land
management,
crofting

A. Rarity and
integrity of
landscape
character
B. Service
qualities (and
perception)
C.
Recreation
and wildness
D. NSA’S

General landscape objectives required
Specific landscape objectives required
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ZONE 4 NORTH WEST SEABOARD

1 Nature of the landscape resource

Diversity, distribution and rarity of landscape character in the zone
Note: Ignore any LCT which is shown as <10 km sq (if important feature will be covered
elsewhere, if important characteristic locally will be flagged up in description)

Table 4.1 Diversity

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

Context Area
km2

4 Sweeping Moorland Flat or Rolling, Smo Highland 61.90
4 Strath Highland Straths Highland 14.57
4 Harbour Highland and Island Highland Coast 0.85
4 Small Farms and Crofts Highland and Island Highland 23.50
4 Coniferous Woodland

No information
provided in report.

Null 10.37

4 Broadleaved/
Mixed Woodland No
information provided in
report.

NULL 0 6.70

4 Flat Peatland Peatland Landscape Highland 3.94
4 Moorland Slopes and

Hills
HMRRMts Highland 364.87

4 Cnocan Highland Cnocan Highland 522.87
4 Lone Mountains HMRSSMts Highland 84.26
4 Irregular Massif HMRSSMts Highland 328.23
4 High Cliffs and

Sheltered Bays
Highland and Island Highland Coast 12.34

4 Long Beaches Dunes
and Links

Low Flat and/or Highland Coast 5.45

4 Kyles Firths and Sea
Lochs

Sea Lochs of the
Highlands

Highland Coast 45.44

4 Smooth Moorland Flat or Rolling, Smo Highland 132.75
4 Linear Loch Highland and Island Highland 30.70
4 Fjord Sea Lochs of the

Highlands
Highland Coast 69.40

4 Enclosed Bay and
Offshore Islands

Highland and Island Highland Coast 475.63

4 Forest Edge Farming Agricultural
Lowland

Highland 3.53

4 Linear Crofting Highland and Island Highland 17.11
4 Scattered Crofting Highland and Island Highland 15.39
4 Harbour Settlement Highland and Island Highland Coast 12.62
4 Undulating Moorland Flat or Rolling, Smo Highland 172.83
4 Sloping Terrace

Moorland
Flat or Rolling, Smo Highland 216.36

4 Rocky Moorland Rocky Moorlands
of

Highland 547.97
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4 Cnocan Highland Cnocan Highland 123.65
4 Rugged Mountain Massif HMRSSMts Highland 836.99
4 Rounded Hills HMRRMts Highland 2.20
4 Narrow Farmed Strath Highland Straths Highland 17.29
4 Wide Farmed Strath Highland Straths Highland 25.00

Total 4184.71

HMRRMts = High, Massive, Rolling, Rounded Mts of Highlands & Islands

HMRSSMTS = High, Massive, Rugged, Steep-sided Mts of Highlands & Islands

RCUHM = Rugged, Craggy, Upland hills and Moorland of Highlands & Islands

The number of landscape character types represented in Zone 4 at level 1, is 30 the way they are grouped at level 3 is into 13 and their
context is strongly Highland. No. of LCTs (Level 1)/Area of Zone in Zone 4 is 0.007, this gives an indication of the overall diversity of
landscape character in the zone and can be compared between zones.

The number of landscape character types (level 1) represented per area of land in the zone gives a measure of diversity which can be
compared between zones. (Total col. 2/total col. 5).

Table 4.2 Distribution/pattern

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

% of Zone
(area)

No. of
Occurrences

Area
km2

4 Sweeping
Moorland

Flat or Rolling,
Smo

1.5 19 61.90

4 Strath Highland Straths 0.3 2 14.57
4 Harbour Highland and

Island
0.0 2 0.85

4 Small Farms and
Crofts

Highland and
Island

0.6 43 23.50

4 Coniferous
Woodland No
information
provided in report.

0.2 15 10.37

4 Broadleaved/Mixed
Woodland No
information
provided in report.

NULL 0.2 41 6.70

4 Flat Peatland Peatland
Landscape

0.1 1 3.94

4 Moorland Slopes
and Hills

HMRRMts 8.7 19 364.87

4 Cnocan Highland Cnocan 12.4 12 522.87
4 Lone Mountains HMRSSMts 2.0 8 84.26
4 Irregular Massif HMRSSMts 7.8 4 328.23
4 High Cliffs and

Sheltered Bays
Highland and
Island

0.3 7 12.34

4 Long Beaches
Dunes and Links

Low Flat and/or 0.1 6 5.45

4 Kyles Firths and
Sea Lochs

SLH 1.1 9 45.44

4 Smooth Moorland Flat or Rolling,
Smo

3.2 5 132.75

4 Linear Loch Highland and
Island

0.7 1 30.70
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4 Fjord Sea Lochs of the
Highlands

1.6 5 69.40

4 Enclosed Bay and
Offshore Islands

Highland and
Island

11.3 4 475.63

4 Forest Edge
Farming

Agricultural
Lowland

0.1 1 3.53

4 Linear Crofting Highland and
Island

0.4 14 17.11

4 Scattered Crofting Highland and
Island

0.4 14 15.39

4 Harbour
Settlement

Highland and
Island

0.3 15 12.62

4 Undulating
Moorland

Flat or Rolling,
Smo

4.1 12 172.83

4 Sloping Terrace
Moorland

Flat or Rolling,
Smo

5.1 10 216.36

4 Rocky Moorland Rocky Moorlands
of

13.0 15 547.97

4 Cnocan Highland Cnocan 2.9 6 123.65
4 Rugged Mountain

Massif
HMRSSMts 19.9 12 836.99

4 Rounded Hills HMRRMts 0.1 7 2.20

4 Narrow Farmed
Strath

Highland Straths 0.4 2 17.29

4 Wide Farmed
Strath

Highland Straths 0.6 6 25.00

Total 317 4184.71

In Zone 4 a total 317 occurrences of landscape character types (landscape units) are found within a zone of total land area 4184 km sq.
The figure 317/4184 is 0.075 per km sq of land within the zone and gives a relative indication of the overall brokenness or fragmentation
of the landscape pattern.

LCT at Level 1 Area/Occurrences (km2)

Sweeping Moorland 3.25
Strath 7.28
Harbour 0.42
Small Farms and Crofts 0.54
Coniferous Woodland No information provided in report. 0.69
Broadleaved/Mixed Woodland No information provided in
report.

0.16

Flat Peatland 3.94
Moorland Slopes and Hills 19.20
Cnocan 43.57
Lone Mountains 10.53
Irregular Massif 82.05
High Cliffs and Sheltered Bays 1.76
Long Beaches Dunes and Links 0.90
Kyles Firths and Sea Lochs 5.04
Smooth Moorland 26.55
Linear Loch 30.70
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Fjord 13.88
Enclosed Bay and Offshore Islands 118.90
Forest Edge Farming 3.53
Linear Crofting 1.22
Scattered Crofting 1.09
Harbour Settlement 0.84
Undulating Moorland 14.40
Sloping Terrace Moorland 21.63
Rocky Moorland 36.53
Cnocan 20.60
Rugged Mountain Massif 69.74
Rounded Hills 0.31
Narrow Farmed Strath 8.65
Wide Farmed Strath 4.16

The extent (area) of any one landscape character type (at level 1) divided by the number of times it occurs in the zone gives an idea of the
average size of occurrences of that LCT (col. 6/col. 5).

LCTs at Level 3 Area km2 Ratio

Flat or Rolling, Smo 61.90 72
Highland Straths 14.57 17
Highland and Island 0.85 1
Highland and Island 23.50 27
NULL 10.37 12
NULL 6.70 7
Peatland Landscape 3.94 4
HMRRMts 364.87 429
Highland Cnocan 522.87 615
HMRSSMts 84.26 99
HMRSSMts 328.23 386
Highland and Island 12.34 14
Low Flat and/or 5.45 6
Sea Lochs of the Highlands 45.44 53
Flat or Rolling, Smo 132.75 156
Highland and Island 30.70 36
Sea Lochs of the Highlands 69.40 81
Highland and Island 475.63 559
Agricultural Lowland 3.53 4
Highland and Island 17.11 20
Highland and Island 15.39 18
Highland and Island 12.62 14
Flat or Rolling, Smo 172.83 203
Flat or Rolling, Smo 216.36 254
Rocky Moorlands of 547.97 644
Highland Cnocan 123.65 145
HMRSSMts 836.99 984
HMRRMts 2.20 2
Highland Straths 17.29 20
Highland Straths 25.00 29

The ratio of the extent (area) of the level 3 groupings gives an indication of the distribution pattern by proportion of the zone.
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Table 4.3 Rarity

LCTs at Level 1 Rarity by occurrence
%

Rarity by extent
%

Sweeping Moorland 5 1.5
Strath 0 0.3
Harbour 0 0.0
Small Farms and Crofts 13 0.6
Coniferous Woodland No information provided in
report.

4 0.2

Broadleaved/Mixed Woodland No information
provided in report.

12 0.2

Flat Peatland 0 0.1
Moorland Slopes and Hills 5 8.7
Cnocan 3 12.4
Lone Mountains 2 2.0
Irregular Massif 0 7.8
High Cliffs and Sheltered Bays 2 0.3
Long Beaches Dunes and Links 1 0.1
Kyles Firths and Sea Lochs 2 1.1
Smooth Moorland 1 3.2
Linear Loch 0 0.7
Fjord 1 1.6
Enclosed Bay and Offshore Islands 4 11.3
Forest Edge Farming 4 0.1
Linear Crofting 4 0.4
Scattered Crofting 3 0.4
Harbour Settlement 3 0.3
Undulating Moorland 4 4.1
Sloping Terrace Moorland 1 5.1
Rocky Moorland 3 13.0
Cnocan 1 2.9
Rugged Mountain Massif 3 19.9
Rounded Hills 2 0.1
Narrow Farmed Strath 0 0.4
Wide Farmed Strath 1 0.6

The rarity of a landscape character type within Zone 4 can be identified by the number of time it occurs or its extent. Examination of both
the number of occurrences (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total and the area (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total area will give an
indication of rarity. (col 5/total col. 5%).

Landscape character
Zone has a N � S length of approximately 150 km. Big areas of mountain massif and rocky
moorland in south, gradually changing to moorland slope and hills with lone mountains and
irregular massif in north. Large occurrences of cnocan in the north and small occurrences in
the south reflect the underlying gneiss geology. Harbour settlements (47), small areas of
farmed and crofted LCTs hug the coastline throughout, especially the inner parts of
sheltered sea lochs.
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Description

Landform

PROFILE

The general profiles of the landform in Zone 4 vary from south to north, with the larger
areas of mountain massif, peaks, corries and sheer cliffs occurring in the south amidst
skirting moorland. In the north, the profiles tend to be of individual hills rising from
extensive areas of rolling and rocky moorland. These areas of higher ground are cut into by
high glens and separated by deep fjord-like sea and fresh water lochs

The profile of the coast is generally very broken, rocky and rugged with exposed headlands
and cliffs dropping steeply to the sea. The smoother profiles of farmed land and soft coast
are infrequent, but small rocky islands are scattered right along the coast of the zone. In the
zone as a whole, 1% of the area has a slope of 41–50º. This level of steep slopes is
consistent with the other west coast zones, as is the 3% of the area which falls into the
32–40º band. By far the majority of the zone area (73%) is < 16º.

SEQUENCE

A long section south to north in Zone 4 reveals a repeating sequence of high ground,
broken by NW/SE lochs. The sea lochs in particular often extend far inland, almost to the
eastern boundary of the zone.

West–east sections are similar throughout the zone in that they rise rapidly from the rugged
and broken coastline to rocky moorland and the high hills beyond.

North eastern and south western aspects occur more frequently than other aspects in the
zone, reflecting the NW/SE grain of the landform.

SCALE

Although in terms of pure elevation, 82% of Zone 4 is < 400 m high, the sheer and
prominent nature of the upstanding landforms is such that the vertical scale in this landscape
appears very imminent. In contrast, the brokenness of the landform makes the horizontal
scale of this landscape difficult to appreciate other than from the hills themselves or when
viewed across the open water of loch and coast.

LANDMARK FEATURES

The free-standing nature of the hills of the north of the zone and their distinctive profiles,
Suilven, Quinag, Stac Pollaidh, Canisp and the Moine give them great landmark qualities. The
more massive group of the Torridon hills with their characteristic stepped sandstone ledges
and quartzite ridges are also widely recognised as landmark features.

EXPERIENCE

Public routes through the zone either skirt the coastline or follow the base of the glens
linking east to west. The experience of the landform from these routes is the extent to
which the hills in particular dominate the landscape, framing and directing views, providing
focal points directing the roads. Along the coast the experience is of its exposure and
ruggedness, emphasised by the contrasting pockets of croft and farmland which are nested
into the more sheltered bits of the landform.
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Containment (created by landform and land cover)

TOPOGRAPHY

The containment offered by landform within this zone is generally pretty high because of the
broken nature of the terrain. Slope and aspect combine to give a hierarchy of spaces
offering containment at a variety of scales, from the deep dissecting glens between groups of
hills to the small hollows so typical of the cnoc and lochan landscapes of the north.

LAND COVER

The generally low-growing nature of most of the vegetation in this zone means that it
contributes little to containment other than in those already contained landscapes where
landform and restricted grazing provides adequate protection for tree growth. The
dominant landcover summary classes being heather moorland and peatland.

Built development is generally very sparse throughout the zone and it is only in settlements
of significant size (Ullapool, Lochinver, Gairloch) where the built environment provides
genuine containment.

VISIBILITY

Visibility is variable, ranging from the narrow confined visibility of the southern glens, to the
extensive and layered visibility (i.e. mid-ground limited) of the mountain massifs, to the wide
but limited visibility of the northern areas where the rolling moorland gives some
containment, but allows upward and distant views of the lone hills, to the alternating
restricted and open visibility of the cnocan and coastal areas.

MICROCLIMATIC EFFECTS

The zone is generally exposed and experiences a high level of rainfall. Inland this is reflected
in the landscape by the low growing vegetation and dominance of the landform and exposed
rock. However, nearer the coast the moderating effect of the Gulf Stream and localised
shelter has, within the crofting and cnocan LCTs given rise to small patches of more
luxuriant, natural vegetation or encouraged active cultivation. These areas, particularly in the
north often coincide with outcropping base-rich rock types.

EXPERIENCE

The experience of containment within the landscape of Zone 4 is an important part of its
character. Amongst the hills and lochs of Torridon, Fisherfield and Flowerdale, the Glen
Dhu Forest and Ben Mhor Assynt, the scale of containment and the drama of the containing
landforms provide a ‘sanctuary’ experience, which is best appreciated away from the public
road network. In the more open landscapes of the north, the peaks and footslopes of the
Assynt hills provide partial containment which varies as one moves through the landscape. In
the smaller scale landscapes of the coast and cnocan landscapes. It is the experience of small
scale intimate spaces, landscape detail and shelter which prevails.

Accessibility

DISTANCE

Even at its southern extremities, Zone 4 is located at some considerable distance from the
major population centres of the central belt and east coast (Edinburgh and Glasgow
approximately 4 to 6 hours) and 2–3 hours from Inverness.
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The through-routes from Inverness to Kinlochewe (via Achnasheen), Ullapool and
Lochinver (via Strath Oykel) are the principal means of access to the zone and generally
provide problem-free, but slow access.

PHYSICAL ACCESS

Road access within the zone is limited by the terrain with roads tending to traverse the area
on long-established east/west routes with linking coastal roads and the occasional dead-end
road extending out onto remote peninsulas. Footpaths and tracks following the routes of
earlier worn and constructed drove roads, peat roads and paths between settlements cut
through the blocks of land round which the public roads skirt. Pony paths, fishing paths and
more recent access tracks for hydro developments, water installations and land
management purposes and worn hill walking routes extend from the glens and straths up
into the high hills and moorland. 3% of the area of Zone 4 is > 8 km (> 8km and isolated)
from public roads, with Letterewe and Foinaven areas being particularly notable. 10% of the
area between 5 and 8 km from public roads and 30% between 2 and 5 km from public
roads.

CULTURAL ACCEPTANCE

Access within this landscape (i.e. off roads) is generally accepted (rather than encouraged)
and provided it is responsible, with people sticking to recognised routes at particular times
of year, and that the stalking and fishing activities are not disturbed.

VISUAL ACCESS

Visual access from public roads is often restricted by landform, but glimpses (gained as the
roads twist and turn through the landscape) into the interior of the mountain massifs and
remote glens are characteristic. Individual peaks and coastal vistas add diversity to the near
views of moorland and lesser hills.

EXPERIENCE

The experience of access within the landscape of this zone is that of a clear hierarchy, much
of which is off-road and into and through areas of recognised wildland quality.

Land cover (including vegetation and land use)

VEGETATION

The vegetation cover of this zone contributes to the character of the landscape, but on a
zonal scale it is its emphasis of the landform which is most significant.

Mountain vegetation is to be found on the high hills and mountain massifs throughout the
zone, though in area terms, heather moorland and peatland vegetation is the most extensive
with marginally more peatland in north than the south. Small broadleaved woodlands often
pick out the steep rocky hillsides, loch shores and gullies where grazing has been restricted
by the landform, or around settlements. The straths, lower glens and coastal bays are
highlighted by areas of in-bye grazing (very little cropping) and coniferous shelter planting.
The slopes above these glens are frequently more extensively wooded with coniferous
plantations, but this generally does not extend far into the interior. Where slopes are free
draining, poor rough grassland is characteristic. Increasingly throughout the zone, large areas
of planted native woodland are to be found often extending well into the interior, e.g. Bad
an Sgalaig, Coigach, Torridon and Gairloch.
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EXPOSED ROCK

Exposed rock is a common feature of both the mountain massifs in the south and the hills,
coast and cliffs to the north of the zone. In the south characterised by the inland cliffs,
screes, narrow ridges and layered summits of the torridonian/quartzite mountains and
elsewhere by the steep characteristic shapes of individual igneous intrusions the Moine
Thrust, and very high sandstone and gneiss sea cliffs.

BUILT DEVELOPMENT

As a form of landcover in the landscape, built development does not make a significant
contribution other than in the small, but nucleated settlements of Durness, Kinlochbervie,
Ullapool, Poolewe, Gairloch and Lochcarron (see also ‘Built and Infrastructure Development
(present day)’).

EXPERIENCE

The pattern of landcover in Zone 4 emphasises the ruggedness of the terrain and the
peripheralness of human influence on the landscape.

Hydrology and water bodies

TYPE

The rivers and burns of Zone 4 tend to be quite small; they are short and steep, rising in
relatively small ‘flashy’ catchments. The River Torridon, River Ewe, River Broom and River
Laxford are more substantial than average, though they do not compare in size nor
prominence with east coast rivers. Rivers and burns in the landscape of Zone 4 are more
prominent because of their frequency, their rocky character and consequently their
waterfalls and noise.

Freshwater lochs, large and small, are characteristic of the landscape of this zone (total 638).
Whilst hydro lochs are a common feature of the zones lying immediately to the west, only
Bad an Sgalaig in the south of the zone is controlled for power generation.

PATTERN

The larger of the rivers in this zone flow in a generally north westerly direction, with
smaller rivers and burns flowing radially out from areas of high land. Where roads follow
the line of a river, or allow views of burns descending steeply down hillsides, this pattern
can be readily appreciated, especially after periods of heavy or persistent rain, or rapid snow
melt.

Large lochs, e.g. Loch Maree and Fionn Loch, are characteristic of the south, picking out the
major landform troughs. In the north, whilst the larger lochs are often what is seen from the
public road, the pattern of many small lochs scattered across the rugged and broken
landscape is more characteristic of the interior areas.

EXPERIENCE

Water, be it moving, still, fresh or sea, forms an important part of the experience of this
landscape. Particularly characteristic of the zone is the cnocan landscape where the
experience of water and land in a small scale pattern is so distinctive (LCT 12 Level 1).
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Built and infrastructure development (present day)

NATURE AND PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT

Settlements within Zone 4 tend to be concentrated on the coast where there is access
inland and sheltered anchorage. These settlements occupy areas of low lying coastal land
(Durness, Ullapool, Gairloch) or cluster around the shore (Lochinver, Kinlochbervie)
squeezed between the steeply rising hinterland and rocky foreshore. Apart from Ullapool,
which is a designed village (date?) the other settlements have grown in an ad hoc way based
on the fishing industry, transport connections (as in Ullapool) and as local service centres
for the dispersed crofting townships, which generally surround the core settlements.
Elsewhere, the zone is thinly populated with farming related settlement in the principal glens
(e.g. Dundonnel and Broom), sporadic crofting townships along the coast, estate lodges in
the minor glens and the occasional settlement at key route confluences. There is active
expansion of residential development, round some settlements where space allows.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INFRASTRUCTURE

Roads and marine related developments are the most obvious infrastructure features in the
landscape of Zone 4. The route and scale of roads has in the past been very much dictated
by the landform, though recent road improvement projects have greatly increased the
dominance of some roads as features in the landscape. Likewise, marine (ferry and fishing)
related infrastructure, which historically was small scale, has, in recent times, had to reflect
the changing requirements of modern services and industries, resulting in a scale of
infrastructural development which is difficult to accommodate in the rugged but often small-
scale character of the coastal landscapes of this zone. (Kinlochbervie and Lochinver).

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

Industrial development within Zone 4 is limited to fishing, aquaculture and quarrying, with
the possibility of oil related development on Loch Kishorn. Aquaculture is a prominent
feature of the coastal landscapes of the zone, interrupting the coastal views and open
seascapes. Should oil development go ahead at Kishorn, it will be of a large scale and a
nature totally out of character with the landscape of this zone. Extractive industries produce
hard rock to fulfil local west coast requirements (Morefield, Inchnadamph) and small scale
borrow pits are commonplace.

EXPERIENCE

The experience of built and infrastructure development in this zone is that it generally
impacts adversely on the landscape experience, but is confined to a few locations.

Visible history (past settlement, landuse, churches, brochs, forts, dykes, standing
stones etc.)

TYPES OF VISIBLE HISTORY

Prehistoric evidence: burial cairns, hut circles. Evidence of more extensive habitation and
landuse in some places; shieling sites, croft ruins, jetties, field boundaries. Estate houses,
ancillary estate buildings, walls, dykes, tracks and bridges. Fortified sites, brochs, duns,
castles.
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LOCATION/PATTERN

Occasional tracks and shieling sites are found in remoter parts of this zone away from glens
and straths: croft ruins, former field boundaries/enclosures, jetties tend to be found in the
lesser glens and remote parts of coast with estate lodges and associated estate buildings in
the more major glens.

Large estate houses and walled gardens often surrounded by policy plantings tend to be in
the straths.

Prehistoric evidence locally frequently found throughout on drier, sloping sites, rough
grazing and moorland edges.

Fortified sites often tend to be found in coastal locations.

EXPERIENCE

In some parts of this landscape, evidence of long established habitation and land use is
clearly visible, often linked to especially fertile or sheltered pockets within the wider
landscape, making the visible history a key characteristic of some landscapes. Elsewhere,
prominent upstanding evidence provides important features in the landscape.

Wildlife

FORMS OF WILDLIFE

Wildlife which is characteristic of this landscape include birds of prey (especially golden
eagle, also sea eagle), ravens, red deer, black and red throated divers, otters, seals and
seabirds (black guillemot, kittiwake, eider).

LOCATION

Golden eagle, raven and red deer are characteristic of the high hills and mountainous areas.
Red deer, divers, dippers are characteristic of the moorland landscapes.

Along the inner coastline and around islands and skerries, otters, seals, feeding red-throated
divers and eiders are very much part of the landscape experience.

High coastal cliffs, especially those on the north coast of this zone provide important seabird
sites, very visible and audible.

WHEN

Red deer are often more frequently seen in winter when bad weather pushes them down
the hill, but like the eagles, otters and seals, their presence is year round.

− Divers, eider and other seabirds become more prominent at certain times of year
when their nesting, congregating, feeding and calling makes them more obvious in the
landscape.

EXPERIENCE

At certain times of year, especially spring and early summer, the experience of the coastal
and mountainous parts of this landscape can be very much influenced by the presence of
wildlife.
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Climate

CLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS

Average precipitation high – 3200 mm (approx) on higher ground with the coastal strip
getting a bit less at 1600 mm (approx) (1290 mm at Ullapool).

Exposed to westerly winds.

LOCATIONAL AND SEASONAL EFFECTS

Winter maximums for rainfall and wind.

EXPERIENCE

Noticeably wet and windy when compared to eastern zones, makes calm, clear and sunny
weather feel like a ‘treat’.

Designated landscapes

National Scenic Areas

CONSTITUENTS

There are 3 NSAs in Zone 4:

• Wester Ross (6) Most extensive area of LCT by far is rugged mountain massif, followed
by rocky moorland. Most frequently occurring LCT is enclosed bays and offshore islands.

• Assynt Coigach (5) Most extensive area of LCTs is cnocan occurring in a more broken
pattern than in north west Sutherland NSA (24 times). Second most extensive is
moorland slopes and hills. Most frequently occurring LCT is enclosed bays and offshore
islands.

•  North West Sutherland (4) The two most extensive LCTs are cnocan and irregular
massif. Most frequent occurrences of any one LCT is moorland slopes and hills.

LOCATION AND EXTENT

Approximated 55% of Zone 4 is covered by NSA designations.

• North West Sutherland NSA (195 km2) – all within Zone 4.
• Assynt Coigach NSA (826 km2) – small area on eastern boundary outwith Zone 4.
• Wester Ross NSA (1429 km2) – small area on eastern boundary outwith Zone 4.

EXPERIENCE

The NSAs of North West Sutherland and Assynt Coigach are similar in character in that
they are focused on the areas of cnocan landscape with its rugged but intimate coastline.
The extent of the lone mountain LCT of Assynt Coigach is not great in terms of its area,
but is very significant in the experience of this landscape and is recognised in the NSA
description.

Wester Ross NSA has a prevailing landscape experience of high mountains and deep glens
and a varied coastline. This is reflected in the LCTs, both their area and occurrence.

Wild land qualities figure highly in the experience of all three NSAs.
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AGLVS and other Local Authority designations

NATURE OF THE LANDSCAPE DESIGNATED

There are seven AGLVs in Zone 4 (need to check local plans for details). These are the
Inner Sound of Applecross Bay, Badachro by Gairloch, Gruinard Bay, Loch Cul Drumrunie
by Strathkanaird, Loch Assynt, Strath Shinary (Sandwood Glen), and Leinrunmore (Smoo
Caves and surrounds). These generally relate to coastal and loch sites with recreational
sensitivities.

LOCATION AND EXTENT

Location – scattered fairly evenly north and south within the zone, focusing on coastal and
loch sites on the west.

EXPERIENCE

The landscape experience of these sites is variable, but are often focused on sheltered
locations within the landscape which tend to attract the visitor and where access is not
difficult.

Historic gardens and designed landscapes

NATURE OF THE LANDSCAPES DESIGNATED AND NON-DESIGNATED

There are three historic gardens and designated landscapes in Zone 4; Inverewe Gardens at
Poolewe, Dundonnel House, and Leckmelm (extension to inventory).

LOCATION

All located in southern part of zone.

EXPERIENCE

Recreational landscapes

Nature and location of landscapes and activities
The landscapes of Zone 4 provide for a large range of recreational experience. The
mountainous landscapes of Torridon and An Tealach areas attract hill walkers and climbers
throughout the year ‘bagging’ the munros and climbing on the buttress, ridges and slabs. As
one moves north in the zone, remoteness from centres of population increases and the hills
are not so high. Munro bagging tends to be replaced by the keen hillwalker, wild camper and
fisherman, with some canning and sailing in coastal areas. Estate organised fishing and sport
shooting (deer) is widespread throughout the zone with possibly more shooting in the
south.

The Inchnadamph area provides for what is arguably the best caving in Britain, and nature
study, based particularly on birdwatching and geology is a growing activity.

Car touring and beach recreation, focused on the accessible coastal landscapes, are a feature
of the zone.
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Experience
For the active recreationalist, the landscape experience provided by the zone is rich and
varied; wild mountains, remote glens, settled coastline and active settlements with some
facilities. The weather, with its characteristically high rainfall and poor visibility, can,
however, have an all-pervading effect on the recreational experience.
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2 Importance and value of the zone landscape

Category Brief explanation of
landscape importance
(if any)

Importance
(GB, Scotland,
zone)

Landscape Character Importance
rarity Assynt (rare combinations

of LCTs)
Scotland

extent
diversity (including specific landmarks)
pattern Strong natural patterns Zonal
integrity Consistency, especially Zonal
local distinctiveness Coastal and cnocan LCTs
fragility/sensitivity
Cultural Importance
pre history (designated/non-designated) Input from HS required ?
medieval (designated/non-designated) Input from HS required ?
recent (designated/non-designated) Input from HS required ?
Socioeconomic Importance
social Strong links between

livelihoods and landscape.
Zonal

economic Economic activity very
much part of coastal
landscape.

Zonal

Scenic importance
designated NSAs and AGLVs reflect

natural beauty of the
landscapes of Zone 4.

Scotland

non-designated
‘Spiritual’ Importance
remoteness and tranquillity Remoteness of zone and

remoteness within zone.
Scotland

Learning Importance
Environmental Education Outdoor classroom. Zonal
Interpretation Especially recognised for

geology
Zonal

Enjoyment Importance
Recreation Diversity of opportunities

in wild and scenic
landscapes.

Scotland

Amenity Zonal
Designations
NSAs NSAs x 3 (50% plus of

area of zone)
Scotland

AGLVs x 6 (?) Zonal
Regional Landscape Designations
Historic Gardens & Designed Landscapes x 3 Zonal
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3 Landscape and trends in the zone

Pressures/influences which have a particular effect on the landscape of the zone

Pressure Nature of pressure
trends within zone,
relative importance
within the zone

Scale of landscape influence
(+ve/–ve) within zone when
considered in an all Scotland
context

Major Inter. Minor Negligible

Built development
Residential Increase in edge of

settlement and individual
houses reflects stable and
increasing population

�

Retail
Industrial Small scale craft and

processing related
�

Other
Infrastructure Transport
Roads and tracks Upgrading, trend towards

less road improvement
�

Rail related
Ferry related
Other
Infrastructure other
Telecoms Continuing expansion of

masts (and tracks) to
cover roads and
settlements – long term,
important

�

Water treatment/abstraction
Waste management
Coastal defences
Other
Minerals
Open cast coal
Sand and Gravel
Hard rock Continued extraction for

construction on w. coast
and beyond

�

Peat
Other – Oil Developments to service

west of Shetland fields at
Kishorn – long term
possibly

�

Forestry and Woodlands
Restructuring of existing Long term landscape

improvement
�

Creation of new small New element of visual
diversity on in-bye

�
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Creation of large new/native On common grazings less
open ground. –ve effects
on recreation. Track
upgrading/creation – long
term, important

�

Other
Aquaculture and Fishing
Finfish Visual impacts and

impacts on wildland
experience wildland. On-
shore developments
difficult to integrate –
long term, important

�

Shellfish �
Fishing River River engineering and

ATV tracks. Stable or
declining

�

Other – freshwater
aquaculture

Landscape and visual
impact of tanks and cages.
Scale of production units
difficult to accommodate
in these landscapes.
Ongoing

�

Land Management
Sheep production Maintenance by crofters.

Inappropriate grazing.
ATV use

�

Crop production
Sport shooting Increasingly high numbers

of deer, leading to
tracking, overgrazing.
Scarring from ATVs.
Perceived conflicts with
recreation. Ongoing –
long term

�

Other
Energy
Nat. grid/infrastructure
Wind Possibility of windfarm

developments (check
SRO 3)

?

Hydro Hydro development
(Shieldaig, Assynt). Effects
on landscape character
and wildland experience

�

Wave
Other
Tourism and Recreation
Golf
Marinas
Skiing facilities
Leisure facilities/visitor
centres

Expansion of small scale
provision

�
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NH Information provision Linked to above �
Walking related/footpaths Erosion of footpaths,

scars on the landscape
(increasing use). Long
term

� �

Other

4 Building a sustainable future

Landscape Influences and Trends

Aspects of
importance
of the
Zonal
Landscape

1
Residential

Development,
especially
edge of
settlement

2
Roads
and
Tracks

3
Tele-
coms

4
Minerals

Oil and

Quarrying

5
Forestry
&
Wood-
lands
Large
Scale
Native

6
Aqua-

culture

- Finfish

+Shellfish

7
Energy

Hydro

A. Landscape
character,
especially
rarity,
pattern &
integrity
(Scotland)
B. Scenic
importance
(Scotland)
C.
Remoteness
and
tranquillity
(Scotland)
D.
Recreation
(Scotland)
E. NSAs,
AGLVs, and
HGDLs
(Scotland)

General Landscape Objectives needed

Specific Landscape Objectives needed
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ZONE 5 THE PEATLANDS OF CAITHNESS AND
SUTHERLAND

1 Nature of the landscape resource

Diversity, distribution and rarity of landscape character in the zone
Note: Ignore any LCT which is shown as <10 km sq (if important feature will be covered
elsewhere, if important characteristic locally will be flagged up in description)

Table 5.1 Diversity

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

Context Area
km2

5 Sweeping Moorland Flat or Rolling, Smo Highland 1,580.19
5 Strath Highland Straths Highland 201.36
5 Coastal Shelf Low, Flat, and/or Highland Co 21.46
5 Harbour Highland and Island Highland Co 0.36
5 Town Highland and Island Highland 3.76
5 Open Intensive

Farmland
Farmlands and Est Highland 0.00

5 Mixed Agriculture and
Settlement

Farmlands and Est Highland 0.67

5 Small Farms and Crofts Highland and Island Highland 253.89
5 Coniferous Woodland

No Information
provided in report.

0 NULL 562.80

5 Broadleaved/
Mixed Woodland No
information provided in
report.

0 NULL 26.41

5 Flat Peatland Peatland Landscape Highland 403.81
5 Moorland Slopes and

Hills
HMRRMts Highland 1,843.68

5 Cnocan Highland Cnocan Highland 0.00
5 Lone Mountains HMRSSMts Highland 178.52
5 Irregular Massif HMRSSMts Highland 0.00
5 High Cliffs and

Sheltered Bays
Highland and Island Highland Co 12.04

5 Long Beaches Dunes
and Links

Low, Flat, and/or Highland Co 19.88

5 Kyles Firths and Sea
Lochs

Sea Lochs of the
Highlands

Highland Co 104.32

5 Sloping Terrace
Moorland

Flat or Rolling, Smo Highland 0.02

5 Rounded Hills HMRRMts Highland 0.00

Total 5,213.17

The number of landscape character types represented in Zone 5 at level 1, is 20 the way they are grouped at level 3 is into 11 and their
context is strongly Highland. No. of LCTs (Level 1)/Area of Zone in Zone 5 is 0.003, this gives an indication of the overall diversity of
landscape character in the zone and can be compared between zones.
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Table 5.2 Distribution/pattern

Zone LCT
level 1

LCT
level 3

% of Zone
(area)

No. of
Occurrences

Area
km2

5 Sweeping
Moorland

Flat or Rolling,
Smo

30.3 66 1580.19

5 Strath Highland Straths 3.9 16 201.36
5 Coastal Shelf Low, Flat, and/or 0.4 3 21.46
5 Harbour Highland and

Island
0.0 3 0.36

5 Town Highland and
Island

0.1 2 3.76

5 Open Intensive
Farmland

Farmlands and
Est

0.0 1 0.00

5 Mixed
Agriculture and
Settlement

Farmlands and
Est

0.0 7 0.67

5 Small Farms and
Crofts

Highland and
Island

4.9 119 253.89

5 Coniferous
Woodland No
Information
provided in
report.

0 10.8 155 562.80

5 Broadleaved/
Mixed
Woodland No
information
provided in
report.

0 0.5 120 26.41

5 Flat Peatland Peatland
Landscape

7.7 23 403.81

5 Moorland Slopes
and Hills

HMRRMts 35.4 50 1,843.68

5 Cnocan Highland Cnocan 0.0 1 0.00
5 Lone Mountains HMRSSMts 3.4 13 178.52
5 Irregular Massif HMRSSMts 0.0 1 0.00
5 High Cliffs and

Sheltered Bays
Highland and
Island

0.2 18 12.04

5 Long Beaches
Dunes and Links

Low, Flat, and/or 0.4 7 19.88

5 Kyles Firths and
Sea Lochs

Sea Lochs of the
Highlands

2.0 28 104.32

5 Sloping Terrace
Moorland

Flat or Rolling,
Smo

0.0 8 0.02

5 Rounded Hills HMRRMts 0.0 1 0.00

Total 642 5213.17

In Zone 5 a total 642 occurrences of landscape character types (landscape units) are found within a zone of total land area 5213 km sq.
The figure 642/5213 is 0.123 per km sq of land within the zone and gives a relative indication of the overall brokenness or fragmentation
of the landscape pattern.
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LCT at Level 1 Area/Occurrences (km2)

Sweeping Moorland 23.94
Strath 12.58
Coastal Shelf 7.15
Harbour 0.12
Town 1.88
Open Intensive Farmland 0
Mixed Agriculture and Settlement 0.09
Small Farms and Crofts 2.13
Coniferous Woodland No Information provided in report. 3.63
Broadleaved/
Mixed Woodland No information provided in report.

0.22

Flat Peatland 17.55
Moorland Slopes and Hills 36.87
Cnocan 0
Lone Mountains 13.73
Irregular Massif 1
High Cliffs and Sheltered Bays 0.66
Long Beaches Dunes and Links 2.84
Kyles Firths and Sea Lochs 3.72
Sloping Terrace Moorland 0.25
Rounded Hills 0

The extent (area) of any one landscape character type (at level 1) divided by the number of times it occurs in the zone gives an idea of the
average size of occurrences of that LCT (col. 6/col. 5).

LCTs at Level 3 Area km2 Ratio

Flat or Rolling, Smo 1580.19 790
Highland Straths 201.36 100
Low, Flat, and/or 21.46 107
Highland and Island 0.36 18
Highland and Island 3.76 188
Farmlands and Est 0.00 0
Farmlands and Est 0.67 33
Highland and Island 253.89 126
0 562.80 281
0 26.41 132
Peatland Landscape 403.81 201
HMRRMts 1,843.68 921
Highland Cnocan 0.00 0
HMRSSMts 178.52 89
HMRSSMts 0.00 0
Highland and Island 12.04 60

Low, Flat, and/or 19.88
Sea Lochs of the Highlands 104.32 52
Flat or Rolling, Smo 0.02 1

HMRRMts 0.00 0

The ratio of the extent (area) of the level 3 groupings gives an indication of the distribution pattern by proportion of the zone.
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Table 5.3 Rarity

LCTs at Level 1 Rarity by occurrence
%

Rarity by extent
%

Sweeping Moorland 10 30.3
Strath 2 3.9
Coastal Shelf 0 0.4
Harbour 0 0.0
Town 0 0.1
Open Intensive Farmland 0 0.0
Mixed Agriculture and Settlement 1 0.0
Small Farms and Crofts 18 4.9
Coniferous Woodland No Information provided in
report.

24 10.8

Broadleaved/
Mixed Woodland No information provided in
report.

18 0.5

Flat Peatland 3 7.7
Moorland Slopes and Hills 7 35.4
Cnocan 0 0.0
Lone Mountains 2 3.4
Irregular Massif 0 0.0
High Cliffs and Sheltered Bays 2 0.2
Long Beaches Dunes and Links 1 0.4
Kyles Firths and Sea Lochs 4 2.0
Sloping Terrace Moorland 1 0.0
Rounded Hills 0 0.0

The rarity of a landscape character type within the zone can be identified by the number of time it occurs or its extent. Examination of
both the number of occurrences (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total and the area (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total area will give
an indication of rarity. (col 5/total col. 5%).

Landscape character
Zone 5 mainly comprises large, interlocking expanses of open moorland and hills
(86,64,133,42), some of these including blocks of coniferous plantation. Located in stark
contrast to these are the occasional lone mountains (73), creating the key focal points in the
landscape.

A variety of landscape type is formed where the interior moorland and hills meet the sea –
often occurring as high cliffs (49) and sometimes as dunes and links (74). Where the straths
(131) which reach out from the zone interior to intersect the coast at fairly regular
intervals, sheltered bays surrounded by high cliffs (49) is sometimes formed with a small,
concentrated village (59) or harbour settlement (74). Most of the crofting settlements (123)
also occur in small blocks along the coast and within the straths.

Description

Landform

PROFILE

At the broadest level, the landform in Zone 5 is very simple, with smooth gentle moorland
slopes extending over vast areas. This weathered and eroded surface is only occasionally
divided by shallow straths running towards the coast and the marked rise of a lone
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mountain towering up in stark vertical contrast. The undulating nature of the moorland
slopes results in varying profile at the coastal edge from long stretches of beach to high
vertical cliffs with bays corresponding to the intersection of a strath.

Throughout the zone as a whole, the generally low and gentle nature of the landform is
reflected by 59% of the land being below 200 m and 68% of slopes being under 5° with fairly
equal distribution of slope aspect.

SEQUENCE

The predominant gentle slopes of Zone 5 form a fairly consistent matrix which extends
throughout the area. Within this the subtle route of shallow straths are fairly regular in
distribution, penetrating the interior and generally aligned N–S in the north and NW–SE in
the east and south of the zone. The prominent lone mountains occur mainly in the west and
central area of the zone, isolated by wide open areas of moorland slopes.

SCALE

The scale of Zone 5 seems immense due to the high extent of visibility over expansive areas
of mainly low, simple landform.

It is often difficult to perceive actual distance and elevation, however, due to views rarely
revealing features of a known size. Where mountains occur, their vertical scale seems
accentuated in sharp contrast to the predominate low moorland surrounding them.

LANDMARK FEATURES

The occasional lone mountains which occur in this zone form dominant landmark foci;
although only 2.5% of the zone, their influence is far reaching in views from surrounding
areas. The cliffs formed on the coastal edge, and their abutment to sheltered, sandy bays
also creates a rhythm of landmarks along the north coast.

At a more detailed level, other key landmarks are the pattern of dubh lochans upon the
eroded surface of the central moorland interior of the zone.

EXPERIENCE

There are few access routes through Zone 5 and these are mainly limited to the coast or
straths. Thus experience of the full extent of the moorland areas is difficult to appreciate,
mainly limited to where routes pass between one strath to another. From these locations,
the wide open simple expanse of the moorland offers a sense of exhilaration and personal
freedom, although the very scale and lack of differentiation of this may seem also to
intimidate the viewer. The lone mountains are seen from vast distances across these
moorland areas, welcomed as distinct landmarks where it is otherwise difficult to orientate.
Although perception of the landscape qualities is most acute away from the distractions of
access routes or settlements, these characteristics are still appreciated to a certain degree
in public areas due to the relatively low numbers of motorists and inhabitants in relation to
the large expanse of the landscape.
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Containment (created by landform and land cover)

TOPOGRAPHY

The containment of this zone is generally extremely low, being mainly exposed due to
predominance of low, gently sloped or flat ground. The zone is least contained in the north
east area upon the unforested parts of the Flow Country peatlands.

Conversely, the coastal edge creates some containment, especially at the intersection of
straths; however even here, shelter from the exposure of the interior moorlands is
compromised by there also being exposure to the sea.

LAND COVER

Vegetation is fairly uniform in this zone, heather moorland and peatland comprising around
83% of the land cover, contributing greatly to the low level of containment.

The location of coniferous and mixed plantations within the zone do create some
containment at a local level and contribute to around 1% of the land cover; however the
high density of trees in these woodlands often mean they are so contained as to be difficult
to penetrate except along tracks that form channelling corridors.

Built development is extremely sporadic in Zone 5, but tends to concentrate in areas with
some form of natural shelter by the coast of rivers. Although the scarcity of this
development means that it is not physically responsible for a significant level of containment
itself, the planting of woodland and hedges around buildings does create small pockets of
shelter.

VISIBILITY

Visibility is extensive throughout this zone, although greatest across the peatlands and upon
the high cliffs. It is reduced slightly, however, by the screening effect of slopes within areas
of undulating moorland and hills along the low stretches of coastal shelf particularly.

Within the interior of the zone, views are very distant and panoramic with a visual
dominance of the horizon and sky. These extensive views enable the immense open space of
the landscape to be appreciated.

MICROCLIMATIC EFFECTS

Generally the openness of this zone means that it is extremely exposed and often subject to
a barrage of changing weather conditions as systems cross the zone from west to east.

The openness of the landscape is also responsible for a dominant presence of the sky within
views, revealing a clarity of light over the zone that highlights the subtlest pattern or
variation in landform.

EXPERIENCE

The experience of containment does vary slightly across the zone. However this tends to
occur in such a subtle nature and over such long distances that it is difficult to discern
changes until after they have occurred.
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As the over-riding character of the zone is open and fairly undifferentiated, however, there
is a focus of attention where any containment does occur for example along the coast or a
strath.

Accessibility

DISTANCE

Zone 5 covers an extensive area and thus varies in accessibility with the southern part
closest to Inverness (approximately 52 miles away) and ease of access decreasing to the
north and west.

The zone as a whole lies at the northern mainland periphery of Scotland as a country, some
207 miles between Edinburgh and its southern boundary. Access to the zone mainly occurs
via the A9 which runs up the eastern edge, the A836 and A837 which cross north and west
from the Dornoch Firth, and the A838 which enters in the north west corner.

PHYSICAL ACCESS

Physical access is restricted within Zone 5 by the orientation and distribution of routes
tending to mainly follow the coast or travel up straths and thus limited by the occurrence of
these.

In the northern half of the zone, roads mainly run N–S and thus it is difficult to travel in
other directions; whilst in the southern half of the zone, roads mainly run NW–SE.

Of the main routes, including ‘A’ class roads, many are rough in nature, winding, undulating
and single track in width. Routes over the peatland areas are often particularly rough due to
being built upon an unstable base.

A number of straths are serviced by private estate tracks, only freely accessible to the public
on foot.

The main footpaths, used chiefly by hillwalkers and stalkers, run up the lone mountains and
along the coast.

CULTURAL ACCEPTANCE OF ACCESS

Access and parking off public roads is generally discouraged within the landscape by most
landowners and many estate access tracks are gated with signs discouraging walkers,
especially during the deer stalking season. Access over crofting land is also discouraged in
some places, especially during lambing.

This means that although 53% of the area is theoretically within 2 km from an access route,
a much smaller proportion of the landscape is accessible to the public without having to defy
discouraging signs and gates.

VISUAL ACCESS

Visual access to the landscape is generally extensive due to its open nature, particularly
within the moorland areas. However local confinement of views tends to occur in strath and
coastal areas where views are loosely channelled in a linear fashion.
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EXPERIENCE

Generally access within this zone is limited in extent and direction, but fairly evenly
distributed throughout the landscape. And although much of the landscape is not directly
accessible, it is visible from public roads due to the extensive nature of views. All absence of
landmarks added to the simplicity of landscape means that it is often difficult to define actual
location within the interior moorlands. However, this effect is less apparent along the coast,
where the frequent and rhythmic intersection of straths and glens, and the settlements they
harbour, create notable foci along access routes.

Land cover (including vegetation and land use)

VEGETATION

The vegetation cover of this zone comprises predominantly a matrix of heather moorland
and peatland types which collectively make up around 83% of the zone.

This predominance of a similar, low vegetation type accentuates the simplicity of the
landform and sense of openness and means that views tend to either focus to distant foci or
to foreground details of vegetation.

Although comprising only around 1% of the zone area, coniferous plantations notably affect
the character of the landscape, contrasting to the colour, elevation and texture of
surrounding vegetation and creating shapes and dominant foci within the surrounding
moorlands.

EXPOSED ROCK

There is little exposed rock across Zone 5 as a whole, although it is evident in cliffs along
the coastal edge (49, level 1) as a scattered component of some moorland areas, and upon
the upper slopes of the lone mountains (73, level 1).

BUILT DEVELOPMENT

Built development does not form a significant proportion of the zone (<1%) and is
concentrated as small settlements, estates and crofting townships, mainly in the straths and
along the coast.

EXPERIENCE

The simplicity of land cover over this zone contributes greatly to the powerful visual image
which presides over much of the area. It means there is little distraction from the basic
landforms, sense of exposure and the feeling of immense space; although where built
development and woodland occurs, this is often welcomed for the focus of shelter, visual
intricacy and activity associated with such places in stark contrast to the surrounding land.

Hydrology and water bodies

TYPE

Water plays a prominent role in the landscape character of Zone 5, but mainly as an integral
part of the moorland and strath landscapes. With gentle landform slopes, the ground surface
often seems to gradually merge into water bodies, with weak distinction of edges between.
This role changes through the seasons, the peatlands acting much like big sponges.
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Many of the lochs are regulated for the purposes of hydro electric generation and thus their
water levels vary with use. And the main rivers in this zone also tend to be influenced by
humans for the purpose of fishing and to a lesser extent hydro, as well as being susceptible
to fluctuating levels because of large catchment areas over open mountains and moorlands.

Lochans and dubh lochans also form key features within certain parts of the peatlands within
Zone 5.

PATTERN

The major rivers and lochs within Zone 5 run along well defined straths, mainly running N–S
in the northern half of the zone and NW–SE in the southern and eastern areas. And the
presence of large areas of dubh lochans tends to occur within the areas of blanket bog in the
central and north eastern part of the zone. Apart from these, however, the distribution of
tributaries and lochans tends to be fairly even and extensive throughout the zone.

EXPERIENCE

The route of rivers and the line of lochs along the straths within Zone 5 form the main
access routes through the interior and are thus very important to gaining an experience of
the area. They tend to lead one through the landscape with their linear route, discouraging
focus at any one place. This generally only occurs at smaller lochs and where rivers intersect
another feature such as the coast. It is very difficult to discern the pattern and distribution
of rivers, lochs and lochans in the flatter areas of this zone on account of visual
foreshortening, meaning that they tend to be encountered in surprise and their pattern over
a wide area only clearly appreciated from elevated viewpoints such as local knolls.

Built and infrastructure development (present day)

NATURE AND PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT

Settlement within Zone 5 is infrequent; but where occurring tends to be along the coast or
within straths at key bridging points at fairly regular intervals. The settlements on the coast
tend to be small and nucleated around the core of a harbour and extending along the main
access route into a hinterland of crofting. More dispersed are the pattern of estate
settlements and crofting townships which tend to coincide with favourable agricultural land,
shelter and access along straths.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INFRASTRUCTURE

Roads, a railway line, estate access tracks and electric power lines form the main links of
infrastructure pattern in this zone. Of these, the combined route of the A9, railway and
power lines up the east coast form the most prominent spine crossing the zone which then
leads up the straths.

Owing to the open nature of the landscape, where confluences of infrastructure occur, for
example the meeting of powerlines at Invershin, these tend to be highly visible and affect the
character of the local landscape.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

There is little industrial development in this landscape and that which does occur tends to
be linked to local natural resources, for example gravel quarrying in some of the straths, the
wool mill at Brora and hydro schemes – some major ones such as that at Loch Shin.
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EXPERIENCE

Built and infrastructure development generally forms just a minor feature of this zone in
relation to predominance of the ‘natural’ landscape.

As most built development is located in close proximity to the small number of main access
routes, there may be a perception when travelling through the landscape that there is a far
greater proportion of this development throughout the zone than there is in reality if
remote areas are considered.

There is a tradition of ‘boom and bust’ in this zone which means that feasibility and
prosperity is repeatedly tested, as any settlement or industry has to work against the
problems of a peripheral UK location and often harsh physical conditions. This means,
however, that human presence and sustainable activity is particularly valued when
experienced in the landscape for the interest, determination and positive image it
represents.

Visible history (past settlement, landuse, churches, brochs, forts, dykes, standing
stones etc.)

TYPES OF VISIBLE HISTORY

There exists extensive evidence of historical land use in this zone representing a pattern of
repeated occupation and prosperity followed by retreat and abandonment. The oldest relics
in the zone comprise old mounds of discarded seashells gathered by hunter-gathers over
6000 years ago. These are followed by Neolithic large burial cairns, many of which are
located upon small hills in the zone. Large defensive brochs, forts and ruins date back to
around 800BC and still portray today their great physical robustness in the landscape, and a
few pictish stones occur dating back to around 390 AD.

There are a number of castles within the landscape which represent past divisions of lands
and the associated feuding between the 1200s and 1700s. From the 1600s this clan system
began to break down, resulting in the crofting tenant system that resulted in the clearances.
Evidence of abandoned settlements during this period are prevalent throughout the zone,
but particularly in the straths of Sutherland, with ruined buildings and enclosures, estate
buildings and boundaries.

LOCATION/PATTERN

Most historic features are located within the straths of this zone and near to the coast,
although many cairns and shielings are located on and around the moorland hills.
Overlapping of features of various age occur in places where particularly favourable local
conditions occur, such as shelter, access, water supply, good soil and also a defensive
position.

EXPERIENCE

Whilst the experience of historic features does not dominate the landscape character of this
zone as a whole, these features do strongly affect the experience of particular locations.
This is emphasised when visible from public roads and highlighted by signs from these. The
physical remains of crofting clearances particularly affect the landscape character of straths
and crofting areas in this landscape (131 and 123, level 1). The experience of these is
heightened by the large number of remains, their visible connection to present settlements
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and their reference within the present day culture of the zone, promoted by the writings of
recent generations.

Wildlife

FORMS OF WILDLIFE

Wildlife characteristic of this zone chiefly include deer (red, roe and sika), wild cat, hares
and red grouse with birds of prey, dotterel, ptarmigan, greylag and gulls and midges. Some of
these mainly occur in mountain and moorland areas and are seen only rarely, such as birds
of prey, whilst others are associated with coastal areas or are particularly prolific such as
midges.

LOCATION

Most of the mammals concentrate in the peatland and hill areas together with midges,
chiefly landscape character types 73, 64, 133, 86 and 42 (level 1), whilst coastal species
obviously tend to concentrate near to the sea, mainly landscape character types 74, 20, 49
and 123 (level 1).

WHEN

Deer tend to be most visible in the winter, when they descend from the mountains to low
ground, often grazing on the semi-improved pasture in strath floors. Mountain hares tend to
be most visible whilst in their ermine but after the snows have melted, and birds are usually
most notable during spring and early summer when most active and vocal. Midges are
prolific throughout late spring, summer and early autumn months.

EXPERIENCE

Although the visibility of wildlife throughout Zone 5 is not so prolific as to affect the
character of the landscape, the presence of these at certain times of the year and in
particular places does significantly contribute to the experience of the landscape. In
particular, the experience of some species such as eagles, perceived as being rare, can
intensify feelings of remoteness or wild land. Conversely, some species, such as midges, can
be perceived as a negative feature of the landscape experience and affect people’s
appreciation of the zone at certain times of the year.

In some instances, it may actually be the sound of wildlife that adds most to the experience
rather than the sight of these, for example the roaring of stags in autumn and the call of
birds over the boglands in spring and summer.

Climate

CLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS

Climatic characteristics vary within Zone 5, especially on account of the differing influence
of Atlantic weather systems from the west which result in annual precipitation of around
1600–3200 mm in the west of Zone 5 to 800–1200 mm in the east. Temperature
differentiation also varies across the zone – both in respect of central and southern areas
usually being hottest in summer but coldest in winter. Over the zone, there is a mean
summer temperature of 13°C and a mean winter temperature of 3°C.
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LOCATIONAL AND SEASONAL EFFECTS

As mentioned above, effects vary between inland and coastal areas, north and south, and
west and east. Seasons are quite marked within the zone as a whole, especially in relation to
numbers of hours daylight. In the north, particularly, hours of daylight in winter are few and
the angle of the sun low, creating spectacular effect in the landscape with numerous long
shadows that highlight the slightest vertical element. In contrast, summer brings long hours
of daylight and an associated great increase of activity in the landscape. The clarity of light is
quite acute in this zone, particularly in coastal areas.

EXPERIENCE

The experience of the climate in this zone contributes significantly to its landscape
character, and being predominantly open, the impact of changing weather systems passing
from west to east, inland and offshore and north to south are particularly spectacular. These
systems significantly affect the activity of people in the landscape, this contrasting greatly
between the extremes of summer and winter.

The experience of the great clarity of light can be quite marvellous, highlighting the subtlest
variation of form, texture, colour or tone and the impact of the sky is significant given its
predominance within views over the flatter areas of the zone. In changing weather
conditions, the views of rapidly moving clouds and their shadows across the landscape adds
a very dynamic quality to the experience of Zone 5.

Designated landscapes

National Scenic Areas

CONSTITUENTS

There is one complete NSA contained within Zone 5 – Kyle of Tongue, and small parts of
two other NSAs – The Dornoch Firth and Assynt-Coignach.

There are a number of landscape character types at level 1 which come together to make
up the Kyle of Tongue NSA, namely number 67 Kyles, Firths and sea lochs, surrounded by
123, small farms and crofts, 86, moorland slopes and hills, 133, sweeping moorland and 49,
high cliffs and sheltered bays and 73, lone mountains to the outer edges.

The small part of the Assynt-Coignach NSA includes number 133, sweeping moorland and
number 86, moorland slopes and hills to the north of Ben More Assynt.

− The small area of the Dornoch Firth NSA within Zone 5 includes a mixed patchwork
of number 86, moorland slopes and hills, coniferous woodland and 123, small farms and
crofts.

LOCATION AND EXTENT

The fragment of the Assynt-Coignach NSA occurs upon the western boundary of Zone 5
and measures 26.67 km square in extent.

The Kyle of Tongue NSA, lying completely within this zone on the northern coast of
Sutherland extends to 194 km square.
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The small part of the Dornoch Firth NSA lies at the south eastern corner of Zone 5,
extending to 18.77 km square.

EXPERIENCE

Ben Loyal and Ben Hope, part of the Kyle of Tongue NSA are viewed from far distances as
distinctive peaks within open moorland. However views showing the combined composition
of these mountains together with the Kyle and its surrounding woodlands, settlements and
the sea are chiefly appreciated from the north. These views are valued for the diversity of
landscape elements at a variety of scales.

The small part of the Assynt-Coignach NSA within Zone 5 is mainly appreciated as part of
the mountain range running N–S linking Glas Bheinn, Beinn Uidhe and Ben More Assynt.
Although this is chiefly viewed from the west in Zone 4, it is appreciated at further distance
from the east through the strath linking Loch Shin to Loch More along which the A838 road
passes.

The small part of the Dornoch Firth NSA in Zone 5 is appreciated at a local and detailed
level via the minor roads that pass around Loch Migdale where visibility is limited by the
variable landform and woodland. However, in terms of the whole and diverse composition
of the NSA for which this is valued – the combination of firth and sheltering hills – this is
most clearly appreciated from the northern parts of Zone 7, particularly from the A836
passing over Cadha mór, and Zone 21, especially from the Dornoch Firth bridge and the
promontories extending out into the firth.

Historic gardens and designed landscapes

NATURE OF THE LANDSCAPES DESIGNATED AND NON-DESIGNATED

There are three original Historic Gardens and designated landscapes (HGDL) in this zone
and one new HGDL.

REFERENCES

• Inventory of Gardens and Designed Landscapes and digitised map (available soon);
• HGDL profiles (contract currently being let by Nigel).

Recreational landscapes

Nature of landscapes
The main focus of recreation within Zone 5 occurs along the coast.

This is partly on account of the concentration of settlements and services in these areas and
also the route of the main access, many visitors passing through the area on a circulatory
route around the coast of Caithness and Sutherland. Along the coast, recreation tends to be
targeted upon the beaches, golf links, harbour towns and walks along cliff tops, especially
upon promontories and the coastal hills. Inland, recreation tends to mainly take the form of
hillwalking, particularly to the Munro peaks, and deer stalking over the hills and fishing in the
straths.

LOCATION

The main beach areas acting as a focus for recreation occur around Brora and Loth along
the southern stretch of the east cost of Zone 5 and at Melvich, Strathy, Armadale, Bettyhill
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and Tongue along the north coast, occurring at fairly equal intervals. The main harbour
towns acting as foci for visitors are Brora, Helmsdale and Dunbeath along the east coast,
the first of these also being a focus for golf. The high promontories of the north coast such
as Strathy Point and Ardmore Point act as key destinations for cliff top walks, although these
also occur along the east coast near Ord of Caithness.

The mountains which attract most recreation are those in the north east of Zone 5 – Ben
Hope, Ben Loyal and Ben Klibneck, which are fairly close to access routes. However, the
prominent hills of the east, Scraben and Maven particularly, are also popular. Fishing mainly
occurs in the eastern strath of Kildonan and the northern straths of Halladale, Naver,
Vagantie and More.

EXPERIENCE

Zone 5 offers a great variety of recreation experience – not only in the great contrast of
landscapes and the responses to these (seclusion, exhilaration, exposure, vastness,
remoteness, prominence and history to name a few), but also in a contrast of provision
from pristine golf courses and tourist facilities to open areas of ‘wild land’ and informal
pathways. And with a very small resident population and fairly few numbers of visitors, the
experience of recreation can be personal.

2 Importance and value of the zone landscape

Category Brief explanation of
landscape importance
(if any)

Importance
(GB, Scotland,
zone)

Landscape Character Importance
rarity Flow country, peatlands &

lone mountains
GB

extent
diversity (including specific landmarks) Extreme subtlety of

change over large area
Scotland

pattern Large areas devoid of any
pattern. This restricted to
local crofting

Zonal

integrity Large extent of LCTs Scotland
typicalness/local distinctiveness Peatlands. Low resident

population.
Zonal

fragility/sensitivity Very sensitive habitat. Scotland
Scenic importance
qualities Not classical qualities of

diversity and coast and
lone mountains mainly
appreciated.

Scotland

perceptions Qualities of simplicity and
very powerful images
traditionally overlooked.

Scotland

Learning Importance
Environmental Education Peatlands demonstration Scotland
Interpretation Few public facilities Zonal
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Enjoyment Importance
Recreation Highland circular tour.

Munros.
Scotland

Amenity Coast Zonal
Wildness and tranquillity High in peatlands GB
Designations
NSAs 1 complete NSA, 2 parts Scotland
AGLVs ?
Regional Landscape Designations ?
Historic Gardens & Designed Landscapes 4 HGDLs Zonal
Cultural Importance
pre history (designated/non-designated) Input from HS ?
medieval (designated/non-designated) ?
recent (designated/non-designated) ?
Socioeconomic Importance
social Key to character of

landscape as marginal
prosperity

Zonal

economic Relics of boom and bust
culture

Zonal

3 Landscape and trends in the zone

Pressures/influences which have a particular effect on the landscape of the zone:

• Nature of landscape pressures/influences – a brief description
• Trends: increasing, static or declining

− long term (> 5 years), medium term (2 to 5 years),
− short term (< 2 years)

• Importance: important, not important

Pressure Nature of landscape
pressures/influences
and trends within
zone, relative
importance within the
zone

Scale of landscape influence
(+ve/–ve) within zone when
considered in

an all Scotland context

Major Inter. Minor Negligible

Built development
Residential Holiday cottages on coast.

Impact of ‘kit houses’
contrasting to landscape
character

�

Retail �
Industrial Occasional large grant-

aided development
susceptible to
economic/political change.
Often do not relate to
landscape – universal
character.

�
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Other
Infrastructure Transport
Roads and tracks Pressure for upgrading �
Rail related Increasing freight taken

off roads
�

Ferry related Stable �
Other
Infrastructure other
Telecoms Number of individual

applications. Great
cumulative impact in few
road corridors

�

Water treatment/abstraction
Waste management Transport impact �
Coastal defences Significant demand and

impact on east coast
�

Other
Minerals
Open cast coal

Sand and Gravel In strath floors. Fairly
stable

�

Hard rock

Peat Domestic peat cutting
feature of landscape
character. Commercial
extraction gradually
expanding

�

Other

Forestry and Woodlands
Restructuring of existing Significant positive visual

impact. Many plantations
on Flow Country not
being removed due to
prohibitive access and
costs. Exotic conifers still
being planted.

�

Creation of new small Still predominance of
exotic conifer species.
Few large native schemes.

�

Creation of large new/native �

Other

Aquaculture and Fishing
Finfish

Schemes concentrated in
few

�

Shellfish lochs → high local impact. �
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Fishing (River & loch) Decline of maritime
fishing. River engineering
for fishing → significant
impact.

�

Other

Land Management
Sheep production Extensive sheep grazing

causing erosion and
reduced biodiversity.

�

Crop production Very little remaining →
loss of landscape pattern.

�

Sport shooting Considerable impact high
numbers of deer → use
of more fencing.

�

Other

Energy

Nat. grid/infrastructure High existing impact
capacity increasing as
Dounreay dis-
commissioned

�

Wind High number of proposals �

Hydro Only local new schemes �

Wave

Other

Tourism and Recreation

Golf Impact on east coast �
Marinas Potential exists although

climate not as attractive
as west

�

Skiing facilities
Leisure facilities/visitor
centres

Few existing. But only
fairly small numbers of
visitors.

�

NH Information provision Potential for increase.
RSPB at Forsinard very
popular, low key
provision but directly
related to unique
landscape and accessible
via train.

�

Walking related/footpaths Some path erosion and
conflict with landowners.

�
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4 Building a sustainable future

Landscape influences and trends in the zone (table 3)

Aspects of
importance
of the
zonal
landscape
(table 2)

1
Residential/
Industrial

2
Roads
and
Tracks

3
Tele-
coms

4
Coastal
defences

5
Forest
restructur-
ing and
new
woodlands

6
Agri-
culture
and
estate
manage-
ment

7
Tourism
and
Recreation

8
Energy
generation

A. Landscape
character
Rarity – GB
Extreme
simplicity –
Scot
B. Scenic
importance
Unusual
qualities
need for
promotion
→ value
C. Learning
importance
Peatlands
demo-Scot
D.
Enjoyment
importance
Wilderness
protection –
GB
E.
Designations
NSA – Scot
–
Cultural
aspects
F. Cultural
importance
G. Socio
Economic
importance
Zonal

General landscape objectives required

Specific landscape objectives required
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ZONE 6 WESTERN SEABOARD

1 Nature of the landscape resource

Diversity, distribution and rarity of landscape character in the zone
Note: Ignore any LCT which is shown as <10 km sq (if important feature will be covered
elsewhere, if important characteristic locally will be flagged up in description)

Table 6.1 Diversity

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

Context Area
(km2)

6 Boulder Moors Rocky Moorlands
of

Island Coast 68.13

6 High Stepped Basalt HMRRMts Island 275.32
6 Marginal Farmland

Mosaic
Moorland
Transition

Island Lowland 8.63

6 Basalt Lowlands Moorland
Transition

Island Lowland 230.48

6 High Tops HMRSSMts Highland Island 282.69
6 Craggy Upland RCUHM Highland 57.24
6 Rocky Coastland Highland and Island Highland Coast 0.25
6 Expansive Moss Peatland Landscape Highland 10.60
6 Granite Moorland FRSSEHM Highland 0.58
6 Stepped Basalt

Landscape
FRSSEHM Highland Coast 233.29

6 Crofted Basalt Coast Highland and Island Highland Island 10.97
6 Volcanic Moorland Rocky Moorlands

of
Highland Coast 72.25

6 Angular Mountain
Range

HMRSSMts Highland 69.70

6 Smooth Moorland
Ridges

HMRRMts Highland 13.83

6 Rocky Moorland Rocky Moorlands
of

Highland 24.01

6 Rugged Coastal Hills Rugged, Craggy
Uplands

Highland Co 86.39

6 Enclosed Bay and
Offshore

Highland and Island Highland Co 44.93

6 Smooth Stepped
Moorland

FRSSEHM Coastal Uplands 911.76

6 Coastal Strath Highland Straths Coastal Strath 3.44
6 Coniferous Woodland 0 Coastal High 171.76

6 Linear Crofting Highland and Island Coastal High 39.06
6 Scattered Crofting Highland & Island Coastal High 40.48
6 Harbour Settlement Highland and Island Coastal 0.62
6 Rural Estate Settlement Farmlands and Est Coastal High 1.95
6 Rocky Moorland and

Rocky Undulating
Plateau

Rocky Moorlands
of

Coastal High 167.44
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6 Landslide Edge FRSSEHM Coastal Highland 24.98
6 Peat Hag Peatland

Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

Highland 0.20

6 Rugged Massif HMRSSMts Highland 151.27
6 Angular Mountain

Range
HMRSSMts Highland Coastal 80.13

6 Rounded Hills HMRRMts Highland Coastal 49.04
6 Sounds and Narrows Sea Lochs of the

Highlands
Coastal Island 319.27

Total 3450.69

HMRRMts = High, Massive, Rolling, Rounded Mts of Highlands & Islands

HMRSSMts = High Massive, Rugged, Steep-sided Mts of Highlands & Islands

FRSSEHM = Flat or Rolling, Smooth or Sweeping, Extensive, High Moorlands of Highlands & Islands

The number of landscape character types represented in Zone 6 at level 1, is 31 the way they are grouped at level 3 is into 11 and their
context is strongly Highland Coastal. No. of LCTs (Level 1)/Area of zone in Zone 6 is 0.008, this gives an indication of the overall diversity
of landscape character in the zone and can be compared between zones.

Table 6.2 Distribution/pattern

Zone LCT
level 1

LCT
level 3

% of Zone
(area)

No. of
Occurrences

Area
km2

6 Boulder Moors Rocky Moorlands
of

2.0 2 68.13

6 High Stepped
Basalt

HMRRMts 8.0 10 275.32

6 Marginal
Farmland Mosaic

Moorland
Transition

0.3 1 8.63

6 Basalt Lowlands Moorland
Transition

6.7 8 230.48

6 High Tops HMRSSMts 8.2 1 282.69
6 Craggy Upland RCUHM 1.7 3 57.24
6 Rocky Coastland Highland and

Island
0.0 4 0.25

6 Expansive Moss Peatland
Landscape

0.3 1 10.60

6 Granite
Moorland

FRSSEHM 0.0 3 0.58

6 Stepped Basalt
Landscape

FRSSEHM 6.8 6 233.29

6 Crofted Basalt
Coast

Highland and
Island

0.3 4 10.97

6 Volcanic
Moorland

Rocky Moorlands
of

2.1 1 72.25

6 Angular
Mountain Range

HMRSSMts 2.0 1 69.70

6 Smooth
Moorland Ridges

HMRRMts 0.4 1 13.83

6 Rocky Moorland Rocky Moorlands
of

0.7 1 24.01
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6 Rugged Coastal
Hills

Rugged, Craggy
Uplands

2.5 4 86.39

6 Enclosed Bay
and Offshore

Highland and
Island

1.3 1 44.93

6 Smooth Stepped
Moorland

FRSSEHM 26.4 53 911.76

6 Coastal Strath Highland Straths 0.1 7 3.44
6 Coniferous

Woodland
0 5.0 42 171.76

6 Linear Crofting Highland and
Island

1.1 58 39.06

6 Scattered
Crofting

Highland & Island 1.2 55 40.48

6 Harbour
Settlement

Highland and
Island

0.0 6 0.62

6 Rural Estate
Settlement

Farmlands and
Est

0.1 11 1.95

6 Rocky Moorland
and Rocky
Undulating
Plateau

Rocky Moorlands
of

4.9 21 167.44

6 Landslide Edge FRSSEHM 0.7 4 24.98
6 Peat Hag Peatland

Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

0.0 1 0.20

6 Rugged Massif HMRSSMts 4.4 17 151.27
6 Angular

Mountain Range
HMRSSMts 2.3 2 80.13

6 Rounded Hills HMRRMts 1.4 2 49.04
6 Sounds and

Narrows
Sea Lochs of the
Highlands

9.3 29 319.27

Total 360 3450.69

In Zone 6 a total 360 occurrences of landscape character types (landscape units) are found within a zone of total land area 3450 km sq.
The figure 360/3450 is 0.104 per km sq of land within the zone and gives a relative indication of the overall brokenness or fragmentation
of the landscape pattern.
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LCT at Level 1 Area/Occurrences (km2)

Boulder Moors 34.06
High Stepped Basalt 27.53
Marginal Farmland Mosaic 8.63
Basalt Lowlands 28.81
High Tops 282.69
Craggy Upland 19.08
Rocky Coastland 0.06
Expansive Moss 10.60
Granite Moorland 0.19
Stepped Basalt Landscape 38.88
Crofted Basalt Coast 2.74
Volcanic Moorland 72.25
Angular Mountain Range 69.70
Smooth Moorland Ridges 13.83
Rocky Moorland 24.01
Rugged Coastal Hills 21.59
Enclosed Bay and Offshore 44.93
Smooth Stepped Moorland 17.20
Coastal Strath 0.49
Coniferous Woodland 4.08
Linear Crofting 0.67
Scattered Crofting 0.73
Harbour Settlement 0.10
Rural Estate Settlement 0.17
Rocky Moorland and Rocky Undulating Plateau 7.97
Landslide Edge 6.25
Peat Hag 0.20
Rugged Massif 8.89
Angular Mountain Range 40.06
Rounded Hills 24.52
Sounds and Narrows 11.00

The extent (area) of any one landscape character type (at level 1) divided by the number of times it occurs in the zone gives an idea of the
average size of occurrences of that LCT.
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LCTs at Level 3 Area km2 Ratio

Rocky Moorlands of 68.13 34
HMRRMts 275.32 137
Moorland Transition 8.63 4
Moorland Transition 230.48 115
HMRSSMts 282.69 141
RCUHM 57.24 28
Highland and Island 0.25 1.25
Peatland Landscape 10.60 5
FRSSEHM 0.58 2
FRSSEHM 233.29 116
Highland and Island 10.97 5
Rocky Moorlands of 72.25 36
HMRSSMts 69.70 34
HMRRMts 13.83 6
Rocky Moorlands of 24.01 12
Rugged, Craggy Uplands 86.39 43
Highland and Island 44.93 22
FRSSEHM 911.76 455
Highland Straths 3.44 17
0 171.76 85

Highland and Island 39.06 19
Highland & Island 40.48 20
Highland and Island 0.62 3
Farmlands and Est 1.95 9
Rocky Moorlands of 167.44 83
FRSSEHM 24.98 12
Peatland Landscapes of the Highlands and Islands 0.20 1
HMRSSMts 151.27 75
HMRSSMts 80.13 40
HMRRMts 49.04 24
Sea Lochs of the Highlands 319.27 159

The ratio of the extent (area) of the level 3 groupings gives an indication of the distribution pattern by proportion of the zone.
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Table 6.3 Rarity

LCTs at Level 1 Rarity by occurrence
%

Rarity by extent
%

Boulder Moors 0 2.0
High Stepped Basalt 2 8.0

Marginal Farmland Mosaic 0 0.3
Basalt Lowlands 2 6.7
High Tops 0 8.2
Craggy Upland 0 1.7
Rocky Coastland 1 0.0
Expansive Moss 0 0.3
Granite Moorland 0 0.0
Stepped Basalt Landscape 1 6.8
Crofted Basalt Coast 1 0.3
Volcanic Moorland 0 2.1
Angular Mountain Range 0 2.0
Smooth Moorland Ridges 0 0.4
Rocky Moorland 0 0.7
Rugged Coastal Hills 1 2.5
Enclosed Bay and Offshore 0 1.3
Smooth Stepped Moorland 14 26.4
Coastal Strath 1 0.1
Coniferous Woodland 11 5.0
Linear Crofting 16 1.1
Scattered Crofting 15 1.2
Harbour Settlement 1 0.0
Rural Estate Settlement 3 0.1
Rocky Moorland and Rocky Undulating Plateau 5 4.9
Landslide Edge 1 0.7
Peat Hag 0 0.0
Rugged Massif 4 4.4
Angular Mountain Range 0 2.3
Rounded Hills 0 1.4
Sounds and Narrows 8 9.3

The rarity of a landscape character type within the zone can be identified by the number of time it occurs or its extent. Examination of
both the number of occurrences (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total and the area (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total area will give
an indication of rarity.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

Zone 6 contains a great variety of landscape character types. This reflects its diverse
geology which creates a range of landforms from high, angular mountains (1), rounded hills
(112), distinctive ridges (68) and stepped moorland (125) over very small areas. It also
reflects the particular influence of social and land use characteristics, with an abundance of
various settlement types around the coast and within the straths (117, 69, 38, 21), and the
importance of land mass shape and islandness in relation to the sea (31, 127). The greatest
diversity and smallest areas of character types occur in the north of the zone, although
there is consistent prevalence of moorland types (130, 125, 144, 2) creating some
unification.
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Description

Landform

PROFILE

The profile of landform over Zone 6 is quite variable, varying from high, steep sided
mountains to rounded hills and sweeping moorland. Particularly distinctive to this zone are
cones of angular mountains rising from moorland surroundings and the stepped moorland,
hills and inland cliffs corresponding to layers of basalt lava flow and sills.

Across the zone as a whole, a predominance of moorland is represented by 66% of the area
comprising a slope angle less than 10°, with hills and mountains making up the remainder.
The impact of glaciation is quite marked in this zone with towering corries, pyramidal peaks
and carved-out wide ‘U’ shaped valleys and eroded platforms scattered with deposition.

SEQUENCE

Greatly undulating moorlands make up most of Zone 6, gradually rising to massive hills in
places. However, volcanic peaks also occur occasionally, concentrated as individual cones
with stepped moorland radiating from these, the profile of which is most obvious at cliff
edges.

The sequence of varying landforms coincides closely with the geological characteristics of
the zone. However, these are so variable and complex as to be quite difficult to discern
their relative arrangement across the whole zone, especially where seen against variable
coast and island relationships.

SCALE

The great proportion of landform in Zone 6 is under 300m (87%), forming large scale
moorlands where there is horizontal emphasis. Within these areas, however, high hills and
mountains occur; although not great in area (only 2% of the zone being over 500 m), their
contribution to the landscape character is very important – the stark contrast of peaks with
moorland emphasising the relative scale and shape of each.

LANDMARK FEATURES

Landform features occur throughout Zone 6, reflecting the very distinctive and variable
geology of the area and how this comes together. Very unusual are the flat-topped hills of
Macleod’s Tables on Skye, Dun Caan on Raasay, An Sgurr on Eigg, and the rotational slip
landform of the Trotternish Ridge. The Cuillin mountains form a key focus throughout the
western seaboard, both on Skye and Rum, and the Small Isles and other islands form
distinctive and recognisable landmarks. Foci also occur at a smaller scale with local ‘gems’
such as the coral beaches on Skye and the deep glens of the mountains on Mull.

EXPERIENCE

The experience of landform within Zone 6 seems to constantly change as you move through
the landscape. Each hill you pass over, and every corner you turn, seems to reveal new
features, the moorland acting as a transitional buffer between. Where juxtaposition of
landmark features occur, the effect can be quite stunning, the contrast of these, for example
moorland, angular mountains and sea, emphasising the relative superlatives of each. By
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indicating such complex geology and influencing land use, the landform seems to play an
important part in both the history and culture of the landscape.

Containment (created by landform and land cover)

TOPOGRAPHY

Overall, containment in this landscape is low, with a predominance of fairly gently sloped
moorland and wide, open glaciated valleys, 81% of slopes being between 1 and 16° and 87%
of the zone being under 300 m. The fact that many areas of the zone form islands and
promontories also increases the sense of exposure. However, there are smaller areas of
high cliffs and steep mountain slopes and glens which create localised containment.

LAND COVER

Moorland and peatland vegetation comprise 50% of Zone 6. In addition to around 26%
grassland and bracken, this contributes to a predominantly open landscape. The greatest
amount of containment is created by woodland, which forms 12% of the zone, and of this,
coniferous plantations create the most marked edges and screens. Fragments of native
woodland, alternatively, tend to be wind-pruned and take refuge in the natural ‘nooks and
crannies’, only creating shelter at a local level.

Built elements tend to be concentrated in the main crofting and harbour settlements around
the coast. The crofting townships tend to be fairly dispersed to accommodate areas of in-
bye, thus creating no great containment. Alternatively, the requirement for deep waters
next to harbour settlements mean they are generally located upon steep coastal slopes, thus
just reinforcing the natural containment offered by the landform.

VISIBILITY

Visibility extent is fairly great over the entire Zone 6, the large expanses of moorland and
sea allowing panoramic and distant views. The landform channels and directs visibility in
some places, however, even if not physically screening it; this is especially the case along
glens, ridges, steps and the coast, and towards mountain and island foci.

MICROCLIMATIC EFFECTS

The location of Zone 6 on the western seaboard means that it is generally subject to
westerly Atlantic weather systems, clearly visible from the exposed, windswept moorlands.

There is generally high relative humidity and levels of precipitation, especially with the
orographic lift of this over the mountains. Due to the presiding openness of the zone, local
shelter afforded by both landform and woodland is greatly valued.

EXPERIENCE

The experience of containment in Zone 6, although variable and sometimes surprisingly
abrupt in response to a change of geology, is typically pre-warned by the high extent of
views. The exception to this tends to be in areas of undulating rocky moorland and along
the coastal edge, or in times of cloud, when it is often difficult to discern the overall lie of
the land and features of the moorland can be concealed.
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Accessibility

DISTANCE

Zone 6 is located at considerable distance from the main population centres in the south of
Scotland. Its indented coast and many islands also mean that travel within the zone is lengthy
and time consuming, with restricted movement north – south and south west – north east.
Access into the zone at Skye occurs over the Skye Bridge on the A87, and via the Kyle
railway line from Inverness. The Small Isles towards the centre of the zone are reached by
ferry from Mallaig and also Arisaig in summer and Ardnamurchan is accessed via the A861
to the east and from Mull. Mull is reached by ferry from Morvern or Oban to the east, and
via a ferry from Mallaig, which is accessed via the A830 from Fort William and by train from
Glasgow.

PHYSICAL ACCESS

Physical access within Zone 6 is fairly easy with 73% of the zone lying within 2 km of a public
road. However, many of the islands are only accessible by boat. Promontories too are
sometimes difficult to access, especially as many have only vehicular access on one side of
the promontory and a spine of high ground along the central area that limits access between
either side. 24% of Zone 6 lies within 2–5 km of a road, yet much of this comprises
moorland which is fairly difficult to cross due to its hagging and poor drainage. The core
mountain areas, although distant from public roads, are often easily accessed via footpaths
penetrating the wide, glaciated straths entering these areas. In contrast, it is sometimes
more difficult to access the mountain massif areas, less targeted by hill-walkers, yet without
road access.

CULTURAL ACCEPTANCE

The acceptance of public access in this landscape varies between land use types. In coastal
areas, there is some acceptance of the high number of visitors wishing to access the
landscape; although this can result in conflicts in crofting areas, especially with regards to
wild camping and walking with dogs where grazing occurs.

Acceptance of access on to shooting estates may also cause friction off the main footpaths,
especially during the stalking season.

Conflict of users is clearly indicated in some areas with an abundance of unwelcoming and
hostile signs which create tension and can affect the appreciation of the landscape.

VISUAL ACCESS

Visual access in Zone 6 tends to be fairly unrestricted, except where routes run along the
lowest edge of a hill area, glen or promontory. Visual movement tends to be focused within
the mountain cores, although visibility from hills themselves reveals an extensive panorama
of islands, sea and coast.

EXPERIENCE

Generally, the landform and distribution of access routes and settlement within Zone 6
results in extensive movement throughout. The complex arrangement of islands, sea and
promontories, however, means it is often difficult to decipher how one area can be reached
from another, and the zone may seem much more extensive than it actually is. Accessing
parts of this by boat remains key to the experience of this seaboard zone, and together with
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low grade and indirect routes on land, encourages an experience of remoteness and
familiarity with the physical conditions and cultural regions of the landscape.

Land cover (including vegetation and land use)

VEGETATION

The vegetation cover of Zone 6 contributes significantly to its landscape character, with a
dominance of peatland and moorland (50%) appearing as an overall matrix to local areas of
improved grassland in crofting areas (26%), coniferous/mixed plantations (12%) and montane
vegetation (4%).

This pattern of vegetation adds to the overall diversity of the zone, yet in close relation to
its landform, geology and social characteristics so that local distinction of these is reinforced.

EXPOSED ROCK

Exposed rock accounts for 3% of the land cover of Zone 6. However, this is concentrated
mainly in the mountains of the Skye and Rum Cuillins, along the Trotternish Ridge, within
the rocky moorlands of Sleat, Rona and Raasay and upon the uppermost peaks of Mull.
Elsewhere, although not forming large areas, exposed rock is revealed along the coastal cliffs
and watercourses and forming small islands and skerries. It is also one of the main
components of the moorland and massif fabric in places.

BUILT DEVELOPMENT

Built development, although not extensive in area within Zone 6, contributes greatly to the
landscape character of particular localities, especially in forming crofting areas. Within these,
mostly in coastal areas, built development occurs not only as houses and outbuildings, but as
boundaries and access routes. Expansion of the tourist industry in recent years, however,
has resulted in some traditional crofting areas having developed extensive tourist facilities,
such as car parks, shops and accommodation, to the point that these built elements
dominate the underlying agricultural character of the landscape.

EXPERIENCE

The landcover of Zone 6 seems to emphasise its complex pattern of landform, access,
arrangement of islands and promontories and settlement, with tiered zones often seeming
to radiate from core areas of features/land use. As much of this land cover is linked to
cultural/social factors, this experience changes from season to season and year to year.

Hydrology and water bodies

TYPE

Freshwater lochs and watercourses tend to have less significance in contributing to the
landscape character of Zone 6 than the juxtaposition and nature of the coast and sea.
However, linked to this, the meeting of rivers and streams with the coast often creates
features, especially where waterfalls occur at this join and there is a bridging point for a
coastal access route.

Freshwater lochs are not abundant through the zone and there is greater occurrence of
small lochans, particularly within areas of undulating moorland. Streams are most marked
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where their activity and noise affects the local tranquillity of moorland areas and where they
have carved deep, bolder strewn glens which harbour ribbons of native woodland.

PATTERN

The pattern of hydrology within Zone 6 is not clearly defined on account of the proximity
of most parts of the zone to the sea. However, repetition is most clearly seen along the
straths and linear promontories where watercourses run fairly direct and at regular
intervals either side. A radial pattern of drainage is also discernible within mountain cores
and upon many of the small, compact islands.

EXPERIENCE

Although not a dominant characteristic of Zone 6 as a whole, rivers do contribute
significantly to the experience of the landscape where they feature within the straths and
glens, and especially where these abut the coast, often into a sea loch or bay. Their
presence in these locations is emphasised by being where most access routes and
settlements occur.

Within the interior moorland areas, the low and undulating landform means it is often
difficult to view and appreciate the extent, distribution and visual diversity of rivers and
lochs. Locally, however, the activity, sounds and vegetation of wildlife associated with these
create natural foci of attention.

Built and infrastructure development (present day)

NATURE AND PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT

Although settlement within Zone 6 is not extensive, being as it is a peripheral part of
Scotland, low density crofting settlements occur frequently within coastal areas and along
the straths of the landscape, utilising favourable areas of shelter, deeper soils, gentler slopes
and good access. In contrast, most mountain and hill areas and the smaller, remote islands
are largely devoid of settlement and possess a strong sense of remoteness, with estate
buildings generally concentrated at the edge of their lands.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INFRASTRUCTURE

Roads, bridges and ferries are the most obvious elements of infrastructure in Zone 6.
Although coverage of roads is fairly extensive, many routes are indirect in nature or ‘no-
through’ routes and thus create almost a dendritic pattern of off shoots rather than a net-
like arrangement. The combined route of roads and power lines with the occasional foci of
local borrow pits and parking areas can dominate the contained spaces of the straths,
particularly where these are crossed by these elements over a central loch or bay.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

There is little industrial development in this landscape. Heavy industries which do occur,
tend to be linked to the natural resources of this landscape, for example Skye marble
quarrying, forestry and Talisker distillery. However light industry has been increasing,
concentrated around the main towns. Unfortunately this tends to be located in business
parks which bear no reflection to the unique landscape characteristics of the zone.

This is also the case with some of the tourist industry development which dominates the
landscape in certain locations.
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EXPERIENCE

Infrastructure and associated development appears to dominate certain parts of this
landscape, where provision tends to cater for high summer demand, yet this is excessive at
other times. This can result in a fluctuating experience of a landscape actually dominated by
those people accessing it to times when a ‘ghost town’ effect occurs.

Large scale industrial development, although affecting the landscape character of a locality,
may actually appear positive in relation to utilising the particular qualities of the place,
especially where this reveals a physical feature of the landscape which would not otherwise
be visible such as its geology. Small scale industry integrated into the small croft and harbour
areas can also appear very positive by the activity and visual interest of diversity this creates.

Visible history (past settlement, landuse, churches, brochs, forts, dykes, standing
stones etc.)

TYPES OF VISIBLE HISTORY

Evidence of history in Zone 6 occurs extensively, highlighted by the local culture which
often recounts past events, particularly the clearances. Of prominence, dating back to
Neolithic and Bronze Age times, are a number of standing stones, burial mounds and cairns,
although the duns and brochs of Iron Age defensive sites are of greater notoriety, their large
stone structures looking still very impressive by seeming to ‘grow’ robustly out of the
landform.

The historical clan system and later shooting estates are represented by a number of castles
and lodges in the zone, some of which form very popular visitor attractions. Of less popular
appeal, although of great local interest conveyed through the arts and media, are the
abandoned crofting settlements dating back to the 18th, 19th and even the 20th centuries.
These sometimes occur in remote areas so their remains covered in vegetation are only
accessible on foot. However some relics such as old black houses and stone dykes occur
within existing croft settlements, the old structures ‘growing’ out of the landscape often
seeming in stark contrast to modern ‘kit’ buildings which appear unconnected to their
surroundings in comparison.

Old shielings are visible upon some of the hills of this zone, inconspicuously occurring on
sheltered shelves in the slopes and often marked by an isolated patch of improved grazing
and the relics of stone structures.

LOCATION/PATTERN

The overall distribution of historic features through this landscape is extensive, mainly on
account of the proximity of the coast to most areas, features often being located near to
the sea or along the straths leading inland from these. The most ancient defensive structures
tend to occupy fairly prominent defensible positions, whilst settlements and dwellings tend
to have targeted areas with favourable shelter, slopes, soil and access.

EXPERIENCE

Although historic features do not dominate the overall character of this zone, they form key
features within certain localities; and with a fairly equal and extensive distribution of
features, they create a sense of evolution in the landscape. This is also portrayed within the
culture of the zone – on Skye particularly. Portrayal of the clearances, especially, is common
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place in the media and arts, the stories of which affect one’s appreciation of the visible relics
of this time in the landscape.

Wildlife

FORMS OF WILDLIFE

Wildlife characteristic of this zone chiefly include both mountain and moorland and coastal
species – otter, eagles, red deer, gulls, cormorants, seals, salmon, wildcats, pine martens and
midges. The indented nature of the land mass means that various ecosystems combine to
create great diversity over small areas.

LOCATION

Deer, pine martens and wildcats tend to be located in the mountain, moorland and
woodland areas chiefly found in landscape character types 125, 1, 12, 113, 130, 144, 51, 22
2, 50 and 106 (level 1). Eagles and other birds of prey tend to concentrate in the rocky
mountain areas (1, 51, 112, 50 and 22, level 1). Otters, seals, and fish obviously occur in
coastal areas and character types 127 and 31 (level 1). However, as mentioned above, the
intermingling of various landscape types and habitats in Zone 6 means that any
differentiation tends to be at a local scale.

WHEN

Deer are usually most notable during autumn and winter on account of their roaring at the
beginning of this season, and their descent from the mountains in the worst weather to
graze lower grasslands. Birds tend to be most notable in spring and in early morning when
most active and vocal, and otters and seals tend to be most obvious when basking on rocks
in warm weather. Midges are prolific throughout late spring, summer and early autumn
months.

EXPERIENCE

Wildlife are not so obvious throughout Zone 6 as a whole as to affect its entire character,
and many interior moorland and mountain areas appear to contain low numbers of wildlife,
being disadvantaged by their fairly small extent yet high numbers of human visitors. In
contrast, wildlife do affect the local character of coastal areas quite markedly in all seasons
as the long length of indented coastline and narrow lochs and sounds harbour an active and
vocal diversity of birds, mammals, insects and fish. These species, especially those which are
perceived as being rare, such as eagles and otters, can intensify feelings of remoteness and
their activity, and play in the case of otters, cause great interest emphasised by their
portrayal in local arts.

In contrast to these, however, midges, although also depicted in arts and the media, are
perceived more as blight than blessing. These can create so great a nuisance as to strongly
affect the nature in which, and whether at all, people experience the landscape.

Climate

CLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS

Climate characteristics are fairly consistent over Zone 6, dominated by a coastal situation
subject to a prevalence of Atlantic westerly weather systems. There is some variation
however between the western most coasts and eastern interior due to lessening maritime
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effects; and between the north and south of the zone on account of different latitude.
Annual precipitation levels are high – around 1850 mm; and although there is a December
maximum, levels don’t typically fall below 100 mm for any month of the year. Mean winter
temperatures vary 10c between the west and east of the zone, but average at 4.50c. Mean
summer maximum temperature varies again about 10c between the west and eastern areas
of the zone, but average out at a mean of 13.50 c. Levels of snowfall are low throughout the
zone, and snow tends to mainly occur on the high mountain tops.

LOCATIONAL AND SEASONAL EFFECTS

Zone 6 as a whole tends to be most influenced in its character by a barrage of Atlantic
depressions which hit it from the west. This results in high levels of precipitation and cloud
cover, particularly in mountain and hill areas. Dry conditions occur most often in April and
May, the latter of these months also having the most sunshine. The proximity of the coast
throughout much of this zone results in great clarity of light, and its western emphasis
means that sunsets often feature quite spectacularly in the landscape. Hours of daylight are
few in winter, however, in contrast, summer brings long hours of light, resulting in a
corresponding increase of activity in the landscape most marked by the activity of tourists
and agricultural cropping.

EXPERIENCE

Climatic conditions contribute greatly to the experience of this zone, particularly as the
landscape is revealed as an intrinsic combination of sea, sky and land. The impact of the
weather is also very acute because of the zones exposure to westerly weather systems and
because these greatly affect the nature of the sea, and thus whether some parts of the zone
are accessible from mainland Scotland at all.

Experience of the great clarity of light in this landscape is quite spectacular on clear days,
this highlighting the lush hues of the coastal vegetation in contrast to the reflecting rocky
tops of the mountains, the dark tones of the deep sea and the bright white of harled houses.
Changing weather conditions are very visible within this composition, views of rapidly
moving clouds and their shadows across the land and seascape combining with the surprise
appearance and fading of rainbows, and selective spot lighting of features as showers pass
over the zone, creating a very dynamic quality to the landscape experience.

Designated landscapes

National Scenic Areas

CONSTITUENTS

Zone 6 contains 5 NSAs: Trotternish; The Cuillin Hills; The Small Isles; Morar, Moidart and
Ardnamurchan and Loch na Keal, Isle of Mull.

Trotternish NSA is entirely contained within Zone 6 and mainly comprises the landscape
character types (level 1) landslide edge (68) and smooth, stepped moorland (125), with small
areas of linear crofting (69), scattered crofting (117), rugged massif (115) and sounds and
narrows (127).

The Cuillin Hills NSA is also contained in its entirety within Zone 6. Angular mountains (1,
level 1) form the core of this, with smaller areas of rounded Hills (112), rugged massif (115)
and smooth, stepped moorland (125), with a scattering of crofting, settlement, woodland,
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rocky moorland and strath landscape character types around the margins (21, 69, 117, 38
and 106).

The Small Isles NSA is contained within Zone 6. The distribution of landscape character
types within this NSA is not equal, with the main type, angular mountain range (no 1, level
1) solely occurring on Rum. Type 124 and 105, smooth moorland ridges and rocky
moorland respectively, are also exclusive to Rum – Eigg, Canna and Muck all comprising a
mix of 130 and 23, stepped basalt and crofted basalt coast.

Throughout the Small Isles the qualities of the NSA rely on the presence and juxtaposition
position of the sea and the islands as a collective group, as well as the relative qualities of
the landscape character types themselves.

Approximately 52% of the Morar, Moidart and Ardnamurchan NSA is contained within
Zone 6. This mainly comprises areas (from west to east) of volcanic moorland (144)
stepped basalt landscape (130) and rugged coastal hills (113), with small areas of rocky
coastland and expansive moss (104 and 32 respectively).

Loch na Keal NSA forms a small part of the Isle of Mull, contained entirely within Zone 6.
Seventy three per cent of the NSA comprises high, stepped basalt landscape character type
(50) with the remainder fairly equally comprising basalt lowlands (2) and high tops (51),
although the sea too obviously plays a key role in forming the character of this area.

LOCATION AND EXTENT

The Trotternish NSA is located along the eastern ‘wing’ of Skye in the north of Zone 6,
extending to 60 km square. The Cuillin Hills NSA occurs to the south east of Skye, towards
the centre of Zone 6 and is 218 km square in extent. The Small Isles NSA is located within
The Minch, almost halfway between Skye and Rum and within the central part of Zone 6; it
covers 155 km square. Morar Moidart and Ardnamurchan NSA encompasses 2 large
promontories extending to the west from the mainland north of Mull.

Within Zone 6, the NSA measures 80 km square out of a total area of the NSA of 154 km
square. Loch na Keal NSA is located on the west coast of Mull in the southern part of Zone
6, extending to 123 km square in area.

EXPERIENCE

The experience of all 5 NSAs contained with Zone 6 varies greatly as all exhibit quite
different characteristics. The Trotternish and Cuillin Hills NSAs tend to be most greatly
appreciated for the spectacular and superlative nature of their landform and geological
characteristics to the small scale settlement around their periphery. Although even between
these, there is a difference of experience, as the Cuillins are targeted by mountain climbers
and are fairly inaccessible in forming a core surrounded by moorland although viewed from
afar; whilst Trotternish is small and familiar in scale and fairly easy to access, encouraging
greater visitation from the general public.

The experience of the Small Isles NSA is dominated by the collective arrangement of the
isles within the sea and strongly distinguished by the mode of arrival and departure to the
isles via boat. Although all the islands are relatively small in scale and Canna, Muck and Eigg
are similar in landscape character, the experience of each varies in relation to their distinct
cultural and social characteristics.
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The experience of Morar, Moidart and Ardnamurchan NSA is very much affected by the
peripheral location of this area on the mainland and the scarcity of access which creates an
intent sense of remoteness within many parts.

Loch an Keal NSA with its intricate arrangement of lochs and islands creates quite a diverse
landscape of varying features at varying scales but inextricably linked by the sea.

Historic gardens and designed landscapes

NATURE OF THE LANDSCAPES DESIGNATED AND NON-DESIGNATED

There are 2 Historic Gardens and Designated landscapes (HGDL) throughout Zone 6.

Recreational landscapes

Nature of landscapes
The main focus of recreation within this landscape occurs along the coast and adjacent to
the main mountain areas. Targeting of the coast occurs not only because of the features this
includes such as beaches, coastal walks and harbours, but also because most of the
infrastructure and services occur along the coastal edge, also linking to other areas via boat,
ferry and bridges. Many visitors travel through the zone via circulatory road systems and
‘island hopping’ by boat. However, the peripheral ‘wings’ of the zone such as Ardnamurchan,
Morvern, Duirinish and Waternish tend to not be targeted for this reason, not possessing
such circular routes. Within the mountain and moorland areas, recreation tends to be
targeted upon the Munros (peaks over 3000 ft).

LOCATION

Within Zone 6, the main beach areas used for recreation are evenly distributed around the
coast of Skye within bay areas and include Talisker, Glen Brittle, and Tarskaraig on Sleat.
There are beaches all around Muck, Canna and Eigg, with a few on Rum, and numerous
upon the western edge of Ardnamurchan and Mull, Ulva and Iona, the abbey on the latter
also being visited by large numbers of people. The key harbour towns providing recreation
and visitor foci and ferry connections for ‘island hopping’ are: Armadale, Uig and Portree on
Skye; Kinloch, An Coroghan, Galmisdale and Part Mór on the Small Isles; Kilchoan and
Kentra on Ardnamurchan; and Craignure, Tobermory, Salen and Lochdon on Mull.

The key foci for hill walking and mountain climbing are the Cuillins of Skye and Rum, An
Sgurr on Eigg and Ben More and the hills of Mull.

EXPERIENCE

At a broad scale, recreational experience of Zone 6 is fairly similar, centred around the
landscape resource and specifically the mountains, coast and sea. However at a local level
there is great diversity of experience occurring over fairly small areas, added to by a district
resident population and portrayal of culture in the landscape and the dynamic and varying
weather conditions. This means that although large numbers of people partaking in
recreation at the key attractions at certain times may compromise the quality of landscape
in these places, there are numerous other landscapes which can be appreciated at a more
personal level uninterrupted by distractions.
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2 Importance and value of the zone landscape

A judgement of the importance or value of the zonal landscape under the following
headings.

Category Brief explanation of
landscape importance
(if any)

Importance
(GB, Scotland,
zone)

Landscape Character Importance
rarity Trotternish, Cuillins and

Small Isles very rare
features and combinations
of LCTs

GB

extent
diversity (including specific landmarks) Very diverse combination

of LCTs on Skye linked to
particular geology and
cultural characteristics

Scotland

pattern Linear crofting along coast Zonal
integrity Zonal
local distinctiveness Islandness combined with

distinct LCTs and cultural
landscape characteristics

Scotland

fragility/sensitivity Small extent of unique
qualities

Scotland

Scenic importance

qualities ‘old fashioned’ perception
of qualities – combination
of islands, sea, mountains
etc.

Scotland

perceptions Strongly portrayed in
media and arts. Many
NSAs and high visitor
numbers.

Learning Importance
Environmental Education Geology demonstration.

Sabhal Mor Ostaig.
Scotland

Interpretation Facilities available. Zonal
Enjoyment Importance
Recreation Mountain climbing. Island

hopping.
Scotland

Amenity Zonal
wildness and tranquillity High visitor numbers and

actively managed.
Zonal

Designations
NSAs 5 NSAs (4 complete, 1

50%) covering some very
rare landscapes

Scotland

AGLVs ? Zonal
Regional Landscape Designations ? Zonal
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Historic Gardens & Designed Landscapes 7 HGDLs Zonal
Cultural Importance
pre history (designated/non-designated) Input from HS ?
medieval (designated/non-designated)
recent (designated/non-designated)
Socioeconomic Importance
social Feature strongly in

portrayal of landscape and
thus perception. Nature
of crofting, estate
management, fishing and
service industries key to
landscape character.

Zonal

economic Zonal

3 Landscape and trends in the zone

• Pressures/influences which have a particular effect on the landscape of the zone:
• Nature of landscape pressures/influences – a brief description
• Trends: increasing, static or declining

− long term (> 5 years), medium term (2 to 5 years),
− short term (< 2 years)

• Importance: important, not important

Pressure Nature of landscape
pressures/influences
and trends within
zone, relative
importance within the
zone

Scale of landscape influence
(+ve/–ve) within zone when
considered in an all Scotland
context

Major Inter. Minor Negligible

Built development
Residential Steady increase in holiday

homes. ‘Kit’ houses
threaten intrinsic
landscape character

�

Retail Tourism related and
*larger, out of town,
developments

�

Industrial Business parks. Small scale
but divert activity from
settlements

�

Other
Infrastructure Transport
Roads and tracks Pressure for road

upgrading and new
agricultural tracks

�

Rail related Could be utilised further �
Ferry related Pressure for new,

upgraded facilities
�
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Other Bridge construction and
upgrading

�

Infrastructure other
Telecoms Number of individual

applications. Very
prominent.

�

Water treatment/abstraction
Waste management Problems storing waste

before removal offshore
from islands

�

Coastal defences Particular concerns in and
around settlements

�

Other
Minerals
Open cast coal
Sand and Gravel Traditional �
Hard rock Skye marble and other

aggregates. Restoration
after working life is issue..

�

Peat Hand cuttings feature of
the landscape. Mechanical
cutting results in local
impact.

�

Other
Forestry and Woodlands
Restructuring of existing Existing plantations are

highly visible. Sometimes
uneconomic to fell.

�

Creation of new small Increasing steadily.
Difficult to incorporate
within croft without
affecting pattern and
agricultural character.

�

Creation of large new/native Large blocks particularly
on Mull. Impact of fencing.

�

Other Rhododendron control
needed in certain areas.

�

Aquaculture and Fishing
Finfish Fairly stable �
Shellfish Increase in numbers and

extent. Cumulative impact
very significant in certain
areas.

�

Fishing (River & loch) �
Other Shore related

development
�

Land Management
Sheep production Excessively high numbers

of sheep. Prevent tree
regen.

�

Crop production Gradually diminishing to
lead to loss of landscape
pattern and seasonal

�
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character
Sport shooting Some conflict will

hillwalkers
�

Other Positive impact of ESA on
Mull

�

Energy
Nat. grid/infrastructure Impact of existing

schemes persist but little
change

�

Wind Local generators only as
yet but proposals in past
for windfarms.

�

Hydro Local schemes �
Wave
Other
Tourism and Recreation
Golf Potential impact on

machair. Current
proposals?

�

Marinas Several current proposals,
building on character of
existing harbours

�

Skiing facilities
Leisure facilities/visitor
centres

Existing high numbers.
Poor design of some
bearing no relation to
intrinsic character of
location

�

NH Information provision Dominated by common
tourist provisions

�

Walking related/footpaths Pathway erosion and high
numbers of visitors on
some routes to Munros.
Some conflict on crofting
ground.

�

Other Occasional proposals for
one off developments
such as helicopter rides,
motor boats etc.

�?
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4 Building a sustainable future

Landscape influences and trends in the zone (table 3)

Aspects of
importance
of the
zonal
landscape

(table 2)

1
Residential/
retail/
industrial

2
Roads,
tracks
and
ferries

3
Telecom
masts

4
Forest
restructuring
and new
planting

5
Tourism
and
recreation

6
Agriculture
and estate
manage-ment

7
Aquaculture

A. Landscape
character
Rarity and
diversity of
LCTs
- GB
B. Scenic
importance
- Scot
C. Learning
importance
- Scot

D.
Enjoyment
importance
recreation –
Scot

E.
Designations
NSAs – Scot
F. Cultural
importance
-?
G. Socio
Economic
importance
- Zonal

General landscape objectives required

Specific landscape objectives required
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ZONE 7 NORTHERN HIGHLANDS

1 Nature of the landscape resource

Diversity, distribution and rarity of landscape character in the zone
Note: Ignore any LCT which is shown as <10 km sq (if important feature will be covered
elsewhere, if important characteristic locally will be flagged up in description)

Table 7.1 Diversity

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

Context Area
km2

7 Sweeping Moorland FRSSEHM Highland 2.70
7 Strath Highland Straths Highland 23.00
7 Small Farms and Crofts Highland and Island

Crofting
Landscapes

Highland 2.22

7 Coniferous Woodland
No information
provided in report.

0 NULL 52.52

7 Broadleaved/Mixed
Woodland No
information provided in

0 NULL 9.28

7 Moorland Slopes and
Hills

HMRRMts Highland 224.03

7 Irregular Massif HMRSSMts Highland 137.59
7 Kyles Firths and Sea

Lochs
Sea Lochs of the
Highlands and
Islands

Highland Coastal 0.00

7 Rugged Massif HMRSSMts Highland 685.36
7 Farmed Straths Highland Straths Highland 53.65
7 Narrow Farmed Straths Highland Straths Highland 98.73
7 Rolling Uplands HMRRMts Highland 71.93
7 Rocky Moorland Plateau Rocky Moorlands

of the Highlands
and Islands

Highland 283.06

7 Farmed and Wooded
Foothills

Highland Foothills Highland 81.68

7 Broad Steep-Sided Glen Highland and Island
Glens

Highland 193.31

7 Wooded Glen Highland and Island
Glens

Highland 59.39

7 Narrow Wooded Glen Highland and Island
Glens

Highland 126.99

7 Broad Forested Strath Highland Straths Highland 161.40
7 Smooth Moorland

Ridges
HMRRMts Highland 232.25

7 Rocky Moorland Rocky Moorlands
of the Highlands
and Islands

Highland 155.27

7 Rugged Massif HMRSSMts Highland 47.33
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7 Interlocking Sweeping
Peaks

HMRSSMts Highland Coastal 51.30

7 Enclosed Farmed
Landscapes

Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

Lowland 0.00

7 Smooth Moorland FRSSEHM Highland 0.18
7 Forest Edge Farming Agricultural

Lowlands of the
North East

Highland 66.51

7 Undulating Moorland FRSSEHM Highland 196.44
7 Sloping Terrace

Moorland
FRSSEHM Highland 44.05

7 Rocky Moorland Rocky Moorlands
of the Highlands
and Islands

Highland 282.98

7 Rugged Mountain Massif HMRRMts Highland 165.58
7 Rounded Hills HMRRMts Highland 1,364.81
7 Narrow Farmed Strath Highland Straths Highland 34.94
7 Wide Farmed Strath Highland Straths Highland 15.11
7 Smooth Stepped

Moorland
FRSSEHM Coastal Upland 18.18

7 Coastal Strath Highland Straths Coastal 2.26
7 Coniferous Woodland

Plantation
0 Coastal Highland 5.60

7 Rocky Moorland And
Rocky Undulating
Plateau

Rocky Moorlands
of the Highlands
and Islands

Coastal Highland 24.53

7 Peat Hag Peatland
Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

Highland 40.05

7 Rugged Massif HMRSSMTs Highland 366.76
7 Interlocking Sweeping

Peaks
HMRSSMTs Highland 8.65

7 Sounds and Narrows Sea Lochs of the
Highlands and
Islands

Coastal Island 27.71

Total 5417.33

HMRRMts = High, Massive, Rolling, Rounded Mts of Highlands & Islands

HMRSSMts = High Massive, Rugged, Steep-sided Mts of Highlands & Islands

FRSSEHM = Flat or Rolling, Smooth or Sweeping, Extensive, High Moorlands of Highlands & Islands

The number of landscape character types represented in Zone 7 at level 1, is 40 the way they are grouped at level 3 is into 11 and their
context is strongly Highland Coastal. No. of LCTs (Level 1)/Area of Zone in Zone 7 is 0.007, this gives an indication of the overall diversity
of landscape character in the zone and can be compared between zones.
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Table 7.2 Distribution/pattern

Zone LCT
level 1

LCT
level 3

% of
Zone
(area)

No. of
Occurrences

Area
(km2)

7 Sweeping Moorland FRSSEHM 0.0 1 2.70
7 Strath Highland Straths 0.4 5 23.00
7 Small Farms and

Crofts
Highland and
Island Crofting
Landscapes

0.0 4 2.22

7 Coniferous
Woodland No
information
provided in report.

0 1.0 15 52.52

7 Broadleaved/Mixed
Woodland No
information
provided in

0 0.2 10 9.28

7 Moorland Slopes
and Hills

HMRRMts 4.1 6 224.03

7 Irregular Massif HMRSSMts 2.5 2 137.59
7 Kyles Firths and

Sea Lochs
Sea Lochs of the
Highlands and
Islands

0.0 1 0.00

7 Rugged Massif HMRSSMts 12.5 2 685.36
7 Farmed Straths Highland Straths 1.0 2 53.65
7 Narrow Farmed

Straths
Highland Straths 1.8 1 98.73

7 Rolling Uplands HMRRMts 1.3 2 71.93
7 Rocky Moorland

Plateau
Rocky Moorlands
of the Highlands
and Islands

5.2 2 283.06

7 Farmed and
Wooded Foothills

Highland
Foothills

1.5 1 81.68

7 Broad Steep-Sided
Glen

Highland and
Island Glens

3.5 2 193.31

7 Wooded Glen Highland and
Island Glens

1.1 1 59.39

7 Narrow Wooded
Glen

Highland and
Island Glens

2.3 3 126.99

7 Broad Forested
Strath

Highland Straths 2.9 2 161.40

7 Smooth Moorland
Ridges

HMRRMts 4.2 4 232.25

7 Rocky Moorland Rocky Moorlands
of the Highlands
and Islands

2.8 1 155.27

7 Rugged Massif HMRSSMts 0.9 2 47.33
7 Interlocking

Sweeping Peaks
HMRSSMts 0.9 1 51.30
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7 Enclosed Farmed
Landscapes

Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

0.0 3 0.00

7 Smooth Moorland FRSSEHM 0.0 1 0.18
7 Forest Edge

Farming
Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

1.2 6 66.51

7 Undulating
Moorland

FRSSEHM 3.6 8 196.44

7 Sloping Terrace
Moorland

FRSSEHM 0.8 3 44.05

7 Rocky Moorland Rocky Moorlands
of the Highlands
and Islands

5.2 12 282.98

7 Rugged Mountain
Massif

HMRRMts 3.0 8 165.58

7 Rounded Hills HMRRMts 24.9 5 1,364.81
7 Narrow Farmed

Strath
Highland Straths 0.6 2 34.94

7 Wide Farmed
Strath

Highland Straths 0.3 2 15.11

7 Smooth Stepped
Moorland

FRSSEHM 0.3 2 18.18

7 Coastal Strath Highland Straths 0.0 3 2.26
7 Coniferous

Woodland
Plantation

0 0.1 2 5.60

7 Rocky Moorland
And Rocky
Undulating Plateau

Rocky Moorlands
of the Highlands
and Islands

0.4 8 24.53

7 Peat Hag Peatland
Landscapes of
the Highlands
and Islands

0.7 2 40.05

7 Rugged Massif HMRSSMTs 6.7 5 366.76
7 Interlocking

Sweeping Peaks
HMRSSMTs 0.2 1 8.65

7 Sounds and
Narrows

Sea Lochs of the
Highlands and
Islands

0.5 7 27.71

Total 150 5417.33

In Zone 7 a total 150 occurrences of landscape character types (landscape units) are found within a zone of total land area 5417 km sq.
The figure 150/5417 is 0.027 per km sq of land within the zone and gives a relative indication of the overall brokenness or fragmentation
of the landscape pattern.
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LCT at Level 1 Area/Occurrences (km2)

Sweeping Moorland 2.7
Strath 4.6
Small Farms and Crofts 0.55
Coniferous Woodland No information provided in report. 3.501.
Broadleaved/Mixed Woodland No information provided in 0.928
Moorland Slopes and Hills 37.33.
Irregular Massif 68.79
Kyles Firths and Sea Lochs 0
Rugged Massif 342.68
Farmed Straths 26.82
Narrow Farmed Straths 98.73
Rolling Uplands 35.96
Rocky Moorland Plateau 141.53
Farmed and Wooded Foothills 81.68
Broad Steep-Sided Glen 96.65
Wooded Glen 59.39
Narrow Wooded Glen 42.33
Broad Forested Strath 80.70
Smooth Moorland Ridges 58.06
Rocky Moorland 155.27
Rugged Massif 23.66
Interlocking Sweeping Peaks 51.30
Enclosed Farmed Landscapes 0
Smooth Moorland 0.18
Forest Edge Farming 11.08
Undulating Moorland 24.55
Sloping Terrace Moorland 14.68
Rocky Moorland 23.58
Rugged Mountain Massif 20.69
Rounded Hills 272.96
Narrow Farmed Strath 17.47
Wide Farmed Strath 7.55
Smooth Stepped Moorland 9.09
Coastal Strath 0.75
Coniferous Woodland Plantation 2.8
Rocky Moorland And Rocky Undulating Plateau 3.06
Peat Hag 20.02
Rugged Massif 73.35
Interlocking Sweeping Peaks 8.65
Sounds and Narrows 3.95

The extent (area) of any one landscape character type (at level 1) divided by the number of times it occurs in the zone gives an idea of the
average size of occurrences of that LCT.
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LCTs at Level 3 Area km2 Ratio

FRSSEHM 2.70 11
Highland Straths 23.00 127
Highland and Island Crofting Landscapes 2.22 12
0 52.52 28
0 9.28 50
HMRRMts 224.03 124
HMRSSMts 137.59 76
Sea Lochs of the Highlands and Islands 0.00 0
HMRSSMts 685.36 380
Highland Straths 53.65 29
Highland Straths 98.73 54
HMRRMts 71.93 39
Rocky Moorlands of the Highlands and Islands 283.06 157
Highland Foothills 81.68 45
Highland and Island Glens 193.31 107
Highland and Island Glens 59.39 32
Highland and Island Glens 126.99 70
Highland Straths 161.40 89
HMRRMts 232.25 129
Rocky Moorlands of the Highlands and Islands 155.27 86
HMRSSMts 47.33 26
HMRSSMts 51.30 28
Agricultural Lowlands of the North East 0.00 0
FRSSEHM 0.18 1
Agricultural Lowlands of the North East 66.51 36
FRSSEHM 196.44 108
FRSSEHM 44.05 24
Rocky Moorlands of the Highlands and Islands 282.98 155
HMRRMts 165.58 91
HMRRMts 1,364.81 758
Highland Straths 34.94 18
Highland Straths 15.11 83
FRSSEHM 18.18 10
Highland Straths 2.26 11
0 5.60 2
Rocky Moorlands of the Highlands and Islands 24.53 13
Peatland Landscapes of the Highlands and Islands 40.05 22
HMRSSMTs 366.76 20
HMRSSMTs 8.65 4
Sea Lochs of the Highlands and Islands 27.71 15

The ratio of the extent (area) of the level 3 groupings gives an indication of the distribution pattern by proportion of the zone.
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Table 7.3 Rarity

LCTs at Level 1 Rarity by occurrence
%

Rarity by extent
%

Sweeping Moorland 0 0.0
Strath 3 0.4
Small Farms and Crofts 2 0.0
Coniferous Woodland No information provided in
report.

10 1.0

Broadleaved/Mixed Woodland No information
provided in

6 0.2

Moorland Slopes and Hills 4 4.1
Irregular Massif 1 2.5
Kyles Firths and Sea Lochs 0 0.0
Rugged Massif 1 12.5
Farmed Straths 1 1.0
Narrow Farmed Straths 0 1.8
Rolling Uplands 1 1.3
Rocky Moorland Plateau 1 5.2
Farmed and Wooded Foothills 0 1.5
Broad Steep-Sided Glen 1 3.5
Wooded Glen 0 1.1
Narrow Wooded Glen 2 2.3
Broad Forested Strath 1 2.9
Smooth Moorland Ridges 2 4.2
Rocky Moorland 0 2.8
Rugged Massif 1 0.9
Interlocking Sweeping Peaks 0 0.9
Enclosed Farmed Landscapes 2 0.0
Smooth Moorland 0 0.0
Forest Edge Farming 4 1.2
Undulating Moorland 5 3.6
Sloping Terrace Moorland 2 0.8
Rocky Moorland 8 5.2
Rugged Mountain Massif 5 3.0
Rounded Hills 3 24.9
Narrow Farmed Strath 1 0.6
Wide Farmed Strath 1 0.3
Smooth Stepped Moorland 1 0.3
Coastal Strath 2 0.0
Coniferous Woodland Plantation 1 0.1
Rocky Moorland And Rocky Undulating Plateau 5 0.4
Peat Hag 1 0.7
Rugged Massif 3 6.7
Interlocking Sweeping Peaks 0 0.2
Sounds and Narrows 4 0.5

The rarity of a landscape character type within the zone can be identified by the number of time it occurs or its extent. Examination of
both the number of occurrences (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total and the area (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total area will give
an indication of rarity.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

The bulk of Zone 7 is covered by 2 mountainous LCTs, Rugged Massif to the South and
rounded hills to the North with a transition occurring in the vicinity of Loch Monar which
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roughly coincides with a change from more dominated geology to one with a greater
proportion of gneiss. The moorland LCTs (LCTS 86, 105,106,121,124,137, Level 1) tend to
lie at the edges of this central mountainous area alongside and dissected by the glens and
farmed straths (LCTs 8,35,37,93,131,146,147).

Description

Landform

PROFILE

Most consistent across Zone 7 are its mountains, with pronounced east-west ridges, distinct
peaks, and glens in the south and convex sloped hills with broader glens in the north. The
land profiles which are more prevalent at the edge of the zone tend to be more stepped,
with alternating rock and moorland giving a broken outline to the landscape and with the
smoother lines of the glens and straths contrasting with this. In the zone, as a whole, only
5% of the land is flat, 52% has a slope of 1 to 10º and 3% > 32º.

SEQUENCE

The sequence of landform within Zone 3 is strongly influenced by the pronounced east-west
grain, with the long, deep lochs of Arkaig, Loyne, Cluanic, Orrin, Mulardoch, Morar, Fannich,
Glascarnoch and their glens, cutting into the mountainous mass of the interior of the zone.
However, the presence of the Highland Boundary Fault (the Caledonian Canal lochs) and its
associated landforms gives the landforms of the eastern edge of the zone a pronounced
SW/NE direction.

The predominant aspects in the zone are north, south, south east and north west reflecting
the strength of the described prevailing landform sequences in the landscape.

SCALE

The vertical scale of this landscape is most dominant, with its horizontal scale or
extensiveness being only readily appreciated along the glens and straths. In the zone as a
whole only 7% of the land lies at < 100 m, whereas 39% lies at >400 m height and 1% lies
between 900m and 1000m (only zones 11 and 13 are higher in this respect).

LANDMARK FEATURES

Individual landmark peaks, e.g. Beinn Dearg and Ben Wyvis (although a landmark feature
particularly form outwith zone), lochs and glens especially of the Great Glen where
pronounced fault line is clearly visible in the landscape.

EXPERIENCE

The experience of the landscape of this zone is that it is dominated by its massive and
extensive hills, mountains and deep lochs, which strongly influence the location of roads and
settlement, and frame views along glens and lochs and to distant peaks.

Containment (created by landform and land cover)

TOPOGRAPHY

Containment offered by topography is a significant part of the experience of this landscape,
with steep sided and u-shaped glens occurring throughout the zone.
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LAND COVER

Vegetation adds to the containment offered by landform with glen sides and foothills in the
outer parts of the zone often supporting quite large areas of conifer and mixed native
woodland. Shelter planting in and around settlements offers local containment.

Built development is sparse within this zone except along its eastern peripheries, along the
Caledonian Canal (Drumnadrochit) only here does it add to a sense of containment and
often this is derived as much from associated gardens and trees and as much as the buildings
themselves.

VISIBILITY

Visibility within the glens is limited by landform and so its extent depends on the detailed
topography of the glen relative to the viewer. Views tend to be narrow, other than where a
broad Strath or loch allows wider visibility to be achieved.

MICROCLIMATIC EFFECTS

Microclimatic pockets in this landscape often coincide with existing or former settlement,
where landform and vegetation have provided a sheltered and favourable site. The
prevalence of slopes with a southerly aspect means that such sites are fairly frequent.

EXPERIENCE

The roads, footpaths and railway which traverse this zone are generally located along the
glens, from where the experience is often very contained. However, where elevated views
can be achieved (high passes) or views across a broad glen, then the experience can be of an
open landscape. e.g. Strath Bran, Glen Morrison.

Accessibility

DISTANCE

Even though Zone 7 stretches quite far south it is still remote from the large centres of
population in the central belt. (approx 2.5 hours from Edinburgh/Glasgow). Inverness is very
close to the eastern edge of the zone but the western and northern parts of the zone are,
however, another hour or so further.

PHYSICAL ACCESS

Three major roads cross the zone – the A87 to Kyle and Skye, the A832 to Achnasheen
(alongside which the railway runs) and the A835 to Ullapool. One road, the A82 runs the
length of the Great Glen. Between these roads sit large tracts of mountainous land with
little public road access. There are a few dead end roads – Strath Connon, Glen Affric,
Croick, Kilochhourn and Arkraig, all of which extend into the core of the zone from the
east. Tracks accessing hydro installations extend into the interior, with forestry related
tracks being more peripheral. Footpaths follow old drove roads and stalking paths through
the hills, with footworn paths going up onto the summits (especially of munros) and ridges.
The terrain is generally rough and steep and going can be difficult and treacherous especially
where no footpaths exist. 3.4% of the zone is > 8 km away from public roads which is high
when compared to most other zones. This most remote category occurs as three blocks,
one large area spanning the upper reaches of Glen Affric, Mullardoch and Monar, one
smaller block which includes Beinn Dearg and the lesser hills to the North, and a bit of
Letterewe block which falls mainly in Zone 4. Possibly a more useful measure of the general
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remoteness and wild land qualities of the zone is the fact that 50% is between 2 and 8km
from public roads.

CULTURAL ACCEPTANCE OF ACCESS

As there are so many Munros within this zone, access to the hills along recognised routes
tends to be accepted, if not necessarily encouraged. Access elsewhere, through the glens is
facilitated where there are existing accepted routes (rights of way?), but in some places and
at certain times of year access is discouraged usually for land management reasons.

VISUAL ACCESS

Visual access from public places tends to be restricted to views of nearby hills and along the
glens, visual penetration into the interior and wilder parts of the zone from public places
tends to be limited.

EXPERIENCE

The experience of the landscape of this zone from public places is dominated by the
presence of the hills and glens. Off road the zone provides the qualities of remoteness,
challenge and rugged terrain which are so much part of the wildland experience.

Land cover (including vegetation and land use)

VEGETATION

The vegetation cover of this zone in places adds diversity to the landscape character, but
mostly it tends to emphasise the dominance of the underlying landform. More than 60% of
the vegetation cover is of moorland/peatland types with 10% being montane, and 5%
grasslands of various types. Coniferous plantation woodland accounts for 8% of the
vegetation cover most of which occurs on the glen sides and lower slopes. Recent plantings
and mixed woodland account for a further 5%. It is the grassland and woodland components
which in their various forms adds diversity of form, colour and texture particularly in the
lower reaches of the glens and straths.

EXPOSED ROCK

Exposed rock is a common feature of the high tops, ridges and corries, particularly in the
southern part of the zone. Elsewhere exposed rock is found as scree slopes, rocky torrs
and knolls and along the sides of deeply cut river gorges.

BUILT DEVELOPMENT

Villages and estate settlements are characteristic of the glens and straths in the east of this
zone but generally built development is sporadic and does not contribute to landscape
character in terms of its land cover.

EXPERIENCE

Differing forms of vegetation do influence the experience of this landscape, contributing to
the containment and domestic scale of the landscapes of the lower glens and straths. Among
the upper glens and hills land cover often serves only to emphasise the scale and simplicity
of these extensive tracts of mountainous landscapes.
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Hydrology and water bodies

TYPE

There are over 270 freshwater lochs in Zone 7 with a total area of some 220km2 which is
the highest of all zones (loch state), and some 3,600 km of rivers. Almost all of the lochs are
large and most are controlled for the production of hydro power, either themselves
dammed or linking via tunnels and pipelines to other generating locations. The rivers from
these lochs are modified, some dry and some where controlled water release is common-
place. As most lochs are larger than their natural size as a result of damming, the character
of the glens and upper straths is also modified. Apart from just clipping the inland end of
Loch Carron, this zone does not include any coastline or sea lochs.

PATTERN

The lochs and rivers of Zone 7 generally echo the grain of the E/W landforms. The main
watershed is well to the west within the zone and consequently the rivers which flow west
tend to be small, short and steep. Those which flow east are more substantial, flowing
through often long glens and straths to enter the sea by Zone 21 in the inner firths of
Moray Firth. The loch system of the Great Glen flows to both S/West and N/East via the
rivers of Lochy and Ness, with the natural watershed being breached by the Caledonian
Canal between Loch Lochy and Loch Ness.

EXPERIENCE

As with many parts of the Highlands, water is a key feature of the landscape of this zone.
However, the zone must be unique in the extent to which water bodies and rivers are
controlled (for hydro power in the wider zone and transport along its eastern peripheries).
Built structures such as dams, and often pronounced draw down scars, are a key
characteristic of the upland and otherwise wild landscapes, generating stations of river glens,
canals, and locks of the Great Glen. High rainfall/rapid snow melt adds to ‘wet’ experience
of this landscape at certain times of the year.

Built and infrastructure development (present day)

NATURE AND PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT

Settlement within the landscape of Zone 7 is very much restricted to its edges, the east in
particular. here the small towns and villages of Spean Bridge, Invergarry, Fort Augustus,
Drumnadrochit and Foyers provide local service centres and tourist-related accommodation
and businesses. Originally built in connection with the railway and the Caledonian Canal,
these settlements exhibit some interesting Victorian architecture. Small villages are
characteristic of the glens and straths of the eastern parts of the zone, supporting hinterland
and surrounding farmlands with basic services of schools, church and shop. (e.g. Cannich,
Tomich, Strath Conon, Garve and Ardross).

Characteristic of the glens of the interior are occasional shooting loges and associated
estate settlements and on the high, through roads and railways from east to west there are
inns/hostelries in key locations. (e.g. Tomdoun, Achnasheen and Aultguish).

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INFRASTRUCTURE

Roads are a key characteristic of the glen and Strath landscapes of this zone, with the
Inverness–Kyle railway and the Caledonian Canal being features of the north and eastern
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parts of the zone respectively. Infrastructure relating to hydro developments (dams, pipes,
channels, generating stations and access roads) are common in the interior parts of the
Zone. Occasional quarrying activity occurs on he peripheries close to larger areas of
settlement (outwith the zone), e.g. Corpach, Torachilty.

Power lines, especially pylons linking east and west coast sections of the grid, and hydro
output, are a feature of some of the through glens/routes. A windfarm development on the
foothills of Ben Wyvis at Novar in the north east of the zone forms a more ‘novel’ part of
the power infrastructure in this landscape.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

Industrial development is not a feature of the landscape of this zone although elevated views
out of the zone from its southern and northern edges encompass the industrial sprawl of
both Fort William, Inverness and Cromarty Firth.

EXPERIENCE

Built development is a key characteristic within some of the landscape character types of
this zone especially those of the sheltered lower glens and straths. Elsewhere whilst
sporadic buildings do occur, they are very much dominated by he natural landform and
landcover characteristics of the landscape.

Visible history (past settlement, landuse, churches, brochs, forts, dykes, standing
stones etc.)

TYPES OF VISIBLE HISTORY

Pre-History – Evidence Of Habitation And Land Use.

Charcoal burning site (near Garve).

Shieling sites around edges of he zone and glens.

Ruined crofts, estate bothies, castles and fortified buildings?

Walls, dykes and bridges; military roads; gardens and designed landscapes.

LOCATION/PATTERN

Most of he more visible pre-historical evidence is found in those landscapes which are free-
draining, the slopes and straths and especially in the drier eastern parts of he zone where
grazing may have left upstanding evidence free of woodland vegetation and more visible.

Ruined crofts and estate bothies are found in the upper glens; with castles and large houses
(with policy grounds) in lower glens and prominent sites.

EXPERIENCE

Apart from very prominent and highly promoted sites such as Urquhart Castle the most
obvious and consistent visible history in the zone are the large estate houses which occur
throughout the straths and lower glens and occasionally in the more open landscapes of the
interior mountains.
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Wildlife

FORMS OF WILDLIFE

Wildlife which is characteristic of the landscape of this zone include: red deer, golden eagle,
other raptors, waders, pine martins and hill foxes? Birds of marginal farmlands and
grassland?

LOCATION

Red deer are common throughout the zone with Sika and Roe being more a feature of the
woodlands and plantations in the upper glens.

Raptors range from eagles amongst the high tops to buzzards and hawks amongst the
footslopes and lesser hills. Pine martins are characteristic of native pinewood landscapes and
plantations which extend into the zone from the east.

EXPERIENCE

The landscape experience of the high tops, glens, straths and woodlands of this zone which
are often so dominate by landform are made more ‘alive’ by the presence of wild life.

Climate

CLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS

The height and non-coastal native of this zone means that it is prone to extremes of
temperature, wind and precipitation, The mean daily maximum and minimum temperatures
for both January and July show a clear relationship to the upland landmass. Sunshine hours
are generally a bit lower than either zone to east or west.

LOCATIONAL AND SEASONAL EFFECTS

The north east of the zone is markedly drier than the west, sitting as it does in something of
a rain shadow. Deep glens hold pockets of cold air in winter. High tops hold snow often
well into the summer months, winds are high in the mountains and funnelled within the
glens.

EXPERIENCE

In the west and central parts of the zone the climate is noticeably more extreme and
provides an additional challenge to life/recreation/work in these parts. By comparison the
glens and straths of the east have a more moderate climate, drier and more sheltered and
with slightly higher annual average temperatures. Midges?

Designated landscapes

National Scenic Areas
Zone 7 contains 2 NSAs in their entirety (Glen Affric and Glen Strathfarrer) (0.12 km2 in
Zone 8 ignored) and parts of the following 3 NSAs, Wester Ross (9%), Kintail (43%),
Dornoch Firth (18%).
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CONSTITUENTS – LOCATION AND EXTENT

Wester Ross NSA (6), the bit which falls within Zone 7 lies along the eastern edge of the
NSA and includes moorland and rounded hills LCTs, and forms part of the upland ‘foil’ to
the key mountain groups of he Wester Ross NSA which falls into Zone 4.

Kintail NSA (13), the part which falls within Zone 7, approximately the eastern half of it is
almost entirely of the Rugged Masiff LCT (92%), with lesser components of woodland and
moorland LCTs and encompasses Beinn Fada and associated glens of the Kintail and
Inverinate forests, key components of the NSA.

Glen Affric NSA (14) lies within the zone. The combined characteristics of mountain and
glen which this NSA is designated are reflected in the LCTs: Rugged Massif 122km2 (66%)
and Narrow Wooded Glen 63km2 (34%).

Glen Strathfarrar (15) NSA is similar to Glen Affric, it is the combination of mountains and
wooded river and glen which gives it its important scenic qualities. the 2 LCTs represented
in this NSA are Rugged Massif, 20.5km2 (54%) and Narrow Wooded Glen, 17.7 km2 (46%).

Dornich Firth (16) NSA – this NSA is designated for its eclectic mix of landscape character.
The LCTs contained within Zone 7 which contribute to that mix lie along its southern edge
and provide the upland backdrop to the coastal and wooded areas along the firth itself.
Rounded hills LCT 10.5 km2, moorland slopes and hills 1.2 km2, plus very minor areas of
others.

EXPERIENCE

The NSAs which fall within this zone focus in on small bits of dramatic landscape
combinations; mountains, glens and high hills. Zone 7 really only provides the landscape
backdrop to the essence of the Wester Ross and Dornoch NSAs which fall outwith the
zone. As a consequence the NSAs do not incorporate the qualities of wildland experience
offered by these extensive upland tracts of Zone 7, albeit modified by hydro developments.

AGLVS and other Local Authority designations
There is one AGLV in this zone – Glen Docherty.

NATURE OF THE LANDSCAPE DESIGNATED

A narrow, contained glen descending from a high pass on key east/west route, possesses
very deep framed biews of moorland, glen and loch transition – Loch Maree, Slioch and Ben
Eighe.

LOCATION AND EXTENT

Glen Docherty, extent not known.

EXPERIENCE

Gateway experience to the west (when travelling from east).

Historic gardens and designed landscapes
2 inventory sites
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LOCATION

Eastern and southern edges of zone.

Recreational landscapes

Nature of location landscapes and activities
The interior landscapes of Zone 7 are generally difficult to access other than by walking.
They contain a great of numbers of high hills including many Munros and Corbetts, some
road-free through routes along glens, and occasional bothy accommodation.

All told, these areas provide some exceptional remote hillwalking opportunities, with wild
camping and through walking, mountain biking, running, also recognised activities. Rock and
ice climbing are more common in the west, with a bit of cross-country skiing in the east on
the more rounded hills. Loch fishing and sport shooting form the mainstay activity of the
large estates which make up the inland area. River fishing is a common activity of the lower
glens and straths.

The large tracts of forestry around the edges of the zone and in the penetrating glens
provide sheltered recreation opportunities often facilitated by constructed foot-paths and
information.

EXPERIENCE

The landscape of this zone has extensive remote areas which provide opportunities for
challenging recreational experiences. The experience can be influenced by the presence
deep in its ‘heartland’ of modified lochs, drawn down scars and dams, though it is not
everyone who is sensitive to these artefacts as detractors to the wildland experience.

2 Importance and value of the zone landscape

A judgement of the importance or value of the zonal landscape under the following
headings:
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Category Brief explanation of
landscape importance
(if any)

Importance
(GB, Scotland,
zone)

Landscape Character Importance
rarity
extent Extensive areas of

mountainous LCTs.
Scotland

diversity (including specific landmarks)
pattern Pronounced grain echoed

by lochs
Zonal

integrity
local distinctiveness
fragility/sensitivity
Scenic importance
qualities Combinations of

mountains, lochs, glens
and strath

Zonal/Scotland

perceptions influenced by hydro
infrastructure

Learning Importance
Environmental Education Poor access, too

extensive
Interpretation
Enjoyment Importance
Recreation Range of challenging

opportunities, presented
by mountain/hill
landscapes

Scotland

Amenity
wildness and tranquillity Wildland qualities Scotland
Designations
NSAs 5

2 (parts of 3)
Scotland )

AGLVs 1
Regional Landscape Designations
Historic Gardens & Designed Landscapes 2 Zonal
Cultural Importance
pre history (designated/non-designated) ?
medieval (designated/non-designated) ?
recent (designated/non-designated) ?
Socioeconomic Importance
social Landscape of east glens

culturally important, long
inhabited, family
continuity.

Zonal

economic Landscape character in
part relates to continued
land use of deer forest.

Zonal

3 Landscape and trends in the zone

• Pressures/influences which have a particular effect on the landscape of the zone:
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• Nature of landscape pressures/influences – a brief description
Trends: increasing, static or declining

− long term (> 5 years), medium term (2 to 5 years),
− short term (< 2 years)

• Importance: important, not important

Pressure Nature of landscape
pressures/influences
and trends within
zone, relative
importance within the
zone

Scale of landscape influence
(+ve/–ve) within zone when
considered in an all Scotland
context

Major Inter. Minor Negligible

Built development
Residential
Retail
Industrial
Other
Infrastructure Transport
Roads and tracks Possible tracks relating to

land use management.
Static/increasing

✔

Rail related
Ferry related
Other
Infrastructure other
Telecoms Along e-w through

routes increasing, long
term, important as
influences landscape
experience for people

✔

Water treatment/abstraction Improvements to
infrastructure and access

✔

Waste management
Coastal defences
Other
Minerals
Open cast coal
Sand and Gravel
Hard rock Local impacts, trend

static, long term
✔

Peat
Other
Forestry and Woodlands
Restructuring of existing Landscape and other

improvements, long term
✔

Creation of new small
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Creation of large new/native Possible conflict with
wildland qualities
increasing, long-term

✔

Other

Aquaculture and Fishing
Finfish

Shellfish

Fishing River River engineering (?) ✔

Other

Land Management
Sheep production

Crop production

Sport shooting ATV use for access.
scaring. increasing, long-
term

✔

Other

Energy
Nat. grid/infrastructure

Wind Possibilities of further
development

✔

Hydro

Wave

Other

Tourism and Recreation
Golf

Marinas

Skiing facilities

Leisure facilities/visitor
centres
NH Information provision Further erosion and

possible restoration
increasing pressure, long-
term

Walking related/footpaths Further erosion and
possible restoration
increasing pressure, long-
term

✔
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Other

4 Building a sustainable future

Landscape influences and trends in the zone (table 3)

Aspects of
importance of
the zonal
landscape

(table 2)

1
Tracks/
ATV’s

2
Telecoms

3
Woodlands
Forestry

4
Quarrying

5
Footpaths

A.
Landscape
character extent
and pattern
B.
Scenic
importance
Mountain, glen,
loch and strath
C.
Recreation and
wildland
D.
NSA’S

General landscape objectives required

Specific landscape objectives required
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ZONE 8 WESTERN HIGHLANDS

1 Nature of the landscape resource

Diversity, distribution and rarity of landscape character in the zone
Note: Ignore any LCT which is shown as <10 km sq (if important feature will be covered
elsewhere, if important characteristic locally will be flagged up in description)

Table 8.1 Diversity

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

Context Area
km2

8 Rocky Coastland Highland and Island
Rocky Coastal
Landscapes

Highland Coastal 111.74

8 Expansive Moss Peatland
Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

Highland 18.76

8 Granite Moorland FRSSEHM Highland 172.28
8 Stepped Basalt

Landscape
FRSSEHM Highland Coastal 13.81

8 Settled Lochs Sea Lochs of the
Highlands and
Islands

Highland Coastal 88.72

8 Broad Forested Strath Highland Straths Highland 30.81
8 Smooth Moorland

Ridges
HMRRMts Highland 73.87

8 Rugged Massif HMRSSMts Highland 463.60
8 Interlocking Sweeping

Peaks
HMRSSMts Highland Coastal 653.34

8 Rugged Coastal Hills RCUHM Highland Coastal 345.48
8 Fjord Sea Lochs of the

Highlands and
Islands

Highland Coastal 5.70

8 Enclosed Bay and
Offshore Islands

Highland and Island
Rocky Coastal
Landscapes

Highland Coastal 57.51

8 Harbour Settlement Highland and Island
Towns and
Settlements

Highland Coastal 3.84

8 Undulating Moorland FRSSEHM Highland 0.12
8 Rocky Moorland Rocky Moorlands

of the Highlands
and Islands

Highland 66.65

8 Rugged Mountain Massif HMRSSMts Highland 0.06
8 Rounded Hills HMRRMts Highland 0.19
8 Wide Farmed Strath Highland Straths Highland 3.70
8 Smooth Stepped

Moorland
FRSSEHM Coastal Upland 5.94

8 Coastal Strath Highland Straths Coastal 17.13
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8 Coniferous Woodland
Plantation

0 Coastal Highland 103.33

8 Linear Crofting Highland and Island
Crofting
Landscapes

Coastal Highland 2.93

8 Scattered Crofting Highland and Island
Crofting
Landscapes

Coastal Highland 0.08

8 Harbour Settlement Highland and Island
Towns and
Settlements

Coastal 0.22

8 Rural Estate Settlement Farmlands and
Estates of the
Highlands and
Islands

Coastal Highland 0.54

8 Rocky Moorland And
Rocky Undulating
Plateau

Rocky Moorlands
of the Highlands
and Islands

Coastal Highland 50.10

8 Rugged Massif HMRSSMts Highland 218.92
8 Interlocking Sweeping

Peaks
HMRSSMts Highland 181.04

8 Sounds and Narrows Sea Lochs of the
Highlands and
Islands

Coastal Island 126.75

Total 2817.16

HMRRMts = High, Massive, Rolling, Rounded Mts of Highlands & Islands

HMRSSMts = High Massive, Rugged, Steep-sided Mts of Highlands & Islands

FRSSEHM = Flat or Rolling, Smooth or Sweeping, Extensive, High Moorlands of Highlands & Islands

The number of landscape character types represented in Zone 8 at level 1, is 29 the way they are grouped at level 3 is into 11 and their
context is strongly Highland Coastal. No. of LCTs (Level 1)/Area of Zone in Zone 8 is 0.010, this gives an indication of the overall diversity
of landscape character in the zone and can be compared between zones.

Table 8.2 Distribution/pattern

Zone LCT
level 1

LCT
level 3

% of
Zone
(area)

No. of
Occurrences

Area
km2

8 Rocky Coastland Highland and
Island Rocky
Coastal
Landscapes

3.9 4 111.74

8 Expansive Moss Peatland
Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

0.7 2 18.76

8 Granite
Moorland

FRSSEHM 6.0 2 172.28

8 Stepped Basalt
Landscape

FRSSEHM 0.5 8 13.81
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8 Settled Lochs Sea Lochs of the
Highlands and
Islands

3.1 1 88.72

8 Broad Forested
Strath

Highland Straths 1.1 1 30.81

8 Smooth
Moorland Ridges

HMRRMts 2.6 2 73.87

8 Rugged Massif HMRSSMts 16.1 6 463.60
8 Interlocking

Sweeping Peaks
HMRSSMts 22.7 3 653.34

8 Rugged Coastal
Hills

RCUHM 12.0 5 345.48

8 Fjord Sea Lochs of the
Highlands and
Islands

0.2 1 5.70

8 Enclosed Bay
and Offshore
Islands

Highland and
Island Rocky
Coastal
Landscapes

2.0 1 57.51

8 Harbour
Settlement

Highland and
Island Towns and
Settlements

0.1 4 3.84

8 Undulating
Moorland

FRSSEHM 0.0 2 0.12

8 Rocky Moorland Rocky Moorlands
of the Highlands
and Islands

2.3 2 66.65

8 Rugged
Mountain Massif

HMRSSMts 0.0 2 0.06

8 Rounded Hills HMRRMts 0.0 1 0.19
8 Wide Farmed

Strath
Highland Straths 0.1 4 3.70

8 Smooth Stepped
Moorland

FRSSEHM 0.2 5 5.94

8 Coastal Strath Highland Straths 0.6 12 17.13
8 Coniferous

Woodland
Plantation

0 3.6 22 103.33

8 Linear Crofting Highland and
Island Crofting
Landscapes

0.1 10 2.93

8 Scattered
Crofting

Highland and
Island Crofting
Landscapes

0.0 1 0.08

8 Harbour
Settlement

Highland and
Island Towns and
Settlements

0.0 1 0.22

8 Rural Estate
Settlement

Farmlands and
Estates of the
Highlands and
Islands

0.0 3 0.54
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8 Rocky Moorland
And Rocky
Undulating
Plateau

Rocky Moorlands
of the Highlands
and Islands

1.7 13 50.10

8 Rugged Massif HMRSSMts 7.6 19 218.92
8 Interlocking

Sweeping Peaks
HMRSSMts 6.3 3 181.04

8 Sounds and
Narrows

Sea Lochs of the
Highlands and
Islands

4.4 10 126.75

Total 150 2817.16

In Zone 8 a total 150 occurrences of landscape character types (landscape units) are found within a zone of total land area 2817 km sq.
The figure 150/2817 is 0.053 per km sq of land within the zone and gives a relative indication of the overall brokenness or fragmentation
of the landscape pattern.

LCT at Level 1 Area/Occurrences (km2)

Rocky Coastland 27.93
Expansive Moss 9.38
Granite Moorland 86.14
Stepped Basalt Landscape 1.72
Settled Lochs 88.72
Broad Forested Strath 30.81
Smooth Moorland Ridges 36.93
Rugged Massif 77.26
Interlocking Sweeping Peaks 217.78
Rugged Coastal Hills 69.09
Fjord 5.70
Enclosed Bay and Offshore Islands 57.51
Harbour Settlement 0.96
Undulating Moorland 0.06
Rocky Moorland 33.32
Rugged Mountain Massif 0.03
Rounded Hills 0.19
Wide Farmed Strath 0.92
Smooth Stepped Moorland 1.18
Coastal Strath 1.42
Coniferous Woodland Plantation 4.69
Linear Crofting 0.29
Scattered Crofting 0.08
Harbour Settlement 0.22
Rural Estate Settlement 0.18
Rocky Moorland And Rocky Undulating Plateau 3.85
Rugged Massif 11.52
Interlocking Sweeping Peaks 60.34
Sounds and Narrows 12.67

The extent (area) of any one landscape character type (at level 1) divided by the number of times it occurs in the zone gives an idea of the
average size of occurrences of that LCT.
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LCTs at Level 3 Area km2 Ratio

Highland and Island Rocky Coastal Landscapes 111.74 18
Peatland Landscapes of the Highlands and Islands 18.76 3
FRSSEHM 172.28 28
FRSSEHM 13.81 2
Sea Lochs of the Highlands and Islands 88.72 14
Highland Straths 30.81 5
HMRRMts 73.87 12
HMRSSMts 463.60 77
HMRSSMts 653.34 108
RCUHM 345.48 57
Sea Lochs of the Highlands and Islands 5.70 9
Highland and Island Rocky Coastal Landscapes 57.51 9
Highland and Island Towns and Settlements 3.84 5
FRSSEHM 0.12 2
Rocky Moorlands of the Highlands and Islands 66.65 11
HMRSSMts 0.06 1
HMRRMts 0.19 4
Highland Straths 3.70 5
FRSSEHM 5.94 8
Highland Straths 17.13 28
0 103.33 172
Highland and Island Crofting Landscapes 2.93 33
Highland and Island Crofting Landscapes 0.08 1
Highland and Island Towns and Settlements 0.22 4
Farmlands and Estates of the Highlands and Islands 0.54 9
Rocky Moorlands of the Highlands and Islands 50.10 8.
HMRSSMts 218.92 36
HMRSSMts 181.04 30
Sea Lochs of the Highlands and Islands 126.75 21

The ratio of the extent (area) of the level 3 groupings gives an indication of the distribution pattern by proportion of the zone.
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Table 8.3 Rarity

LCTs at Level 1 Rarity by occurrence
%

Rarity by extent
%

Rocky Coastland 2 3.9
Expansive Moss 1 0.7
Granite Moorland 1 6.0
Stepped Basalt Landscape 5 0.5
Settled Lochs 0 3.1
Broad Forested Strath 0 1.1
Smooth Moorland Ridges 1 2.6
Rugged Massif 4 16.1
Interlocking Sweeping Peaks 2 22.7
Rugged Coastal Hills 3 12.0
Fjord 0 0.2
Enclosed Bay and Offshore Islands 0 2.0
Harbour Settlement 2 0.1
Undulating Moorland 1 0.0
Rocky Moorland 1 2.3
Rugged Mountain Massif 1 0.0
Rounded Hills 0 0.0
Wide Farmed Strath 2 0.1
Smooth Stepped Moorland 3 0.2
Coastal Strath 8 0.6
Coniferous Woodland Plantation 14 3.6
Linear Crofting 6 0.1
Scattered Crofting 0 0.0
Harbour Settlement 0 0.0
Rural Estate Settlement 2 0.0
Rocky Moorland And Rocky Undulating Plateau 8 1.7
Rugged Massif 12 7.6
Interlocking Sweeping Peaks 2 6.3
Sounds and Narrows 6 4.4

The rarity of a landscape character type within the zone can be identified by the number of time it occurs or its extent. Examination of
both the number of occurrences (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total and the area (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total area will give
an indication of rarity.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

Landscape character within this zone is most diverse in the north with a mix of high
plateaux (106), rugged hills (115) and coniferous plantations, indented by deep sounds and
narrows (127). This gradually leads to a simpler and less fragmented landscape towards the
central section of Zone 8 with large areas dominated by their mountain types (63, 113 and
115) reflecting geology, minimal inhabitation and the impact of land use. The high central
mountains lead to areas of lower moorland (46, 32) to the south and are indented by the
penetration of the sea from the west (119).
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Description

Landform

PROFILE

An aerial view of Zone 8 reveals a clear pattern of mountains running north-south, with
lower moorlands and hills extending from these to the west coast. However, on the ground
it is more difficult to discern this arrangement and the zone appears as a complex mix of
landform from high mountain peaks with smooth, sweeping slopes and deep glens, to rocky
massifs, rocky moorland and an indented coastline, to wide open expanses of moorland.

This complex variation and mix of landform is reflected by there being fairly equal
proportions of land within the 100 m intervals to 500 m, then 16% of the zone between 500
m and 1100 m.

There is also fairly equal proportions of slopes between 0 and 31°, with only 8% of Zone 8
steeper than this.

Sequence
The mountain ranges define the sequence of landform most obviously in this zone, generally
running west to east or north west to south east, separated by deep glens and falling to
lower hills and moorlands to the west. The Great Glen, however, runs along the south
eastern boundary of the zone and effectively cuts through this typical sequence to reveal it
in section.

The sea abuts this landform in the west reaching up some glens to divide certain groups of
hills from others with sea lochs.

Scale
The scale of Zone 8 seems colossal as the high mountains and hills emphasise vertical
elevation as much as horizontal distance. This results in the landscape appearing almost
exaggerated in its third dimension, and the lack of known size indicators mean that it is
difficult to discern actual scale and distance.

The vertical nature of the mountains mean that it is difficult to view any large areas of the
zone from the main viewing points along the glens and coast; this seems to further
accentuate a sense of immense scale.

Landmark features
Zone 8 has an abundance of landform landmarks, these characteristics appearing dominant
and frequent within the landscape.

The most prominent landform landmarks are the highest and most distinctive mountain
peaks combined with the narrowest and most distinctive glens and lochs. For example,
Beinn Sgritheall, Ladhar Bheinn, the Saddle, Rois Bheinn and Glen Shiel, and the lochs
Carron, Duich, Hourn, Nevis, Morar, Eil, Sunart and Linnhe. However, with so many
mountains, groups of distinctive peaks tend also to be discerned and identified, for example
the Five Sisters. Prominent and well-known peaks outwith Zone 8 such as Ben Nevis also
form landmark features.
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During low cloud, greater landmark emphasis is put on foreground and smaller scale
features, for example the loch shores and beaches and island such as around Arisaig.

Experience
As previously mentioned, landform within Zone 8 plays a major part in forming landscape
character. It is so obvious, superlative in quality and diverse in nature to appear almost
forced upon the viewer, although much of the landscape within the zone is not actually
visible from the main access routes.

As the high numbers of mountains, glens and lochs interweave to form the landscape, this
arrangement can only really be experienced by travelling through the zone.

Visually, however, this experience in fine weather is quite demanding, with a multitude of
foci, lines, colours, textures and activity. Indeed, to appreciate the qualities of the mountain
landscape it may be easier to step back from it, for example viewing whilst sitting on a loch
shore or beach, rather than moving within the actual mountains themselves. And after
experiencing the large scale of this landscape, smaller landscape features such as the beaches
and promontories of the west coast, seem very welcoming in their intimacy of
characteristics.

Containment (created by landform and land cover)

TOPOGRAPHY

Containment within Zone 8 is predominantly high due to the spatial enclosure of the steep
and high mountains and deep glens. However, the western and south western part of the
zone is more open due to gentler slopes and the neighbouring expanse of the sea. Within
the mountains ranges, the peaks, passes and ridge tops and lochs offer a sense of local
openness and exposure.

Generally, the elevation of Zone 8 varies considerably with landform, with 56% of the zone
comprising slopes between 11 and 31° and 8% comprising slopes over 32°.

LAND COVER

Vegetation adds little to the containment of Zone 8 with a prevalence of short peatland,
moorland, rough grass and montane vegetation comprising 81%. The location of woodland
within the zone creates some local containment, adding up to 11% of the zone’s area;
however the majority of this is in the form of conifer plantations where the density of trees
means the woodlands are difficult to penetrate except along tracks; and even in the
broadleaf woodlands, this may partly be the case due to the wind pruning of trees.

Open water within the zone, however, contributes to a sense of openness within certain
areas of the landscape, even if the character of these remain influenced by views to
surrounding mountains.

Built development does not contribute greatly to the sense of containment within Zone 8,
apart from within Fort William at a local level. Generally built development is too sporadic
and occurs as too small foci to create enclosure, although woodlands, hedges and walls
associated with these settlements do create small pockets of shelter.
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VISIBILITY

Visibility is limited within the mountain areas of this zone, apart from when these are
experiences from the peaks. Generally, most people view the landscape from the glens,
where views are channelled along or directly across the linear space, just occasionally
focusing on focal peaks. Visibility within the western and south western parts of the zone is
greater in extent, apart from within the undulating moorland or coastal woodlands. The
presence of the sea enables views to the west and up into the zone interior via the coastal
lochs.

MICROCLIMATIC EFFECTS

Generally Zone 8 is subject to a barrage of westerly Atlantic weather systems so conditions
are changeable. However there is a prevalence of high humidity, cloud and rain due to the
maritime conditions and orographic lift which results in condensation over the mountains.
These conditions greatly affect the experience of the landscape – most simply contrasting
between cloudy conditions when the mountains aren’t visible and clear conditions when the
full splendour of the landscape is revealed. Winds from the west are sometimes channelled
along the west to east and south west to north east lochs and glens to impact greatly on
surrounding slopes.

Aspect is also very important upon the steep slopes of this landscape – south facing slopes
possessing favourable warm conditions over north facing slopes, some of which lie in
shadow throughout the winter.

The high elevation of many of the mountains is clearly evident with most snow fall tending
to occur upon the tops gradually diminishing to the lower slopes and creating a grading of
colour that emphasises the highest tops.

EXPERIENCE

The experience of containment is very marked by the landform in this landscape, especially
when travelling along the glens, channelled between their steep slopes. As one proceeds to
areas of undulating moorland further west, the scale of this containment gradually decreases
until one reaches the openness of the west coast.

Although most access routes tend to follow the routes of glens in this landscape, movement
away from these up on to the surrounding slopes soon reveals a greater openness and scale
of landscape.

The experience of containment within the landscape of Zone 8 very much depends on
weather conditions and the contrast between experiencing this area in low cloud or clear
conditions is spectacular. In low cloud, the landscape can seem ‘squashed’ as you are aware
the hill slopes lead to something screened above, creating a sense of anticipation and
mystery; and in clear conditions, the composition and prominence of mountains in such
clarity of light can almost seem two-dimensional – unbelievable in its vertical scale and
splendour.
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Accessibility

DISTANCE

Zone 8 as a whole, located on the western edge of the Scottish Highlands, is distant from
the concentrations of population in the Central Belt of Scotland, and although Fort William
on its eastern edge is just 133 miles from Edinburgh, this may have a journey time of over 3
hours given the indirect nature of the road network in this zone and neighbouring areas.

The main roads entering the southern half of the zone are the A82 from the south and
north east. The northern part of the zone is accessed via the A890 from the north east and
the A87 from the east. The zone can also be reached by ferry from Skye and the Small Isles
to Mallaig. There is no west coast route between this latter village, however, and Glenelg
around the coast to the north in Lochalsh.

PHYSICAL ACCESS

Physical access is restricted in this zone by the orientation and distribution of routes mainly
following the glens and along the coast. The glens tend to run roughly west-east; therefore it
is generally difficult to travel north-south, although the route of the Great Glen eases this in
the south eastern corner of the zone. Some glen and coastal roads are ‘no through’ routes
and thus prevent circulatory movement through the zone. Around 45% of the zone is more
than 2 km from a public road and 13% is over 5 km from the nearest route.

Many of the mountain core areas are only accessible on foot or by boat, for example
Knoydart, Morvern, Garbh Shlios, North Morar and Ardgour. Of the main routes, many are
indirect, winding and narrow which, combined with high numbers of tourist traffic in
summer, impede travelling by car through this landscape.

CULTURAL ACCEPTANCE

Access to Zone 8 off the main public roads is discouraged by some landowners and parking
of cars enabling hillwalkers to travel into the remoter parts of the zone sometimes causes
friction between land users. Access over croftland may also be discourage in some places,
especially during spring and summer and when walking with dogs. However considerable
parts of the zone are publicly accessible via Forestry Commission tracks.

VISUAL ACCESS

As discussed under ‘Containment’, visual access in this landscape is limited by the nature of
the landform. Most views from public roads tend to be confined within the glens and
directed to the highest mountain tops. Features upon hill slopes tend to be highly visible
from slopes on the opposite side of the glen, as these are seen almost in elevation and
against a backdrop. Views are more open around the coast where they dart between island
foci and across the sea, bays and lochs.

EXPERIENCE

Access within this zone along public roads is generally restricted, mainly confined to the
glens and coast by the steep slopes which preside in this landscape. This means the only way
to experience the remoter parts of the landscape is on foot and via boat.

Within the less accessible areas of this zone, the perception of remoteness and wild land is
quite acute and thus senses are highly activated.
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Land cover

VEGETATION

The land cover of this zone comprises predominately a matrix of peatland and heather
moorland vegetation which collectively makes up around 63% of the zone. This is
interwoven with grassland species (11%) and montane vegetation (7%). Collectively these
land cover types subtly blend to form a fairly simple pattern, texture and colour of land
cover that does not distract from the notable landforms. The maritime climate of the areas
results in a lushness of vegetation and, although comprising only 11% of Zone 8, woodlands
create some local diversity adding to the pattern of colour, elevation and texture within the
landscape and creating local shelter.

EXPOSED ROCK

Exposed rock does not form a major part of Zone 8 as a whole; however, in certain
localities, its prominence markedly affects the character of the landscape, emphasising the
steep angles of the mountain tops and the rugged nature of some hills.

The exposed rock and cliffs, skerries and islands also feature importantly along the indented
west coast.

BUILT DEVELOPMENT

Built development does not occur in this zone in any significant proportion (<1%), and it
generally tends to be concentrated due to the steep nature of the landform throughout
much of the landscape. However, where settlements do occur, they tend to create foci in
the landscape, valued for their contrast of scale, colour, form and activity with the
surrounding mountains, the stark differences of these seeming to emphasise the qualities of
each.

EXPERIENCE

Apart from the small foci of built development in this zone discussed above, land cover does
not tend to be seen as a dominant feature of this landscape, dominated as it is by the
superlative landform and sea characteristics. Indeed the experience of it tends to be most
notable where it affects the experience of these landform characteristics; for example, the
sequential screening and revealing of loch side views by trees and the visual emphasis of
mountain burns by threads of riparian trees.

Hydrology and water bodies

TYPE

Water forms a key part of the landscape character of Zone 8, not only in its lochs and
rivers but also with the penetration of the sea into the zone and the predominate wet
weather and high humidity. All these characteristics emphasise the mountain landforms and
divide and distinguish certain parts of the zone from others. Generally, drainage across the
zone is very good on account of the abundance of rivers and lochs and the steepness of
slopes.

The route of rivers and lochs are valued for the access they enable and most settlements
are located next to them or along the coast.
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Most notable within Zone 8 is the long forms of freshwater lochs Quoich, Morar, Arkaig
and Shiel; however, apart from their obvious lack of seaweed and tidal banding, these lochs
tend to be viewed collectively associated with the sea lochs around them.

PATTERN

The rivers and lochs of Zone 8 mainly run along well defined glens, although these are less
pronounced in the gentler moorland areas. The major lochs and rivers run broadly
east–west, with the minor tributaries at right angles to these.

The distribution of rivers and lochs is fairly even throughout the zone, although there tends
to be fewer rivers in the steep mountain areas where slopes are extremely free draining.

EXPERIENCE

As discussed above, rivers and lochs in combination with the

sea and precipitation result in the character of Zone 8 being

strongly influenced by the presence of water. The need to follow glens delineated or filled
by rivers and lochs for access also increases their prominence and greatly influences the
experience of the zone. They tend to lead one through the landscape along their route,
discouraging focus at any one point. In a landscape of such great vertical scale, the lochs and
rivers provide foreground diversity and attraction providing small scale interest, such as
fragments of native woodland, beach deposits and aquatic wildlife.

Built and infrastructure development (present day)

NATURE AND PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT

Settlement within Zone 8 as a whole is infrequent. Where occurring, however, it tends to
be concentrated along the edges of lochs and the coast, within the glens and specifically at
bridging points, utilising favourable access, slope and microclimatic conditions. Although
there are a few concentrations of settlement at the northern tip, western fringe and eastern
edge of this zone, much of the remaining area is largely devoid of this.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INFRASTRUCTURE

Roads, a railway line, estate access tracks and electric powerlines form the major
infrastructural elements in this zone. Major corridors often accommodate several of these
elements in parallel which may have considerable landscape impact within the confined
spaces of the glens. The central part of this zone, extending from south Morar to Knoydart
and Glenshiel Forest is largely devoid of infrastructure, thus possessing qualities of wild land.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

Zone 8 as a whole has little heavy industrial development. however there are some localised
concentrations of development mainly linked to natural resources and the sea; for example
Barmac at Kyle, Mallaig and Arisaig Harbours and various industries at Corpach by Fort
William, and hydro-electricity at several locations.

In terms of landscape character, the major industry influencing Zone 8 is tourism and
associated services. This is focused at Fort William, but also strongly influences the
character of smaller settlements such as Mallaig, Arisaig, Kyle, Glenelg, Plockton and
Lochcarron and the main access routes.
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EXPERIENCE

Built or infrastructural development is generally seen as just a minor feature of Zone 8 in
relation to the overriding dominance of the ‘natural’ landscape. However, as it tends to be
located in close proximity to the few main access routes, there may be a perception when
travelling through the landscape that there is a greater proportion of this kind of
development than there actually is when also considering the remoter areas.

The direct link observed between landscapes and industries which utilise their resources,
such as hydro-electricity, fishing and forestry, can portray a positive image of people
working with their environment. More difficult to comprehend is the development of
service industries that don’t directly relate to their surroundings and could thus be found
anywhere in the country, or alternatively major tourist developments which are heavily
reliant on unpredictable visitor numbers and weather conditions.

The occurrence of local, small scale industry can feature as an interest in the landscape, its
activity, diversity and small scale emphasising the contrasting qualities of the surrounding
landscape without seeming to dominate this.

Visible history

TYPES OF VISIBLE HISTORY

Historic features do not appear as prominent in Zone 8 as in other landscapes in the
Scottish Highlands, mainly on account of the mountain interior deterring settlement. The
principal signs of the past are: finery and ritual monuments from the Neolithic and Bronze
Age; hut circles and duns dating from the Iron Age, crosses, carved stones or chapel sites
from the early Christian period; Medieval castles and churches and the ruined settlements
abandoned during the Clearances in the 18th, 19th and even 20th centuries. Features still
used include crofts, the Caledonian Canal and West Highland Railway, some castles, lodges
and designed landscapes, harbours and military roads and old drove routes.

LOCATION/PATTERN

Most of the historic features in this zone are located upon the shores of the lochs and sea
and within the glens where there is favourable climate, water access, defence, ground and
growing conditions.

EXPERIENCE

Whilst historic features do not dominate the experience of Zone 8 as a whole, they do
affect the character of certain localities and routes. Most notable is the fact that the majority
of historic features occur in areas still favoured for their preferable conditions within a
region of low resident population and a landscape which can still be inhospitable to
inhabitation.

The physical remains of crofts abandoned during the Clearances, although less prominent
than in other areas of the Highlands, strongly affect the local character where they occur.
This is especially the case as estate land ownership, and the relationship of this to present
day crofters, is still considered unresolved by many.

The historic routes of old military roads and drove routes still appear very impressive
where present in the landscape. Although many of these have been covered with modern
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surfaces and signs, they remain largely intact and features such as constructed bridges and
walls create interesting foci in the landscape, the details of these in marked contrast to the
large scale mountainous setting.

The character of historic buildings often seem to relate very strongly to the surrounding
landscape, utilising favourable ground, shelter and local materials. These often seen ‘fitted’
or moulded to the landscape, sometimes in great contrast to more recent structures.

Wildlife

FORMS OF WILDLIFE

Both terrestrial and maritime wildlife feature in this zone. Characteristic are red deer,
otters, birds of prey, gulls, cormorant, seals, salmon, trout, wild cats, pine martens, mink,
chequered skipper, black and red throated divers, herons, badgers, ticks and midges.

The mix of landscape and habitat means, generally, there is great diversity of species
throughout the zone.

LOCATION

Species such as deer, birds of prey, wild cats, pine martens and mink tend to be located in
the mountain and moorland areas, the rarest and shyest of these tending to take refuge in
the remotest ‘wild land’. Maritime species obviously concentrate at the coast; however
particularly spectacular in this zone is the experience of these, most notably otters and seals
within the relative intimacy and shelter of some of the narrow and deep sea lochs such as
Loch Duich, Kyle Rhea and lochs Hourn, Nevis, Ailort and Sunart.

Some species are prolific throughout the zone – the most unpopular and seemingly robust
being the midge.

WHEN

Deer are usually most notable during Autumn and Winter on account of their roaring at the
beginning of this season and their descent from the mountains the worst of the weather to
graze lower grasslands. Birds tend to be most notable in spring and at dawn when most
active and vocal, and otters and seals tend to be most obvious when basking on rocks in
warm weather, the first also causing attraction when playing on loch and coast shores.
Insects are most prolific through late spring to early autumn until the first frosts.

EXPERIENCE

Although wildlife are not generally seen to greatly affect the experience of the entire Zone
8, their prominence in certain places and at certain times of the year do contribute greatly
to local character of the landscape. In particular, the experience of rare species can intensify
the sense of wild land in remote areas and in the small scale glens, this experience can seem
amplified by the containment of the landscape. In many instances, it is the sound of wildlife
that first attracts attention in such a large scale landscape; loud noises such as roaring stags
may echo through the mountains and across the narrow lochs and sounds in quite a
disturbing manner, whilst the humming of insects and jumping of fish can seem to add to the
sense of tranquillity upon the shores.

In contrast to these positive attributes, however, some species such as midges can be
perceived to affect the experience of the landscape in a negative fashion.
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Climate

CLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS

Climate conditions at a broad scale are fairly consistent throughout Zone 8, dominated by
the westerly passage of Atlantic weather systems. There are two major influences on more
localised weather – the mountains and proximity to the coast. Mountain areas tend to have
greater extremes of weather, the microclimate affected by altitude and aspect, with high
levels of relief rainfall and snow, greater frost in the glens, more sunlight and warmer
temperatures on south facing slopes and more shadow and cooler temperatures on north
facing slopes. Maritime areas are more equable with less extremes of temperature, although
with fairly consistent exposure to coastal winds.

Over the zone as a whole, precipitation levels are very high with a mean rainfall of 1981mm.
On average there is most rain in December (238 mm) and least in May, although each
month of the year receives in excess of 100 mm on average.

Average summer temperatures for Zone 8 are 13.5°C varying over about 5°C between the
coast and eastern areas. Average winter temperature is 3.5°C, varying about 1.5°C from
west to east of Zone 8.

LOCATIONAL AND SEASONAL EFFECTS

As previously discussed there is a great microclimatic variation within the mountain areas of
this zone. Apart from these, however, the landscape is generally subject to a wild, wet,
western maritime climate. Consequently, seasonal effects are less marked than neighbouring
inland regions, although there is some distinction with driest conditions usually occurring in
April and May and the latter month also having most sunshine.

The proximity of the coast to much of Zone 8 provides a great clarity of light over the
landscape when clear conditions preside, and the western emphasis means that sunsets
often appear quite stunning at the end of the day.

Hours of daylight are few in winter and especially dark on north facing slopes; however, in
contrast, hours of daylight in summer are long, resulting in a corresponding increase of
activity in the landscape. This is most obviously marked with a great influx of visitors to the
zone, especially around Kyle and Plockton in the north and Fort William and Mallaig and
Arisaig in the south of the zone.

EXPERIENCE

Climate conditions greatly affect the experience of this landscape as already discussed under
‘Containment’. These most importantly affect whether the unique composition of this
landscape and its key foci – the mountains, can be viewed at all. Yet with a typical maritime
and mountain climate, clear visibility is not a common expectation and only acts in increasing
the delight when clear conditions preside.

In low cloud, the landscape can seem ‘squashed’ as its very vertical emphasis is revealed only
within a horizontal band. In such conditions the fact that diagonal footslopes can be seen to
lead to something obscured above creates a sense of mystery and anticipation. The focus of
view is directed to the foreground details and particularly the coast and loch shores.
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In contrast, the landscape appears dynamic in changeable conditions, westerly strong winds
chasing clouds and their shadows over the landform. And in completely clear, bright
conditions, although visibility reveals a spectacular landscape, this can appear a bit two-
dimensional as the complex landform is difficult to discern without the emphasis of shadow.
Generally, periods of dry weather increase outdoor activity and visitor numbers, these
tending to distribute throughout the zone in contrast to wet times when most concentrate
in the main settlements.

The climatic conditions of this zone are particularly emphasised on the coast by the nature
of the sea and how this appears within the intrinsic landscape composition of sky, sea and
land. This also affects whether some parts of the zone are accessible at all from mainland
Scotland by boat, increasing its importance to everyday activity within some parts of the
zone.

Designated landscapes

National Scenic Areas

CONSTITUENTS

Zone 8 contains 7 NSAs. However only two of these occur in their entirety within the zone
(Loch Shiel and Knoydart), three of them account for less then 1% of the NSAs area as a
whole (Wester Ross, Glen Affric, Ben Nevis and Glen Coe) and the remaining two only
representing around half of the NSA’s extent (Kintail and Morar, Moidart and
Ardnamurchan).

Considering only the first and last two of these in any detail, they comprise the following
landscape character types at level 1: Loch Shiel comprises expansive moss (32), granite
moorland (46) rugged massif (115) and interlocking, sweeping peaks (63). Knoydart NSA
comprises a dominance of interlocking sweeping peaks (63) making up 63% of the area, the
remainder consisting mainly of rugged massif (115) 21%, rugged coastal hills (113) 10%, and
rocky coastland (104) 3%. The part of Kintail NSA within Zone 8, similar to Knoydart, is
dominated by interlocking sweeping peaks (63) and rugged massif (115) collectively
accounting for 80% of the area, the remainder made up of small fragments of coastal strath
(21) coniferous woodland and rocky moorland (105).

The part of the Morar, Moidart and Ardnamurchan NSA contained within Zone 8,
comprising 48% of the NSA, comprises mainly rocky coastland (104) 65%, rugged coastal
hills (113) 31%, and a small area of expansive moss (32).

LOCATION AND EXTENT

The location and extent of NSAs in Zone 8 vary considerably, distributed throughout and at
varying scales. Loch Shiel NSA is located within the bottom third of Zone 8 and extends
almost across this, running south west to north east, extending some 128km square.
Knoydart NSA is located in the northern third of Zone 8, forming a roughly circular shape
around Loch Hourn, extending to 395 km square. The South western half of the Kintail
NSA occurs along the north eastern boundary of Zone 8, extending to 90 km square. The
north eastern half of the Morar, Moidart and Ardnamurchan NSA is contained within the
south eastern edge of Zone 8, extending to 75km square. The small fragments of the
Wester Ross, Glen Affric, Ben Nevis and Glen Coe NSAs occur of the northern, north
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eastern and south eastern edges of Zone 8 respectively, each occurring for <1%, <0.1% and
<0.2% of each NSA in the same order.

EXPERIENCE

Although the experience of the four main NSAs contained within Zone 8 varies, Kintail,
Knoydart and Glenshiel all represent areas of high, sweeping, steep peaks plummeting into
narrow deep glens and lochs. The latter two of these NSAs are valued specifically for their
sense of remoteness and wild land, being difficult to access. In contrast to this, the Kintail
mountains enclosing Glen Shiel and Loch Duich can easily be accessed via the A87, which
although affects the sense of remoteness, allows a large number of people to experience
some of the NSA’s great qualities at close hand.

The scale of the mountains within these 3 NSAs is colossal and quite awe inspiring and,
although forming distinct ranges, contain individual landmark peaks too. In contrast, the
Morar, Moidart and Ardnamurchan NSA is mainly appreciated for its coastal characteristics
– the combination of an indented coast harbouring small scale local features, with open
areas of moorland, the sea and offshore views to the Small Isles, Skye and over to Morar.

Historic gardens and designed landscapes

NATURE OF THE LANDSCAPES DESIGNATED AND NON-DESIGNATED

There are two original Historic gardens and designed landscapes (HGDL) In this zone and
two new HGDL.

Recreationonal Landscapes

Nature and location of landscapes
The main focus of recreation within Zone 8 occurs along the coast, loch shores and
mountain areas. Coastal recreation is mainly attracted to the beaches, small harbour towns
and ferries to islands around Loch Carron and Plockton in the north of the zone and Arisaig
and Mallaig in the south. The key mountain areas visited by hill walkers or ‘wild campers’ are
those which contain Munros (mountains over 3000’) such as Moidart, Morar, Knoydart and
Glenshiel, although other areas such as Ardgour and Morvern are also visited due to
qualities of remoteness and wild land. Many visitors are attracted to the glens and lochs of
the zone, often en route and valuing the proximity of services and features to the main road
within the confines of glens.

Fort William is the main town within Zone 8 targeted for its provision of services and is
strategically positioned to provide access to the coast and mountain ranges all around and
specifically Ben Nevis to its east.

At the broad scale, the recreational experience of Zone 8 is mainly divided between the
coastal areas and the interior mountains and between the areas serviced by recreation
facilities near the main access routes of settlements and the remote lands. Recreation very
much concentrates on utilising the landscape resource for outdoor exploration and active
sports.

At the foci of recreation, there may be many people concentrated within the landscape
during the summer season. Although these may create an interesting spectacle in
themselves, especially in the harbour towns adding to the focus of activity, they may appear
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to compromise the quality of landscapes more valued for their ‘wild’ qualities. Despite this,
however, the difficulty in accessing the most remote areas of Zone 8 mean that these
qualities can be experienced elsewhere at a more personal level.

One seasonal element that affects the experience of recreation in Zone 8 is the blight of
midges in summer and this may result in localised concentration of people and where their
effect seems lessened such as on exposed coasts.

2 Importance and value of the zone landscape

A judgement of the importance or value of the zonal landscape under the following
headings:
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Category Brief explanation of
landscape importance
(if any)

Importance
(GB, Scotland,
zone)

Landscape Character Importance
rarity Knoydart – large area of

‘wild land’. Scenic
superlatives of steep
mountains and deep,
narrow fjords.

GB

extent Main contrast of coast and
mountains

Zonal

diversity (including specific landmarks)
pattern Zonal
integrity Very high for remote

mountain and sea lochs
Scotland

local distinctiveness Scotland
fragility/sensitivity Potential impact of

increased visitation
GB

Scenic importance
qualities Very high. Traditional

qualities – steep
mountains into sea and
lochs

Scotland

perceptions Scotland
Learning Importance
Environmental Education Not common, apart from

linked to active sports
Zonal

Interpretation Zonal
Enjoyment Importance
Recreation High. Remote hillwalking Scotland
Amenity Zonal
wildness and tranquillity Unique. Coastal

mountains inaccessible
GB

Designations
NSAs 7 NSAs (2 complete, 2 at

50%, 3 very small
fragments)

Scotland

AGLVs ?
Regional Landscape Designations ?
Historic Gardens & Designed Landscapes 4 HGDLS Zonal
Cultural Importance
pre history (designated/non-designated) Input from HS ?
medieval (designated/non-designated)
recent (designated/non-designated)
Socioeconomic Importance
social Heavy industries

associated with natural
resources.

Zonal

economic Tourism major industry Zonal
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3 Landscape and trends in the zone

• Pressures/influences which have a particular effect on the landscape of the zone:
• Nature of landscape pressures/influences – a brief description
• Trends: increasing, static or declining

− long term (> 5 years), medium term (2 to 5 years),
− short term (< 2 years)

• Importance: important, not important

Pressure Nature of landscape
pressures/influences
and trends within
zone, relative
importance within the
zone

Scale of landscape influence
(+ve/–ve) within zone when
considered in an all Scotland
context

Major Inter. Minor Negligible

Built development
Residential Increase in holiday homes

� pressure for new
houses for local people.
Many ‘kit’ houses threaten
intrinsic landscape
character.

�

Retail Universal development
threatens unique
character of Fort William

�

Industrial �
Other
Infrastructure Transport
Roads and tracks Impact of tourist traffic.

Road upgrading difficult to
accommodate on steep
hills and next to lochs.

�

Rail related Could be utilised further �
Ferry related Pressure to replace? �
Other New/upgraded bridges �
Infrastructure other
Telecoms Numerous individual

applications. Create point
foci to compete with hills
and distract from linear
visual movement along
glens.

�

Water treatment/abstraction ?
Waste management ?
Coastal defences Impact on foreground

views from shore side
roads

�

Other
Minerals
Open cast coal
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Sand and Gravel Borrow pits and local
quarries

�

Hard rock Borrow pits and local
quarries for road building

�

Peat
Other
Forestry and Woodlands
Restructuring of existing Very visible on steep

slopes. Difficult to access
some areas.

�

Creation of new small �
Creation of large new/native Several proposals –

afforest landscapes
currently open. Piecemeal
in some very sensitive
landscapes.

�

Other
Aquaculture and Fishing
Finfish Cumulative impact.

Impact in remote areas
not accessible on land.

�

Shellfish �
Fishing (River & loch) �
Other
Land Management
Sheep production High numbers in some

areas – erosion prevents
regen.

�

Crop production Generally decreasing �
Sport shooting Conflict with hill walkers.

High deer numbers
�

Other Rhododendron clearance �
Energy
Nat. grid/infrastructure Rationalisation/upgrading

occurring in some places
�

Wind Possible proposals �
Hydro Number of small scale

proposals
�

Wave ?
Other
Tourism and Recreation
Golf Impact on

beaches/machair possible
�

Marinas Potential �
Skiing facilities Expansion of facilities.

Localised
�

Leisure facilities/visitor
centres

High number. Existing
character of landscape –
active recreation

�

NH Information provision Scattered at present �
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Walking related/footpaths Existing pressure on
popular routes but
upgrading may affect
sense of remoteness

�

Other

4 Building a sustainable future

Landscape influences and trends in the zone (Table 3)

Aspects of
importance
of the zonal
landscape

(Table 2)

1
Residential/
Retail

2
Roads
&

Tracks

3
Telecoms

4
Forest
restructuring
and new
large
woodlands

5
Aquaculture

6
Estate
Manage-
ment

7
Tourist
and
sports
facilities

A. Landscape
character
Rarity and
Fragility – GB
Integrity and
distinctiveness
– Scot
B. Scenic
importance
High
traditional
values – Scot
C. Learning
importance
Not utilised
widely – zonal
D. Enjoyment
importance
Active
recreation –
Scot
E.
Designations
High number
of NSAs –
Scot
F. Cultural
importance?
G. Socio
Economic
importance
Pressure of
tourism in
some areas,
not exploited
in appropriate
way in some
areas
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ZONE 9 NORTH EAST COASTAL PLAIN

1 Nature of the landscape resource

Diversity, distribution and rarity of landscape character in the zone
Note: Ignore any LCT which is shown as <10 km sq (if important feature will be covered
elsewhere, if important characteristic locally will be flagged up in description)

Table 9.1 Diversity

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

Context Area
km2

9 Major River Valleys Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

Lowland 26.19

9 Hills Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

Lowland 19.74

9 Coast Lowland Coastal
Landscapes of the
North East

Coastal 6.99

9 Open Farmland Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

Lowland 49.23

9 Wooded Farmland Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

Lowland 25.90

9 Coastal Strip Lowland Coastal
Landscapes of the
North East

Coastal 44.39

9 Agricultural Heartlands Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

Lowland 1,330.46

9 Moorland Plateaux FRSSEHM Highland 37.97
9 Straths and Valleys Highland Straths Lowland 60.28
9 The Coast Lowland Coastal

Landscapes of the
North East

Lowland Coastal 110.45

9 Coastal Farmland Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

Lowland Coastal 648.31

9 Agricultural Heartland Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

Lowland 634.81

9 River Valleys Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

Lowland 145.87

9 Coastal Lowland Coastal
Landscapes of the
North East

Coastal Lowland 1.20
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9 Coastal Lowlands Lowland Coastal
Landscapes of the
North East

Coastal Lowland 35.89

9 Uplands HMRRMts Upland Highland 0.00
9 URBAN AREA Upland Igneous and

Volcanic Hills The
Ochil, Sidlaw,
Cleish and Lomond
Hills

Upland 59.76

Total 3237.44

HMRRMts = High, Massive, Rolling, Rounded Mts of Highlands & Islands

HMRSSMts = High Massive, Rugged, Steep-sided Mts of Highlands & Islands

FRSSEHM = Flat or Rolling, Smooth or Sweeping, Extensive, High Moorlands of Highlands & Islands

The number of landscape character types represented in Zone 9 at level 1, is 17 the way they are grouped at level 3 is into 6 and their
context is strongly Lowland Coastal. No. of LCTs (Level 1)/Area of Zone in Zone 9 is 0.005, this gives an indication of the overall diversity
of landscape character in the zone and can be compared between zones.

Table 9.2 Distribution/pattern

Zone LCT
level 1

LCT
level 3

% of
Zone
(area)

No. of
Occurrences

Area
(km2)

9 Major River
Valleys

Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

0.8 5 26.19

9 Hills Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

0.6 4 19.74

9 Coast Lowland Coastal
Landscapes of the
North East

0.2 3 6.99

9 Open Farmland Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

1.5 10 49.23

9 Wooded
Farmland

Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

0.8 6 25.90

9 Coastal Strip Lowland Coastal
Landscapes of the
North East

1.4 2 44.39

9 Agricultural
Heartlands

Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

41.1 9 1,330.46

9 Moorland
Plateaux

FRSSEHM 1.2 1 37.97

9 Straths and
Valleys

Highland Straths 1.9 1 60.28

9 The Coast Lowland Coastal
Landscapes of the
North East

3.4 3 110.45
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9 Coastal
Farmland

Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

20.0 5 648.31

9 Agricultural
Heartland

Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

19.6 5 634.81

9 River Valleys Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

4.5 1 145.87

9 Coastal Lowland Coastal
Landscapes of the
North East

0.0 1 1.20

9 Coastal
Lowlands

Lowland Coastal
Landscapes of the
North East

1.1 1 35.89

9 Uplands HMRRMts 0.0 1 0.00
9 URBAN AREA Upland Igneous

and Volcanic Hills
The Ochil, Sidlaw,
Cleish and
Lomond Hills

1.8 7 59.76

Total 65 3237.44

In Zone 9 a total 65 occurrences of landscape character types (landscape units) are found within a zone of total land area 3237. km sq.
The figure 65/3237 is 0.020.per km sq of land within the zone and gives a relative indication of the overall brokenness or fragmentation of
the landscape pattern.

LCT at Level 1 Area/Occurrences (km2)

Major River Valleys 5.23
Hills 4.93
Coast 2.33
Open Farmland 4.93
Wooded Farmland 4.31
Coastal Strip 22.19
Agricultural Heartlands 147.82
Moorland Plateaux 37.97
Straths and Valleys 60.28
The Coast 36.81
Coastal Farmland 36.81
Agricultural Heartland 126.96
River Valleys 145.87
Coastal 1.2
Coastal Lowlands 35.89
Uplands 0
URBAN AREA 8.53

The extent (area) of any one landscape character type (at level 1) divided by the number of times it occurs in the zone gives an idea of the
average size of occurrences of that LCT.
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LCTs at Level 3 Area (km2) Ratio

Agricultural Lowlands of the North East 26.19 21
Agricultural Lowlands of the North East 19.74 16
Lowland Coastal Landscapes of the North East 6.99 5
Agricultural Lowlands of the North East 49.23 41
Agricultural Lowlands of the North East 25.90 21
Lowland Coastal Landscapes of the North East 44.39 36
Agricultural Lowlands of the North East 1,330.46 1108
FRSSEHM 37.97 31
Highland Straths 60.28 50
Lowland Coastal Landscapes of the North East 110.45 92
Agricultural Lowlands of the North East 648.31 540
Agricultural Lowlands of the North East 634.81 528
Agricultural Lowlands of the North East 145.87 121
Lowland Coastal Landscapes of the North East 1.20 1
Lowland Coastal Landscapes of the North East 35.89 29
HMRRMts 0.00 0
Upland Igneous and Volcanic Hills The Ochil, Sidlaw, Cleish and
Lomond Hills

59.76 49

The ratio of the extent (area) of the level 3 groupings gives an indication of the distribution pattern by proportion of the zone.

Table 8.3 Rarity

LCTs at Level 1 Rarity by occurrence
%

Rarity by extent
%

Major River Valleys 7 0.8
Hills 6 0.6
Coast 4 0.2
Open Farmland 15 1.5
Wooded Farmland 9 0.8
Coastal Strip 3 1.4
Agricultural Heartlands 13 41.1
Moorland Plateaux 1 1.2
Straths and Valleys 1 1.9
The Coast 4 3.4
Coastal Farmland 7 20.0
Agricultural Heartland 7 19.6
River Valleys 1 4.5
Coastal 1 0.0
Coastal Lowlands 1 1.1
Uplands 1 0.0
URBAN AREA 10 1.8

The rarity of a landscape character type within the zone can be identified by the number of
time it occurs or its extent. Examination of both the number of occurrences (of a LCT) as a
percentage of the total and the area (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total area will give an
indication of rarity.
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LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

The dominant LCTs in Zone 9 are various types of agricultural landscapes. These occur
throughout the Zone covering approximately 85% of its area. The other main LCTs are
determined by the presence of the coast and rivers. Coastal LCTs occur around the
periphery of the zone, and this is also where the largest urban areas are located. River
valleys radiate from the higher ground inland beyond Zone 9, but only where they are well-
defined are they classified as separate from the prevailing agricultural lands. This occurs on
the Deveron and the lowest reaches of the rivers Dee and Don. A small part of the area
(1–2%) is moorland plateau, and this is an outlier of extensive areas of higher ground
outwith this Zone.

Description

Landform

PROFILE

The landform of almost all of this Zone is gently undulating. Inland, to the west and south, it
begins to rise into the higher ground of adjacent Zones and this western fringe is where the
highest ground of the Zone is located (1531 feet at Glens of Foundland).

Coastal landforms are both extensive and distinctive in this Zone which has east and north-
facing coastlines. Rocky cliffs and coasts occur along much of the Moray Firth coast, and as
promontories on the eastern seaboard. Dramatic, sweeping sandy bays with extensive dune
systems are typical of the North Sea edge, where they form one of the longest extents of
such coast in the UK.

Rivers and river valleys are locally important landform features. In the Zone they form the
lowest reaches of rivers that rise in the Cairngorm mountains further inland.

SEQUENCE

The hinterland of the coastal edge is predominantly gently undulating ground. This is
punctuated by four main river valleys that radiate across the zone from higher ground
inland. These rivers flow either northerly or eastwards to the coast.

SCALE

The horizontal scale of the landform can be considerable in the flatter areas of the Zone.
This is highlighted on the coast by the adjacent expanse of the sea. Generally, the vertical
scale of the Zone is not large (more than two-thirds of the area is lower than 100 m), but
locally the coastal cliffs can provide dramatic vertical contrast to the horizontal emphasis of
the landform.

The glens are generally medium in scale, with the notable exceptions of the large-scale
valleys of the rivers Dee and Don.

LANDMARK FEATURES

Coastal features are notable in this Zone. The long expanse of dunes and beaches at
Balmedie and Forvie north of Aberdeen, and between Peterhead and Fraserburgh, are
distinctive. Amongst the cliffs and promontories of the rocky coastline there are occasional
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arches and caves. Particular named features include the Bullers of Buchan, a blowhole or
collapsed sea cave, located south of Peterhead.

There is little high ground within the Zone, so that even low hills can appear prominent.
Mormond Hill near Fraserburgh is only 234 metres high, but it is a distinctive feature for
some distance.

The river valleys are prominent features of this Zone, although those of the Dee and Don
are often wide and shallow enough to ‘disappear’ as valleys and instead resemble undulating
ground. Parts of the Ythan and Deveron, however, form steep-sided almost gorge-like
valleys. The Tore of Troup, on the north coast near Pennan, is a distinctive, steep-sided,
complex valley landform.

EXPERIENCE

Major transport routes tend to follow significant landform features, notably river valleys and
the coast, so that these aspects of the topography are often closely visible. The gently
undulating land that forms much of this zone is relatively straightforward to travel through,
and the subtle variations in topography can be appreciated easily.

Containment

TOPOGRAPHY

Much of the Zone has a low level of containment because of the lack of high ground,
predominantly gentle slopes, and also the presence of the coast. Parts of some river valleys,
for example the lower reaches of the Dee and Don, have much greater containment; and
some valleys, e.g. the Deveron and Ythan, are gorge-like in places.

LAND COVER

Vegetation is fairly uniform across this Zone (83% is agricultural, 5% is moorland and rough
grassland).

Generally, it does not contribute to containment, except where woodland (8% of land
cover) occurs as shelterbelts, policy plantings, or plantations. Built development is a
significant feature (3% of land cover) in this Zone, but it does not significantly contribute to
the sense of containment.

VISIBILITY

Visibility is generally extensive because of the gently rolling topography, low relief, and
relative lack of woodland. Some inland areas can feel highly contained: this occurs most
commonly in steep river valleys and where policy plantings or shelterbelts block views.

MICROCLIMATIC EFFECTS

Most of the Zone experiences a climate typical of the drier east coast of Scotland. The coast
itself has a marked impact on the microclimate of the edges of the zone with, for example,
increased wind speeds and frequency. In addition, when the coastal haar or sea fog lowers
temperatures and increases humidity.
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EXPERIENCE

The main transport routes are generally aligned with the most favourable topography (e.g.
river valleys) and to serve the main population centres (mostly coastal or riverine). As a
result, the experience of containment varies widely, from the expanse and open-ness of the
coast, to the relative enclosure of the river valley routes. Elsewhere, the amount of
containment also varies, with the broadly undulating topography being interspersed with
occasional areas of woodland. The experience of wide views across the agricultural farmland
contrasts with the enclosure of tree-lined minor roads.

Accessibility

DISTANCE

Zone 9 contains Aberdeen, a major population and service centre from which road, rail, air,
and ferry routes radiate. Transport links to the city are straightforward and varied, despite
its distance from the main cities of central Scotland (141 miles from Glasgow, 128 miles
from Edinburgh). Aberdeen is the traditional mainland link with Orkney and Shetland, as
well as ports in Norway and, more recently, North Sea oil rigs.

There are several other large towns, and numerous villages in the Zone, which is linked to
the Central Belt of Scotland by a coastal trunk road (A90) and railway. The Zone is also
linked to Inverness by a railway and trunk road (A96). Deeside provides a route westwards
towards Braemar (A93).

PHYSICAL ACCESS

It is a striking feature of Zone 9 that hardly any area is more than 2 km away from a public
road. The only exceptions are three small areas (Loch of Strathbe.g. Moss of Cruden, and
Gartly Moor) that lie between 2 and 5 km from a road. This dense network of roads on
relatively easy terrain makes access straightforward.

Two old railway lines (in Buchan and along Deeside) are now partly used as footpaths and
cycleways. Parts of the coast have footpaths, and the country parks in the Zone facilitate
access.

CULTURAL ACCEPTANCE

This probably varies throughout the Zone. Several areas are widely accepted as having
public access, for example the country parks (Haddo, Balmedie, Aden); the National Nature
Reserve at Forvie; National Trust for Scotland properties (e.g. Fyvie, Castle Fraser); Forest
Enterprise land (e.g. Tyrebagger Hill, Aberdeen); and council promoted access, for example
at Duff House, Banff. In contrast, access in the agricultural areas is likely to be less
straightforward except on locally known routes.

VISUAL ACCESS

Generally, ‘visual access’ in this Zone is widespread due to the lack of containment.

EXPERIENCE

The general experience of access in this Zone is that it is straightforward. The road network
and high level of settlement throughout the Zone make access relatively easy.
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Land cover (including vegetation and land use)

VEGETATION

The vegetation over the vast majority of the area (83%) is agricultural – arable and improved
grassland – of which arable is much more common. Agricultural land occurs throughout the
Zone and, although the field pattern varies slightly, most fields are medium-sized.

Traditional field boundaries were drystone dykes, and in certain areas these remain to form
distinctive landscape features. They are particularly noteworthy where they form large
‘consumption dykes’, which are broad stone walls built to contain the large number of
boulders that had to be cleared from the fields in some parts of the Zone (e.g. near
Aberdeen). Post and wire fences occur in some areas, and elsewhere they have replaced or
reinforced some stone dykes.

Woodland, of various types, covers approximately 8% of the Zone. It is often associated
with river valleys; elsewhere it tends to be rather scattered with only occasional large
woods or plantations. Shelterbelts and policy plantings are the other main categories of
woodland.

Heather moorland, rough grassland, and peatland together cover about 5% of the area. They
generally occur on the fringes of the Zone, on poorer land within the agricultural areas that
has not been improved.

Dune vegetation accounts for 1% of the area, but it has considerable interest as a habitat. In
addition, it forms a relatively large and distinctive landscape on the coast.

EXPOSED ROCK

This is a major feature of the coast both as rocky cliffs, promontories and foreshore, and
also as sand. Rock is frequently exposed in some river valleys, either on river beds or where
erosion has cut into the country rock. Exposed rock on hillsides is rarer in this Zone
because the slopes tend to be fairly gentle and covered in vegetation.

BUILT DEVELOPMENT

Urban areas and rural development account for 4% of the Zone. Their impact on the
landscape is even greater than this figure suggests, and they form significant land cover in
some areas. It is a very well-settled landscape with a full range of settlement types from
cities, towns, and villages to rows of cottages and individual farmsteads.

The settlement pattern is mixed. The major city (Aberdeen) and largest towns (Peterhead,
Fraserburgh, Banff, Cullen) are located on the coast, together with several fishing villages
(e.g. Pennan, Portsoy). Many of the inland towns are sited on rivers (e.g. Inverurie on the
Don).

Scattered almost evenly throughout the rest of the Zone are numerous villages, hamlets,
and individual steadings. They are mostly traditional in style and vary depending on the local
building stone.

Usually, steadings and cottages are situated in relatively sheltered locations, and often have
one or more tress nearby.
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There is a large number of castles and mansionhouses in the Zone, and they are often
significant local landscape features. Pressure for development in parts of the Zone is
considerable, and several villages and towns have grown recently, particularly near
Aberdeen.

EXPERIENCE

The variety of the landcover, and its often close relationship with the landform, is an
important part of the experience of the landscape of this Zone. This occurs not only in
visual terms, but also in its impact on factors such as the amount of shelter or exposure, and
the sense of history that can be appreciated.

Hydrology and water bodies

TYPE

The two major rivers that flow through this Zone are the Dee and the Don. They are more
meandering in their upper reaches within the Zone, where the valleys appear relatively
broad and shallow, but the rivers are rocky and boulder strewn throughout. Lower reaches
of other rivers occurring in the Zone are varied – there are steep rocky gorges on parts of
the Deveron and Ythan, and also wider, gently flowing stretches of these and other rivers
such as the Ugie.

There are only two lochs of any size in the Zone which, partly in consequence of rarity,
form notable landmarks. These are the Loch of Strathbeg between Peterhead and
Fraserburgh; and Loch of Skene east of Aberdeen.

PATTERN

Rivers in the Zone are the lower reaches of rivers flowing out from higher ground inland.
There is a roughly radial pattern from these hills, with rivers in the Zone running either
northwards (e.g. Deveron) or eastwards (e.g. Dee) to reach the coast. Lochs, being so
infrequent, present no pattern other than very occasional and random.

EXPERIENCE

Rivers and river valleys are major features of this Zone, particularly as they often form
significant transport routes. Lochs are generally insignificant, except on a very local scale.

Built and infrastructure development (present day)

NATURE AND PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT

Settlement is frequent in this well-populated area and it occurs in a wide range of types and
locations. Aberdeen and some of the largest towns (Peterhead and Fraserburgh) are located
on the coast, all having evolved, at least in part, due to their harbours. They are still fishing
ports, although Aberdeen is now more reliant on oil rig supplies. There are smaller
settlements all along the coast, ranging from the county town of Banff, and other fishing and
tourist settlements such as Cullen, Buckie and Portsoy; to small fishing villages like Pennan
and Findon.

Nucleated settlements are frequent inland. Several are located on the larger rivers, for
example Huntly on the Deveron, Inverurie on the Don, and Ellon on the Ythan. Other
towns, such as Oldmeldrum and Turriff, are located at the junction of transport routes, or
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where markets would have been held. In addition to these settlements, smaller villages,
hamlets and farmsteads are spread almost evenly across the relatively flat landform of this
Zone.

Much of the development is traditional in style and is built from local stone: granite over
much of the area, with occasional pockets of old red sandstone (e.g. Turriff). Most famously
in Aberdeen, ‘the Granite City’, this association of building stone with an area is an
important component of the landscape character of the Zone. The formality or symmetry of
some of the planned villages is another distinctive part of the landscape, particularly in the
north of the Zone where some were built to house people from the highland clearances.
Examples include New Deer and Mintlaw, and estate villages such as Dunecht.

In contrast to the traditional forms of settlement, recent economic growth, particularly
associated with Aberdeen, has led to the construction of large numbers of new houses. The
new settlements of Westhill and Kingswells were built as dormitory towns for Aberdeen;
and new areas of housing added on to existing settlements, for example at Bridge of Don on
the northern edge of the city. These new areas of housing can have significant impacts on
the landscape of the Zone as they tend to be more visible, being on the edges of
settlements; and often constructed using colours that contrast with the traditional use of
grey granite and slate.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INFRASTRUCTURE

Aberdeen is the focus for the railways and all the main roads in the Zone. Transport routes
fan out from the city along the coast (e.g. A90 south and north, railway south); river valleys
(e.g. A93 west to Braemar, A96 north-west towards Inverness); and throughout the
relatively easily – traversed landscape in a dense network of major and minor roads.
Generally, bridges are a feature only on the major rivers and are often only visible for short
distances. The location of Aberdeen on the coast and two rivers means there are several
notable bridges in the city and nearby. Aberdeen is also the location for an airport with links
to the rest of Britain and parts of Scandinavia, a busy heliport, and a major harbour.

Other major infrastructural elements tend to be located on the coast. Obvious amongst
these are the many harbours, both large and small. These elements also include the power
station at Peterhead and the north sea gas terminal at St Fergus, both of which are
significant landmarks. Oil and gas pipelines, on the other hand, are noticeable only by the
small fluorescent markers that indicate their routes from St Fergus and Cruden Bay to the
south.

High voltage power lines radiate from the Peterhead power station and again from sub-
stations near Kintore and Aberdeen. Telecommunications masts are spread throughout the
area, and Mormond Hill is currently made more conspicuous in the landscape by the
satellite dishes near its summit.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

Aberdeen is the major centre for industrial development in the Zone. Near the harbour is a
range of buildings for storage and processing, principally linked to the fishing, oil, and
transport industries. On the edges of the city, and often visible from its approaches and
surrounding countryside, are many large offices for oil companies as well development such
as industrial units, pipe storage yards, retail sites, and experimental facilities.
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Elsewhere in the Zone, industry tends to be concentrated around the larger settlements. In
addition to this, a particular pattern that can be seen is the concentration of large paper
(and, previously, textile) mills along the Don. Nowadays these are concentrated in Inverurie
and Aberdeen, the remnants of historical use of the water power of the river.

Quarrying, past and present, has occurred at various locations in the Zone, perhaps most
famously at Rubislaw granite quarry within Aberdeen.

This is now closed, and is not very obvious from the ground: only when approaching
Aberdeen airport can clear views be had of it. Granite is still quarried on a fairly large scale
near Kemnay, while the relics of slate quarrying can still be seen on the hillside at Glens of
Foundland near Huntly.

EXPERIENCE

There are all types of settlement within the Zone, and the range from city to villages and
steadings is an intrinsic part of the landscape. This is emphasised where the form of building
echoes the geology and landform, for example where granite buildings are tucked into the
fold of a river, or around a natural harbour. The settlements are served by a finely ramified
network of roads, but apart from this the main impacts of infrastructure are limited to one
or two dominant installations at the coast. Industrial development is almost wholly
associated with larger towns so its separate impact is relatively limited.

Visible history

TYPES OF VISIBLE HISTORY

The best known types of archaeological feature in this Zone are standing stones, often
carved, and stone circles. These occur almost throughout the Zone, and are frequent and
obvious features in the landscape. They are ancient and resonant elements of the area,
dating from, roughly, 4,000 to 1,500 years ago.

Relics of defences from the iron age onwards include a prominent motte (earth mound) at
Inverurie, and occasional hill forts (for example at Dunnideer). Many of the castles for which
the area is famous have their origins in mediaeval times, and these are still notable
landmarks either standing on their own, for example near Oyne; or surrounded by later
parkland, for example at Drum Castle. Later, more peaceful ages allowed the construction
of mansionhouses with no need for defences, and these, particularly when set amongst
wooded policies, add variety to the landscape. An example is Leith Hall near Huntly.

Over most of the Zone, the use of stone dykes for field boundaries remains one of the
most frequent and obvious remnants of previous times. In certain areas, the high number of
stones to be cleared from fields resulted in them being used in over-sized walls that could
be wide enough to drive a cart along. These are known as consumption dykes and they are
a common, and striking feature immediately west of Aberdeen.

LOCATION AND PATTERN

Standing stones and stone circles occur throughout the Zone. Mottes and hill forts are
much less common, and are concentrated near the eastern edge of the Zone. Castles are
sited at strategic locations throughout, including the coast, river promontories, and hillocks.
The centres of most established settlements contain historical buildings that can include
churches, houses, mills and so on.
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EXPERIENCE

The range and extent of historical features in this area form an essential part of the
landscape. It also highlights the long history of human impact in the Zone.

Wildlife

FORMS OF WILDLIFE

Grazing and browsing species such as deer and rabbit can have considerable physical impact
on the elements of the landscape, although birds are often more visible. This is particularly
so on the coast, where, during spring and early summer, the cliffs can be full of nesting
seabirds such as kittiwakes, guillemots, fulmars and puffins. The sight and sound of these
birds contributes greatly to the experience of the coastal landscape. Aberdeen has great
numbers of seagulls, to the extent that they can be a nuisance, for example in scattering
rubbish. Over-wintering wildfowl (notably geese) and waders are also present, usually in
large numbers. In spring and summer, breeding oystercatchers and lapwings are particularly
noticeable on farmland and road side verges across the area.

The waters around the coast are home several species of cetacean of which dolphins and
porpoises are the most commonly encountered. Both British species of seal are also
frequently seen.. Many of the rivers are renowned for trout and salmon, and they are often
magnets for other species that feed on fish, for example otters, herons and sawbill ducks
such as goosanders.

LOCATION

The coastal area, and the two main bodies of fresh water (Loch of Skene and Loch of
Strathbeg), account for most of the population of wintering wildfowl, waders, cliff-nesting
seabirds, seals, and cetaceans. Woodland, particularly broadleaved or mixed, hosts red
squirrels; grey squirrels are also found in parts of the Zone.

Forvie National Nature Reserve, north of Aberdeen, is designated partly for the populations
of wildfowl/waders including eiders and terns.

WHEN

Winter is when the populations of geese settle to roost on lochs and feed on farmland.
While during spring and summer is the time of greatest activity as most species are rearing
young. Squirrels, badgers, otters, newts, and bats are found all year, as are birds such as
mute swan and heron.

EXPERIENCE

Apart from the occasional glimpse of dolphins and seals at the coast, the sight in winter of
skeins of geese overhead is one of the most eloquent of this Zone. There is also the highly
distinctive cry of the oystercatcher, which is the bird most indicative of Aberdeenshire
during the breeding season.
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Climate

CLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS

Zone 9 is located on the north east coast of Scotland and has, therefore, a drier climate
than average for the country. It is colder than the west coast, and windy. The haar, or east-
coast sea fog, is a feature of the coast and, occasionally, of further inland in the area.

LOCATIONAL AND SEASONAL EFFECTS

The coast has a significant influence on the climate of the area. It is cooler, windier, and
more susceptible to haar than the inland parts of the Zone. Snow in winter can be
significant. The latitude of the Zone means the sun is low in winter, and daylight short.
Correspondingly, summer days are long.

EXPERIENCE

The haar can affect the experience of the landscape as well as, obviously, reducing the
extent of views. The light conditions caused by low sun can emphasise subtle landforms. The
sun shining on granite buildings can highlight the mica flakes in the stone, making them
sparkle.

Designated landscapes

National Scenic Areas
There are no National Scenic Areas in this Zone.

AGLVS and other Local Authority designations
(no reference made to AGLV map; therefore no measurements)

NATURE OF THE LANDSCAPE DESIGNATED

Much of the coastline, both dunes and cliffs, has been designated as Areas of Regional
Landscape Significance (Grampian Structure Plan 1994). Parts of major river valleys, the Dee
and Deveron, also have this designation.

LOCATION AND EXTENT

Most of the coastline apart from that fronting towns and cities is designated. Fairly large
stretches of the Dee and Deveron river valleys are also designated.

EXPERIENCE

The fact of designation is not labelled by notices, so the designation cannot be experienced
unless its existence is already known.

Historic gardens and designed landscapes

NATURE OF THE LANDSCAPES DESIGNATED AND NON-DESIGNATED

Several sites are the gardens of relatively small mansion-houses or tower houses, generally
with wooded policies around them. Some, such as Pitmedden, are nationally renowned.
However, Zones 9 and 12 are known for their number of large estate houses and castles
with associated landscapes. Many of these are in National Trust for Scotland ownership and
receive large numbers of visitors and tourists.
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LOCATION

They occur throughout the Zone and are fairly evenly spread across it. Designated
(‘Inventory’) sites, however, tend to be concentrated in or near river valleys and there are
none in the north-easternmost third of the Zone.

EXPERIENCE

These sites make a significant contribution to the wider landscape, particularly where policy
woodlands punctuate an otherwise open area.

Recreational landscapes

Nature of landscapes
There is a range of recreational landscapes in the Zone. For walkers, they include coastal
footpaths, woodlands and forests, designed landscapes (particularly National Trust
properties), and the interest of standing stones. Cyclists and horse riders can also use some
of these routes and areas. There are also parts of three regional walking routes, some based
on disused railway lines – the Formartine and Buchan Way, Deeside Way, and Gordon
Way. There are Country Parks at Haddo, Aden, and Balmedie.

Some sea cliffs are used for climbing, part of the north coast is suitable for scuba diving, and
there is also some sailing. Most rivers are fished, and some are used for canoeing and
rowing. The bay at Aberdeen is often used for surfing and windsurfing.

Location
Much recreation is based on the coast and rivers, and near Aberdeen. Forest and woodlands
are also widely used, as are Country Parks and National Trust properties. These occur in
most parts of the Zone. The two disused railway lines run north of Aberdeen to Peterhead
and Fraserburgh, and west of Aberdeen towards Peterculter.

Experience
The sight of people using the area for recreation can add a dimension of interest to the
experience of the landscape. This is, perhaps, particularly the case when expertise is clearly
involved, for example in fishing or sailing.

2 Importance and value of the zone landscape

A judgement of the importance or value of the zonal landscape under the following
headings:
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Category Brief explanation of
landscape importance
(if any)

Importance
(GB, Scotland,
zone)

Landscape Character Importance

rarity Similar patter occurs in
much of lowland
agricultural areas of
Scotland

Zonal

extent Zonal
diversity (including specific landmarks) Zonal
pattern Zonal
integrity Zonal
local distinctiveness Zonal
fragility/sensitivity Zonal
Scenic importance
qualities Zonal
perceptions Zonal
Learning Importance
Environmental Education Zonal
Interpretation Zonal
Enjoyment Importance
Recreation Zonal
Amenity Zonal
wildness and tranquillity Zonal
Designations
NSAs N/A
AGLVs Coastal, rivers Zonal
Regional Landscape Designations N/A
Historic Gardens & Designed Landscapes Range of types, several

imperious
Scotland

Cultural Importance
pre history (designated/non-designated) Standing stones and stone

circles
Scotland/Great Britain

medieval (designated/non-designated) Castles Scotland/Great Britain
recent (designated/non-designated) Zonal
Socioeconomic Importance
social Aberdeen, St Fergus oil

industry. Peterhead,
fishing etc

Great Britain

economic

3 Landscape and trends in the zone

• Pressures/influences which have a particular effect on the landscape of the zone:
• Nature of landscape pressures/influences – a brief description
• Trends: increasing, static or declining

− long term (> 5 years), medium term (2 to 5 years),
− short term (< 2 years)

• Importance: important, not important
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Pressure Nature of landscape
pressures/influences
and trends within
zone, relative
importance within the
zone

Scale of landscape influence
(+ve/–ve) within zone when
considered in an all Scotland
context

Major Inter. Minor Negligible

Built development
Residential Significant development

pressure near Aberdeen
✔

Retail ✔
Industrial ✔
Other Offices ✔
Infrastructure Transport
Roads and tracks ✔
Rail related ✔
Ferry related ✔
Other
Infrastructure other
Telecoms ✔
Water treatment/abstraction ✔
Waste management ✔
Coastal defences Dunes, area of retreating

coast
✔

Other
Minerals
Open cast coal N/A
Sand and Gravel ✔
Hard rock ✔
Peat ✔
Other
Forestry and Woodlands
Restructuring of existing ✔
Creation of new small ✔
Creation of large new/native ✔
Other
Aquaculture and Fishing
Finfish Fish farming could be

significant offshore
because of high visibility

✔

Shellfish
Fishing River Major fishing rivers but

little development
generally associated with
it

✔

Other
Land Management
Sheep production ✔
Crop production ✔
Sport shooting ✔
Other
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Energy
Nat. grid/infrastructure Peterhead power station

– significant because of
high population able to
see developments on hills
or offshore

✔

Wind ✔
Hydro ✔
Wave ✔
Other
Tourism and Recreation
Golf Existing ✔
Marinas ✔
Skiing facilities ✔
Leisure facilities/visitor
centres

✔

NH Information provision ✔
Walking related/footpaths ✔
Other
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4 Building a sustainable future

Landscape influences and trends in the zone

Aspects of
importance of the
zonal landscape

(table 2)

1
Residential,
retail,
industrial

2
Waste
management

3
Minerals

4
Forest
restructuring

5
Tourism
and
recreation

A. Landscape
character extent and
pattern
B. Scenic importance
Mountain, glen, loch
and strath
C. Recreation and
wildland
D. NSAs
E. Recreational and
amenity (zone)
F. NSAs and HGD’s
(Scotland) AGVLs
(zone)
G. Cultural
importance (to be
completed)

General landscape objectives required

Specific landscape objectives required
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ZONE 10 CENTRAL HIGHLANDS

1 Nature of the landscape resource

Diversity, distribution and rarity of landscape character in the zone

Table 10.1 Diversity

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

Context Area
km2

10 Uplands & Glens HMRRMts Highland 718.83
10 Cairngorm straths Highland straths Highland
10 Farmed straths Highland straths Highland
10 Rolling uplands HMRRMts Highland
10 Farmed & wooded foothillls Highland foothills Highland
10 Broad forested strath Highland straths Highland
10 Smooth moorland ridges HMRRMts Highland 128.03
10 Rugges Massif HMRSSMts Highland 137.04
10 Isolated mountain plateau HMRSSMts Highland 40.42
10 Smooth rounded hills HMRRMts Highland 76.79
10 Small craggy knolls & hills RCUHM Highland 22.28
10 Loch and Glen Highlands & Islands

Glens 1
Highland 62.67

10 River Valleys Highland straths Lowland 52.14
10 Uplands HMRRMts Upland

Highland
513.26

Total 2730.57

HMRRMts = High, Massive, Rolling, Rounded Mts of Highlands & Islands

HMRSSMts = High, Massive, Rugged, Steep-sided Mts of Highlands & Islands

RCUHM = Rugged, Craggy, Upland hills and Moorland of Highlands & Islands

In Zone 10 (Central Highlands) there are 14 LCTs (Level 1) represented (at > 10 km sq), these can be grouped into 6 at level 3. (2 Strath
and Glen types, 1 rolling mountainous type and 1 rugged mountainous type and 2 foothills types). The context of Zone 10 is strongly
Highland. No. of LCTs (Level 1)/Area of zone in Zone 10 is 0.005.
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Table 10.2 Distribution/pattern

Zone LCT
level 1

LCT
level 3

% of
Zone
(area)

No. of
Occurrences

Area
km2

10 Uplands & Glens HMRRMts 26 7 718.83
10 Cairngorm straths Highland

straths
3 6

10 Farmed straths Highland
straths

1 2

10 Rolling uplands HMRRMts 30 1
10 Farmed & wooded

foothillls
Highland
foothills

1 2

10 Broad forested strath Highland
straths

2 3

10 Smooth moorland
ridges

HMRRMts 5 3 128.03

10 Rugged Massif HMRSSMts 5 3 137.04
10 Isolated mountain

plateau
HMRSSMts 1 1 40.42

10 Smooth rounded hills HMRRMts 3 3 76.79
10 Small craggy knolls &

hills
RCUHM 1 2 22.28

10 Loch and Glen Highlands &
Islands Glens 1

2 2 62.67

10 River Valleys Highland
straths

2 1 52.14

10 Uplands HMRRMts 19 6 513.26
Total 42 2730.57

In Zone 10 there are 42 occurrences of LCTs at level 1 (where LCT > 10 km sq) found within a zone of total land area 2730. The figure
42/2730 is 0.015 given an indication of the overall brokenness or fragmentation of the landscape and can be compared between zones.

LCT at Level 1 Area/

Occurrences (km2)

Uplands & Glens 102.69
Cairngorm straths 11.90
Farmed straths 12.96
Rolling uplands 822.97
Farmed & wooded foothillls 6.85
Broad forested strath 15.04
Smooth moorland ridges 42.68
Rugges Massif 45.68
Isolated mountain plateau 40.42
Smooth rounded hills 25.60
Small craggy knolls & hills 11.14
Loch and Glen 31.34
River Valleys 52.14
Uplands 85.54

In Zone 10 the upland LCTs occur as large units (822 km sq → 85 km sq). The Strath and Glen types as one would expect are much
smaller in extent (52 km sq → 12 km sq), with the more rugged tops, slopes and foothills having a similar range of extent (45 km sq → 7
km2).
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LCTs at Level 3 Area km2 Ratio

HMRRMts 2259.88 165
Highland straths 194.59 14
HMRSSMts 177.46 13
Highland Foothills 13.69 1
RCUHM 22.28 2
Highlands & Islands Glens 62.67 5

The ratio of level 3 LCT groupings gives an indication of the distribution pattern by proportion of the zone, Massive, Rolling, Rounded
Mountains dominate Zone 10.

Table 10.3 Rarity

LCTs at Level 1 Rarity by occurrence
%

Rarity by extent

%

Uplands & Glens 17 26
Cairngorm straths 14 3
Farmed straths 5 1
Rolling uplands 2 30
Farmed & wooded foothillls 5 1
Broad forested strath 7 2
Smooth moorland ridges 7 5
Rugged Massif 7 5
Isolated mountain plateau 2 1
Smooth rounded hills 7 3
Small craggy knolls & hills 5 1
Loch and Glen 5 2
River Valleys 2 2
Uplands 14 19

Level 1 LCA

The landscape of Zone 10 is characterised by substantial tracts of the same Upland and mountainous LCTs with lesser areas of Strath and
Glen LCTs extending up the main river catchments from the edges of the zone.

The Uplands character types have a marked SW/NE orientation whereas the more rugged mountainous LCTs form a concentrated block
at the southern end of the zone.

Description

Landform

PROFILE

In general, the profile of the landform in Zone 10 is one of smooth and rounded, convex
slopes rising to considerable heights.

Deeply incised in places by burns and rivers which towards the edge of the zone often
occupy the base of broad glens and straths. In the south the profiles are a good deal more
dramatic with rugged and precipitous slopes and corries being common place.

In the zone as a whole 42% of the land area has a slope of 1–5o, 4% is flat and only 1% falls
within the slope range of 32–40o (max for Zone 10).
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SEQUENCE

A south west/north east section reveals 3 major landform steps from high and rugged
mountains, to high uplands, to moorlands.

diagram

South east/north west sections exhibit more uniformity/consistency rising from northern
and southern glens to lower slopes, upper slopes and tops.

The predominant aspects in the zone are south east and north west reflecting the
dominance of this section.

SCALE

Although of considerable height (80% of the zone is >300 m, and 26% > 600 m) the vertical
scale of much of the zone is difficult to appreciate because of the mass of the uplands and
their gradual rising slopes. However, in the south the vertical scale is more readily
experienced owing to the preciptiousness of the slopes. The horizontal scale or
expansiveness of the landscape in the zone is reflected in the uniformity/similarity of the
LCTs across the zone and the extent and unbrokenness of the land above 600 m which is
greater even than that seen in Zone 11.

LANDMARK FEATURES

Landform features of landmark ‘quality’ are infrequent within this zone and where they
occur it tends to be as the individual peaks of the southern mountains e.g. Creag Meagaidh
and Carn Liath. The passes of Sloch and Corrieyairack may rank as landmark features.

EXPERIENCE

Public routes through Zone 10 are few and tend to skirt its edges or cut through the land
mass in a south east/north west direction. From these locations the sense of the land mass,
its continuity and uniformity is foremost. A sense of exposure is emphasised by the general
lack of trees, little settlement and ‘in bye’ land and often by snow clad tops and windblasted
corries. This experience of landform dominance in the landscape is only highlighted when an
off-road perspective is taken.

Containment (created by landform and land cover)

TOPOGRAPHY

The containment offered by landform within this zone is generally low because of the
continuous nature of the upland landmass. The glens which penetrate into this land mass
and their upper incised reaches result in some containment as illustrated in Strath Dearn
and Findhorn the upper Dulnain and the Fechlin, Glen Shirra and Glen Roy where several
sequential elevation classes occur in close proximity to one another.

LAND COVER

Generally vegetation is fairly uniform across the zone and is of a character which
contributes little to containment other than where woodland occurs within the glens and
straths identified above. The dominant landcover summary classes being Peatland, Heather
Moorland, Montane, rough and improved grassland.
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Built development is only very sporadic within the glens and straths of this zone makes a
negligible contribution towards containment.

VISIBILITY

Visibility though wide (reflecting the lack of containment) is often not particularly extensive
owing to the convex nature of the landform. However visibility on the southern and
northern edges of the zone across neighbouring zones is by contrast often very extensive.

MICROCLIMATIC EFFECTS

The elevation of the zone generally means that it experiences higher levels of precipitation
than the zones immediately to the north and south (21 and 12).

Likewise average windspeeds (and the visible effects of wind in vegetation and snow lie) are
higher. Where significant, year-round shelter exists (really only in the occasional steep sided
glen and gully) this is emphasised by a corresponding luxuriance in the vegetation.

EXPERIENCE

One only experiences much in the way of containment infrequently in this zone and most
often on the dead-end single track roads which penetrate well into the zone and the narrow
gullies and glens which lead off from there.

Accessibility

DISTANCE

Zone 10 is located at some considerable distance form the major population centres of the
central belt (Edinburgh x miles and Glasgow y miles) but is close to the Inverness
conurbation (15 miles or less). The A9 and A86 trunk roads and the east coast railway line
are the principal means of travel to the zone and apart from occasional winter snow
problems, provide relatively easy access.

PHYSICAL ACCESS

Physical access within the zone is however less easy and widespread. The 2 main roads
bisect the zone and traverse its southern boundary, and from that various single track, dead-
end roads extend into the zone, mainly as access to the large estates of the interior. From
here tracks (some bulldozed) and footpaths penetrate further into the hills providing access
for sport shooting and fishing. One per cent of the zone is > 8 km from public roads, with a
substantially greater area 15 per cent, being between 5 and 8 km and 39 per cent being
between 2 and 5 km from public roads. The terrain of the interior can be difficult to
traverse owing to vegetation cover (deep heather and peat hagging).

CULTURAL ACCEPTANCE OF ACCESS

Access within this landscape (i.e. off roads) is tolerated rather than encouraged, access is
often discouraged during the stag season and sometimes also hind.

VISUAL ACCESS

Visual access tends to be along defined corridors into the zone, i.e. up glens and straths.
There are however a few high level routes e.g. Corrieyairack and Glen Kyllachy, and peaks
e.g. in south from where one can see deep into the zone.
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EXPERIENCE

The general experience of access within the zone is that it is restricted both by the nature
of the terrain and provision of physical access routes and the lack of explicit encouragement
(information, signs etc.). Because of this the zone presents both a physical and psychological
challenge and a unique wild land experience.

Land cover (including vegetation and land use)

VEGETATION

The vegetation cover of this zone contributes substantially to its landscape character, with
texture, colours and patterns of montane, peatland and moorland vegetation emphasising
the underlying upland landforms, and grasslands the glens and straths. In the south of the
zone low growing alpine vegetation, heather and poor rough grassland surround areas of
montane character, the plateaux, summits, ridges and corries of the higher hills.

The central part of the zone is characterised by its vast peatlands, more montane in
character to the south, heather moorland in the north. This central area then blends into
the drier heather moorlands of the north. At the north east and south east extremities of
the zone plantation and other mixed woodlands are characteristic. The penetrating glens
and straths are characterised by poor and semi-improved grasslands in the south with
increasing component of improved grasslands to the north and even a little cropped ground
in the far north of the zone.

EXPOSED ROCK

Exposed rock is common place in the south of the zone where rocky summits, ridges,
screes, moraines and corries are key characteristics of the landscape. Elsewhere rock
outcrops, crags and knolls are locally frequent as in the south east of the zone (122 level 1)
and north west of zone (37 level 1). In the far north of the zone (141 and 102 level 1) the
exposed rock and debris of gorges and deeply incised moorland burns are characteristic.

BUILT DEVELOPMENT

Built development though present and characteristic in its own right does not contribute
significantly to the land cover of the zone. (see also 1.2.6).

EXPERIENCE

The pattern of landcover echoes and emphasises the remote and often exposed character
of this zone, hiding little and expressing the ‘rawness’ of the terrain.

Hydrology and water bodies

TYPE

The rivers and burns of Zone 10 tend to be steep-sided and boulder-strewn. The only
major river of the zone is the Findhorn and this along with the tributaries of the Spey and
the Dulnain flow in a north easterly direction.

There are few lochs in the zone and these are only a characteristic feature of the landscape
of the southern part where small upland lochs are to be found around the peaks of Ben
Alder and Creag Meagaidh and the large reservoirs of Loch Laggan and Loch Ericht (LCTs
115 and 72 level 1).
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PATTERN

The pattern of hydrology within the zone, although it has a north east/south west emphasis
is not that clearly defined in landscape terms owing to the lack of repetition.

EXPERIENCE

Although not characteristic of the zone as a whole rivers, do have a major effect on the
experience of the landscape of particular parts of the zone, namely the less intensively
farmed glens and straths where they form a central feature (LCTs 10, 102 and 35 level 1).

Built and infrastructure development (present day)

NATURE AND PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT

Settlement within Zone 10 is very light. The one or two small nucleated settlements tend to
relate to key routes e.g. Tomatin and Roybridge (both railway settlements) and elsewhere
there are a scattering of individual dwellings in the various glens and straths, the latter
relating to farming and estate activity. The only strong link in landscape terms is that
between the location of settlement the better land, and shelter. Although not within Zone
10 the close vicinity of (Inverness, Aviemore, Kingussie, Grantown on Spey) has resulted in
the building of ‘commuter’ residences around the peripheries of Zone 10.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INFRASTRUCTURE

Roads and railways are the most obvious infrastructure features in this landscape, however
other than the more major trunk roads (A9 and A96) they are small and tend to fit with the
prevailing landscape character.

Quarries other than borrow pits are not a feature of the landscape of this zone.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

Obvious industrial development is limited to distilling at Tomatin where the distillery is a
prominent built feature in the landscape.

EXPERIENCE

The experience of built and infrastructure development is that it is a recognisable
characteristic of the landscape of Zone 10 but that is dominated by the more natural
components of the landscape especially landform.

Visible history (past settlement, landuse, churches, brochs, forts, dykes, standing
stones etc.)

TYPES OF VISIBLE HISTORY

Estate houses, isolated bothies, drystone dykes, shieling sites, archaeological sites, historic
artefacts.

LOCATION/PATTERN

Whilst the occasional isolated bothy and estate lodges are often located well into the zone
at the end of the glens, the bulk of visible evidence of past settlement and landuse is to be
found on the north western and south eastern edges of the zone (in LCTs 35, 37, 10 and
142 level 1), other than the Wade military roads and associated bridges which extend
through the zone.
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EXPERIENCE

Whilst evidence of previous occupation can be readily discerned in this landscape it is not of
a prominence (to the untrained eye) that makes it a particularly dominant component of the
landscape.

Wildlife

FORMS OF WILDLIFE

Wildlife which is characteristic of this landscape include birds of prey, red deer, mountain
hares, red grouse. These can be readily observed in many parts of the zone and along with
moorland birds can form an important part of the landscape experience.

LOCATION

Mountain hares and red grouse are more characteristic of the northern peatlands and
heather moorlands, whereas birds of prey (golden eagle, hen harrier, buzzard) can be seen
throughout. Red deer are generally not found in the landscapes of the far north of the zone.

WHEN

Red deer are more visible in winter and in bad weather when they drop down off the hills,
mountain hares more visible in their ermine, but present year-round.

Red Grouse and breeding moorland birds (visitors) are more obvious in spring and early
summer when behaviour and ‘song’ is more pronounced and territorial.

EXPERIENCE

Although the general level of ‘obvious’ wildlife is low compared to many zones, the presence
of species and numbers infrequently experienced elsewhere lends this zone a special
attraction.

Climate

CLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS

Precipitation AV annual 3200 mm in south to 1200 mm in north.

Windy throughout the zone.

LOCATIONAL AND SEASONAL EFFECTS

Obvious cline of rainfall, snowfall from south west to north east.

EXPERIENCE

Prolonged snow lie emphasises landforms and sense of remoteness.

Designated landscapes

National Scenic Areas
There are no National Scenic Areas in Zone 10.
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AGLVS and other Local Authority designations

NATURE OF THE LANDSCAPE DESIGNATED

There are 2 (HC) designated areas of Great Landscape Value in this zone (to check HC and
also Moray Council), these are both on the river Findhorn at Dulsie and Ardclach and would
seem to cover sites of historic merit and visitor attraction (check Nairnshire LP, Badenoch
and Strathspey LP, Strathdearn, Strathnairn and Loch Ness east for other local authority
designations).

Historic gardens and designed landscapes

NATURE OF THE LANDSCAPES DESIGNATED

There are no historic gardens and designed landscapes inventory sites in Zone 10. (section
to be completed after receipt of HGDL profiles).

Recreational landscapes

Nature of location of landscapes and activities
The landscapes of Zone 10 in general are remote and not very accessible. These particular
wild land characteristics attract the keen hillwalker, ‘through walkers’, runners and mountain
bikers, wild campers and bird watchers on day outings.

The more dramatic mountain landscapes in the south of the zone attract great numbers of
hillwalkers (being Munros) and rock and ice climbers in season.

Towards the northern end of the zone the ready road access and good snow lie means that
these parts are frequented in season by x country skiers.

The tributaries of the Findhorn provide some challenging white water canoeing.

Fishing and sport shooting are widespread ‘recreational’ activities throughout the zone.

EXPERIENCE

The landscape experience provided by the zone is one of wildness, remoteness and
challenging terrain.
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2 Importance and value of the zonal landscape

Category Brief explanation of
landscape importance
(if any)

Importance
(GB, Scotland,
zone)

Landscape Character Importance
rarity suspect level of

importance is
- Scotland(?)

extent Scottish but need to see
in relation

- Scotland(?)

diversity (including specific landmarks) to other zone profiles
and national analyses

pattern
integrity - Scotland(?)
typicalness/local distinctiveness - Scotland(?)
fragility/sensitivity
Cultural Importance
pre history (designated/non-designated)
medieval (designated/non-designated)
recent (designated/non-designated)
Socioeconomic Importance
social large estates provide

much of employment
basis

zonal

economic zonal
Scenic importance
designated
non-designated
‘Spiritual’ Importance
remoteness and tranquillity remote and little visited Scotland
Learning Importance
Environmental Education
Interpretation
Enjoyment Importance
Recreation important for particularly

remote experience
Scotland

Amenity

Designations

NSAs
AGLVs
Regional Landscape Designations
Historic Gardens & Designed Landscapes
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3 Landscape and trends in the zone

Pressure Nature of pressure
trends within zone,
relative importance
within the zone

Scale of pressures within zone
when placed in

an all Scotland context

Major Inter. Minor

Built development
Residential
Retail
Industrial
Other
Infrastructure Transport
Roads and tracks Road improvement/track

creation for various
activities including
telecoms, windfarms,
estates

�

Rail related
Ferry related
Other
Infrastructure other
Telecoms Along road corridors,

effects on wild land
experience and landscape
impacts. Trend: increasing
numbers

�

Water treatment
Waste management
Coastal defences
Other
Minerals
Open cast coal
Sand and Gravel
Hard rock
Peat
Other
Forestry and Woodlands
Restructuring of existing
Creation of new small
Creation of large new/native Moorland fragmentation,

fencing: Trend for steady
increase

�

Other
Land Management
Sheep production Localised over-grazing �
Crop production
Sport shooting Too many deer, access

track creation
�

Aquaculture
Finfish (localised increase)
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Shellfish (poor control)
Fishing river engineering �
Other
Energy
Nat. grid/infrastructure
Wind Increasing number of

applications wild land and
landscape impacts

�

Hydro
Wave
Other
Tourism and Recreation
Golf
Marinas
Skiing facilities
Leisure facilities/visitor centres
Information provision
Walking related/footpaths Footpath erosion/creation �

Other

4 Building a sustainable future

Pressures and Trends

The
importance of
the Zonal
Landscape

1
Roads
and
tracks

2
Telecoms

3
Creation of
new native
wood-
lands

4
Sport
shooting

5
Fishing

6
Wind

7
Sheep

8
walking
related

A. Landscape
character rarity,
extent integrity,
fragility (Scot)
B. Remoteness
and tranquillity
(Scot)
C. Social and
economic
(Zone
D. Recreation
(Scot)

General Objectives

Specific Objectives
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ZONE 11 CAIRNGORM MASSIF

Nature of the landscape resource

Diversity, distribution and rarity of landscape character in the zone
Note: Ignore any LCT which is shown as <10 km sq (if important feature will be covered
elsewhere, if important characteristic locally will be flagged up in description)

Table 11.1 Diversity

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

Context Area
km2

11 Mountain Plateau High Massive
Mountain Plateau of
the Cairngorms

Highland 568.20

11 Uplands and Glens HMRRMts Highland 1,882.97
11 Cairngorm Straths Highland Straths Highland 82.92
11 Smooth Rounded Hills HMRRMts Highland 1.50
11 Loch and Glen Highland and Island

Glens
Highland 10.92

11 Uplands HMRRMts Upland Highland 119.64
11 Highland Glens Highland and Island

Glens
Highland 298.16

11 Highland Glens with
Lochs

Highland and Island
Glens

Highland 5.99

11 Highland Summits and
Plateaux

HMRRMts Highland 1,065.41

Total 4,035.71

HMRRMts = High, Massive, Rolling, Rounded Mts of Highlands & Islands

HMRSSMts = High Massive, Rugged, Steep-sided Mts of Highlands & Islands

FRSSEHM = Flat or Rolling, Smooth or Sweeping, Extensive, High Moorlands of Highlands & Islands

The number of landscape character types represented in Zone 11 at level 1, is 9 the way they are grouped at level 3 is into 4 and their
context is strongly Highland. No. of LCTs (Level 1)/Area of Zone in Zone 11 is 0.0025, this gives an indication of the overall diversity of
landscape character in the zone and can be compared between zones.
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Table 11.2 Distribution/pattern

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

% of
Zone
(area)

No. of
Occurrences

Area
km2

11 Mountain
Plateau

High Massive
Mountain Plateau
of the
Cairngorms

14.1 3 568.20

11 Uplands and
Glens

HMRRMts 46.7 6 1,882.97

11 Cairngorm
Straths

Highland Straths 2.1 20 82.92

11 Smooth
Rounded Hills

HMRRMts 0.0 1 1.50

11 Loch and Glen Highland and
Island Glens

0.3 2 10.92

11 Uplands HMRRMts 3.0 2 119.64
11 Highland Glens Highland and

Island Glens
7.4 24 298.16

11 Highland Glens
with Lochs

Highland and
Island Glens

0.1 1 5.99

11 Highland
Summits and
Plateaux

HMRRMts 26.4 4 1,065.41

Total 63 4,035.71

In Zone 11 a total 63 occurrences of landscape character types (landscape units) are found within a zone of total land area 4035. km sq.
The figure 63/4035 is 0.015.per km sq of land within the zone and gives a relative indication of the overall brokenness or fragmentation of
the landscape pattern.

LCT at Level 1 Area/Occurrences (km2)

Mountain Plateau 189.40
Uplands and Glens 313.82
Cairngorm Straths 4.1
Smooth Rounded Hills 1.50
Loch and Glen 5.46
Uplands 59.82
Highland Glens 12.43
Highland Glens with Lochs 5.99
Highland Summits and Plateaux 266.35

The extent (area) of any one landscape character type (at level 1) divided by the number of times it occurs in the zone gives an idea of the
average size of occurrences of that LCT.
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LCTs at Level 3 Area km2 Ratio

High Massive Mountain Plateau of the Cairngorms 568.20 378
HMRRMts 1,882.97 1255
Highland Straths 82.92 55
HMRRMts 1.50 1
Highland and Island Glens 10.92 7
HMRRMts 119.64 79
Highland and Island Glens 298.16 198
Highland and Island Glens 5.99 3
HMRRMts 1,065.41 710

The ratio of the extent (area) of the level 3 groupings gives an indication of the distribution pattern by proportion of the zone.

Table 11.3 Rarity

LCTs at Level 1 Rarity by occurrence
%

Rarity by extent
%

Mountain Plateau 4 14.1
Uplands and Glens 9 46.7
Cairngorm Straths 31 2.1
Smooth Rounded Hills 1 0.0
Loch and Glen 3 0.3
Uplands 3 3.0
Highland Glens 38 7.4
Highland Glens with Lochs 1 0.1
Highland Summits and Plateaux 6 26.4

The rarity of a landscape character type within the zone can be identified by the number of time it occurs or its extent. Examination of
both the number of occurrences (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total and the area (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total area will give
an indication of rarity.

Landscape character
The vast majority of this Zone (approximately 90%) consists of high, massive, mountain and
mountain plateaux landscape character types. The core mountain plateau of the Cairngorms
in the centre of the Zone, and Lochnagar in the east, is surrounded by a ring of high upland
hills.

The remaining character types are highland glens and straths. These are located in small area
on the west of the Zone, and in a series on the southern fringe where they form the upper
reaches of the Angus glens. On all sides of the Zone its boundaries link with major glens
that radiate from it.

Description

Landform

PROFILE

This zone is characterised by a mountainous topography of extensive high level plateaux and
individual mountain summits which includes the largest continuous area above 1,000 metres
in Britain. The mountains are generally massive and rounded and, together with intervening
deep glens and features such as corries, they display a classic landscape of glacial erosion
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that is internationally important. Therefore, the landform contains frequent examples of U-
shaped valleys, corries, truncated spurs, and hanging valleys. Narrow ridges and peaks,
however, are absent as the mountains have a smooth outline above the glacially eroded
features. Occasional mountain summits have granite tors which form notable landmarks.

SEQUENCE

The main plateau area of the Cairngorms is located in the centre of the Zone, with an
outlier at Lochnagar to the east. Around these areas are successive ridges of rounded
summits that are dissected by a series of wide glens. The fringes of the Zone at west and
south contain the uppermost reaches of major glens.

SCALE

The landform is very large in scale as well as elevation. None of the zone lies below 200
metres, while at its highest it reaches 1,309 metres at Ben Macdui which is the second
highest mountain in Britain. Most of the Zone lies between 400 and 800 metres above sea
level.

The great breadth as well as the height of these rounded, bulky mountains increases their
scale. Glacially-eroded glens have been deepened and steepened to produce massive
features themselves, all on a dramatic scale.

LANDMARK FEATURES

Despite the extent of the mountainous area, and the broad similarity of landform type of
rounded hills and glaciated features, the summits, slopes, and glens of the Zone provide
almost numerous landmark features. The core plateaux are widely visible and distinctive. In
addition, the tors on hills such as Ben Avon and Beinn Mheadhoin are particularly
prominent. The long ‘whaleback’ ridges of hills to the south of the Zone, such as Beinn
a’Ghlo, are landmarks for stretches of the A9 trunk road.

Glacial erosion has resulted in many distinctive landmarks, including the U-shaped valleys
that the ice deepened. The Lairig Ghru is the largest, and best-known, example of this.
Corries can be spectacular features, particularly where the steep, rocky head-wall and
gouged-out shape contrast with the more smoothly rounded summits of the mountains. The
set of corries on Braeriach, and the north face of Lochnagar are dramatic examples of
erosion.

EXPERIENCE

The few public roads within this Zone are concentrated around the edges. However, they
follow glens and passes from which the scale and shape of much of the landform can be
easily appreciated. It is, perhaps, the grandeur and remoteness of the area that are its most
obvious features, and this is emphasised when the old drove roads, hill tracks and hill-
walking routes are followed into the heart of the Zone.

Containment (created by landform and land cover)

TOPOGRAPHY

Visual containment due to topography varies widely through the Zone, depending on
elevation of the viewer. It ranges from relatively narrow valleys and enclosed corries where
containment is significant, and emphasised by the large vertical scale of much of the Zone; to
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wider U-shaped glens with long linear views; and to the extraordinarily spacious and open
panoramas that are possible from the upper slopes of the mountains.

LAND COVER

Built development is largely absent over much of the area, and vegetation is limited to
ground-covering plants, so that land cover does not contribute to a sense of containment.

Elsewhere, however, some lower parts of the Zone are famous for native Caledonian
pinewoods, and these grand trees can provide a distinctive form of enclosure while allowing
glimpses to the surrounding hills and glens.

VISIBILITY

Visibility largely varies with height, so that it feels almost limitless on the summits in clear
weather, but can be relatively limited in some of the lower glens. Throughout the Zone,
topography both restricts views while at the same time forming the cynosure or focus of
many viewpoints.

MICROCLIMATIC EFFECTS

Elevation and the aspect probably have the greatest impact on the microclimate within the
Zone. Wind speed and frequency increases with height, and this exposure limits the type of
vegetation that can survive at altitude. The greatest visual indicator of this is the tree line
where woodland growth peters out. Snow and ice lie longest on high ground and in north-
facing corries and dips. This again has an impact on vegetation, as well as creating greater
seasonal diversity.

EXPERIENCE

There is dramatic variation in containment throughout the Zone, and this is a characteristic
experience of travelling through the mountains of the area. Hill-walkers, stalkers, and
‘Munro-baggers’ experience the greatest change as they climb out of enclosed glens onto
the panoramic extents of the high tops. Areas of pine forest have a characteristically varied
element of containment.

Accessibility

DISTANCE

Zone 11 is located at the north of the Grampian mountains. It lies very approximately 120
miles north of Glasgow and Edinburgh, 40 miles south of Inverness, and 60 miles west of
Aberdeen. Trunk roads linking these cities pass along the edges of the Zone through larger
glens and passes. The Inverness to Perth railway line also follows the main route south over
Drumochter in the south of the Zone. Therefore, reaching the fringes of the Zone is
relatively straightforward, although snow occasionally restricts access on all routes for
several months of the year.

PHYSICAL ACCESS

The mountains of the Zone have always acted as a barrier to communication between the
north and south of Scotland. The terrain is difficult for access, consisting of high hills, often
precipitous slopes and crags, and many rivers. The elevation of the Zone means weather
conditions are often poor and can also hamper access.
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Apart from the trunk roads that skirt the area, only minor roads and tracks penetrate the
hills; and these do so for only short distances. Estate routes and bulldozed tracks cover a
slightly larger area, and the old drove roads and passes that run north-south are still in
existence, increasingly used for recreation. Footpaths for stalking and hill-walking are
frequent, radiating out from the main entrance points such as Linn of Dee to reach most hill
summits. 12% of the Zone is more than 8 km away from even a minor road, although most
of it (60%) lies between 2 km and 5 km from a road.

CULTURAL ACCEPTANCE

This varies throughout the Zone, largely depending on land ownership. Parts of the area
encourage public access, for example estates owned by the National Trust for Scotland.
Most areas are tolerant of responsible access to the hills and Munros of the area.

VISUAL ACCESS

The great height of much of the area means it is visible for large distances, although the main
points of access from public roads are limited to the fringes of the Zone. Lower ground
limits visual access to the adjacent hills; high ground opens up a huge area to view –
provided the weather conditions also permit it.

EXPERIENCE

Arriving at this Zone from the large population centres to south and east involves about
two hours travelling through increasingly large-scale and rural landscapes before the remote
area itself is reached. This can heighten the sense of arriving at a different type of place.
Movement within the Zone, apart from the short stretches of trunk road at its fringes,
tends to be a highly memorable experience of walking, cycling, or riding through remote and
distinctive uplands. The large extent of the area that is distant from roads and settlements
emphasises this experience.

Land cover (including vegetation and land use)

VEGETATION

Almost two-thirds of the Zone consists of various types of heather moorland, including
montane moorland. If peatlands and rough grassland are included, then almost 80% of the
Zone is accounted for. There is a small proportion (5%) of truly montane vegetation, which
is sub-Arctic rather than alpine in character, which is the only plant community able to
survive the conditions on parts of the summit plateaux.

This means the vast majority of the Zone is covered in low-growing vegetation which tends
to emphasise rather than conceal the landform. Woodlands, including plantations and semi-
natural coniferous pine woods, cover only 6% of the area. These, usually located in
sheltered glens, add variety to the landscape of the Zone by providing a strong contrast with
the open ground of the mountains. Agricultural land is almost absent, with just 2% of
improved grassland and hardly any arable, and settlement is also a tiny proportion of land
cover in this Zone.

EXPOSED ROCK

This is a significant landscape feature in much of the area. Corrie headwalls can be the most
dramatic, forming rugged cliffs to contrast with the smoother summit slopes. There are
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many striking examples of these, including the large corrie on Lochnagar, and the northern
corries of Cairngorm and Cairn Lochan.

Tors of exposed and weathered granite, being located on summits, are amongst the most
prominent exposed rock features. This is emphasised in the Zone where only Ben Avon,
Beinn Mheadhoin, and Bynack More have sizeable summit tors, which makes them easily
recognisable landmarks.

Other features of exposed rock include the areas of scree, for example on some of the
steep slopes bordering the Lairig Ghru, and extensive boulder fields on the summit plateaux.
There are also important areas of ‘patterned ground’ of rock and scree formed into shapes
such as lobes or terraces by continued freeze-thaw and soil flow processes.

BUILT DEVELOPMENT

Built development within the Zone itself is rare, except for the area of lower ground at the
western edge. It does not contribute significantly in terms of land cover, being considerably
less than 0.5% of the area.

EXPERIENCE

The typical vegetation, the extensive boulder fields, and the lack of man-made artefacts for
most of the Zone highlight the sense of remoteness and wild land that is one of its major
characteristics. The exposed rock and low-growing vegetation emphasise the landform
rather than mask it, while the occasional built development makes the large scale of the
landscape even more apparent.

Hydrology and water bodies

TYPE

The Cairngorm plateau forms a major watershed which contains the sources of several large
rivers, including both the Dee and the Don. There are no very large water bodies in the
Zone. However, their form and location as either elongated lochs in U-shaped valleys, or
corrie lochans, makes them a distinctive component of the landscape. They vary with
weather conditions from deep, dark lochs to sparkling lochans, and they always act as
landmarks amongst the hills.

PATTERN

These rivers and burns flow away from the plateau in all directions. The larger lochs tend to
be located on lower ground, where several burns feed into them; and within glaciated
valleys where the lochs occupy the deepened valley floor. Loch Muick and Loch Einich are
examples of these. More numerous, and often occurring at higher altitudes, are the corrie
lochans such as Loch Etchachan on Ben Macdui. These small lochs are scattered throughout
the high ground of the Zone.

EXPERIENCE

The lochs, burns, and rivers provide additional variety to the landscape of the area. The
presence, movement, and changing colours of water amid the uplands can be enchanting,
and they form one of the most distinctive landscape elements of the Zone.
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Built and infrastructure development (present day)

NATURE AND PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT

Built development within the Zone itself is rare, limited to occasional remote lodges,
cottages, and bothies, several of which are in ruins.

The exception to this is the area of lower ground at the western edge, where Glenmore,
Glen Feshie, and Nethybridge contain groups of cottages, hostels, visitor facilities and
recreational centres. These areas of settlement are mostly located in or near woodland, so
their visual impact on the wider area is reduced.

Most buildings are vernacular or ‘baronial’ in style. Some of the main lodges can be large,
distinctive landmarks. Settlement within the Zone is sparse, but just beyond its boundaries
are several population centres which often cater for the visitors attracted by the natural
heritage of Zone 11. These include Aviemore, Braemar, and Tomintoul.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INFRASTRUCTURE

Infrastructure is limited in this area. It consists mostly of transport routes traversing the
mountain barrier presented by the Zone to link the north and south of Scotland.

Four ‘A’ class roads cross the Zone, all on or near the boundaries to north, east and south.
The A9 trunk road to the south follows the relatively low ground of the Pass of
Drumochter and Glen Garry, a route shared by the Inverness to Perth railway line. The A93
from Braemar to Perth follows Glen Shee through the Zone. The other roads, skirting the
north-east of the Zone, follow old passes that are among the highest in the country,
including the Corrbridge to Tomintoul section of the A939 which is notorious for being
frequently closed by snow. All the roads in this Zone give even the modern-day traveller
some of the experience of remoteness and grandeur that the area is renowned for.

Bridges range from old stone arches, some remnants from the eighteenth century military
road-building period, to more recent structures designed for heavier modern traffic. High
voltage electricity lines usually follow the line of the main transport routes, across the Lecht
and the Pass of Drumochter.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

There is no significant industrial development within this Zone.

EXPERIENCE

There is a noticeable lack of settlement, infrastructure and industrial development within
this remote, upland landscape. This contributes greatly to its wild land qualities and the
experience of being in a distinctive part of the country.

Visible history

TYPES OF VISIBLE HISTORY

This is relatively limited in much of the Zone because its inhospitable climate and terrain
made permanent settlement and transport difficult. However, many of the now deserted
glens on the fringes of the area once held low numbers of people who looked after livestock
and cultivated small areas of land. Some remnants of their buildings remain as low mounds
of stones in areas such as Glen Ey and Glen Clunie. There are also signs of the corrugated
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ground of old run-rig cultivation strips. Some of the upper glens contain remnants of
shielings, or summer pastures.

Some of the old transport routes through the Zone are still used by modern roads and
railways, such as the A9 and A939. Others have become recreational rather than
commercial routes, now used with increasing frequency. The Lairig an Laoigh means ‘pass of
the cattle’, and the path through it would once have been a droving route. Occasionally, the
need to control such routes or other tracts of land led to the building of defences, and the
Zone contains the ruins of a few castles.

The sporting estates that developed in the nineteenth century gave rise to shooting lodges
amongst the hills that may have been occupied for as little as two weeks per year. Several of
these were built in remote locations to facilitate access to certain moors, and many of these
are now in ruins. Examples include Bynack Lodge and Slugain Lodge.

LOCATION/PATTERN

Old farming townships are located on lower, better ground in sheltered glens; shielings can
be sited at higher altitudes. Shooting lodges are often located near the heads of glens, for
example Glenfeshie Lodge. The more remote lodges, such as the ruined Bynack Lodge, can
be located in the upper tributary glens.

The old transport routes generally follow a north – south alignment through glens and
passes, for example the Minigaig linking Atholl and Speyside; and the Mounth Road between
Deeside and Angus. The ends of these routes was the type of strategic location at which
defences were built, and the ruined castle at Mark guards the southern entrance to the
Mounth. A castle with a more dramatic setting is set on an islet in Loch an Eilein near
Rothiemurchus.

EXPERIENCE

The presence, occasionally faint, of historical artefacts adds a dimension of time to the
experience of this landscape. Where the remains are of an extinct way of life, such as drove
roads or dwellings, in glens that are now deserted, there can be a ghostliness that
emphasises the current remoteness of the area.

Wildlife

FORMS OF WILDLIFE

The summit plateaux support specialised communities of plants, animals and birds that have
adapted to the harsh conditions. Few mammals can exist here throughout the year, and the
upland lochs are low in nutrients and support few species. Some of the rivers support
important populations of lamprey, salmon and trout, but in themselves these have little
impact on the landscape.

The large areas of heather moorland, and the remnants of native pine woodland, contain a
wide range of bird and mammal species. These include capercaille, Scottish crossbill, red
grouse, black grouse, red deer, mountain hare and pine marten.

LOCATION

The summit plateau is limited to species that can survive the particular conditions that
prevail. Three species which are particularly adapted to these conditions are the snow
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bunting, the ptarmigan and the mountain hare. The heather moorland on lower ground
supports a wider range of animals and birds as listed above. Woodland and woodland fringe
provide another important habitat, notably for capercaille, Scottish crossbill, crested tit (in
Strathspey) and red squirrel.

WHEN

A few species such as ptarmigan and mountain hare tolerate the extreme conditions
throughout the year on the high ground. Others such as red deer tend to move to lower
more sheltered ground during the winter months. Migratory birds include the dotterel,
present on the summits only in spring and summer.

EXPERIENCE

The movement and noise of wildlife adds an extra dimension to the experience of this
landscape.

Climate

CLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS

The climate of this Zone is severe with low temperatures, high wind speeds, and high
precipitation. Often, the summits are in cloud while the neighbouring countryside is clear.

LOCATIONAL AND SEASONAL EFFECTS

Apart from seasonal change, variations depend mostly on altitude and aspect. Temperatures
decrease and wind speeds increase with height and this can have a marked impact on the
landscape with snow lying on the tops, particularly on north-facing slopes and gullies, for
much longer than on low ground. In contrast, sheltered glens can provide conditions
suitable for extensive tree growth.

EXPERIENCE

Considerable variation in colour and texture in the landscape is provided by the blanket of
snow in winter, and its contrast with lower ground in spring and summer while it melts. The
cloud-covered summits can heighten the sense of scale of the landscape; and blustery,
howling winds can emphasise the remoteness of the area.

Designated landscapes

National Scenic Areas

CONSTITUENTS

Most of 2 contiguous NSAs are located within Zone 11: Cairngorm Mountains and Deeside
and Lochnagar. They were designated for the large scale and grandeur of the mountains, the
distinctive landform including the corries and passes, the rivers, and the contrast to the
barren summits provided by the woodland in the fringing glens.

LOCATION AND EXTENT

The NSAs are located in the core of the Zone, and cover approximately one-third of its
land area. Only the main valley character areas of the NSAs lie outwith the area, so that
most of Deeside is beyond Zone 11, and part of Strathspey.
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EXPERIENCE

The areas designated as NSAs include the most dramatic landform and highest mountains of
the Zone.

AGLVS and other Local Authority designations

NATURE OF THE LANDSCAPE DESIGNATED

Areas to the north and south of the NSAs have been designated of local landscape value.
These are upland areas that lack the scale and dramatic landform of the mountainous area of
the NSAs, but contain distinctive landscapes of hill and glen which are often the focus of
recreation.

LOCATION AND EXTENT

North-east of the Cairngorms Massif NSA lies the Ladder Hills and parts of Speyside which
have been designated by Moray Council. The area continues beyond the boundary of Zone
11. South and east of the Deeside and Lochnagar NSA, the Angus Glens have been
designated by Angus Council. These are both sizeable areas of landscapes that are valued for
their scenery and recreational amenity.

EXPERIENCE

The gentler sloping hills and glens of these landscapes is quite different from the large-scale
grandeur of the nationally designated areas. However, the pleasing combination of hills,
glens, rivers, woodland, and open space makes them attractive to visitors and they are often
well-used for recreation.

Historic gardens and designed landscapes

NATURE OF THE LANDSCAPES DESIGNATED AND NON-DESIGNATED

The only current Inventory sites in this Zone lies on the western boundary in Strathspey.
However, Inshriach Nursery is enclosed and surrounded by woodland and contributes little
to the surrounding landscape. A proposed Inventory site lies north of Nethybridge, again,
just within the Zone, but this is also surrounded by woodland and is not an obvious
landscape feature.

Recreational landscapes

Nature of landscapes
This Zone contains a plethora of opportunities, and is of international and national
importance for outdoor recreation. A primary activity is walking and hillwalking, in an area
that contains 52 Munros. Rock climbing, gliding, mountain biking, clay-pigeon shooting, and
sailing are all popular, as well as the more traditional pursuits of shooting, stalking, and
fishing.

The range of winter sports is extensive, including cross-country skiing and ice climbing.
Three of the five Scottish down hill skiing centres are located within the Zone.

LOCATION

Many of the activities occur throughout the area, although the greatest numbers of visitors
are probably concentrated on the fringes at areas like Rothiemurchus, Glenmore, and Glen
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Muick. Hill walkers use most of the area for access to the mountains, many of which require
a ‘long walk in’ along the glens or old drove routes. Climbing is generally limited to steep
rock faces, for example the Northern Corries. Cross-country skiing occurs throughout the
are, while downhill skiing centres are located at Cairngorm, the Lecht, and Glenshee. Sailing
is limited to Loch Morlich in Glenmore, where the forest park provides lower level walks.

EXPERIENCE

The sight of other people using the remote areas of the Zone can lessen the sense of
remoteness for which it is known. However, it can also be reassuring to see others in the
expanse of wild land, and other humans give a sense of scale to the vast landscapes of this
Zone.
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2 Importance and value of the zone landscape

Category

Brief explanation of
landscape importance
(if any)

Importance
(GB, Scotland,
zone)

Landscape Character Importance
rarity Important and distinctive

set of landscapes, highly
revised for amenities,
recreation and beauty

Great Britain

extent Great Britain
diversity (including specific landmarks) Great Britain
pattern Great Britain
integrity Great Britain
local distinctiveness Great Britain
fragility/sensitivity
Scenic importance
qualities Great Britain
perceptions Great Britain
Learning Importance
Environmental Education Important earth science

and ecology resource
Great Britain

Interpretation Great Britain
Enjoyment Importance
Recreation Zonal
Amenity Great Britain
wildness and tranquillity Great Britain
Designations
NSAs Great Britain
AGLVs Scotland
Regional Landscape Designations
Historic Gardens & Designed Landscapes Few Zonal
Cultural Importance
pre history (designated/non-designated) Scotland/Zone
medieval (designated/non-designated) Scotland/Zone
recent (designated/non-designated) Scotland/Zone
Socioeconomic Importance
social important in attracting

visitors including
international

Great Britain

economic

3 landscape and trends in the zone

Pressures/influences which have a particular effect on the landscape of the zone:

• Nature of landscape pressures/influences – a brief description
• Trends: increasing, static or declining

− long term (> 5 years), medium term (2 to 5 years),
− short term (< 2 years)

• Importance: important, not important
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Pressure Nature of landscape
pressures/influences
and trends within
zone, relative
importance within the
zone

Scale of landscape influence
(+ve/–ve) within zone when
considered in an all Scotland
context

Major Inter. Minor Negligible

Built development
Residential Occasional pressures for

development. Any could
be significant

✔

Retail
Industrial
Other
Infrastructure Transport
Roads and tracks Could have major

impacts on landscape and
other interests

✔

Rail related N/A
Ferry related
Other
Infrastructure other
Telecoms ✔
Water treatment/abstraction
Waste management
Coastal defences N/A
Other
Minerals
Open cast coal N/A
Sand and Gravel ✔
Hard rock ✔
Peat ✔
Other
Forestry and Woodlands
Restructuring of existing ✔
Creation of new small Could have high impacts

because of sensitivity of
the zone

✔

Creation of large new/native
Other
Aquaculture and Fishing
Finfish Fish farms ✔
Shellfish
Fishing River
Other
Land Management
Sheep production Major impacts because of

sensitivity
✔

Crop production ✔
Sport shooting ✔
Other
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Energy
Nat. grid/infrastructure Major impacts, therefore

sensitivity
✔

Wind ✔
Hydro ✔
Wave N/A
Other
Tourism and Recreation
Golf
Marinas N/A ✔
Skiing facilities Existing areas ✔
Leisure facilities/visitor
centres

✔

NH Information provision ✔
Walking related/footpaths Footpath restoration,

management,
demonstration etc

Other

4 Building a sustainable future

Landscape influences and trends in the zone (Table 3)

Aspects of
importance of
the zonal
landscape

(Table 2)

1
Residential,
retail,
industrial

2
Waste
management

3
Minerals

4
Forest
restructuring

5
Tourism
and
recreation

A. Landscape
character extent
and pattern
B. Scenic
importance
Mountain, glen,
loch and strath

SPECIFIC POLICES OR OBJECTIVES REQUIRED THROUGHOUT
THIS ZONE BECAUSE OF ITS HIGH INTERNATIONAL
IMPORTANCE AND SENSITIVITY TO CHANGE

C. Recreation
and wildland
D. NSAs

General landscape objectives required

Specific landscape objectives required
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ZONE 12 NORTH EAST GLENS

1 Nature of the landscape resource

Diversity, distribution and rarity of landscape character in the zone
Note: Ignore any LCT which is shown as <10 km sq (if important feature will be covered
elsewhere, if important characteristic locally will be flagged up in description)

Table 12.1 Diversity

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

Context Area
(km2)

12 Agricultural Heartlands Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

Lowland 83.17

12 Farmed Moorland Edge Moorland
Transitional
Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

Upland 270.99

12 Moorland Plateaux FRSSEHM Highland 782.04
12 Straths and Valleys Highland Straths Lowland 194.92
12 Mountain Plateau High Massive

Mountain Plateau of
the Cairngorms

Highland 28.73

12 Uplands and Glens HMRRMts Highland 31.83
12 Cairngorm Straths Highland Straths Highland 785.92
12 River Valleys Highland Straths Lowland 66.81
12 Uplands HMRRMts Upland Highland 484.31
12 Highland Glens Highland and Island

Glens
Highland 358.70

12 Broad Valley Lowland Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

Lowland 0.99

12 Highland Summits and
Plateaux

HMRRMts Highland 517.47

12 Highland Foothills Highland Foothills Highland 160.74
Total 3766.62

HMRRMts = High, Massive, Rolling, Rounded Mts of Highlands & Islands

HMRSSMts = High Massive, Rugged, Steep-sided Mts of Highlands & Islands

FRSSEHM = Flat or Rolling, Smooth or Sweeping, Extensive, High Moorlands of Highlands & Islands

The number of landscape character types represented in Zone 12 at level 1, is 13 the way they are grouped at level 3 is into 8 and their
context is s Highland. No. of LCTs (Level 1)/Area of Zone in Zone 12 is 0.003, this gives an indication of the overall diversity of landscape
character in the zone and can be compared between zones.
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Table 12.2 Distribution/pattern

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

% of
Zone
(area)

No. of
Occurrences

Area
(km2)

12 Agricultural
Heartlands

Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

2.2 3 83.17

12 Farmed
Moorland Edge

Moorland
Transitional
Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

7.2 3 270.99

12 Moorland
Plateaux

FRSSEHM 20.8 11 782.04

12 Straths and
Valleys

Highland Straths 5.2 4 194.92

12 Mountain
Plateau

High Massive
Mountain Plateau
of the
Cairngorms

0.8 1 28.73

12 Uplands and
Glens

HMRRMts 0.8 25 31.83

12 Cairngorm
Straths

Highland Straths 20.9 11 785.92

12 River Valleys Highland Straths 1.8 1 66.81
12 Uplands HMRRMts 12.9 5 484.31
12 Highland Glens Highland and

Island Glens
9.5 15 358.70

12 Broad Valley
Lowland

Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

0.0 3 0.99

12 Highland
Summits and
Plateaux

HMRRMts 13.7 10 517.47

12 Highland
Foothills

Highland Foothills 4.3 6 160.74

Total 98 3766.62

In Zone 12 a total 98 occurrences of landscape character types (landscape units) are found within a zone of total land area 3766. km sq.
The figure 98/3766 is 0.026 per km sq of land within the zone and gives a relative indication of the overall brokenness or fragmentation of
the landscape pattern.
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LCT at Level 1 Area/Occurrences (km2)

Agricultural Heartlands 27.72
Farmed Moorland Edge 90.33
Moorland Plateaux 71.09
Straths and Valleys 48.73
Mountain Plateau 28.73
Uplands and Glens 1.27
Cairngorm Straths 71.44
River Valleys 66.81
Uplands 96.86
Highland Glens 23.91
Broad Valley Lowland 0.33
Highland Summits and Plateaux 51.74
Highland Foothills 26.79

The extent (area) of any one landscape character type (at level 1) divided by the number of times it occurs in the zone gives an idea of the
average size of occurrences of that LCT.

LCTs at Level 3 Area (km2) Ratio

Agricultural Lowlands of the North East 83.17 83
Moorland Transitional Landscapes of the Highlands and Islands 270.99 273
FRSSEHM 782.04 789
Highland Straths 194.92 196
High Massive Mountain Plateau of the Cairngorms 28.73 29
HMRRMts 31.83 32
Highland Straths 785.92 793
Highland Straths 66.81 67
HMRRMts 484.31 489
Highland and Island Glens 358.70 362
Agricultural Lowlands of the North East 0.99 1
HMRRMts 517.47 522
Highland Foothills 160.74 162

The ratio of the extent (area) of the level 3 groupings gives an indication of the distribution pattern by proportion of the zone.
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Table 12.3 Rarity

LCTs at Level 1 Rarity by occurrence
%

Rarity by extent
%

Agricultural Heartlands 3 2.2
Farmed Moorland Edge 3 7.2
Moorland Plateaux 11 20.8
Straths and Valleys 4 5.2
Mountain Plateau 1 0.8
Uplands and Glens 25 0.8
Cairngorm Straths 11 20.9
River Valleys 1 1.8
Uplands 5 12.9
Highland Glens 15 9.5
Broad Valley Lowland 3 0.0
Highland Summits and Plateaux 10 13.7
Highland Foothills 6 4.3

The rarity of a landscape character type within the zone can be identified by the number of time it occurs or its extent. Examination of
both the number of occurrences (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total and the area (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total area will give
an indication of rarity.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

Just over a third of the Zone (approximately 35%) consists of glen, strath, or valley
landscape character types (LCTs); just over another third (roughly 40%) is summits,
plateaux or upland LCTs. The remainder is mostly moorlands in the east of the Zone,
consisting of either moorland plateaux or a transition between moorland and farmland. A
small percentage in the east, in two low-lying basins near the eastern coastal plain, is classed
as lowland agriculture.

Description

Landform

PROFILE

The landform of this Zone is very varied, as it consists of a series of glens and parts of their
neighbouring hillsides, with some outlying hill massifs. Elevation extends from just above sea
level to just under 800 metres. Most of the ground is lower than 500 metres, with one
quarter of the area lying below 200 metres; a third between 200 and 300 metres; and just
over another third between 400 and 500 metres.

The gradients of the area vary from gently sloping hillsides bordering the wider straths, to
steep craggy side slopes in narrower glens. Some of the hills away from the main glens have
distinctive outlines, often with steeper convex sections of landform, for example Bennachie
in Aberdeenshire.

Changes in landform occur frequently, for example flat glen floors lying next to steep valley
sides. In addition, the glens themselves run through adjacent higher territory, either the
mountains of neighbouring Zones or the more rounded hills within it. This all adds to the
variety of landform.
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SEQUENCE

Throughout the Zone there is a valley sequence of high ground bordering lower, flatter
ground. The relief, therefore, changes quickly over a small area. The largest glens run in a
north-easterly or easterly direction, while the Angus Glens have a south-easterly direction.
Generally, the glens radiate from the higher ground of the mountains of Cairngorm and the
Mounth.

SCALE

Generally, the Zone landform is medium in scale, as the hills are the foothills of the higher
mountains located, for example where the transition from the eastern coastal plain occurs.
However, the scale of some of the valleys is large, especially Strathspey, Deeside and
Donside.

LANDMARK FEATURES

The valleys of the Zone are themselves widely known features: Strathspey, Donside, the
Angus Glens, Deeside. Many of the individual hills are distinctive and, therefore, known as
landmarks. Examples include Bennachie for its shape and local associations; Clachnaben for
its summit tor; and Knock Hill which stands out due to its relative isolation.

The high hillsides of some of the larger valleys lie within neighbouring Zones (11 and 10),
but visible as landmarks from Zone 12. These are often on a larger scale than the landform
of this Zone, and include Lochnagar seen from Deeside, and Cairngorm seen from
Strathspey.

EXPERIENCE

The medium scale of the landform, and the way it varies over relatively short distances,
mean the experience of the landform is always changing as one travels through it. The focal
point of views alters quickly, perhaps from one side of a glen to the other; or from a curve
in the valley to a long, straight defile.

Many transport routes follow the glens, as easier ways through the country than the nearby
high ground. These often provide excellent vantage points from which to experience the
landform.

Containment (created by landform and land cover)

TOPOGRAPHY

Containment by landform in this Zone varies a lot because the topography varies. In the
smaller scale glens it can cause a considerable sense of enclosure, with focused, linear
landscapes for example in parts of Glen Clova. Other glens and straths are much larger,
with boundary hillsides sited further apart allowing wider views and giving less containment.
Examples include Strathspey, Strathdon, and Deeside.

With higher elevations, wider views become possible and containment is lessened.

For example, from the Cairn o’ Mount viewpoint, from parts of Glenshee, and from hilltops
such as Bennachie, great swathes of neighbouring countryside can be seen and the
experience is of exposure rather than containment.
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LAND COVER

Many parts of the Zone are wooded and these areas can have a strong sense of enclosure.
Woodland and plantation occurs particularly in the sheltered environments provided by the
glens, so that the effect of topographical containment is compounded by woodland. Several
towns and large villages are located within the Zone, but they do not contribute significantly
to containment.

VISIBILITY

The range of enclosure, particularly by topography, means that the amount of visibility also
varies considerably. Within the glens, views are often limited to the valley itself, with long
views focused along the feature. Nevertheless, these views can often be extensive when the
glens or straths are large features, or where the side slopes allow glimpses to other nearby
hills. From higher ground, the visibility can be very extensive, and several hills in the area
provide renowned viewpoints, for example Bennachie or the Cairn o’ Mount road.

MICROCLIMATIC EFFECTS

Apart from elevation, the amount of shelter provided by landform, and the orientation of
valleys to the prevailing winds tend to impact on microclimatic effects within the Zone. Low
ground in the glens is generally shielded from winds, depending on the orientation of the
area, but may be more susceptible to longer frosts. The higher ground of the hills is, of
course, relatively exposed and snow lies for longer.

EXPERIENCE

Usually, main public routes follow the lower, easier terrain of valley floors, so that the
experience of containment is often considerable. This is highlighted by the areas of
woodland that often grow on lower slopes and floors of the glens. Occasional route take
passes over hill ranges, and these are much less enclosed. The Cairn o’ Mount route over
the eastern Mounth, and parts of the A96 Aberdeen to Inverness road can permit wide
views with a sense of open-ness rather than containment.

Accessibility

DISTANCE

The Zone is widely spread out, and there is a corresponding variation in proximity to
population centres and accessibility. The eastern area is very close to Aberdeen and parts of
the north-western area are close to Inverness. The southern area is near Perth and Dundee.
Roughly, the southern part of the Zone is 60 – 80 miles from the main population centres of
the Central Belt.

Access to the Zone is facilitated by its containing several main transport routes between
north and south, and east and west of Scotland The A9, A93 and A96 all run through the
Zone, as do two main railway lines.

PHYSICAL ACCESS

The transport network in the Zone is extensive, including two trunk roads, several ‘A’ class
roads, and numerous minor roads. They, and the railway lines, follow the easiest terrain, i.e.
valley floors and lowest hill passes. The network covers almost all of the Zone, with no area
being further than 8km from a road, and with the vast majority of it being no further than
5km from a road.
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The terrain is rarely very difficult for access, except on the steepest slopes. The Speyside
Way long distance route follows the river through the Zone, and other footpaths and
cycleways are common in much of the area.

CULTURAL ACCEPTANCE

This varies, from widely promoted access on the Speyside Way, to the agricultural and
sporting areas where access is less encouraged, although not necessarily opposed. There are
several Forest Enterprise and National Trust for Scotland sites, as well as commercial rural
attractions which are widely accessible.

VISUAL ACCESS

The considerable network of public roads, and railways, means that much of the Zone is
visually accessible. In some locations, for example the remoter small Angus glens, the best
views can be had from public roads outwith the Zone. This means few parts of the Zone are
completely ‘secret’.

EXPERIENCE

Access to the Zone is straightforward from most main population centres. From some
directions, for example the east or south, its landscapes can provide a contrast with those
of adjacent Zones so that the sense of arrival can be heightened. Within the Zone the
network of roads and paths, and the highly varied nature of the landform and landscapes,
means that moving around the Zone can be a very distinctive experience.

Land cover (including vegetation and land use)

VEGETATION

Approximately one third of the area is agricultural, of which most is pasture. Moorland and
rough grassland account for almost 40% of the area, with woodland covering a quarter. The
woodland is mostly coniferous, including native pine woods. The woodlands make a
significant contribution to the landscape as they often emphasise the landform by occurring
in sheltered, lower lying areas, or on steep inaccessible slopes.

The main agricultural areas are in the east of the Zone where low-lying ground such as the
Howe of Alford is contained within surrounding hills. However, most of the flat valley
bottoms of the area are given over to agriculture, and this is distinctive both where all the
flat land is left open and formed into fields, and also where the fields are punctuated with
lines of trees and areas of woodland.

The heather moorland is one of the most notable features of the landcover as it tends to
occur on higher, more prominent ground. Again, this emphasises the landform by its having
particular vegetation types associated with it. Its open-ness and changing but subtle colours
form a clear contrast with the often vibrant greens or autumn colours of the woodland.

EXPOSED ROCK

The most obvious features of exposed rock are the large summit tors of some of the hills,
notably Bennachie and Clachnaben, both in Aberdeenshire. These are dramatic landmarks.
Elsewhere, for example in Speyside, there are some areas of scree and crags but, in general,
the Zone has more gentle and vegetated slopes than craggy hills.
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BUILT DEVELOPMENT

Built development is frequent in the Zone, in which there are several towns or large villages
as well as numerous hamlets and farmsteads. The settlements tend to be concentrated in
the glens that provided transport links and more cultivable ground, and there is often a
series of villages down the main glens. In Speyside there are Newtonmore, Kingussie,
Aviemore, Grantown and Charlestown, as well as many smaller settlements; and similarly on
the Tay there is Dunkeld and several villages.

The settlements are mostly traditional in style, and are often associated with woodland and
trees. Several have centres or squares that are planned (e.g. Keith and Grantown), or at
least have rather grand hotels or halls (e.g. Braemar). They have a distinctive, often well-to-
do character.

EXPERIENCE

The variety of vegetation often emphasises the underlying landform, changing from pasture
and woodland on flat land and lower slopes to moorland on the hills. Settlements also echo
the topography, being built on flat or rising ground by the valley floors, and near river
crossing points. The frequent harmony between landform, vegetation, and settlement is a
feature of the Zone.

Hydrology and water bodies

TYPE

Rivers are the most significant water feature in this Zone, given their fundamental
contribution to the valleys. However, lochs and lochans are fairly frequent in the area, and
they can be distinctive and dramatic focal points in the landscape. Examples include Loch
Insh on Speyside and Lochs Davan and Kinnord in Deeside.

PATTERN

The water features are almost wholly found within the valleys, both main and tributary. No
substantial lochs are located away from the valley floors.

EXPERIENCE

Water features are a fundamental component of the glen landscapes in this Zone.

The main rivers are wide and silvery, winding through the valleys, often seen from the
frequent river-side roads. Views of the river change frequently as the angle of river to road
alters, which keeps the experience varied, as does the sight of the occasional large lochs.

Built and infrastructure development (present day)

NATURE AND PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT

Most settlement is located on valley floors, often at river crossing points or where transport
routes coincide. There is often a series of settlement down a valley, for example Braemar,
Ballater, Aboyne, and Banchory on the Dee.

Generally, buildings are traditional, although pressure for new housing and tourist
accommodation has led to modern developments, albeit often based on older styles. The
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centres of settlements are often distinctive, with large hotels, shops or pubs built of local
stone and often embellished with features such as turrets or carving.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INFRASTRUCTURE

Transport routes tend to follow the easier terrain of the river valleys, as do other
infrastructural elements such as pylon lines. Infrastructure is generally not obtrusive.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

Industrial development is not common in this Zone. However, whisky distilleries are
distinctive features in the landscape where they occur, for example at Charlestown of
Aberlour on Speyside. There is also occasional associated industry such as cooperages and
visitor centres. Tourism and its facilities are a common element in most areas of the Zone.
Agricultural industry such as the feed mill at Rothes is infrequent, but testifies to a significant
economic force in the Zone.

EXPERIENCE

Settlement and infrastructure are a basic part of the landscape of this Zone, because its
valley topography facilitates its use for transport and settlement. The association of these
elements with the lower ground emphasises the mixture of landform and vegetation,
forming a basic set of characteristics in the area. The occasional exception of a distillery on
high, more remote ground, as at Tormore in Speyside, only highlights this.

Visible history (past settlement, landuse, churches, brochs, forts, dykes, standing
stones etc.)

TYPES OF VISIBLE HISTORY

There are many features of visible history in this Zone, most of them defensive and including
barracks and military roads, but the principal type is castles. These occur as both ruins and
whole buildings, sometimes having been restored. There are also stone circles in the east of
the Zone.

LOCATION/PATTERN

Castles, mottes, and barracks are often sited on slight rises within wider open ground on
valley floors that command good views of the main, and sometimes also subsidiary, glen.
Examples include Mar at Braemar, the motte at Lumphanan, and Ruthven barracks at
Kingussie. They were also built at important points on transport routes, for example
Corgarff Castle at the head of Strathdon on the road over the Lecht. Hill summits tend to
have few visible remnants of defences, with the notable exception of the vitrified fort on
Mither Tap of Bennachie in Aberdeenshire.

Stone circles are located in the east of the Zone, for example near Tarland. They are on the
outskirts of the main area of standing stones and stone circles which lies further east.

Old military routes and drove roads are sited through the Zone, many now used by modern
roads such as the A9, and the A939 Corgarff to Tomintoul road. These tend to be less
obvious in the landscape.
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EXPERIENCE

Of the historic features, the castles in particular are often prominent features in the
landscape, still sited at focal points and now often the site of associated visitor facilities such
as car parks. Visible historical features add significantly to the depth of experience of the
Zone landscapes by providing a sense of time and long human habitation. They also act as
focal points and are often key features within a landscape.

Wildlife

FORMS OF WILDLIFE

The range of habitats provided by the different elevations, landcover, and weather
conditions ensures a variety of wildlife in the Zone. Many species typical of central Scotland
occur, such as red squirrel, mountain hare, several bat species, and adders.

There is a range of bird species reflecting the habitat spectrum from high inland foothills to
lower – lying agricultural ground.

LOCATION

Woodland and woodland fringe species tend to be concentrated in the straths and glens
where this habitat occurs. Examples include capercaille and red squirrel. Moorland provides
habitat for many species including mountain hare. The agricultural areas are home to brown
hare and badger, amongst other species.

WHEN

Many species that are typical of the area are found there all year. Wintering geese may feed
on agricultural ground in the east of the Zone. Summer nesting birds occur throughout the
Zone.

EXPERIENCE

Glimpses of wildlife, for example birds soaring above the hillsides, or hares and squirrels
darting across roads and clearings are welcome in themselves. They also contribute to the
balance of the Zone in its range of habitats from semi-natural areas and woodland to the
more managed heathland and agricultural ground.

Climate

CLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS

The variety of elevation and shelter in the Zone leads to a corresponding range of climatic
characteristics. It is often subject to severe weather conditions, particularly the higher parts
of the inland glens, and large changes in temperature. Braemar is often known for having the
coldest, and occasionally the highest, temperatures in the country.

LOCATIONAL AND SEASONAL EFFECTS

Altitude affects temperatures, winds, and snow lie. The sheltered glens and howes can often
have relatively beneficial climates. North facing slopes in long glens are often in shadow, and
this can have an impact on the perception of the area.
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EXPERIENCE

Snow lying on high ground and on tree branches adds dramatic colour contrast to the
landscapes of the Zone, as can views to even longer-lying snow on the mountains of
adjacent Zones. The amount of wind and shelter varies through the Zone, and this
contributes to senses such as comfort or remoteness.

Designated landscapes

National Scenic Areas

CONSTITUENTS

Small parts of three NSAs are located in this Zone. To the west, a tiny part of the
Strathspey section of the Cairngorm Mountains NSA lies within the Zone. The valley section
of the Deeside and Lochnagar NSA is located to the east of the Zone and, in the south,
there is a part of the River Tay (Dunkeld) NSA. This number of NSA fragments is partly
explained by the location of the Zone, which wraps around one of the main mountain
massifs of Scotland. In addition, the Zone contains several large scale glens each very
different from each other and each renowned for its landscapes.

LOCATION AND EXTENT

The NSA parts are located on the edges of the Zone (although it is a narrow, fragmented
Zone rather than a simple, single area of land), to the east, north-west, and south. The
extent of coverage of NSAs in the Zone is small, the largest section being Deeside from
Linn of Dee to just upstream of Ballater.

EXPERIENCE

The NSAs all spill out into neighbouring Zones, and the area of view often extends beyond
the Zone boundaries. As a result, the NSAs tend to be seen in conjunction with the high
tops of Zone 11, for example.

AGLVS and other Local Authority designations

NATURE OF THE LANDSCAPE DESIGNATED

There are several areas of local authority designated landscapes, comprising: the area
around the Cromdale Hills, Glen Livet and Aberlour in the Moray Council area; the Angus
Glens in the Angus Council area; and mid and lower Deeside, Strathdon, and parts of the
Mounth in the Aberdeenshire Council area. The areas exhibit a range of landscape character
types of hills and valleys although their orientation and individual character is different.

The Moray area is more highland in nature, made individual by occasional planned villages
and distilleries. The Angus Glens are distinctive, and tend to have less settlement. Deeside
and Strathdon are major river valleys with large amounts of woodland and distinctive
settlements.

LOCATION AND EXTENT

The Cromdale Hills area is located at the north of the Zone. The Angus Glens cover a
larger area to the south-east. Deeside, Strathdon and the Mounth comprise a significant area
in the east of the Zone.
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EXPERIENCE

The hills within the locally designated landscapes are generally smaller in scale, and they
occur in the transition zone between the inland mountains and the coastal plains of Moray in
the north and Strathmore/Angus/Aberdeenshire in the south and east. Consequently, their
character is broadly typical of the rest of the Zone. The areas are popular with visitors, and
the number of tourist attractions, signs, and people can have an impact on the experience of
these areas.

Historic gardens and designed landscapes

NATURE OF THE LANDSCAPES DESIGNATED AND NON-DESIGNATED

There are many historic gardens and designed landscapes in this Zone. Frequently they
include abundant wooded areas as shelterbelts or policy woodland and occasionally as
plantations. This often means they merge seamlessly into the well-wooded landscapes of the
glens and straths in the Zone.

LOCATION

Most sites are located in sheltered parts of the glens and straths. There seem to be more in
the eastern and southern parts of the Zone than in Strathspey. Of designated ‘Inventory’
sites, nearly all are situated in Deeside and Strathdon, and along the southern boundary of
the Zone. Two proposed new sites in Strathspey, and an existing site near Fochabers are
the only exceptions to this rule.

EXPERIENCE

Most of the sites have significant areas of policy woodland that can act as a particular focus
within a wider wooded area, although they may not be conspicuous in the landscape as a
result. The occasional high drystone boundary wall or ornate gate piers are often the main
hint of a garden’s presence, despite the significant contribution of policy woodland and
shelterbelts.

The most obvious features can be the monuments, obelisks and cairns that are frequently
located within or near the designed landscapes. Examples that are visible from main roads
include the Duke of Gordon’s Monument near Aviemore and the series of cairns at
Balmoral.

Recreational landscapes

Nature of landscapes
The Zone includes the approaches to the Cairngorms and part of the Speyside Way long
distance route. For these reasons, as well as a variety of other recreational opportunities,
many of the landscapes of the Zone are well used. Walking is the most popular activity, on
several hills such as Bennachie as well as on the Speyside Way. The many forests and
woodlands provide facilities mainly for walking, but also for cycling and horse riding.

LOCATION

Opportunities for walking occur throughout the Zone, as do the wider range of facilities
that can be provided by woodland and forestry. Main forest areas include Glen Tanar,
Clashindaroch, and Fetteresso. Other facilities are more localised, for example water sports
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on Loch Insh in Strathspey, gliding at Glen Feshie and Aboyne, and rock climbing. All the
main rivers are used for fishing.

The Zone is easily reached by the many residents of several large cities and towns nearby,
including Aberdeen, Inverness, Dundee and Perth. This increases the number of visitors it
receives for recreation.

EXPERIENCE

Several particularly popular areas are often very busy, for example the hill walks on
Bennachie near Aberdeen, and around Aviemore. This can have an impact on the
experience of the landscape, although certain areas, such as the forests, can contain large
numbers of people without it being obvious. The less popular or accessible hills are often
correspondingly quiet, and they can have a quite different atmosphere.

2 Importance and value of the zone landscape

A judgement of the importance or value of the zonal landscape under the following
headings:
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Category Brief explanation of
landscape importance
(if any)

Importance
(GB, Scotland,
zone)

Landscape Character Importance
rarity Scotland
extent Scotland
diversity (including specific landmarks) Scotland
pattern Scotland
integrity Scotland
local distinctiveness Scotland
fragility/sensitivity Scotland
Scenic importance
qualities Scotland
perceptions Scotland
Learning Importance
Environmental Education Scotland
Interpretation Scotland
Enjoyment Importance
Recreation Scotland
Amenity Scotland
wildness and tranquillity Scotland
Designations
NSAs Scotland
AGLVs Scotland
Regional Landscape Designations Scotland
Historic Gardens & Designed Landscapes Scotland
Cultural Importance
pre history (designated/non-designated)
medieval (designated/non-designated) Scotland
recent (designated/non-designated) Scotland
Socioeconomic Importance
social Zonal
economic

3 Landscape and trends in the zone

Pressures/influences which have a particular effect on the landscape of the zone:

• Nature of landscape pressures/influences – a brief description
• Trends: increasing, static or declining

− long term (> 5 years), medium term (2 to 5 years),
− short term (< 2 years)

• Importance: important, not important
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Pressure Nature of landscape
pressures/influences
and trends within
zone, relative
importance within the
zone

Scale of landscape influence
(+ve/–ve) within zone when
considered in

an all Scotland context

Major Inter. Minor Negligible

Built development
Residential Significant due to the

sensitivity of zone and
pressures

–ve

Retail Less likely on significant
scale

ve

Industrial Less likely on significant
scale

ve

Other
Infrastructure Transport
Roads and tracks Zone contains many

routes through glens
–ve

Rail related
Ferry related N/A
Other
Infrastructure other
Telecoms Highly visible to travellers

in an area more
associated with amenity
than industry

Water treatment/abstraction ✔
Waste management ✔
Coastal defences N/A
Other
Minerals
Open cast coal N/A
Sand and Gravel –ve
Hard rock –ve
Peat ✔
Other
Forestry and Woodlands
Restructuring of existing ✔
Creation of new small Well wooded at present ✔
Creation of large new/native ✔
Other
Aquaculture and Fishing
Finfish N/A
Shellfish
Fishing (river and loch) ✔
Other
Land Management
Sheep production ✔
Crop production ✔
Sport shooting ✔
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Other
Energy
Nat. grid/infrastructure Major, perhaps because

they are popular areas
not associated with
sizeable development

✔

Wind ✔
Hydro ✔
Wave N/A
Other
Tourism and Recreation
Golf ✔
Marinas N/A
Skiing facilities N/A ✔
Leisure facilities/visitor
centres
NH Information provision ✔
Walking related/footpaths ✔
Other

4 Building a sustainable future

Landscape influences and trends in the zone (table 3)

Aspects of importance of
the zonal landscape

(table 2)

1
Residential,
retail,
industrial

2
Waste
manage-
ment

3
Minerals

4
Forest
restructuring

5
Tourism
and
recreation

A. Landscape character
diversity, especially coastal
and marine characteristics
(Scotland)
B. Social (zones) and
economic (Scotland)
C. Remoteness and
tranquillity
D. Environmental
ground/interpretational/zone)
E. Recreational and amenity
(zone)
F. NSAs and HGDLs
(Scotland) AGLVs (zone)
G. Cultural importance (to
be completed)

General landscape objectives required

Specific landscape objectives required
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ZONE 13 LOCHABER

1 Nature of the landscape resource

Diversity, distribution and rarity of landscape character in the zone
Note: Ignore any LCT which is shown as <10 km sq (if important feature will be covered
elsewhere, if important characteristic locally will be flagged up in description)

Table 13.1 Diversity

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

Context Area
(km2)

13 Steep Ridgeland and
Mountains

HMRSSMts Highland 16.53

13 High Tops HMRSSMts Highland Island 702.14
13 Mountain Glens Highland and Island

Glens
Highland 24.26

13 Upland Forest-Moor
Mosaic

FRSSEHM Highland 2.01

13 Craggy Upland RCUHM Highland 59.33
13 Mountains HMRRMts Highland 24.77
13 Highland River Valleys Highland and Island

Glens
Highland 10.98

13 Blanket Bog PL Highland 203.52
13 Craggy Upland RCUHM Highland 19.07
13 Mountain Massif HMRSSMts Highland 404.38
13 Settled Lochs SL Highland Coastal 34.30
13 Broad Forested Strath Highland Straths Highland 28.49
13 Smooth Moorland

Ridges
HMRRMts Highland 225.38

13 Rugged Massif HMRSSMts Highland 234.53
13 Isolated Mountain

Plateau
HMRSSMts Highland 77.68

13 Smooth Rounded Hills HMRRMts Highland 11.85
13 Loch and Glen Highland and Island

Glens
Highland 9.37

13 Mountains and Uplands HMRSSMts Highland 0.00
13 Glens and Straths Highland and Island

Glens
Lowland 43.21

13 Braes of Balquhidder Highland and Island
Glens

Highland 8.73

13 Mountain Plateaux HMRRMts Highland 80.94
13 Highland Glens with

Lochs
Highland and Island
Glens

Highland 31.61

13 Highland Summits and
Plateaux

HMRRMts Highland 47.50

13 Plateau Moor PL Highland 130.80
Total 2431.38

HMRRMts = High, Massive, Rolling, Rounded Mts of Highlands & Islands

HMRSSMts = High Massive, Rugged, Steep-sided Mts of Highlands & Islands
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FRSSEHM = Flat or Rolling, Smooth or Sweeping, Extensive, High Moorlands of Highlands & Islands

PL = Peatland Landscapes of the Highlands & Islands

SL = Sea Lochs of the Highlands & Islands

The number of landscape character types represented in Zone 13 at level 1, is 24 the way they are grouped at level 3 is into 9 and their
context is strongly Highland. No. of LCTs (Level 1)/Area of zone in Zone 13 is 0.009, this gives an indication of the overall diversity of
landscape character in the zone and can be compared between zones.
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Table 13.2 Distribution/pattern

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

% of
Zone
(area)

No. of
Occurrences

Area
km2

13 Steep Ridgeland
and Mountains

HMRSSMts 0.7 4 16.53

13 High Tops HMRSSMts 28.9 2 702.14
13 Mountain Glens Highland and

Island Glens
1.0 3 24.26

13 Upland Forest-
Moor Mosaic

FRSSEHM 0.1 1 2.01

13 Craggy Upland RCUHM 2.4 3 59.33
13 Mountains HMRRMts 1.0 1 24.77
13 Highland River

Valleys
Highland and
Island Glens

0.5 1 10.98

13 Blanket Bog PL 8.4 1 203.52
13 Craggy Upland RCUHM 0.8 1 19.07
13 Mountain Massif HMRSSMts 16.6 3 404.38
13 Settled Lochs SL 1.4 4 34.30
13 Broad Forested

Strath
Highland Straths 1.2 4 28.49

13 Smooth
Moorland Ridges

HMRRMts 9.3 3 225.38

13 Rugged Massif HMRSSMts 9.6 3 234.53
13 Isolated

Mountain
Plateau

HMRSSMts 3.2 1 77.68

13 Smooth
Rounded Hills

HMRRMts 0.5 1 11.85

13 Loch and Glen Highland and
Island Glens

0.4 1 9.37

13 Mountains and
Uplands

HMRSSMts 0.0 1 0.00

13 Glens and
Straths

Highland and
Island Glens

1.8 2 43.21

13 Braes of
Balquhidder

Highland and
Island Glens

0.4 2 8.73

13 Mountain
Plateaux

HMRRMts 3.3 3 80.94

13 Highland Glens
with Lochs

Highland and
Island Glens

1.3 1 31.61

13 Highland
Summits and
Plateaux

HMRRMts 2.0 2 47.50

13 Plateau Moor PL 5.4 1 130.80
Total 49 2431.38

In Zone 13 a total 49 occurrences of landscape character types (landscape units) are found within a zone of total land area 2431. km sq.
The figure 49/2431 is 0.020.per km sq of land within the zone and gives a relative indication of the overall brokenness or fragmentation of
the landscape pattern.
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LCT at Level 1 Area/Occurrences (km2)

Steep Ridgeland and Mountains 4.13
High Tops 351.07
Mountain Glens 8.08
Upland Forest-Moor Mosaic 2.01
Craggy Upland 19.77
Mountains 24.77
Highland River Valleys 10.98
Blanket Bog 203.52
Craggy Upland 19.07
Mountain Massif 134.79
Settled Lochs 8.57
Broad Forested Strath 7.12
Smooth Moorland Ridges 75.12
Rugged Massif 78.17
Isolated Mountain Plateau 77.68
Smooth Rounded Hills 11.85
Loch and Glen 9.37
Mountains and Uplands 0.00
Glens and Straths 21.60
Braes of Balquhidder 4.36
Mountain Plateaux 26.98
Highland Glens with Lochs 31.61
Highland Summits and Plateaux 23.75
Plateau Moor 130.80

The extent (area) of any one landscape character type (at level 1) divided by the number of times it occurs in the zone gives an idea of the
average size of occurrences of that LCT.
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LCTs at Level 3 Area km2 Ratio

HMRSSMts 16.53 8
HMRSSMts 702.14 349
Highland and Island Glens 24.26 12
FRSSEHM 2.01 1
RCUHM 59.33 29
HMRRMts 24.77 12
Highland and Island Glens 10.98 5
PL 203.52 101
RCUHM 19.07 9
HMRSSMts 404.38 201
SL 34.30 17
Highland Straths 28.49 14
HMRRMts 225.38 112
HMRSSMts 234.53 116
HMRSSMts 77.68 38
HMRRMts 11.85 5
Highland and Island Glens 9.37 4
HMRSSMts 0.00 0
Highland and Island Glens 43.21 21
Highland and Island Glens 8.73 4
HMRRMts 80.94 40
Highland and Island Glens 31.61 15
HMRRMts 47.50 23
PL 130.80 65

The ratio of the extent (area) of the level 3 groupings gives an indication of the distribution pattern by proportion of the zone.
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Table 12.3 Rarity

LCTs at Level 1 Rarity by occurrence
%

Rarity by extent
%

Steep Ridgeland and Mountains 8 0.7
High Tops 4 28.9
Mountain Glens 6 1.0
Upland Forest-Moor Mosaic 2 0.1
Craggy Upland 6 2.4
Mountains 2 1.0
Highland River Valleys 2 0.5
Blanket Bog 2 8.4
Craggy Upland 2 0.8
Mountain Massif 6 16.6
Settled Lochs 8 1.4
Broad Forested Strath 8 1.2
Smooth Moorland Ridges 6 9.3
Rugged Massif 6 9.6
Isolated Mountain Plateau 2 3.2
Smooth Rounded Hills 2 0.5
Loch and Glen 2 0.4
Mountains and Uplands 2 0.0
Glens and Straths 4 1.8
Braes of Balquhidder 4 0.4
Mountain Plateaux 6 3.3
Highland Glens with Lochs 2 1.3
Highland Summits and Plateaux 4 2.0
Plateau Moor 2 5.4

The rarity of a landscape character type within the zone can be identified by the number of time it occurs or its extent. Examination of
both the number of occurrences (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total and the area (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total area will give
an indication of rarity.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

Landscape character type is fairly consistent and simple throughout Zone 13 as landform
comprises the dominant factor. The zone contains a few very large areas of mountain
character types (51, 88, 124 and 115) in which the route of glens form an integral part, a
single large area of bogland to the east (100) and a small section of craggy moorland on the
west coast (22). Where local variations occur related to land use, these tend to be small in
scale on account of the very limited access within the zone and the fact it has a low resident
population.

Description

Landform

PROFILE

At its broadest level, Zone 13 contains landform extremes of high, steep sided massive
mountains and vast expanses of flat peatland, with a range of hill, moorland and glen types in
between. This profile has been heavily influenced by glaciation, with the carving of deep
corries and glens in the mountains, leading to some large ‘V’ shaped valleys, areas of craggy
uplands and the eroded surfaces of peatlands littered with deposition and lochans.
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Across the zone as a whole this extreme contrast of landform is reflected by 25% of the
area being under 5o slope, yet 21% also being over 24o slope.

SEQUENCE

A sequence of mountains, glens and moorland occurs across Zone 13. The mountain ranges
run west to east or south west to north east, sweeping around the moorland core
concentrated in the east of Zone 13. This occurs in a radial fashion from the north eastern
corner, around to the west and down to the south east of the zone. The straths and glens
dividing these broad mountain ranges also tend to radiate from the east, reinforcing this
arrangement. Most of the craggy moorland areas occur in the west of the zone as the
mountains gradually descend towards the coast, cut by Loch Linnhe, and also towards
Argyll.

SCALE

Moving through the landscape, the landform seems immense, emphasised by the very high,
steep and concave nature of the mountain slopes which allow the viewer to directly
appreciate their great elevation from their base. The juxtaposition of these with the wide
open moorlands in the east of the zone emphasises the enormity of each of these areas in
their own right by their contrast of elevation and slope.

However, the absence of known size indicators within most views of the landscape means
that it is generally difficult to discern actual scale.

LANDMARK FEATURES

The key landform landmarks in this landscape comprise: the highest and most prominent of
mountain peaks such as Ben Nevis; those at the edge of a mountain range, e.g. Ben
Cruachan and Aonach Mor; and those which collectively make a gateway such as the Black
and White Corries either side of Glencoe and Beinn Bhreac-liath and Beinn Dorain. In close
association with these peaks, the glens of Zone 13 also form land marks, their simple linear
forms often easier to recognise that the linked groups of peaks which surround them. At a
more detailed level, waterfalls such as at Falloch, coastal features, and the dubh lochans and
drumlins of Rannoch form local landmarks.

EXPERIENCE

The complex arrangement of mountains within this landscape can appear quite confusing so
these tend to be linked to distinctive glens, the coast and Rannoch by the viewer in order to
get some sense of orientation and place.

There are only a few access routes through this zone and thus experience of its entirety can
only be appreciated on foot. The main vehicular routes, due to their scarcity, tend to be
very busy in summer, significantly affecting the experience of the remote qualities of the
wider landscape. However off the beaten track, it is easier to appreciate the immensity of
the landform and an acute sense of wild land occurs in many places.

The main vehicular routes through Zone 13 either run through glens or around the coast,
although part of the A82 passes over Rannoch moor. Within the glens, views tend to be
channelled along their route, just occasionally focusing on individual peaks; among the coast,
views tend to be directed offshore. This means that, apart from the small section of road
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over moorland, the visual experience of this zone is very blinkered and limited to individual
corridors so there is little appreciation of the zone in its entirety.

Containment

TOPOGRAPHY

Containment within Zone 13 is predominantly very high due to the abundance of high, steep
mountains and deep glens represented by 50% of the zone being between 300 and 500m
and 22% between 600m and 1100m and 58% over 11  in slope. A lesser degree of
containment, mainly occurring at a local level, occurs in the areas of craggy moorland. The
exception to this containment is upon Rannoch Moor in the east of the zone where this is
very low, largely responsible for the 25% of the zone that is lower than 5  slope. A sense of
exposure also occurs upon the mountain tops, ridges and plateaux although the area over
which this is experienced has limited access.

LAND COVER

Vegetation does not greatly contribute to the containment of Zone 13 as a whole, although
woodland adds to the localised sense of enclosure within certain glens. Upon the footslopes
or gullies on the hillslopes, this woodland tends to merely accentuate the landform slopes
however, rather than creating any great containment on its own. Otherwise, the
predominance of low vegetation rather accentuates openness within the landscape,
grassland, peatland and montane species collectively making up 79% of the zone. Built
development creates very little containment in this landscape representing less than 0.5% of
its area and only occurring as isolated settlements. Even within these, the human scale of
buildings seem dominated by the immense vertical scale of surrounding mountains.

VISIBILITY

Visibility varies considerably from the mountain interior of this zone to the coast and
moorland areas. Within the mountains, visibility is extensive from their tops in clear
conditions, yet channelled greatly within the surrounding glens. In coastal areas, views tend
to be directed offshore, deflected by the steep inland slopes. In contrast to these, visibility
within Rannoch Moor is extensive and panoramic throughout although there is some local
screening caused by occasional glacial mounds and trees.

MICROCLIMATIC EFFECTS

Containment within this landscape is often affected by weather conditions as the maritime
and mountain climate results in a high frequency of cloud cover. This results in the mountain
landscape, typically having vertical emphasis, appearing restricted to a visible horizontal
band. This can create a mysterious effect as it is obvious that the diagonal outlines of the
mountains below the cloud lead to something obscured above. It can also create a strong
sense of anticipation so that when the full composition of hills are revealed on clear days,
their splendour seems even more intensified.

In changing weather conditions, there is often a very dynamic landscape image, the
movement of clouds sometimes obscuring and sometimes revealing the mountain peaks and
creating moving shadows over the ground surface. In contrast, during completely clear
times, the landscape may actually appear quite 2-dimensional without shadow to highlight its
pronounced landform. Generally though, in low cloud conditions, views that otherwise
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concentrate on the mountain foci, are directed to foreground features such as the glen
floors, along loch shores and towards the details of vegetation.

EXPERIENCE

The experience of containment varies through this landscape, most markedly between the
linear enclosure of the glens and the open exposure of the mountain tops and moorland
areas. Within the confines of the glens, one feels restricted visually and physically, but some
comfort is provided by the shelter afforded and the intricacy of foreground details such as
rivers and riparian woodland.

In contrast, there is a great sense of personal freedom and remoteness within the open
areas of moorland away from public access. Here there is a sense that human scale is quite
insignificant compared with the surrounding vastness.

Upon the mountain tops, there is also a sense of remoteness and an appreciation of the
immense scale of the landscape; however movement through the landscape is more
restricted on account of the landform characteristics.

Accessibility

DISTANCE

Zone 13 lies at the western edge of mainland Scotland and can only be thus reached via a
lengthy and time consuming journey from the main population centres in the south of the
country. Ballachulish in the west of the zone is 120 miles from Edinburgh, a trip that would
take approximately 2 and 1/2 hours by car.

Access to the zone in the south is via the A85 west coast route, the A819 from Inveraray,
the A82 from Glasgow and the A856 from the east. The eastern part of the zone is only
accessible at its far edge via the B846 and the northern part of the zone is reached via the
A82 through the Great Glen and the A56 through Glen Spean to the east.

Zone 13 is also accessed by railway, this crossing Rannoch Moor and running along the edge
of Loch Treig, an area inaccessible by road.

The West Highland Way, a long distance footpath, also passes through the zone.

PHYSICAL ACCESS

Physical access is restricted within Zone 13 by the occurrence and route of glens which aid
passage through the mountains; and also the form of the coastal edge and the ground
stability of the moorland areas to allow movement upon them.

As most of the mountains broadly run west-east across the zone it is often difficult to travel
at right angles to this direction. Many of the roads within this zone are narrow and winding
in nature, restricted by the availability of flattish ground which can be built upon. Some are
also no-through routes, preventing circulatory travel.

There are a number of pathways and estate access tracks within this landscape used mainly
for the purposes of stalking and leading to fishing lochs and the most popular Munros for
hillwalking.
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CULTURAL ACCEPTANCE

The high number of visitors to this landscape results in some tension with landowners,
especially during the stalking season and near to the main access routes, not only vehicular,
but also the West Highland Way and paths to Munros. Tolerance to visitors varies greatly
between estates; some such as Ben Alder adopt a policy of open access throughout the year
whilst others create a negative image in the landscape with a profusion of signs aimed at
discouraging visitors.

Generally settlements within the zone welcome visitors as tourism is a major local industry.

VISUAL ACCESS

Visibility of the interior mountain areas of this zone from public places is very much
restricted by the screening effect of the mountains themselves, views being mainly contained
within deep glens. In contrast, visibility across Rannoch Moor is open from the A82;
however here, visibility over any distance is distorted by the effect of visual foreshortening.

EXPERIENCE

Generally, access throughout Zone 13 is difficult so that it tends to be mainly experienced
around its edges and via just one central route.

During summer, this experience is significantly affected by high numbers of motorists
travelling along the main roads, and even the main footpaths often appear busy.

Although it is easier to appreciate the intrinsic qualities of this landscape out of visitor
season, these can still be experienced by walking into the zone interior on foot.

Land cover

VEGETATION

The vegetation of Zone 13 mainly comprises a mix of moorland, peatland and rough grass
species, collectively accounting for 59% of its area. Montane vegetation is also quite prolific
upon the higher mountain reaches forming 11% of the zone area as a whole. The subtle mix
of these low lying and similar textured mountain and moorland vegetation emphasises the
openness of the landscape and enables the features of the underlying landform to show
through.

Woodland accounts for 13% of Zone 13, mainly occurring in the glens and upon the hill
footslopes. Although the native woodlands and recent forestry schemes generally appear to
compliment and emphasise the landscape characteristics of the zone by fitting into the steep
foot slopes, deep gorges and river shores, the conifer plantations representing past forestry
practice tend to appear more incongruous, contrasting in form line, texture and colour to
the surrounding landscape.

Improved grassland, although accounting for only around 3% of Zone 13, contributes
significantly to the character of many of the glen floors in the landscape, its contrast of
colour and division often creating distinct pattern and a positive image of human integration
and activity in a landscape otherwise largely devoid of these cultural characteristics.
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EXPOSED ROCK

Exposed rock and cliffs account for only 1% of Zone 13. However visibility of this upon
mountain tops and along the coast contributes considerably to the character of the
landscape.

Rocky peaks and crags particularly seem to accentuate the landform profile, this often
appearing to convey an austere image highlighted when partially covered in snow due to a
strong contrast of colour and tone.

BUILT DEVELOPMENT

Built development is not a major component of Zone 13, representing less than 0.5% of its
area. However, the small areas of built development in the landscape tend to form foci –
not only in terms of providing services to the surrounding area but also as visual landmarks.
These tend to be concentrated with a contrast of form, colour, line, pattern and activity to
their surroundings; and as scale indicators, they seem to emphasise the overwhelming
superlative qualities of the mountain landscape around.

EXPERIENCE

The simplicity of ground cover which presides over much of Zone 13 further enables the
landform characteristics to appear the dominant element of the landscape. However,
although this may aid our appreciation of the landforms, where differentiation does occur,
for example in the form of a settlement, woodland or area of inby, this is often welcomed
for the shelter and visual intricacy created in stark contrast to the surroundings.

Hydrology and water bodies

TYPE

Water is a prominent feature of the landscape of Zone 13, clearly evident not only in the
large lochs and major rivers, but also along the coast in small streams tumbling over the
mountains via waterfalls and in the complex pattern of dubh lochans and active blanket bog
on Rannoch. The experience of these are also influenced by a prevalence of high humidity
conditions and high levels of rainfall.

Some water systems are regulated within the zone for the purposes of hydro-electricity
generation and fishing.

PATTERN

The main lochs and rivers of this zone are contained within well defined, deep glens, some
of these possessing such steep side slopes and being so straight as to form spectacular
trenches. The pattern of these water courses and bodies relate directly to landform, most
of them broadly running west-east or south west – north east. Most freshwater lochs tend
to occur in the east of the zone as those towards the west intent in from the coast and
Loch Linnhe following the Great Glen.

The minor tributaries within this zone tend to radiate out from the mountain groups or run
at fairly regular intervals down from the ridges into the glens. Upon the flat ground of
Rannoch, however, the pattern of drainage seems more random, with a dense network of
streams and dubh lochans, some of which run gradually into large lochs and some which are
enclosed.
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EXPERIENCE

As the main access routes within Zone 13 run along the glens and coastal and moorland
edge of this landscape, experience of water forms an integral part of the landscape. The
narrow nature of many of the glens means that the main access routes seem ‘squeezed’ very
close to watercourses and waterfalls descending from the mountains, highly visible seen
against a steep, dark backdrop. The experience of this is not only visual – the activity,
reflection and colour of moving water catching the eye, but also strongly affected by sound,
particularly in times of spate when the feeling of spray and the smell of lush vegetation being
bashed along the shores can affect the experience.

Access on to the lochs of this zone can combine an experience of tranquillity upon the
waters with a spectacular visual panorama. For although it may be difficult to fully appreciate
the relative arrangement of mountain characteristics whilst at close proximity to these, by
viewing this from open waters and at a distance, they create an amphitheatre effect
surrounding one.

Water within the bogland areas of Zone 13 appears as an intricate detail and it is difficult to
discern the overall layout of rivers and lochs and lochans in such flat landscapes on account
of visual foreshortening so they are encountered by surprise. The overall pattern is only
revealed when seen from neighbouring high ground.

In the apparent simple landscape of boglands, the presence of water harbours a wealth of
foreground interest, from the spongy feel of walking on sphagnum, to the vivid colour and
forms of the mosses, the reflection of the sky in small, deep dark pools, and the associated
activity of insect and bird life.

Built and infrastructure development (present day)

NATURE AND PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT

Settlement within Zone 13 is infrequent, the only centre of any significant size being
Kinlochleven, an old industrial village at the head of Loch Leven which utilises local hydro-
electricity.

Otherwise, small settlements and clusters of houses tend to occur on the coast, especially
at bridging points, and at the confluence of glens; many of these incorporate tourist facilities
and utilise favourable shelter, access and ground conditions. A few small settlements also
occur around the railway stations of this zone and there are a few within the mountain
core, limited mainly to estate lodges, farmhouses and bothies.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INFRASTRUCTURE

Roads, railway, estate access tracks, footpaths, car parks and visitor centres and power lines
form the main infrastructure in this zone. Of these, the main A82 probably has greatest
impact by enabling large numbers of people to experience the central part of Zone 13. The
West Highland Way footpath also provides access to this for large numbers of walkers.
Apart from these central routes, the main line of routes follow the coast, often pinned to its
edge.

Confinement of infrastructure within parts of the landscape due to the landform
characteristics means that different elements often cross, overlap or run parallel to each
other. This has cumulative impacts in the landscape and can cause conflict as the experience
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of, for example, a walker along the West Highland Way is affected by having to pass next to
and under major powerlines in a landscape which would otherwise be perceived as being
remote and having wild land qualities. Likewise, a motorist may feel their experience of the
landscape is affected by the parallel route of powerlines which deflect their view to one side.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

Over Zone 13 as a whole there is little heavy industrial development. However there are a
few industries linked to natural resources in the landscape such as hydro-electricity and
small scale quarrying. Kinlochleven was once a major centre for aluminium smelting, utilising
local hydro-electricity; however this is soon to be decommissioned.

The main service industry in this zone is tourism linked to recreation. This results in a wide
distribution of informal facilities such as parking areas and signs, with accommodation mainly
centred around the villages or old estate lodges which have become hotels, Inns or
bunkhouses. There is also occasional formal provision for particular sports such as ski
centres at White Corries and Aonach Mor.

EXPERIENCE

Built and infrastructure development generally forms just a small part of Zone 13 in relation
to the predominance of ‘natural’ landscape characteristics. However, as most development
is located at close proximity to the small number of roads through the landscape, there may
be a perception when travelling through Zone 13 that there is actually a far greater
proposition of this than there is if remote areas are appreciated too.

The tourist industry is notoriously fragile in any landscape where appreciation relies on
unpredictable weather conditions, both in winter for snow and summer for fine conditions.
Thus developments capitalising on the consistent components of the landscape such as its
mountains of remoteness whatever the weather, can often appear most appropriate to the
landscape, their longevity tending to result in an attention to design integration of built
forms that adds positively to the landscape character.

Visible history

TYPES OF VISIBLE HISTORY

Historic features within Zone 13 are not as common place as in some other zones.
However, what remains tends to be prominent by the fact that this stands out within a
largely uninhabited landscape dominated more by ‘natural’ features. The key historic
elements evident are: Neolithic and Bronze Age monuments; hut circles and duns dating
back from the Iron Age; crosses, carved stones and chapel sites from the early Christian
period; medieval churches and castles, the ruins of crofts abandoned during the Clearances
and old military roads and bridges.

LOCATION/PATTERN

Most historic features are located within the glens and near to the coast of this zone,
although some cairns and shieling occur upon the hills. Overlapping of features of various
age occur in places where particular favourable local conditions occur, such as shelter,
access, water supply, good ground and a defensive position. Where only one or a few of
these conditions occur, features tend to represent a timescale in which those factors were
of great importance to the particular social/cultural conditions of that time.
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EXPERIENCE

Whilst the experience of historic features do not greatly affect the landscape character of
Zone 13 as a whole, they do contribute greatly to the experience of certain locations. In
such places, historic features often create foci in the landscape, their built form representing
past inhabitation which often seems awe inspiring when considering the harsh physical
conditions of the surrounding mountain landscape. Indeed it is easy to conjure images of
past battles in a landscape with such contrasts of scale between human and mountain
features. These images have been portrayed in the arts and media as representing ‘Wild
Scotland’, recently shown in parts of the film Braveheart filmed in this zone. Related to this,
remains of crofting settlements can seem particularly poignant by their fairly intact
structures representing relative recent abandonment.

Wildlife

FORMS OF WILDLIFE

Wildlife within Zone 13 include, red deer, otter, mink, wild cat, badgers, pine marten, bats,
eagles, peregrine, dotteral, grouse, waders, divers, salmon and trout, pearl mussels,
dragonflies and midges. Some of these species are rare and limited to particular sites, for
example black-throated divers and pearl mussels, whilst others are fairly prolific throughout
the zone.

LOCATION

Most of the large mammals such as deer, wild cat and badgers concentrate in the mountain,
hill and woodland landscape character types, chiefly numbers 88,115,51,22,56 and 57 (level
1). The range of these however does vary from season to season, often descending into
more sheltered areas in winter where there is a greater abundance of food. Species such as
otters obviously concentrate in the coastal parts of these landscapes. Rannoch Mor (mainly
comprising character type 100 at level 1) accommodates bogland species such as dragon
flies and breeding waders. Maritime areas (mainly within LCT 51 and 88 at level 1) also
harbour distinct species such as dipera and eagles.

WHEN

Deer tend to be most visible, from the public roads in this landscape in winter when they
descend into the glens for shelter and grazing.

Apart from these, however, most species tend to be more noticeable in spring and summer
due to their increased activity and/or sound, particularly birds and insects; although high
volumes of traffic along the main access routes through this zone in summer may locally
deter some of these species.

EXPERIENCE

Although visibility of wildlife from the main public routes through Zone 13 does not
contribute greatly to is landscape character as a whole, the presence of wildlife do affect the
experience of the more remote areas. These areas, despite being subject to changing
weather conditions, can sometimes appear quite inactive and sterile as their physical form
seems to overwhelm the details of the landscape. However the sound and sight of wildlife
symbolises the value of the landscape as a living system rather than just a two-dimensional
scenery and the experience of rare species can intensify the sense of remoteness and wild
land in such areas. Conversely, of course, some species may actually affect the appreciation
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of Zone 13 in a negative way the chief culprit being the midge, whose activity and profusion
many affect how and where people experience the landscape, or if they do at all.

Climate

CLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS

Climate characteristics across Zone 13 are fairly consistent, although there may be some
subtle differences between the west and east, the zone largely dominated by maritime and
mountain climatic conditions distributed via the passing of westerly Atlantic weather
systems.

Precipitation levels are high throughout the zone with average annual levels of around
2000mm. These are fairly evenly distributed throughout the year with an average of over
100mm for each month; however April and May tend to be the driest months and
December the wettest. Snow cover can also be great on the mountain tops in winter.

Temperature extremes tend to be highest in the mountains and towards the interior and
east, lowest by the coast and in the west. Over the zone as a whole there is an average
summer temperature of 14.5°C and an average winter temperature of 3.5°C.

The west coast and mountain tops tend to be subject to the highest and greatest prevalence
of winds. Shelter is afforded by some of the glens; however this very much depends on the
direction of the winds as if these coincide with the orientation of the glens, winds may be
channelled and funnelled by these.

LOCATIONAL AND SEASONAL EFFECTS

Seasons are quite marked in the zone by variation of day length and temperature which
affects vegetation growth and wildlife activity, and the summer also brings high numbers of
visitors to the zone. However, the characteristic changeable nature of the weather in this
landscape, particularly in terms of precipitation, is consistent throughout the year. This
means that expectations for clear weather in summer are no less borne out than
expectations of cloud or snow in winter. As a result of this changeable nature, days of clear
weather in summer or winter tend to be greeted with great delight.

EXPERIENCE

Climatic conditions greatly affect the experience of this landscape as introduced above and
discussed under ‘Containment’. The presence of cloud cover obscures mountain tops so the
characteristic vertical emphasis of the landscape is restricted to a low horizontal band of
visibility. Here, the diagonal outlines of mountains below the cloud can appear mysterious as
the viewer is aware that there is something obscured above.

In such conditions, views tend to focus on foreground details rather than the mountain tops
– the glen floors and rivers, loch shores and vegetation. Changing weather conditions within
this zone can give quite a dynamic image to the landscape, especially when seen from afar
and crossing the landscape from panoramic vantage points within the open moorland areas,
mountain tops and coast.

During these times, racing clouds and sheets of rain result in changing visual emphasis in the
landscape, creating excitement and anticipation.
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In contrast, completely clear conditions reveal the full splendour of this landscape as a
whole composition. This image may actually appear quite two-dimensional, however,
without shadow highlighting the complex form of the mountains nor illustrating distance
within a landscape which otherwise has few scaleable features or ground cover
differentiation from which to discern these.

Designated landscapes

National Scenic Areas

CONSTITUENTS

37% of Zone 13 is contained within the Ben Nevis and Glencoe which almost entirely
occurs within this zone (99.5%). The Ben Nevis and Glencoe NSA mainly comprises High
Tops (LCT 51), mountain massif (LCT 88) and rugged massif (LCT115) forming the
mountain core.

The other major component is Plateau Moor (LCT 100) with small fragments of settled
lochs (LCT 119) and smooth moorland ridges (LCT 124).

A tiny fragment (0.7%) of the Loch Rannoch and Glen Lyon NSA is contained within Zone
13, comprising Plateau Moor landscape character type (no. 100 level 1), and a small part
(1%) of the Lynn of Lorn NSA is also included within the zone, mainly comprising the
Craggy Upland landscape character type (LCT 22, level1)

LOCATION AND EXTENT

The Ben Nevis and Glencoe NSA measures 895 km square within Zone 13, encompassing a
sizeable proportion of the zone in a rounded L shape that descends from its northern edge
down to around two thirds the southern extent of the zone, bending around the Blackwater
reservoir in the east.

The small fragment of the Loch Rannoch and Glen Lyon NSA occurs the far eastern edge of
Zone 13 south west of Loch Rannoch, extending to just 3.5km square. The Lynn of Lorn
NSA covers just 0.5km square on the western edge of the zone near to the shore of Loch
Linnhe.

EXPERIENCE

The Ben Nevis and Glencoe NSA, encompassing a major part of Zone 13 contains many of
the key characteristics of this zone. It is probably best known for its combination of
towering mountains and deep glens, although it borders the sea to the west and touches on
Rannoch Moor to the east.

To appreciate the full extent of the NSA, given its large size and few roads, the landscape
needs to be explored largely on foot, although the very steep glens through which the main
access routes pass, with close proximity to mountains, allow viewers from these to
appreciate some of the qualities of the landscape. The glens leading away from these main
routes also provide viewing channels away into the mountain interior. However more
difficult to appreciate from these routes are the great qualities of remoteness which preside
in this landscape away from the main roads and settlements.
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Historic gardens and designed landscapes

NATURE OF THE LANDSCAPES DESIGNATED AND NON-DESIGNATED

There is just one original Historic Garden and Designed Landscape (HGDL) in Zone 13 and
one new HGDL, although two HGDLs lie close to the south western boundary of the zone.

Recreational landscapes

NATURE OF LANDSCAPES

Zone 13 is used extensively for recreation and although this peaks during summer months,
there are high numbers of visitors throughout the year. This recreation is predominantly
associated with enjoying the landscape and active sports, the most common of these being
hillwalking and mountain and ice climbing on the highest and most accessible peaks such as
Ben Nevis, Beinn a Bheither, The Three Sisters and the Black and White Corries. Many of
these are targeted for their demanding but relatively short ascent. High numbers of hill
walkers also pass through the zone via the West Highland Way, and skiing at Aonach Mar
and White Corries is very popular during the relatively short periods of snow cover.
Canoeing and kayaking also occurs on the deeper rivers and some of the lochs

In terms of more passive recreation, many people visit the zone motor touring, often en
route to other west coast destinations. These visitors mainly enjoy the scenic qualities of
the landscape and do not tend to travel far from the main vehicular routes.

LOCATION

As discussed above, recreation is distributed throughout Zone 13, especially hill walking, but
with highest activity around the main access routes and settlements.

The key access routes through the landscape for motoring/sightseeing visitors is the A82
through Glencoe, the A828 linking Oban and Fort William (both centres of recreation and
tourist facilities) and the A82 from Inverness along the Great Glen. The main active sports
areas are around the fringes of Fort William, Ben Nevis, Glencoe Aonach Mor and
Ballachulish.

EXPERIENCE

Although Zone 13 offers a contrast of recreational experience depending on season and
weather, it tends to offer only a narrow range of activities, these mainly being directly linked
to enjoying the landscape qualities. However this does vary between passive and active
recreation, with a fairly equal balance of travelling sightseers and active sports goers in
summer and a majority of the latter in winter. The concentration of high numbers of people
partaking in recreation within the key centre and close to the main access routes in this
zone certainly affects the experience and even the perception and integrity of the landscape
in these places at peak times. However there remains large areas of the zone which, due to
their difficulty of access and lack of inhabitants, maintain a sense of remoteness and wild land

2 Importance and value of the zone landscape

A judgement of the importance or value of the zonal landscape under the following
headings:
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Category Brief explanation of
landscape importance
(if any)

Importance
(GB, Scotland,
zone)

Landscape Character Importance
rarity Range of high, very steep

mountains and glens in
contrast to bogland

Scotland

extent Large area Scotland
diversity (including specific landmarks) Mainly mountain, glen and

moor
Zonal

pattern Some in glen floors
contrasting with
mountains

Zonal

integrity Varies within zone
between public/private
ground

Scotland

local distinctiveness Zonal
fragility/sensitivity Visitor pressures Scotland
Scenic importance
qualities Stereotypical Highland

scenery – mountains glens
and lochs

Scotland

perceptions High public awareness GB
Learning Importance
Environmental Education Geology, natural heritage,

history.
zonal

Interpretation Existing facilities zonal

Recreation High numbers for active
recreation

GB

Amenity Motor routes zonal
wildness and tranquillity Contrasts greatly within

public/private
zonal

Designations
NSAs 1 main NSA covering 37%

of zone. 2 small fragments
of other NSAs

Scotland

AGLVs ?
Regional Landscape Designations ?
Historic Gardens & Designed Landscapes 2 HGDLs. 2 close by in

Zone 14
zonal

Cultural Importance
pre history (designated/non-designated) input from HS
medieval (designated/non-designated)
recent (designated/non-designated)
Socioeconomic Importance
social low resident population zonal
economic Draws number of visitors

to zone also surrounding
areas

Scotland
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3 Landscape and trends in the zone

Pressures/influences which have a particular effect on the landscape of the zone:

• Nature of landscape pressures/influences – a brief description
• Trends: increasing, static or declining

− long term (> 5 years), medium term (2 to 5 years),
− short term (< 2 years)

• Importance: important, not important

Pressure Nature of landscape
pressures/influences
and trends within
zone, relative
importance within the
zone

Scale of landscape influence
(+ve/–ve) within zone when
considered in an all Scotland
context

Major Inter. Minor Negligible

Residential Retirement homes and
holiday homes creates
pressure to build new
houses for local people

�

Retail Tourism related �
Industrial Loss of heavy industry,

increase in tourism
�

Other Increased fragility
Infrastructure Transport
Roads and tracks Pressure for upgrading

roads very busy in
summer

�

Rail related �
Ferry related �
Other Power line upgrading �
Infrastructure other
Telecoms Numerous – difficult to

accommodate in glens as
visual confinement

�

Water treatment/abstraction ?
Waste management ?
Coastal defences Past proposals. Links to

roads and pipeline works
�?

Other
Minerals
Open cast coal
Sand and Gravel ?
Hard rock ?
Peat Local, domestic cutting �
Other
Forestry and Woodlands
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Restructuring of existing Existing plantations highly
visible on steep slopes.
Existing restructuring
works

�

Creation of new small Can look piecemeal and
as isolated blocks. Steady
increase of proposals.

�

Creation of large new/native Number of new large
proposals. Potential to
change character of large,
distinctive areas

�

Other

Aquaculture and Fishing

Finfish
Shellfish
Fishing (River & loch) River engineering for

fishing. Can have
cumulative impact.

�

Other
Land Management

Sheep production Very high numbers in
places prevents tree
regen and causes erosion

�

Crop production Gradually diminishing to
result in loss of landscape
pattern in glens

�

Sport shooting Very high numbers in
places – erosion

�

Other

Energy

Nat. grid/infrastructure power line upgrading �
Wind No current large scale

proposals
Hydro Existing characteristic of

landscape
�

Wave
Other
Tourism and Recreation

Golf Not fitting to landscape
type – proposals for
combined recreation
provision

�

Marinas

Skiing facilities Expansion proposed �
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Leisure facilities/visitor
centres

High pressure for
new/change of facilities

�

NH Information provision Existing within Glencoe.
New visitor centre
proposed.

�

Walking related/footpaths High pressure on existing
paths and car parking

�

Other Potential facilities for
sports popularised or in
fashion, e.g. downhill
cycling, heliskiing, rafting

�

4 Building a sustainable future

Landscape influences and trends in the zone (table 3)

Aspects of
importance of
the zonal
landscape
(table 2)

1
Residential

2
Industrial

3
Roads
of
Tracks

4
Telecoms

5
Forestry
restructuring
and new
woodland

6
Estate
management

7
Tourism
and
recreation

A. Landscape
character
Rarity and extent
– Scot
Fragility – Scot
B. Scenic
importance
Perceptions –
GB
Qualities – Scot
C. Learning
importance
- zonal
D. Enjoyment
importance
Active recreation
– GB
E. Designations
Large area of
NSA
F. Cultural
importance
G. Socio
Economic
importance
Low population,
tourism
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ZONE 14 ARGYLL WEST & ISLANDS

1 Nature of the landscape resource

Diversity, distribution and rarity of landscape character in the zone
Note: Ignore any LCT which is shown as <10 km_ (if important feature will be covered
elsewhere, if important characteristic locally will be flagged up in description)

Table 14.1  Diversity

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

Context Area
km2

14 Steep Ridgeland and
Mountains

HMRSSMts Highland 679.15

14 Upland Parallel Ridges RCUHM Highland 188.21
14 Rolling Farmland with

Estates
Farmlands and
Estates of the
Highlands and
Islands

Lowland Coastal 60.81

14 Bay Farmland Farmlands and
Estates of the
Highlands and
Islands

Coastal 37.16

14 Lowland Bog and Moor Low, Flat, and/or
Sandy Coastal
Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

Island Lowland 55.00

14 Marginal Farmland
Mosaic

MTL Island Lowland
Coast

188.50

14 Basalt Lowlands MTL Island Lowland 7.65
14 Lowland Ridges and

Moss
Highland and Island
Rocky Coastal
Landscapes

Coastal Lowland 63.99

14 Coastal Plain Low, Flat, and/or
Sandy Coastal
Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

Coastal Lowland 16.48

14 High Tops HMRSSMts Highland Island 68.63
14 Rocky Mosaic Highland and Island

Rocky Coastal
Landscapes

Coastal 267.99

14 Low Coastal Hills Low Coastal Hills of
the Highlands and
Islands

Coastal Lowland 18.82

14 Coastal Parallel Ridges Highland and Island
Rocky Coastal
Landscapes

Coastal Island 123.46

14 Flat Moss and Mudflats Low, Flat, and/or
Sandy Coastal

Lowland Coastal 19.80
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Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

14 Slate Islands Highland and Island
Rocky Coastal
Landscapes

Island 23.20

14 Sand-Dunes and
Machair

Low, Flat, and/or
Sandy Coastal
Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

Island Coastal 18.03

14 Hidden Glens Highland and Island
Glens

Highland 10.88

14 Mountain Glens Highland and Island
Glens

Highland 13.94

14 Open Ridgeland HMRRMts Highland 101.73
14 Upland Forest-Moor

Mosaic
FRSSEHM Highland 1,089.15

14 Craggy Upland RCUHM Highland 1,001.58
14 Moorland Plateau FRSSEHM Island Upland

Coastal
602.53

14 Rocky Moorland Rocky Moorlands of
the Highlands and
Islands

Island 83.39

14 Raised Beach Coast Coastal Raised
Beaches and
Terraces

Coastal 19.01

14 Rugged Moorland Hills
and Valleys with
Forestry

Rugged Moorland
Hills

Upland 140.68

14 Rugged Granite Upland Rugged Granite
Uplands

Highland 168.49

14 Rocky Volcanic Islands Rocky Volcanic
Islands

Island 1.14

14 Coastal Fringe with
Agriculture

Coastal Margins Coastal Lowland 60.55

14 Coastal Headland Coastal Hills
Headlands Plateaux
and Moorlands

Coastal 22.77

14 Coastal Lowland Moor Coastal Hills
Headlands Plateaux
and Moorlands

Coastal Lowland 20.62

14 Lowland Ridges and
Moss

Highland and Island
Rocky Coastal
Landscapes

Highland Coastal 8.71

14 Craggy Upland RCUHM Highland 2.97
14 Mountain Massif HMRSSMts Highland 1.04
14 Settled Lochs SL Highland Coastal 1.00
14 Mountains and Uplands HMRSSMts Highland 0.21

Total 5187.27

HMRRMts = High, Massive, Rolling, Rounded Mts of Highlands & Islands

HMRSSMts = High Massive, Rugged, Steep-sided Mts of Highlands & Islands
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FRSSEHM = Flat or Rolling, Smooth or Sweeping, Extensive, High Moorlands of Highlands & Islands

RCUHM = = Rugged, Craggy Upland Hills & Moorlands of the Highlands, including the Trossachs

SL =Sea Lochs of the Highlands & Islands

MTL =Moorland Transitional Landscapes of the Highlands & Islands

The number of landscape character types represented in Zone 14 at level 1 is 35 (of which 7 are <10 km2, or 28 are >10 km2). These can
be grouped into 19 at level 3 and their context is Highland/Island/Coastal. (mountains; upland and rocky or rugged hills and moorlands;
coastal hills; sandy or rocky coasts; raised beaches and coastal margins; glens; farmlands & estates; islands, and sea loch.) No. of LCTs
(Level 1)/Area of Zone in Zone 14 is 0.006: this gives an indication of the overall diversity of landscape character in the zone which can be
compared between zones.

Table 14.2 Distribution/pattern

Zone LCT
level 1

LCT
level 3

% of
Zone
(area)

No. of
Occurrences

Area
km2

14 Steep Ridgeland
and Mountains

HMRSSMts 13.1 2 679.15

14 Upland Parallel
Ridges

RCUHM 3.6 2 188.21

14 Rolling Farmland
with Estates

Farmlands and
Estates of the
Highlands and
Islands

1.2 4 60.81

14 Bay Farmland Farmlands and
Estates of the
Highlands and
Islands

0.7 1 37.16

14 Lowland Bog
and Moor

Low, Flat, and/or
Sandy Coastal
Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

1.1 3 55.00

14 Marginal
Farmland Mosaic

MTL 3.6 7 188.50

14 Basalt Lowlands MTL 0.1 1 7.65
14 Lowland Ridges

and Moss
Highland and
Island Rocky
Coastal
Landscapes

1.2 6 63.99

14 Coastal Plain Low, Flat, and/or
Sandy Coastal
Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

0.3 3 16.48

14 High Tops HMRSSMts 1.3 10 68.63
14 Rocky Mosaic Highland and

Island Rocky
Coastal
Landscapes

5.2 18 267.99

14 Low Coastal
Hills

Low Coastal Hills
of the Highlands
and Islands

0.4 3 18.82

14 Coastal Parallel Highland and 2.4 11 123.46
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Ridges Island Rocky
Coastal
Landscapes

14 Flat Moss and
Mudflats

Low, Flat, and/or
Sandy Coastal
Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

0.4 1 19.80

14 Slate Islands Highland and
Island Rocky
Coastal
Landscapes

0.4 11 23.20

14 Sand-Dunes and
Machair

Low, Flat, and/or
Sandy Coastal
Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

0.3 10 18.03

14 Hidden Glens Highland and
Island Glens

0.2 3 10.88

14 Mountain Glens Highland and
Island Glens

0.3 6 13.94

14 Open Ridgeland HMRRMts 2.0 4 101.73
14 Upland Forest-

Moor Mosaic
FRSSEHM 21.0 8 1,089.15

14 Craggy Upland RCUHM 19.3 9 1,001.58
14 Moorland

Plateau
FRSSEHM 11.6 5 602.53

14 Rocky Moorland Rocky Moorlands
of the Highlands
and Islands

1.6 3 83.39

14 Raised Beach
Coast

Coastal Raised
Beaches and
Terraces

0.4 2 19.01

14 Rugged
Moorland Hills
and Valleys with
Forestry

Rugged Moorland
Hills

2.7 1 140.68

14 Rugged Granite
Upland

Rugged Granite
Uplands

3.2 1 168.49

14 Rocky Volcanic
Islands

Rocky Volcanic
Islands

0.0 1 1.14

14 Coastal Fringe
with Agriculture

Coastal Margins 1.2 3 60.55

14 Coastal
Headland

Coastal Hills
Headlands
Plateaux and
Moorlands

0.4 1 22.77

14 Coastal Lowland
Moor

Coastal Hills
Headlands
Plateaux and
Moorlands

0.4 1 20.62

14 Lowland Ridges
and Moss

Highland and
Island Rocky

0.2 1 8.71
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Coastal
Landscapes

14 Craggy Upland RCUHM 0.1 1 2.97
14 Mountain Massif HMRSSMts 0.0 1 1.04
14 Settled Lochs SL 0.0 1 1.00
14 Mountains and

Uplands
HMRSSMts 0.0 1 0.21

Total 146 5187.27

In Zone 14 a total 146 occurrences of landscape character types (landscape units) are found within a zone of total land area 5187 km_,
139 >10 km2. The figure 146/5187 is 0.028 per km2 of land within the zone and gives a relative indication of the overall brokenness or
fragmentation of the landscape that can be compared between zones.

LCT at Level 1 Area/Occurrences (km2)

Steep Ridgeland and Mountains 339.57
Upland Parallel Ridges 94.10
Rolling Farmland with Estates 15.20
Bay Farmland 37.16
Lowland Bog and Moor 18.33
Marginal Farmland Mosaic 26.92
Basalt Lowlands 7.65
Lowland Ridges and Moss 10.66
Coastal Plain 5.49
High Tops 6.86
Rocky Mosaic 14.88
Low Coastal Hills 6.27
Coastal Parallel Ridges 11.22
Flat Moss and Mudflats 19.80
Slate Islands 2.10
Sand-Dunes and Machair 1.80
Hidden Glens 3.62
Mountain Glens 2.33
Open Ridgeland 25.43
Upland Forest-Moor Mosaic 136.14
Craggy Upland 111.28
Moorland Plateau 120.50
Rocky Moorland 27.79
Raised Beach Coast 9.50
Rugged Moorland Hills and Valleys with Forestry 140.68
Rugged Granite Upland 168.49
Rocky Volcanic Islands 1.14
Coastal Fringe with Agriculture 20.18
Coastal Headland 22.77
Coastal Lowland Moor 20.62
Lowland Ridges and Moss 8.71
Craggy Upland 2.97
Mountain Massif 1.04
Settled Lochs 1
Mountains and Uplands 0.21

The extent (area) of any one landscape character type (at level 1) divided by the number of times it occurs in the zone gives an idea of the
average size of occurrences of that LCT (col. 6/col. 5).

By far the most extensive type is Steep Ridgeland and Mountains (339 km_), followed by the Rugged Moorland Hills and Valleys with
Forestry, the Rugged Granite Uplands, the Upland Forest-Moor Mosaic, Craggy Upland and Rocky Moorland (111 km2 → 168 km2). Islands
tend to be small (1 – 2 km2), nor are sand dunes and machair found in extensive areas (1 km2). Comparison of, say, raised beach types
between zones (i.e. common Scottish landscape types) may be relevant.
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LCTs at Level 3 Area km2 Ratio

HMRSSMts 679.15 324
RCUHM 188.21 89
Farmlands and Estates of the Highlands and Islands 60.81 28
Farmlands and Estates of the Highlands and Islands 37.16 17
Low, Flat, and/or Sandy Coastal Landscapes of the Highlands and
Islands

55.00 26

MTL 188.50 89
MTL 7.65 3
Highland and Island Rocky Coastal Landscapes 63.99 30
Low, Flat, and/or Sandy Coastal Landscapes of the Highlands and
Islands

16.48 7

HMRSSMts 68.63 32
Highland and Island Rocky Coastal Landscapes 267.99 127
Low Coastal Hills of the Highlands and Islands 18.82 8
Highland and Island Rocky Coastal Landscapes 123.46 58
Low, Flat, and/or Sandy Coastal Landscapes of the Highlands and
Islands

19.80 9

Highland and Island Rocky Coastal Landscapes 23.20 11
Low, Flat, and/or Sandy Coastal Landscapes of the Highlands and
Islands

18.03 8

Highland and Island Glens 10.88 5
Highland and Island Glens 13.94 6
HMRRMts 101.73 48
FRSSEHM 1,089.15 518
RCUHM 1,001.58 476
FRSSEHM 602.53 286
Rocky Moorlands of the Highlands and Islands 83.39 39
Coastal Raised Beaches and Terraces 19.01 9
Rugged Moorland Hills 140.68 66
Rugged Granite Uplands 168.49 80
Rocky Volcanic Islands 1.14 5
Coastal Margins 60.55 28
Coastal Hills Headlands Plateaux and Moorlands 22.77 10
Coastal Hills Headlands Plateaux and Moorlands 20.62 98
Highland and Island Rocky Coastal Landscapes 8.71 4
RCUHM 2.97 14
HMRSSMts 1.04 4
SL 1.00 4
HMRSSMts 0.21 1

HMRRMts = High, Massive, Rolling, Rounded Mts of Highlands & Islands

HMRSSMts = High Massive, Rugged, Steep-sided Mts of Highlands & Islands

FRSSEHM = Flat or Rolling, Smooth or Sweeping, Extensive, High Moorlands of Highlands & Islands

RCUHM = Rugged, Craggy Upland Hills & Moorlands of the Highlands, including the Trossachs

PL = Peatland Landscapes of the Highlands & Islands

SL = Sea Lochs of the Highlands & Islands

The ratio of the extent (area) of the level 3 groupings gives an indication of the distribution pattern by proportion of the zone.
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Table 14.3 Rarity

LCTs at Level 1 Rarity by occurrence
%

Rarity by extent
%

Steep Ridgeland and Mountains 1 13.1
Upland Parallel Ridges 1 3.6
Rolling Farmland with Estates 2 1.2
Bay Farmland 0 0.7
Lowland Bog and Moor 2 1.1
Marginal Farmland Mosaic 4 3.6
Basalt Lowlands 0 0.1
Lowland Ridges and Moss 4 1.2
Coastal Plain 2 0.3
High Tops 6 1.3
Rocky Mosaic 12 5.2
Low Coastal Hills 2 0.4
Coastal Parallel Ridges 7 2.4
Flat Moss and Mudflats 0 0.4
Slate Islands 7 0.4
Sand-Dunes and Machair 6 0.3
Hidden Glens 2 0.2
Mountain Glens 4 0.3
Open Ridgeland 2 2.0
Upland Forest-Moor Mosaic 5 21.0
Craggy Upland 6 19.3
Moorland Plateau 3 11.6
Rocky Moorland 2 1.6
Raised Beach Coast 1 0.4
Rugged Moorland Hills and Valleys with Forestry 0 2.7
Rugged Granite Upland 0 3.2
Rocky Volcanic Islands 0 0.0
Coastal Fringe with Agriculture 2 1.2
Coastal Headland 0 0.4
Coastal Lowland Moor 0 0.4
Lowland Ridges and Moss 0 0.2
Craggy Upland 0 0.1
Mountain Massif 0 0.0
Settled Lochs 0 0.0
Mountains and Uplands 0 0.0

The rarity of a landscape character type within the zone can be identified by the number of time it occurs or its extent. Examination of
both the number of occurrences (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total and the area (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total area will give
an indication of rarity. (col 5/total col. 5%) (col. 6/total col. 6%).

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

Many LCTs are paired – an upland LCT with a lowland or coastal LCT. Hence Upland
Forest-Moor Mosaic is commonly adjacent to a Rocky Mosaic coast – the only island
example of this being Inchmarnock off Bute. Similarly, the small island of Gigha is unique as
being the only unit of Coastal Parallel Ridges that is alone, and not flanked by an upland
LCT, as the Upland Parallel Ridges of Knapdale, and the Moorland Plateau found only on
Jura and Islay, are both rimmed by Coastal Parallel Ridges up the Sound of Jura. The island of
Bute is very diverse for its size, with 6 LCTs (including Inchmarnock) reflecting its straddling
the Highland Boundary Fault. The heads of many sea lochs are identified as Mountain Glens,
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although each has their own local identity. The small area of the Moine Mhor is unique to
Argyll West and Islands, as it is the only example of the Flat Moss and Mudflats LCT;
similarly, the Slate Islands LCT occurs only in one small area on the western seaboard and
Islay’s Lowland Bog and Moor are very much part of its identity. The Marginal Farmland
Mosaic of Colonsay and parts of Islay is not found on the mainland. Most visual diversity and
interest occurs where several LCTs come together in a small area, as happens by
Lochgilphead. Jura and Arran are icons in the zone because of their distinctive and markedly
recognisable profiles – the dramatic rugged peaks of Arran’s core dominates views into the
Clyde, while Jura’s smoothly rounded Paps are landmarks in many westward views. The
volcanic island plug of Ailsa Craig forms a pivotal feature in views of the Clyde for Zone 18,
Zone 17 and Zone 14.

Description

Landform

PROFILE

The west of the zone and its associated waters and small islands are strongly grained south-
west north-east. To the east the grain rotates to align with the Firth of Clyde. Broadly, apart
from the few distinctive peaks, the landform is undulating, irregular, rounded and somewhat
amorphous in the west, with steeper rocky slopes (with the exception of the Paps of Jura) in
the east in Cowal and Arran. Arran is clearly in two near-equal halves – the northern high
and heavily serrated, the southern lower with shallow slopes cut into by passes.

SEQUENCE

There is a strong interlock of land and water across the zone, both at small scale and large
scale. Uplands tend to be fringed with low lying coastal zones, except where the Moorland
Plateau of Jura’s west coast and Islay plunge steeply into the sea with frequent cliffs and
caves.

SCALE

Scale varies, from intimate islands to the wide bog and moor of Islay and the massive core of
Jura, from narrow glens at the head of sea lochs to the large scale upland LCTs up above
them. Generally, it is an upland rather than mountainous zone.

LANDMARK FEATURES

Arran peaks (e.g. Goat Fell)

Arran shore line – Drumadoon Point

Paps of Jura

Ailsa Craig

islands off western seaboard (e.g. Gigha and the many islands up the Firth of Lorn into Loch
Linnhe) and Islands seen off southern tips of land masses – Pladda off Arran, Sanda Island off
Kintyre.

Holy Island off Arran is usually viewed as part of Arran in views from the mainland and
other Clyde islands, and is only seen as a separate unit from Arran itself.
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EXPERIENCE

Throughout much of the zone, one is either in sight of water or crossing the isthmus or
tarbet/tarbert (tairbeart – ‘transference place’) between two sea lochs or between sea loch
and freshwater loch. Local identity is frequently based on the land/water relationship (or the
character of the ‘waterscape’ is the dominant feature) rather than landform and landcover;
where water is not in view, man made features can be important contributors to regional
diversity and local distinctiveness. In distinctive hill masses (e.g. Paps of Jura, peaks of Arran)
the local sense of place does not borrow from farther views.

Containment (created by landform and land cover)

TOPOGRAPHY

Containment within valley bottoms is more apparent in the glens than the tops, or than the
coastal LCTs, where the adjacent upland landscape forms the local horizon in inland views
but views over water are panoramic. None of the zone is higher than 900 m, with only 10%
lying between 400 and 900 m.

This is concentrated in Jura, Arran and ‘the Arrochar Alps’. Half the zone is less than 200 m
and three quarters is less than 300 m; areas of flat land are not extensive.

LAND COVER

Broad-leaved woodland and commercial conifer plantations are both common and can both
provide containment that is experienced in different ways. At some shores, tall dunes
prevent or channel views of the sea. There is little substantial built development.

VISIBILITY

Visibility varies with topography and the presence or absence of woodland and dunes.
Shoreline views may be limited to the opposite side of the loch, or may be long views down
the loch from its head, or at the coast views may be far to islands off shore in the open sea.
Ferries provide a different perspective, and like hill tops are the primary locations for 360°
panoramic views.

MICROCLIMATIC EFFECTS

Although the climate is mild enough for tender plants (due to the Gulf Stream), the salt
laden winter gales mean that shelter is essential. The NTS gardens at Arduaine (near Oban),
and Brodick (on Arran), demonstrate this. Coastal trees are bevelled. Snow lies into the
spring in high north facing depressions. Passes (e.g. Rest and Be Thankful) may be blocked by
snow, but at the shore snow rarely lies long. In deep east-west valleys, there is a marked
contrast between the sunny south facing slopes and the shaded north facing slopes.

EXPERIENCE

Moving through the landscape by road, inland areas generally fell contained by topography,
and the open coast is perceived to be sheltered or protected by the containing islands off
shore (in marked contrast to the east coast of Scotland without islands which feels more
exposed, less safe). Views from ferries are generally contained by surrounding hills rather
than crossing open sea; they provide an unique arrival experience into and within the zone.
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Accessibility

DISTANCE

It is a feature of the area that it can take longer to reach the destination that can be clearly
seen ‘as the crow flies’, because interlocking water and landform necessitates an indirect and
occasionally convoluted route by road and probably a ferry.

A direct distance that would take little more than an hour on a motorway (were a Glasgow
– Jura motorway to exist, for example) may take over 6 hours, due to circuitous main
roads, single track roads and multiple ferries. This enhances the apparent remoteness. The
improvements of the A82 up Loch Lomond over many years has increased tourist pressure
on, for example, Inveraray as it is now about one hour’s drive from Glasgow.

On Jura, the presence of a public road on the maps does not indicate that this is in places
little more than a rutted track – i.e. the quality of the road surface may also limit
accessibility here and elsewhere, such as the outer fringes of Knapdale. Jura’s west coast is
isolated and one of the most remote areas in the zone, due to a combination of a 10 km
walk across from the one road on Jura up the east coast, together with the island’s distance
from the mainland – access is generally from Islay, so at least 2 ferry trips are required.
Other small islands off the western seaboard are also isolated – and nearly abandoned for
that reason.

By contrast, Holy Isle off Arran is isolated from the main roads of the mainland but does not
have a strong sense of remoteness as there are readily available boat trips from the nearby
holiday resort of Lamlash about 1 km away on Arran, itself easily accessible by a 50 minutes
ferry from Ardrossan, served by rail from Glasgow. Ailsa Craig is isolated, emphasised by its
visual isolation in the Firth, but for hill walkers in the zone most peaks are within 5 km of a
road, the most extensive area being the Goat Fell peaks on Arran.

PHYSICAL ACCESS

The commercial conifer forests owned by the Forestry Commission provides free access on
its tracks to many hills for walkers and mountain bikers. The tracks serving the wind farm at
Beinn Ghlas are likely to be used by mountain bikers, as this has happened at Novar wind
farm (another zone.) Central Arran is well served by paths, although the difficulty of walking
them depends on the level of maintenance; otherwise the zone has few formal path
networks except in designed landscapes.

Away from the distinctive mountains of Arran and Jura, the zone is not sought out by hill
walkers. Generally, the terrain is not difficult, but rhododendron can block routes, as can
local waterlogged areas and commercial forestry. The Crinan Canal gives boats access
across land, but water can also block access – hence the importance of ferries and small
private boats.

CULTURAL ACCEPTANCE

Land owners on Arran can be unsupportive of public access, for example by charging parties
courteous enough to ask permission. (c.f. the Arran Access Initiative.) Defence
establishments on the sea lochs of the Clyde prevent access to some parts of the coast in an
openly hostile way, by security fencing and many coils of barbed wire. In some places (e.g.
Keills in Knapdale), dead end public roads may be gated and signed to deter vehicle access.
In other places, dead end public roads may be joined end-to-end into a circuit by a private
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track with no public access, as at Ellary on Loch Caolisport. Otherwise, access is informal,
and unsigned outside Forest Enterprise land, so that local residents are at ease with, for
example, walking in policy woodland or on the hills, where a visitor can feel they have no
tacit permission to do so. Access is discouraged during the shooting season.

VISUAL ACCESS

Not every shore is backed by a public road, so that visual access to parts of some sea lochs
is not readily possible except by ferry or on the Waverley paddle steamer trips. Most of the
isolated islands can be seen from the mainland or accessible adjacent islands, but visual
access to the west coast of Jura requires a walk in or being on a passing boat. Otherwise,
visual access tends to be along the glens, valleys, inlets and sea lochs.

EXPERIENCE

The general experience of access within Zone 14 is that water, dead-end roads and some
determined landowners frustrate the wish to experience some areas first hand. This is
perhaps why trips on the Waverley are so popular in the Firth of Clyde, as they allow a
closer look at some apparently forbidden military areas and loch shores without roads.
Given the amount of man’s influence by way of forestry, wild land experiences are generally
limited, but the single-track rural roads allow urban visitors a relative wild land experience.

Land cover (including vegetation and land use)

VEGETATION

Arable land cover is scarce. Broad-leaved woodland is more common than average in
Scotland (e.g. the Argyll Oak woods, but also in the policy woodlands of designed
landscapes) but so too are commercial conifer plantations, with recent planting
demonstrating that the trend for afforestation (with the resulting visual containment) is
continuing. Tall dunes are in places are such a strong feature that at a regional level they
form a landscape type with their associated machair – for example at Machrihanish Bay near
Campbeltown, Laggan Bay and Loch Gruinart on Islay, and on Colonsay; these dunes
prevent or channel views of the sea. Rough grazing is typical of much of the zone; heather
moorland with peatland is more common than average for Scotland, but improved grazing is
less common: it is almost entirely absent from Jura and Colonsay, but is extensive on Islay
and Gigha, and is also found along valley bottoms and some coasts.

EXPOSED ROCK

Several upland Highland landscape types are typified by exposed rock, according to the
geology and glacial action, although the scale is such that the boulders or tiny ridges and
craggy outcrops do not show on the LCS 88 map.

There are notable rocky cliffs on the Rhinns of Islay (Rocky Moorland LCT); north Jura is
characterised by ‘cnoc and rock’ landscape, and it, like the Rhinns, is edged with cliffs, stacks
and arches. Exposed rock marks the coasts of the southern tip of Bute and much of the
south and west of Arran; the tattered fringes of Knapdale are formed by low rocky (and in
places, spined) narrow ridges that break up into chains of islands. The Slate islands have
distinctive overlapping ledges of slate jutting out into the sea. The raised beaches of the Mull
of Kintyre and Arran are backed by cliffs with gullies and boulders. Otherwise, exposed
rock appears in man-made quarries, which are not numerous.
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BUILT DEVELOPMENT

The zone is not heavily urbanised. Rural settlements of any size tend to be found at the
coast and at the edges of valleys and lochs, at the sheltered heads of the sea lochs, at
isthmuses, and in scattered clachans.

Grand houses and villas are also characteristic of the shores of the Firth of Clyde, together
with settlements associated with the tradition of going ‘doon the Watter’ for holidays;
another important resort is Oban. Planned towns such as Inveraray are important features.
Given the difficulties of travelling round the zone, it is no surprise that rural development is
also found in association with ferry piers, fishing ports, railway stations or former coach
travel or droving routes. Planned villages such as Inveraray are key features, but ruins of
clachans are evidence of the Clearances throughout much of the zone.

EXPERIENCE

The amount of native landcover, together with large tracts of now unsettled landscape, give
the area a natural quality that is punctuated by the few relatively major settlements. Road
improvements are tending to urbanise not just main roads, but also roads serving forested
areas and wind farms. This has led to increased pressure on the few towns, especially those
with views.

Hydrology and water bodies

TYPE

Many long narrow lochs mark the line of faults (e.g. the Highland Boundary Fault on Bute),
or indicate the glacial over deepening of valleys (e.g. Loch Eck). Others are held between
the minor ridges, for example in Knapdale. A rash of apparently random lochans
characterises the craggy upland behind Oban.

There are few major rivers. Short rivers drain in all directions, depending on which side of
the ridge they flow, but are often dwarfed by their valleys.

Significant falls in the zone occur on Arran, where the Falls of Glenashdale at Whiting Bay
(the highest in former Strathclyde) are considered to be of national importance; of the 11
others on Arran, the Falls of Garbh Allt hanging above Glen Rosa are significant, and also
recommended for a visit are the Falls of Struey (at Bennan Head on the coast) and Eas Mor
in Auchenhew Glen (its rainbow is a landmark for mariners in certain weather conditions).
There are no outstanding waterfalls of note in the remainder of the zone, reflecting the
absence of appropriate steep topography. Smaller waterfalls are mainly found near Inveraray
(Falls of Aray, Eagle’s Fall and Falls of Shira) and Loch Awe (Falls of Avich, Falls of Blairgour,
Falls of Cruachan, and Eas nan Clag). The Falls of Lora at the mouth of Loch Etive are
unique, created when the ebbing tide rushes over a rocky bar – the mass of water exceeds
that of any other fall in Britain. The picturesque Falls of Glen Massan, by Dunoon are
regionally important, while the Falls of Fruin near Helensburgh fall over the edge of the
Highland Boundary Fault (and are the subject of a painting by John Milne Donald to be seen
at the National Gallery of Scotland).

PATTERN

On the mainland, watercourses and water bodies reflect the dominant SW-NE trend, while
on Arran they tend to radiate from the central crown.
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EXPERIENCE

Generally speaking, lochs (fresh water and sea lochs) are important landscape features
rather than watercourses. Given the complexity of the coastline and the offshore island
pattern, it is sometimes difficult to distinguish between fresh and sea water lochs. As roads
hug loch shores, they are important in the experience of much of the zone, and they
provide the setting for most key settlements, and for many castles and large houses. Lochs
in the lie of the land emphasise the strongly marked grain of Knapdale and the
undistinguished terrain above Oban. Lochs are usually quietly enjoyed for fishing and
contemplation; only Loch Awe has pleasure boats, but the noise of Loch Lomond’s jet boats
is generally absent.

Built and infrastructure development (present day)

NATURE AND PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT

The zone is not heavily urbanised. Rural settlements of any size, and designed landscapes,
castles and villas, tend to be found at the coast, at the edges of valleys and lochs, at the
sheltered heads of the sea lochs, at isthmuses, in hidden glens and in scattered clachans, and
associated with General Wade’s bridges. Rural development is also found in association with
ferry piers, fishing ports, railway stations or former coach travel or droving routes. Planned
towns such as Inveraray and Bowmore are key features, but ruins of clachans are evidence
of the Clearances throughout much of the zone.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INFRASTRUCTURE

The single line Glasgow – Oban railway route touches the zone in the north. Pylons carrying
the power line from Cruachan Power Station (Zone 13) are features in the open uplands.

There are no motorways or dual carriageways, roads tend to hug the shoreline except
when crossing the col or isthmus between lochs. Airports connect Islay and Campbeltown
to Glasgow.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

There is currently one windfarm built in the zone, at Beinn Ghlas above Taynuilt. The wind
farm industry in Kintyre may serve to regenerate the shipyard at Campbeltown. Evidence of
small scale past industrial development features at Loch Awe where geological resources
were locally processed, but the armed forces establishments on the deep waters of the
Clyde coast are very much of this century. The main hydro-electric power station is at Ben
Cruachan in Zone 13, but the associated lower watercourses mirror the road through the
narrow Pass of Brander. Distilleries are features of much of the western fringe of the zone,
particularly in Islay, but also Jura and Oban.

EXPERIENCE

Each settlement has its own character which contributes to the local identity of the
landscape unit, and is often a feature in the wider undeveloped landscape. The distilleries of
Islay are important to that island’s character. It is yet to be seen how the new wind turbines
affect the experience of the zone.
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Visible history (past settlement, landuse, churches, brochs, forts, dykes, standing
stones etc.)

TYPES OF VISIBLE HISTORY

The zone has a wealth of archaeological sites. Pre-Christian remains can be found
throughout the zone, most notably at Moine Mhor in Kilmartin Glen (where Dunadd stands
above the standing stones, stone circles and burial chambers that typify the area and impart
a very strong sense of antiquity) and at Machrie Moor on Arran, with its seven groups of
stones – the three tallest being icons of the island. The landscape units that form their
context are respectively unique in Argyll and Ayrshire. Rock sculpture is elaborate and well
preserved. Crannogs are prominent features in many lochs. The palimpsest is clearly visible
in the unforested areas, with old field systems, runrig, and dykes. The materials and building
styles of the dykes varies throughout the zone. Ancient chapels are prominent features,
some with visible evidence of past pagan practices. Jetties built by Telford can be seen at
now deserted landing points, and General Wade’s Military Roads and bridges are small scale
linear and point features in the landscape. There is still evidence of the Clearances, albeit in
now deserted glens this may be no more than a regular grouping of rickles of stones barely
visible through the bracken.

LOCATION/PATTERN

Old roads follow the line of least resistance, along valley bottoms. Ancient stone circles in
areas now marked by peat may indicate that areas were once settled and farmed in earlier
times when a drier climate prevailed – runrig patterns and long-derelict head dykes above
the current head dykes confirm an earlier more intensively farmed past. Chapels tend to be
sited near to access from the sea. Telford’s jetties build on existing natural rocky
advantages.

EXPERIENCE

The time-depth in the landscape is visible almost throughout the zone, except for forested
areas and the intensively farmed and settled coastal lowlands. Combined with setting, some
areas have a very strong sense of place founded on landscape, archaeology and ecology. The
restored clachan at Auchindrain is now a visitor attraction.

Wildlife

FORMS OF WILDLIFE

Birds, otters and other mammals.

LOCATION

The highlight of the zone must be the geese on Islay, followed by Golden Eagles and other
raptors on Arran (usually visible from the car park at the distillery), Kintyre and other
uplands.

WHEN

Geese – autumn to spring.

EXPERIENCE

Raptors, but especially eagles, highlight a day’s walking by emphasising the freedom of the
hills. The sight and sound of thousands of geese as they come to roost at dusk is awe-
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inspiring and emphasises the vast scale of the landscape and a sense of continuity back to
antiquity.

Climate

CLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS

The climate varies widely across the zone, according to elevation and distance from the sea.

Locational and seasonal effects
High passes can be blocked by snow in winter. The Gulf Stream ensures a relatively mild
coastal belt, but winter gales can damage plants not protected by a blanket of snow and
shelter planting. Clarity of light is a feature of the coast.

Experience
Weather is changeable and localised.

Designated landscapes

National Scenic Areas

CONSTITUENTS

There are 7 NSAs: Ben Nevis and Glen Coe (17) (coastal sliver only); Lynn of Lorn (28);
Scarba, Lunga and the Garvellachs (29); Jura (30); Knapdale (31); Kyles of Bute (32); and
North Arran (33).

Ben Nevis and Glen Coe (17) – Mountain Massif LCT in Zone 14.

Lynn of Lorn (28) is 4,800 ha, with 3 LCTs, the dominant one being Lowland Ridges and
Moss, found only in this area of the zone, on the island of Lismore and its neighbours, and
the mainland at Benderloch.

Scarba, Lunga and the Garvellachs (29) is a group of islands covering 1,900 hectares, made
up of only one LCT – craggy upland, which is also found covering an extensive area of the
mainland.

Jura (30) NSA covers 21,800 ha in the south of the island, with 4 LCTs, the dominant one
by far being moorland plateau, emphasised by the conical High Tops of the three Paps of
Jura rising abruptly from the centre.

Knapdale (31) measures 19,800 ha, and its distinctiveness is made up of 5 LCTs, the most
characteristic being the Upland Parallel Ridges and their paired type, the Coastal Parallel
Ridges. The unique Moine Mhor is in marked contrast and contributes to a strong identity
for this NSA.

Kyles of Bute (32) are 4,400 ha, made up of 4 LCTs – Craggy Upland together with Steep
Ridgeland and Mountains are the key ones, but the island of Bute opposite creates the
distinctive passage of the sea that counterbalances the landform.

North Arran (33) is the largest NSA in the zone, at 23,800 ha. It has 6 LCTs, the most
visually dominant being the Rugged Granitic Upland; various coastal LCTs fringe this central
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core, with the distinctive Coastal Headland at the Cock of Arran, but the atmospheric
Machrie Moor is outside the NSA.

LOCATION AND EXTENT

The NSAs range greatly in size and are typically found along the coast.

EXPERIENCE

The NSAs typically mark the distinctive hills, the relationship between land and sea, and the
strong time-depth with archaeological features.

Recreational landscapes

Nature of landscapes
Landscapes are used for hill walking, boating, fishing, mountain biking, garden visiting,
castle/country house visiting, art, and touring.

LOCATION

Water’s edge, uplands with distinctive profiles, lochs regardless of setting (anglers), islands,
forestry tracks and wind farm tracks.

EXPERIENCE

Zone 14 is best experienced outdoors; varying degrees of wild land are present along the
coast and in the hills.

2 Importance and value of the zone landscape

A judgement of the importance or value of the zonal landscape under the following
headings:
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Category Brief explanation of
landscape importance
(if any)

Importance
(GB, Scotland,
zone)

Landscape Character Importance
rarity several small rare LCTs

occur once only
GB

extent extensive upland LCTs zone
diversity (including specific landmarks) zonally diverse Scotland
pattern coastal and lowland LCTs

have strong connection
between landuse and
landform

zone

integrity strong integrity in
unforested areas

zone

local distinctiveness strong sense of identity at
coast and lowlands, and at
Arran & Jura peaks

GB

fragility/sensitivity sensitive to change Scotland
Scenic importance
qualities mountains, coasts with

islands, strongly ridged
uplands

GB

perceptions GB
Learning Importance
Environmental Education ? ?
Interpretation ? ?
Enjoyment Importance
Recreation mountains and waters,

archaeology, birds, whisky
GB

Amenity
wildness and tranquillity varying grades of wildness

available
GB

arts, crafts, poetry, literature, music all strongly evident Scotland?
Designations
NSAs large number of NSAs GB
AGLVs ?
Regional Landscape Designations awaiting information
Historic Gardens & Designed Landscapes sporting estates along

coast and in glens, little
parkland

Scotland

Cultural Importance
pre history (designated/non-designated) Moine Mhor and Machrie

Moor very important
GB

medieval (designated/non-designated) castles, few ecclesiastical
sites?

GB

recent (designated/non-designated) Clyde coast resorts,
military history (Trident
etc.)

Scotland

Socioeconomic Importance
social tourism GB
economic forestry, fishing, wind GB
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3 Landscape and trends in the zone

Pressures/influences which have a particular effect on the landscape of the zone:

• Nature of landscape pressures/influences – a brief description
• Trends: increasing, static or declining

− long term (> 5 years), medium term (2 to 5 years),
− short term (< 2 years)

• Importance: important, not important

Pressure Nature of landscape
pressures/influences
and trends within
zone, relative
importance within the
zone

Scale of landscape influence
(+ve/–ve) within zone when
considered in

an all Scotland context

Major Inter. Minor Negligible

Built development
Residential increasing long term ✔
Retail increasing slightly with

better roads bringing
visitors

✔

Industrial static ✔
Other
Infrastructure Transport
Roads and tracks road improvements

continue – urbanising
✔

Rail related now static (Oban station
demolished for shops)

✔

Ferry related increasing – new and
replacement jetties

✔

Other new road bridge over
Loch Creran (former
railway line)

✔

Infrastructure other
Telecoms topography limits

pressure, but increasing
✔

Water treatment/abstraction upgrading to EU
requirements –
increasing, important

✔

Waste management static ✔
Coastal defences static ✔
Other
Minerals
Open cast coal N/A
Sand and Gravel local importance ✔
Hard rock short term borrow pits,

long term quarries, Ailsa
Craig curling stone
granite. Static

✔
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Peat static but important on
Islay – links to geese &
whisky: long term

✔

Other
Forestry and Woodlands
Restructuring of existing increasing, important,

long term
✔

Creation of new small increasing? ✔
Creation of large new/native increasing? ✔
Other creation of new large

sitka plantations
increasing long term;
saturation in places

✔

Aquaculture and Fishing
Finfish static (boat), increasing

(farmed) long term
✔

Shellfish increasing long term ✔
Fishing (River & loch) static
Other
Land Management
Sheep production decline long term in

favour of forestry
✔

Crop production static ✔
Sport shooting decline long term in

favour of forestry
✔

Other deer on Jura – static ✔
Energy
Nat. grid/infrastructure static, but upgrading will

be required to take wind
farm output

✔

Wind continuing high pressure,
important trend – long
term

✔

Hydro static ✔
Wave increasing on Islay ✔
Other possible biomass on

Arran abandoned
✔

Tourism and Recreation
Golf static long term ✔
Marinas existing harbours

currently accommodate
boats – static pressure

✔

Skiing facilities no pressure
Leisure facilities/visitor
centres

increasing ✔

NH Information provision increasing ✔
Walking related/footpaths static ✔
Other
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4 Building a sustainable future

Landscape influences and trends in Zone 14 (table 3)

Aspects of
importance of the
zonal landscape
(table 2)

1
Residential/
Retail/
Industrial

2
Energy

3
Roads,
tracks,
bridges

4
Forest
restructuring

5
Tourism
and
recreation

6
Land
and
sea
manage-
ment

7
Water
treatment

A. Landscape character
diversity, especially
coastal and marine
characteristics
(Scotland)
B. Social (zones) and
economic (Scotland)
C. Remoteness and
tranquillity (GB)
D. Environmental
ground/interpretational
(zone)
to be completed
E. Recreational and
amenity (GB)
F. NSAs and HGDLs
(GB) AGLVs (zone)
G. Cultural importance
(GB)

General landscape objectives required

Specific landscape objectives required
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ZONE 15 CENTRAL ARGYLL AND BREADALBANE

1 Nature of the landscape resource

Diversity, distribution and rarity of landscape character in the zone
Note: Ignore any LCT which is shown as <10 km sq (if important feature will be covered
elsewhere, if important characteristic locally will be flagged up in description)
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Table 15.1 Diversity

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

Context Area
km2

15 Steep Ridgeland and
Mountains

HMRSSMts Highland 38.14

15 High Tops HMRSSMts Highland Island 0.18
15 Open Ridgeland HMRRMts Highland 0.00
15 Mountains HMRRMts Highland 207.35
15 Highland River Valleys Highland and Island Highland 13.35
15 Highland Lochs Highland and Island Highland 13.45
15 Lowland Hills Lowland Hills Lowland 61.95
15 Lowland Hill Fringes Lowland Hill

Margins and Fringes
Lowland 0.01

15 Mountains and Uplands HMRSSMts Highland 369.37
15 Flanking Hills and Crags Foothills and

Pronounced Hills
Upland 39.55

15 Foothills Foothills and
Pronounced Hills

Upland 24.98

15 Lowland Loch Fringe Lowland Loch
Basins

Lowland 1.64

15 Loch Islands Lowland Loch
Basins

Lowland 2.57

15 Rolling Farmland Lowland Rolling or
Undulating
Farmlands, Hills and
Valleys

Lowland 6.17

15 Unit No 4 River Plain
with Settlement

Flatter Wider
Valleys and
Floodplains of the
Lowlands

Lowland 2.66

15 Loch Basins Lowland Loch
Basins

Lowland 39.21

15 Forests 0 Upland 107.84
15 Glens and Straths Highland and Island

Glens
Lowland 296.75

15 The Trossachs RCUHM Highland 36.97
15 Braes of Balquhidder Highland and Island

Glens
Highland 101.62

15 Mountain Plateaux HMRRMts Highland 62.20
15 Highland Glens Highland and Island

Glens
Highland 569.86

15 Highland Glens with
Lochs

Highland and Island
Glens

Highland 288.21

15 Highland Summits and
Plateaux

HMRRMts Highland 1124.72

15 Lowland Hills Lowland Hills Lowland 60.93
Total 3469.68

HMRRMts = High, Massive, Rolling, Rounded Mts of Highlands & Islands

HMRSSMts = High Massive, Rugged, Steep-sided Mts of Highlands Islands

RCUHM = Rugged, Craggy Upland Hills & Moorlands of the Highlands, including the Trossachs
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The number of landscape character types represented in Zone 15 at level 1 is 25; the way they are grouped at level 3 is into 12 and their
context is broadly Highland.

No. of LCTs (Level 1)/Area of Zone in Zone 15 is 0.007 – this gives an indication of the overall diversity of landscape character in the zone
and can be compared between zones.

Table 15.2 Distribution/pattern

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

% of
Zone
(area)

No. of
Occurrences

Area
km2

15 Steep Ridgeland
and Mountains

HMRSSMts 1.1 1 38.14

15 High Tops HMRSSMts 0.0 2 0.18
15 Open Ridgeland HMRRMts 0.0 1 0.00
15 Mountains HMRRMts 5.8 2 207.35
15 Highland River

Valleys
Highland and
Island

0.4 2 13.35

15 Highland Lochs Highland and
Island

0.4 1 13.45

15 Lowland Hills Lowland Hills 1.7 1 61.95
15 Lowland Hill

Fringes
Lowland Hill
Margins and
Fringes

0.0 4 0.01

15 Mountains and
Uplands

HMRSSMts 10.4 6 369.37

15 Flanking Hills
and Crags

Foothills and
Pronounced Hills

1.1 4 39.55

15 Foothills Foothills and
Pronounced Hills

0.7 3 24.98

15 Lowland Loch
Fringe

Lowland Loch
Basins

0.0 1 1.64

15 Loch Islands Lowland Loch
Basins

0.1 5 2.57

15 Rolling Farmland Lowland Rolling
or Undulating
Farmlands, Hills
and Valleys

0.2 4 6.17

15 Unit No 4 River
Plain with
Settlement

Flatter Wider
Valleys and
Floodplains of the
Lowlands

0.1 1 2.66

15 Loch Basins Lowland Loch
Basins

1.1 5 39.21

15 Forests 0 3.0 3 107.84
15 Glens and

Straths
Highland and
Island Glens

8.4 7 296.75

15 The Trossachs RCUHM 1.0 1 36.97
15 Braes of

Balquhidder
Highland and
Island Glens

2.9 1 101.62

15 Mountain
Plateaux

HMRRMts 1.8 3 62.20
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15 Highland Glens Highland and
Island Glens

16.4 11 569.86

15 Highland Glens
with Lochs

Highland and
Island Glens

8.1 7 288.21

15 Highland
Summits and
Plateaux

HMRRMts 32.4 11 1124.72

15 Lowland Hills Lowland Hills 1.7 2 60.93
Total 89 3469.68

In Zone 15 a total of 89 occurrences of landscape character types (landscape units) are found within a zone of total land area 3469 km2.
The figure 89/3469 is 0.025 per km2 of land within the zone and gives a relative indication of the overall brokenness or fragmentation of the
landscape pattern.

Table 15.3 Distribution/pattern and diversity combined

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

Context % of
Zone
(area)

No. of
Occurrences

Area
km2

Highland
15 Steep

Ridgeland and
Mountains

HMRSSMts H 1.1 1 38.14

15 High Tops HMRSSMts HI 0.0 2 0.18
15 Mountains and

Uplands
HMRSSMts H 10.4 6 369.37

15 Open
Ridgeland

HMRRMts H 0.0 1 0.00

15 Mountains HMRRMts H 5.8 2 207.35
15 Mountain

Plateaux
HMRRMts H 1.8 3 62.20

15 Highland
Summits and
Plateaux

HMRRMts H 32.4 11 1124.72

15 The Trossachs RCUHM H 1.0 1 36.97
15 Highland River

Valleys
Highland and
Island

H 0.4 2 13.35

15 Highland Lochs Highland and
Island

H 0.4 1 13.45

15 Glens and
Straths

Highland and
Island Glens

L 8.4 7 296.75

15 Braes of
Balquhidder

Highland and
Island Glens

H 2.9 1 101.62

15 Highland Glens Highland and
Island Glens

H 16.4 11 569.86

15 Highland Glens
with Lochs

Highland and
Island Glens

H 8.1 7 288.21

Upland
15 Flanking Hills

and Crags
Foothills and
Pronounced
Hills

U 1.1 4 39.55
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15 Foothills Foothills and
Pronounced
Hills

U 0.7 3 24.98

15 Forests 0 U 3.0 3 107.84
Lowland
15 Lowland Hills Lowland Hills L 1.7 1 61.95
15 Lowland Hills Lowland Hills L 1.7 2 60.93
15 Lowland Hill

Fringes
Lowland Hill
Margins and
Fringes

L 0.0 4 0.01

15 Lowland Loch
Fringe

Lowland Loch
Basins

L 0.0 1 1.64

15 Loch Islands Lowland Loch
Basins

L 0.1 5 2.57

15 Loch Basins Lowland Loch
Basins

L 1.1 5 39.21

15 Rolling
Farmland

Lowland Rolling
or Undulating
Farmlands, Hills
and Valleys

L 0.2 4 6.17

15 Unit No 4
River Plain
with
Settlement

Flatter Wider
Valleys and
Floodplains of
the Lowlands

L 0.1 1 2.66

Total 89 3469.68
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LCT at Level 1 Area/Occurrences (km2)

Steep Ridgeland and Mountains 38.14
High Tops 0.09
Open Ridgeland 0
Mountains 103.67
Highland River Valleys 6.67
Highland Lochs 13.45
Lowland Hills 61.95
Lowland Hill Fringes 0.00
Mountains and Uplands 61.56
Flanking Hills and Crags 9.88
Foothills 8.32
Lowland Loch Fringe 1.64
Loch Islands 0.51
Rolling Farmland 1.54
Unit No 4 River Plain with Settlement 2.66
Loch Basins 7.84
Forests 35.94
Glens and Straths 42.39
The Trossachs 36.97
Braes of Balquhidder 101.62
Mountain Plateaux 20.73
Highland Glens 51.73
Highland Glens with Lochs 41.17
Highland Summits and Plateaux 102.25
Lowland Hills 30.46

The extent (area) of any one landscape character type (at Level 1) divided by the number of times it occurs in the zone gives an idea of the
average size of occurrences of that LCT.
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LCTs at Level 3 Area (km2) Ratio

HMRSSMts 38.14 211
HMRSSMts 0.18 1
HMRRMts 0.00 0
HMRRMts 207.35 1150
Highland and Island 13.35 74
Highland and Island 13.45 74
Lowland Hills 61.95 343
Lowland Hill Margins and Fringes 0.01 1
HMRSSMts 369.37 2052
Foothills and Pronounced Hills 39.55 220
Foothills and Pronounced Hills 24.98 138
Lowland Loch Basins 1.64 9
Lowland Loch Basins 2.57 14
Lowland Rolling or Undulating Farmlands, Hills and Valleys 6.17 34
Flatter Wider Valleys and Floodplains of the Lowlands 2.66 14
Lowland Loch Basins 39.21 218
0 (Forests Level 1) 107.84 599
Highland and Island Glens 296.75 1649
RCUHM 36.97 205
Highland and Island Glens 101.62 565
HMRRMts 62.20 346
Highland and Island Glens 569.86 3166
Highland and Island Glens 288.21 1601
HMRRMts 1124.72 6248
Lowland Hills 60.93 339

The ratio of the extent (area) of the Level 3 groupings gives an indication of the distribution pattern by proportion of the zone based upon
the unit of smallest area (in this case 0.18 km_). A ratio of area can now be determined between any LCT.
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Table 5.4 Rarity

LCTs at Level 1 Rarity by occurrence
%

Rarity by extent
%

Steep Ridgeland and Mountains 1 1.1
High Tops 2 0.0
Open Ridgeland 1 0.0
Mountains 2 5.8
Highland River Valleys 2 0.4
Highland Lochs 1 0.4
Lowland Hills 1 1.7
Lowland Hill Fringes 4 0.0
Mountains and Uplands 6 10.4
Flanking Hills and Crags 4 1.1
Foothills 3 0.7
Lowland Loch Fringe 1 0.0
Loch Islands 5 0.1
Rolling Farmland 4 0.2
Unit No 4 River Plain with Settlement 1 0.1
Loch Basins 5 1.1
Forests 3 3.0
Glens and Straths 7 8.4
The Trossachs 1 1.0
Braes of Balquhidder 1 2.9
Mountain Plateaux 3 1.8
Highland Glens 11 16.4
Highland Glens with Lochs 7 8.1
Highland Summits and Plateaux 11 32.4
Lowland Hills 2 1.7

The rarity of a landscape character type within the zone can be identified by the number of time it occurs or its extent. Examination of
both the number of occurrences (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total and the area (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total area will give
an indication of rarity.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

Most of the south-east boundary of Zone 15 lies along the Highland Boundary Fault. This
major fault line lying SW-NE across central Scotland marks a dramatic geological change
from the hard Dalradian rocks of the north-west to the softer sandstones of the Midland
Valley. 99+% of Zone 15 lies to the north of the Highland Fault and the landscape character
is strongly influenced by landform largely resulting from ancient faulting, folding and
subsequent glaciation-related erosion. Broadly, its character is Highland in nature with some
Upland areas.

The landscape character of the northern two thirds of Zone 15 – from the Angus foothills
to Loch Voil and the Braes of Balquhidder – is entirely Highland (e.g. Highland Summits and
Plateaux, dissected by e.g. Highland Glens, some of which contain lochs).

In the south-western third of the zone from Loch Long in the west to Strathyre and the
foothills of Ben Vorlich in the east, the context is still largely Highland with a convoluted
pattern of mountains, lochs and glens. As the elevation decreases the ranges are flanked by
areas which are more Upland in character (e.g. Flanking Hills and Crags and Foothills)
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particularly at Loch Lomond and south of the Trossachs towards the Menteith Hills and the
zone boundary.

Several relatively small areas of Lowland character occur along the south-eastern boundary
of Zone 15: at the southern end of Loch Lomond (Lowland Loch Fringe); by Aberfoyle (small
areas of Rolling Farmland and River Plain with Settlement); and Uamh Bheag and the Knaik Hills
which lie to south of Glen Artney (Lowland Hills).

Description

Landform

PROFILE

The profile of much of Zone 15 has been heavily influenced by the action of glaciation on
the heavily folded and faulted hard Dalradian rock. This has resulted, in the northern part of
the zone, in the rounded summits and rolling plateaux which are dissected by glens with
classic glaciation-related profiles and features.

In the southern part of the zone, to the south of Loch Earn and Loch Voil, the form of the
land is more convoluted with flanking hills and crags rising from the shores of Loch Lomond
to steep ridged mountains in the west which then fall steeply down to Loch Long. East of
Loch Lomond, around the Trossachs core there is a fragmented pattern of steep-sided
mountains with complex knolls, crags and peaks which are separated by deeply gouged and
over-deepened lochs and glens.

The Lowland Hills have a smooth, rounded profile with localised textural interest, becoming
more knobbly to the west because of the resistant outcrops of the Highland Boundary
Complex.

SEQUENCE

The general sequence or broad inter-relationship of landform across Zone 15 is that of
mountains dissected by glens and straths.

The alignment of the mountain ranges and the dissecting glens can be explained by ancient
faulting and later processes of discordant drainage and radial ice dispersal – the latter from
the ice fields of Rannoch Moor which lies out with this zone to the north-west (in Zone 13).

In the north of the zone the mountain ranges, straths and glens run roughly W-E. The two
main ranges lie to the north-west and south-east of Loch Tay, the former rising to over
1000 m along its summits and the latter with much land over 800 m. South of Loch Earn and
the Braes of Balquhidder the glens tend to swing round to run in a NW–SE direction and,
finally, in the far south and western part of the zone the main glen contains Loch Lomond
which runs in a N–S direction. To the west of Loch Lomond, on the border of this zone, the
upper reaches of Loch Long continues this pattern with a NNE–SSW orientation.

Broadly, the overall height of the east-west aligned northern ranges decreases towards the
eastern and south-eastern boundaries of the zone. At the south-eastern boundary itself, at
the Highland Boundary Fault there is a more dramatic decrease in elevation as the glens
merge with the low lying carselands of the River Forth (Zone 17) and Strathearn (Zone 16).
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SCALE

The summits and ranges of the northern part of the zone form a large-scale, extensive
landscape. The mountain ranges are heavily dissected by glens which increase in scale as
overall elevation decreases. Thus, V-shaped, gouged, small-scale glens descend to wider, U-
shaped straths and valleys where broadly curving glaciated slopes contain medium- to large-
scale landscapes. Woodland and man-made features such as pylons and telecom masts act as
scale indicators in the glens. Above the tree line the deserted higher slopes and summits
appear vast in the absence of elements of known size and scale.

In the southern third of the zone the landscape is still fairly large-scale but the mountain
ranges are more heavily dissected and the ranges are neither as high or as vast as in the
north. The glens in this third of the zone are generally small-to-medium scale but are large-
scale where they broaden into Lowland character areas at the Highland Boundary Fault by
Comrie, Kilmahog and Aberfoyle.

The Knaik Hills and Uamh Bheag are medium-to-large in scale and rise to 600 m.

LANDMARK FEATURES

The main landmark features of Zone 15 are those related to landform, particularly the
prominent peaks of the mountains, including Ben Venue, Ben Lomond, Schiehallion, Ben An,
the Cobbler, Conic Hill and many others.

The larger linear lochs are also strong landmarks, particularly when viewed from the high
summits, where their distinctive outlines help to orientate and aid a sense of direction.

The ‘Trossachs core’, being of international renown, can also be seen as a landmark.

EXPERIENCE

The experience of landform while moving through most of Zone 15 is one of repetition and
predictability. Movement by road tends to follow twisting routes along the larger glens and
loch sides. This affords glimpses of distant peaks and plateaux between interlocking
hillslopes which can suddenly disappear from view as a road changes direction and,
additionally, give an indication of the scale and shape of the high mountains beyond. Within
the glens themselves the curving sides enclose the valley floor and, locally, the intimacy of
scale in lower-lying glens is reinforced by the human influence of well-managed farmland and
woodland.

From the high summits the landform is experienced as a series of peaks and ranges fading
into the distance, separated by glens and lochs which are mostly inferred rather than
actually seen. The expanses of plateaux are greater in the north of Zone 15, giving the
experience of a less complex landform.

Along the Highland Boundary Fault and within the Lowland character types to the south and
east of Zone 15 the experience is one of transition – from the Uplands and Highlands of the
north-west to the lower, flatter carselands of the Midland Valley away to the east and south
(in Zones 16 and 17).

In areas covered by great expanses of woodland – particularly with blanket commercial
forestry plantations – the shape of the landform is often difficult to visualise because small
valleys and local textural detail are obscured.
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Containment (created by landform and land cover)

TOPOGRAPHY

Containment afforded by topography varies greatly within Zone 15. In the open, high
mountains, which rise from 600 to over 1100 m, containment is negligible but in the
dissecting glens it can be high – particularly where the slope of the glen sides is great. The
higher glens are approximately 1.5 km wide at the crest of enclosing hills and, with sides
rising up to 300 m above the valley floor, are an enclosed, sheltered space. The wide, open,
lower valleys offer partial containment having flood plains of up to 1km wide with valley
sides rising to 400 m above the valley floor. Where lochs fill the glens containment is lower
because the reflective nature of the water increases the sense of volume in the space. On
the open expanse of Loch Lomond, which is over 1km wide along much of its length (nearly
30 km within Zone 15), containment is particularly low.

Containment is lower along the south-eastern boundary of this zone – where hills and glens
give way to the flatter expanses of Lowland Scotland and where Loch Lomond widens out
to over 3km. The rounded Lowland Hills straddle the Highland Boundary Fault and have
higher containment on the north-western slopes which overlook Glen Artney than on the
south and north-eastern slopes which look out over the flat carselands of the Forth and
Strathearn.

LAND COVER

The moorland, peatland, grassland and bracken of the high areas give an open landscape and
contribute little to containment. A few areas of semi-natural woodland survive in high
sheltered valleys and afford some local enclosure. On the slopes of the dissecting glens and
straths large areas are covered with woodland and commercial forestry which compounds
the containment already offered by topography. This is particularly true in the high, narrow,
sheltered tributary glens. Locally, by the sharp edges of some coniferous plantations and in
some areas of clear fell, containment can be high.

On the lower-lying slopes and valley floors throughout the zone, on the rolling Lowland
areas around Aberfoyle, and on the banks of Loch Lomond, areas of rough and improved
grassland with low hedges, drystone walls and some mixed shelterbelt planting offer fairly
high enclosure. There is much policy planting in the lower Highland glens – dating from the
18th and 19th centuries – consisting of distinctive and often exotic conifer species which
add locally to containment. Walls and hedges are sometimes replaced with post-and-wire
fences which erode distinctive local character and can reduce local containment and
intimacy.

The rounded smooth Lowland Hills are transitional in nature with some pasture, rough
grazing and moorland and containment is low.

There are few built-up areas in this zone. Where small settlements do exist they occur
along the routes of glens where containment may be partial. Local containment is offered by
shelter planting and from domestic gardens and planting.

VISIBILITY

The low containment of the high summits and plateaux offers wide, panoramic views. In the
glens, where most people experience the landscape, views are contained by the topography
but can also be extensive and corridor in effect when they are focused along the longer,
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wider glens such as Loch Tay and Loch Lomond. Visibility is restricted and contained within
areas of forestry but patches of clear fell can offer surprisingly long views down the length of
wider glens.

Containment decreases with the dramatic change in topography along the south-eastern
boundary of the zone and views become wide and panoramic over Flanders Moss and the
carselands of the River Forth to the distant outlines of the Campsie Fells (Zones 16 and 17).

MICROCLIMATIC EFFECTS

Elevation and aspect both affect the microclimate of this inland zone where the broad east-
west orientation of the mountain ranges channels the wet westerly winds along the lochs
and glens. North-facing slopes can lie in shadow and have patches of unmelted snow for
much of the year. South-facing slopes are warmer and thus have a higher treeline. At a local
or human scale the microclimate impacts upon vegetation and affects the sense of
containment when walking from the bottom of a valley through forested slopes up beyond
the tree line to the exposed summits.

Mists and fog resulting from temperature inversions in the glens are a dramatic feature of
spring mornings in particular. Proximity to a large loch will ameliorate local climate
extremes.

EXPERIENCE

The experience of containment is variable as one moves through this zone. Major roads are
generally located along the glens and lochsides and frequently run through woodland, which
heightens the feeling of containment when travelling through this zone by car or coach.
Minor roads and tracks occasionally cross over the high passes which enables experience of
a more open and exposed landscape. There are very few roads above the tree line in this
zone. Within the forests and woodland containment is very high, particularly on the narrow
trails, though areas of clear fell or wider tracks offer some respite. Lochside policy
woodlands were planted with the intention of framing views along the loch.

Rain and low cloud will affect visibility and increase the sense of containment, whatever the
character of the landscape, frequently cutting off views of the mountains and even the other
side of the wider glens.

Accessibility

DISTANCE

Zone 15 is easily accessible from the major conurbations of the Central Belt, it lies within 1
hour of 65% of Scotland’s population and is well served by major roads. Loch Lomond lies
on a primary route (A82(T)) northwards from Glasgow, branching off at Tarbet into the
A83 for Argyll and the coast. At Crianlarich (having left and re-entered the zone) the A82
joins the A85 (main route from Edinburgh to Oban) for a few miles then branches off at
Tyndrum for Fort William and the north-west. Along the eastern boundary of the zone the
A9(T) runs S-N connecting Edinburgh with Inverness via Perth. This is connected to the A85
in the west of Zone 15 by the A827 via Aberfeldy and Loch Tay.

The northern boundary of the zone is within a two hour drive along major roads from both
Edinburgh and Glasgow. In summer and at weekends there are often traffic jams and queues
along the main roads of this zone – thus considerably affecting ease of access.
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PHYSICAL ACCESS

Access within Zone 15 is strongly influenced by topography and is seasonal. Roads follow
the main glens and, apart from Loch Katrine, all major lochsides provide access routes. The
mountain ranges act as effective barriers to communications and, while there are some
minor roads and tracks over the high passes, these are effectively cut off in winter.

Only a very small part of this zone is more than 2 km from a road or a track (six distinct
patches greater than 20 km2), the latter of which penetrate the mountains via a network of
high, minor glens. Tracks to power stations located on isolated lochs, to disused mine
workings, through commercial forestry and along disused railway lines increase the
accessibility of this zone and a network of footpaths often fans out from the end of these
routes. The most remote part of this zone, covering an area of approximately 120 km2, lies
at the far north-west and includes part of Breadalbane to the north of Glen Lochay then
swings west and northwards to include the western parts of Loch Lyon and Loch An Daimh.
The core of this area is at Meall Buidhe which is 5 km from a road or track.

The longer lochs generally act as barriers to access but three seasonal ferry services operate
on Loch Lomond.

CULTURAL ACCEPTANCE

Tolerance and acceptance of public access varies within Zone 15 and depends largely upon
the nature of land ownership. Much of this zone is in the hands of private estates and large
tracts are owned by the Forestry Commission.

By the nature of its vicinity to Edinburgh and Glasgow, Zone 15 has been attractive to
visitors for over 100 years and there is a high demand for access. The strong tradition in
Glasgow of an exodus to the Loch Lomond and Trossachs area holidays and weekends has
instilled a feeling of ownership of these hills and, while responsible access is now generally
tolerated by the large estates, a network of claimed and vindicated Rights of Way across this
zone attest the tension which has existed at one time. Access is restricted on large estates
during the shooting season.

Organisations such as the Forestry Commission and the National Trust for Scotland
encourage responsible access to their land. Visitor centres (e.g. Ben Lawyers) and
waymarked tracks and trails (e.g. Drummond Hill) entice visitors and focus them towards
particular areas. Parts of the Argyll Forest Park and the entire Queen Elizabeth Forest Park
are located within the southern part of this zone. The Loch Lomond Regional Park was
established to encourage visitors and, greatly expanded, will form the basis for Scotland’s
first National Park: extending westwards to include the Cobbler; northwards to Glen
Dochart; and eastwards to the slopes of Ben Vorlich.

Military Danger Zones exist at the summit of the Lowland Hills and on small part of the
mountains above Loch Long preventing access to these parts of the zone.

VISUAL ACCESS

Visual access from the network of roads in Zone 15 is largely restricted to the sides of the
glens and closest summits while the interior mountain ranges tend to be inaccessible
visually. Forestry on the glen slopes acts as an additional visual barrier to the higher areas.
Visual access is often better from boats on the lochs – where it is possible to see beyond
the forestry to the upper slopes.
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From the high mountain summits themselves it is possible to view great distances across this
zone and, from some points, deep into the glens below. There are a large number of well-
known viewpoints beside roads in this zone which afford distant views over hills and lochs.
These include the Queen’s View on the B8019 at Loch Tummel, the Rest And Be Thankful
viewpoint on the A83 by Ben Ime and the Duke’s Pass north of Aberfoyle.

EXPERIENCE

The experience of access within this zone varies and is topographically and seasonally
dependent. Access potential along the glens and in the Lowland areas is good but in
practice, in the height of summer, visitors and locals can experience frustration due to the
great number of tourists on the roads and the footpaths, particularly those which have been
‘waymarked’ – either on paper in guide books and maps or actually on the route. Such
routes can heighten the experience for some yet diminish it for others. The West Highland
Way for example is a popular challenge for many but assiduously avoided by others.

The high plateaux of the north western part of this zone in particular offers a wild and
remote experience, often necessitating a full day’s trek to its core.

Land cover (including vegetation and land use)

VEGETATION

Zone 15 has a great diversity of land cover types (possibly the most diverse of all the
NHZs). 65% of the area consists of montane and heather moorland descending to bracken
and rough unimproved hill grassland on the lower or steeper slopes. Much of this is
managed by the estates for shooting and stalking – pursuits dating from the 18th/19th
century. The practice of muirburn to manage the land for these activities creates a
distinctive and attractive mosaic pattern on the high slopes. However, it also prevents the
regeneration of native scrub and woodland.

Forests and woodland, at least two thirds of which is coniferous, account for a further 19%
of landcover in Zone 15. The earlier commercial forests were created with little respect for
landscape character and result today in the geometric blocks of single species which cover
and obscure much of the landscape detail of this zone. Blanket forestry is the main
determinant of landscape character in three separate landscape character areas (Level 1) in
the southern part of this zone (Forests – Upland).

Current forestry planting guidelines recommend the use of mixed species (including
broadleaves) with more subtle margins and a greater proportion of open space. New
planting (and restructured stands) should integrate with, enhance and empathise with the
character of the landscape, respecting views, wildlife and cultural features. (‘Recent planting’
accounts for 5.2% of landcover in LCS88.)

Policy woodlands established by the great estates in the 18th century are an important feature
of the landscape of Zone 15. Located largely in the lower straths they contain a large
number of exotic and native species such as beech, Scots pine, lime, oak chestnut, cedars
spruce, larch.

There are some remnants of native woodlands in this zone (e.g. Black Wood of Rannoch on
the southern slopes of Loch Rannoch).
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Agricultural land accounts for 6% and is mostly in the form of improved grassland for
grazing found on the lower-lying valley floors throughout the zone and on the rolling
farmland by Aberfoyle. Shelterbelts provide strong linear landscape features which create
pattern and define spaces in these Lowland areas.

EXPOSED ROCK

Exposed rock accounts for only 0.2% of this zone yet it is a significant landscape feature of
these glaciated uplands. Scree-covered corries emphasise ice-carved summits such as Ben
Lomond, and exposed rock itself forms the summit of landmarks such as Schiehallion, Ben
An and Conic Hill. Rock outcrops are particularly characteristic of the mountains in the
south west of the zone round Ben Vorlich, Ben Vane and the Cobbler. Elsewhere the forms
of the underlying rock are clearly visible beneath a thin veneer of soil.

BUILT DEVELOPMENT

Settlement is fairly sparse and built development does not contribute greatly to land cover
in most of this zone (0.4%). In general settlements are situated along routeways through the
major glens: along Glen Dochart-Loch Tay; by Loch Earn; by Loch Lomond; along the
A84(T); and along the main A9 route in the east. There are some isolated buildings and
structures away from the main roads which are generally associated with activities such as
powerstations or mineworkings rather than with settlement.

There is some recent small-scale expansion of housing in this zone generally around existing
settlements. Development associated with the tourist industry such as caravan sites and
chalets can have a negative impact upon the local landscape.

EXPERIENCE

The nature of land cover in Zone 15 affords a range of experience. The large amount of
low-lying, untended, native landcover in the high areas coupled with the lack of settlement
and other human artefacts gives a remote and natural quality to most of the zone over 300
m. This experience diminishes as elevation decreases down through the forests and areas of
rough grazing on the lower slopes, to the floors of the glens which are likely to contain
roads, small settlements and steadings with some improved grassland on the flatter, more
fertile valley floors. Shelterbelt planting, drystone dykes and beech and hawthorn hedgerows
increase the awareness of management and human involvement in the landscape.

The colours of the different forms of landcover enhance the landscape experience in this
zone. The dark greens of blanket coverages of Norway and sitka spruce contrast with the
brighter seasonal tones of larch and broadleaved species. Autumn is particularly vibrant with
the strong colours of the changing woodlands contrasting with the more subtle colouring of
the mosaics of purple heather, muirburn and fading bracken on the higher hills.

Hydrology and water bodies

TYPE

Freshwater accounts for 4.6% of land cover and forms a significant landscape feature in this
zone of high rainfall and relatively impermeable rocks. Britain’s largest river (River Tay) and
largest loch (Loch Lomond) are contained within this zone while at the other end of the
scale many small lochans exist at higher altitudes, particularly in the range to the north-east
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of the zone. Small tributaries feed the main rivers and lochs and contribute to the fairly even
network of water features across the entire zone.

Much of the power of water in this zone has been harnessed for hydroelectricity and many
lochs are artificially regulated for water supply. Several lochs are thus substantially larger
than their natural size as a result of damming, e.g. Loch Turret.

Loch Lomond is soon to become the centrepiece of Scotland’s first National Park which will
also include Lochs Katrine, Venacher, Ard, Lubnaig, Voil, Arklet and Sloy and the western
end of Loch Earn.

PATTERN

At a zonal scale the drainage pattern is complex and is largely related to glaciation-related
activity rather than to geology. The majority of rivers and lochs in the northern part of the
zone roughly radiate from a point to the north-west (in Zone 13) and flow E or SE along
courses which are a result of radial ice drainage (see ‘Sequence’). These valleys run contrary
to the main, underlying geological structure and cross various rock types.

There are four main sub-catchment systems in this zone. Within each sub-catchment the
contribution of water features to the overall landscape character is fairly consistent.
Numerous small burns tumble down from the mountains and plateaux through deeply
gouged valleys which widen and flatten as height decreases. Where bands of hard rock cross
a glen it often narrows drastically to form a gorge containing dramatic waterfalls and pools –
such as above Fortingall where the River Lyon descends to meet the River Tay and at the
Falls of Moness above Aberfeldy. The damming of many rivers for water management
purposes has resulted in the reduction of flow beyond this point and the formation of lochs
or raised water levels behind. On reaching the lower valleys the waters flow onto the flatter
land, fanning through deltas into large lochs or into misfit rivers which meander across
shingle-strewn flood plains. In the Appin of Dull, between Kenmore and Aberfeldy, there are
broad, flat, fertile river terraces.

EXPERIENCE

Water features contribute significantly to landscape experience in this zone. The rivers and
lochs are an integral part of the overall visual and sensorial landscape experience as well as
providing the main access routes. Water can often be a focus for extremes – reflecting the
seasonally changing colours of land cover and of the sky and clouds. In the narrow gorges
fast moving water and waterfalls are dramatic and stimulating whilst the long reflective
expanses of lochs and small lochans can offer an element of calm and tranquillity. The glint
of small burns tumbling over rocky outcrops can catch and focus the eye from long
distances. On wilder windy days however the water in the larger lochs can be rough and
daunting. Many lochs are enjoyed for fishing or quiet contemplation while others such as
Lochs Tay, Earn and Lomond are used by water sports enthusiasts. The noise from the
latter can prove a negative experience for many.

Built and infrastructure development (present day)

NATURE AND PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT

Most of the relatively sparse settlement in Zone 15 is found towards the eastern boundary
in the busy A9 corridor (Pitlochry to Dunkeld) and in the eastern part of the River Tay
valley from Aberfeldy to the A9.
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Remaining settlement is situated on the valley floors and reflects the strategic importance of
bridging points, crossroads and confluence points, e.g. Killin, Comrie, Lochearnhead, Kinloch
Rannoch, Tarbet and Aberfoyle.

Vernacular architecture develops in response to physical and cultural influences and many of
the buildings in these settlements date from the 19th century when there was a flurry of
building in response to the general ‘improving’ nature of the age and also to accommodate
growing numbers of tourists to this area. Many private properties are built in the so-called
‘Scots Baronial’ style and surrounded by exotic conifers and rhododendrons.

Zone 15 contains a large number of estates (see also section 1.3.3) the buildings of which
(including shooting lodges and workers’ accommodation) are often built in a distinctive
architectural style which was subsequently reflected in other properties of the area. An
example of this is the Breadalbane Estate with its steep, pitched roofs and Gothic windows.
The Glenlyon Estate village of Fortingall is a local curiosity with thatched cottages which was
inspired by the Arts and Crafts movement. Ornate gatehouses and high walls may be the
only indication visible from the road that an estate lies beyond.

Elsewhere there is dispersed rural development consisting of isolated buildings which are
often linked to agricultural and estate activity and which are generally made of local stone
and sometimes painted white. Corrugated iron is a traditional roofing material.

There is some new housing in this zone, generally associated with the expansion of existing
settlements. New buildings, particularly those in the style of characterless suburban estates
can destroy local distinctiveness, as can the unsympathetic conversion of farm buildings.
Tyndrum has expanded rapidly in recent years with many new houses and other buildings
catering for tourists.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INFRASTRUCTURE

The present-day road pattern within Zone 15 has origins in the strategic network of 18th
century military roads. Roads are generally aligned with glens because these once provided
the only routes through difficult terrain. Their routes wind sinuously through the landscape
(e.g. Duke’s Pass) occasionally punctuated by humped back bridges which also form
distinctive features (e.g. Kenmore Bridge).

Today’s straighter, metalled roads (many based upon the Turnpike roads of the 19th
century) often run roughly parallel to the (now often disused) early military roads such as in
Glen Croe. The main A9(T) corridor is a busy through-route which has undergone
progressive improvement in recent years, resulting in major engineering works, which have
had a significant impact upon the surrounding landscape – particularly from the eastern
slopes of the Bishopric Hills. Road improvements on other roads in the zone have been
restricted to relatively minor realignments and junction upgrading – major rock cutting has
taken place on the A85(T) in Glen Dochart between Killin and Tyndrum and the now-
straightened road has remnants of the old route running alongside.

Throughout Zone 15 there is a considerable amount of roadside clutter. Road signs and
road paint are eye-catching features particularly where they are indicating tourist routes and
trails. Some attempt is being made to provide landscape character-related gateway signage
for smaller settlements such as at Crianlarich and Strathyre.
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The railways in this zone represent great feats of engineering with rock cuttings,
embankments and viaducts. The railway routes are clearly visible and create linear landscape
features of interest, though many have now been dismantled, such as the route through
Glen Ogle where semi-native woodland lines the disused track. The only remaining rail links
through the zone are on the western and eastern boundaries of the zone.

Other forms of infrastructure – such as telephone poles and lines – can have an impact
upon the landscape, particularly in the hills where they are distinctive linear features in an
otherwise remote area. Operators are now encouraged to bury such lines.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

Industrial development in Zone 15 is largely associated with harnessing, extracting and
promoting the natural resources of the area.

Hydroelectric power has been generated since the 1960s and is evident throughout the
zone. The dams, sluicehouses and turbine stations are eye-catching point features e.g. the
neo-classical sluicehouse on Loch Venarchar and the white Loch Tummel turbine house.
Powerlines which radiate from the generating stations are distinctive linear landscape
features and frequently follow straight routes which run contrary to landform or landscape
character. Six main powerlines radiate from the Loch Tummel hydro station.

There is some evidence of past quarrying in Zone 15. Quarries for building stone and
roofing slate can have a significant local landscape impact. The disused slate quarry by
Aberfoyle at the Dukes Pass is still evident in the forest. There are proposals for a barytes
mine on the slopes of Beinn Eagagach by Duntanlich in the Loch Tummel NSA. The potential
landscape impact of the mine itself and of the service tracks and associated infrastructure
for this proposal is causing concern. Permission has been granted recently for the mining of
gold at Cononish by Tyndrum.

Tourism is the mainstay of Zone 15’s economy and is heavily dependent upon the character
and quality of the landscape. It is ironic therefore that tourism-related development is
responsible for many of the negative impacts upon landscape character. Some buildings, such
as wooden kit chalet houses and log cabins, do not integrate well with traditional styles.
Static caravan sites and associated infrastructure can detract from the landscape and, even
when some attempt has been made to shield these sites with woodland, they can often still
be seen as dominant and incongruous features from the high slopes. Likewise, facilities such
as car parks and visitor centres need to be integrated with the existing characteristics of an
area.

There are several large timeshare developments in this zone which are distinctive features in
the landscape – notably in the Trossachs, at Kenmore, Rannoch, Aberfeldy and at Dunkeld.

Fish farming is low scale at present in this zone but could have a cumulative impact on the
landscape. There is a discrete farm on Loch Earn.

There are likely to be proposals for wind farms in this zone. The high Summits and Plateaux
and the transitional Lowland Hills may be potential areas of search.
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EXPERIENCE

Much of this zone is valued for its natural beauty and remote, wild land feel. 20th/21st
century clutter will therefore detract significantly from this experience, particularly in the
high mountains. Powerlines which cross through areas otherwise devoid of human influence
can detract from the remote experience and can clash with the local character of the
landscape, especially if they are not sensitively aligned with the landform.

Services and infrastructure are generally confined to the glens and this in turn can lead to
the loss of landscape character in those areas. Roads, railways, and electric powerlines often
run through the same glen corridor which gives an experience of pressure and
overcrowding. Small re-alignments of minor roads removes local characteristic features such
as hedgerows, walls and local landmark trees. Faster, straighter roads can also affect the
perception of the landscape.

Some elements of the hydro industry can portray a dramatic and positive image, particularly
when the links between the character of the landscape and the nature of the industry are
obvious – high dams holding back the kinetic power of the water for example. Associated
power lines however can create a negative landscape experience as they cross high land
otherwise devoid of man made elements and often in straight lines through woodland and
forestry bearing no relationship to the landform.

Visible history (past settlement, landuse, churches, brochs, forts, dykes, standing
stones etc.)

TYPES OF VISIBLE HISTORY

There is a wealth of visible history in this zone and thousands of sites have been recorded,
including several hundred Scheduled Ancient Monuments. A substantial number of additional
sites may have been eradicated by agricultural improvements, reforestation and the flooding
of some valleys. Early pre-Christian evidence in this zone is in the form of monuments
associated with burials and other rituals. They are evident in the landscape as irregular
mounds which break the natural contours of hills, low ridges and river terraces. Earliest
evidence of settlements exist from the Iron Age when stone was used for defensive
buildings such as forts. These extensive earthworks with stone walls remain as significant
landscape features.

The Roman remains in this zone are also defensive in the form of garrisons which were
constructed to supress insurrections from clans.

There is much visible evidence of the large-scale depopulation of this zone in the years post
‘45 when crofters were moved from the Highland glens to make way for sheep. Abandoned
settlements, shielings and field systems are scattered throughout the zone.

Deer forests and accompanying shooting lodges were created in mid-Victorian times e.g.
Glen Finglas.

There are numerous post-reformation churches in this zone.

Castles and grand estate houses are found throughout the zone (see section 1.3.3)
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LOCATION/PATTERN

Ritual and funerary monuments (cairns, standing stones etc.) are mainly concentrated in the
valleys, lowlands and on mid-altitude slopes of the northern part of this zone and are
particularly concentrated in the glen containing the River Tay and its tributary Glen Lyon.
Cup and ring marked stones are often strategically sited at the junction of valley routes e.g.
at Mid Lix where Glen Ogle joins Glen Dochart.

The defensive legacy of the Iron Age includes crannogs (e.g. on Loch Tay) and forts which
are situated on hill tops and valley ridges and command views over communications routes
and up glens and straths.

The remains of several Roman defensive structures are located along the Highland/Lowland
Line on the south-eastern boundary of the zone – e.g. Boschastle Fort by Callander.

Abandoned shielings are scattered throughout the lower mountain slopes but are especially
concentrated in the sheltered high glens in the northern part of this zone. Old field systems
and abandoned townships (often on slopes with a southern aspect) remain evident in this
landscape – particularly in the mountains between Glen Lyon and Loch Tay. There are many
ruined crofthouses in Braes of Balquhidder and around Killin in Glen Lochay and Glen
Dochart.

EXPERIENCE

The wealth of visible history in this zone adds to the overall landscape experience by
contributing to a sense of its historical depth. Earthworks and remains of past agricultural
activity are particularly noticeable when there has been a light covering of snow. They also
act as landmarks and as focal point and linear features in the landscape. Many castles are
now tourist attractions with associated car parks and other visitor facilities. The abandoned
settlements and shielings act as testament to the once well-settled glens and the subsequent
Clearances of the 1800s and occasionally become the object of pilgrimages for descendants
of the cleared families.

The spires of post-reformation churches can often be clearly seen rising above the
woodland on the valley floors. They are visible from the surrounding landscape and can
point to the location of the settlements.

Wildlife

FORMS OF WILDLIFE

Zone 15 contains a large range of native mammals, birds and freshwater species.

LOCATION

The location of wildlife in this zone is dependent upon season, altitude and habitat. Larger
mammals such as red deer, wildcats, pinemartens, mountain hare, and game birds such as
grouse, are generally found in mountain, moorland and woodland habitats but they leave the
higher ground in winter in search of food and shelter, often venturing into danger on the
roads through the glens.

Mammals and birds are generally well camouflaged in their usual habitats. The glens and
lower woodlands support smaller mammals and other vertebrates such as adder, bat, frog,
hare, newt, red squirrel, toad. Capercaillie are to be found in pinewoods throughout the
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zone. Otters might make a rare appearance along rivers and burns and on the coastal rocky
shoreline at the head of Loch Long in the far west of the zone. Midges are prolific
throughout the zone.

WHEN

Deer are commonly spotted at dawn and dusk and against the snow-covered hills in winter.
Birds are noticeably active in spring and at dawn. Midges are especially vicious near still
water on calm overcast days and at dusk.

EXPERIENCE

For many visitors to this zone a distant view of a stag or a group of hinds adds significantly
to the ‘romantic’ image of the Highland landscape which stems from Victorian times.
Paintings such as the Monarch of the Glen feed this image.

In general though, wildlife does not significantly affect the visual dimension of landscape
character in the predominantly large-scale landscape of Zone 15. The distinctive sounds of
birds of prey, capercaillie, and of stags roaring can echo across great distances and add to
the remote character. Likewise the quiet atmosphere of forestry tracks can be broken by
unseen animals or birds rustling in the dark interior.

Climate

CLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS

The climate of Zone 15 reflects the interaction of weather systems and topography.

Apart from the far south-west of the zone, this area can be regarded as inland with a semi-
continental climate. It falls under the influence of the prevailing wet westerlies for much of
the year, their frequency being highest in autumn and early winter – the wettest part of the
year. At other times the zone is influenced by northerly and north-westerly systems.
Mountains can be shrouded in rain and cloud for many days at all times of the year.

There are greater extremes of climate within the zone as a result of elevation than as a
result of distance from the coast or due to a north/south variation. The greatest extremes
of temperature are found between the high summits and the lower-lying valleys
(temperature decreasing by 6 degrees every 1000m).

Frequency of snow increases with distance from the coast and lochs and with height.

Days are long in summer and short in winter.

EXPERIENCE

Climate adds significantly to the landscape experience of this zone – racing clouds (reflected
on loch surfaces and shadows), wind-blown trees hugging the landform and sheltering in
secluded gorges, mountain summits shrouded in cloud and mist for days. Bright summer
days, strong colours, lochs and burns have cooling effect.
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Designated landscapes

National Scenic Areas

CONSTITUENTS

There are six NSAs in this zone. Three of these are partially in Zone 15 and three contained
solely within the zone. Four of the NSAs are entirely Highland in landscape character; one
Highland and Upland; and one Highland, Upland and Lowland. Details, including landscape
character types (LCTs) contained within the NSAs, are listed below:

Loch Rannoch and Glen Lyon NSA (small parts extend into Zones 13 and 11): High Summits
and Plateaux and Highland Glens (Highland LCTs);

Loch Tummel NSA: High Summits and Plateaux and Highland Glens (Highland LCTs);

River Tay (Dunkeld) NSA (extends into zones 12 and 16): High Summits and Plateaux and
Highland Glen (Highland LCTs);

River Earn (Comrie to St Fillans) NSA: Highland Summits and Plateaux and Highland Glen
(Highland LCTs);

Trossachs NSA: Trossachs core (Highland LCT); Upland Foothills and Upland Forests
(Upland LCTs);

Loch Lomond NSA (extends into Zone 17): Mountains and Uplands (Highland LCT);
Flanking Hills and Crags, Upland Forest, Upland Foothills (Upland LCTs); Lowland Loch
Islands, Lowland Glens and Straths, Lowland Loch Fringes and Lowland Rolling Farmland
(Lowland LCTs).

LOCATION AND EXTENT

Loch Rannoch and Glen Lyon NSA is the largest NSA in this zone and includes Loch
Rannoch itself, Schiehallion, the Black Wood of Rannoch, much of Glen Lyon, Ben Lawyers
and Meall nan Tarmachan.

NB but not including the most remote part of Zone 15 which lies to the west of the NSA by
Loch Lyon and Loch An Daimh.

The part of the River Tay (Dunkeld) NSA which is in Zone 15 is a small area around the city
of Dunkeld to the west of the Tay. The NSA lies across the zone of transition of the River
Tay as it joins with the River Braan and changes from a Highland to a Lowland river as it
crosses the Highland Boundary Fault. The NSA includes the HGDLs of The Hermitage and
Dunkeld.

Loch Tummel NSA lies entirely within Zone 15 and includes the Pass of Killiecrankie, the
northern part of Loch Faskally, the Linn of Tummel and Loch Tummel and the enclosing
hills.

River Earn (Comrie to St Fillans) NSA includes the upper part of Strathearn and the peak of
Mor Bheinn.
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The Trossachs NSA lies entirely within Zone 15 and extends from Ben Venue to the
summit ridge of the Menteith Hills. It centres upon Loch Achray and the eastern part of
Loch Katrine.

Loch Lomond NSA lies mostly within Zone 15 and includes the immediate basin but not the
entire catchment of Loch Lomond. Its western boundary is defined by the nearest summits
including Ben Vorlich, Ben Eich and Balcnock. The eastern hills include Ben Lomond and
Conic Hill.

EXPERIENCE

The six NSAs in Zone 15 display well-balanced combinations of classic landscape features
which typify or epitomise Highland landscape. Four NSAs lie on or near the Highland
Boundary Fault and thus also exhibit classic transitional landscape features.

Loch Rannoch and Glen Lyon NSA is appreciated for a great range and diversity of
landscape character from the open spacious loch with birch woodland on the northern
slopes and remnants of native pine woodland on the southern (Black Wood of Rannoch).
From the northern slopes there wide panoramic views to Schiehallion and westwards across
Rannoch Moor to the hills of Glen Coe (in Zone 13). The tranquil meadowland of
Dunalastair offers an contrast to the larger loch to the west. Glen Lyon has all the features
of a ‘classic’ highland glen – from tumbling burns in narrow gorges to a meandering river in
its lower reaches.

The Loch Tummel NSA is landscape of wood, water and mountains. At the west end of the
loch there is a simple open landscape with estate planting, wooded knolls and fertile
agricultural land. Eastwards the landscape character becomes more intimate with a wooded
landscape with great diversity of species and deep gorges and dramatic rapids. The NSA
extends upwards to include the bare heather-clad summits of the mountains which afford a
remote, open landscape experience. There are strong cultural associations with Queen’s
View on the northern side of Loch Tummel.

Transitional NSAs (Highland to Lowland landscapes).

River Tay (Dunkeld) NSA is located where two rivers meet at an intimate historical
settlement. The rivers flow between the rugged hills of the highland edge through richly-
wooded designed landscapes. A landscape with waterfalls and rapids which are characteristic
of the Highland/Lowland transition.

River Earn NSA is designated for its well-balanced combination of landscape elements which
occur at the Highland/Lowlands conjunction. The local landscape character is based on the
rich variety of vegetation and landform. The river forms a central feature following a course
of great variety: alternately swift and then slow and leisurely; open and meadowed or
enclosed by alder woodland with a strong sense of enclosure and intimacy.

Trossachs NSA is a complex landscape with knolls, craggy hills and rugged peaks which
stand in contrast to the character of the adjacent lowland. It contains coniferous, deciduous
and broadleaved woodland. The richly wooded shores, islands, bays and promontories of
Loch Katrine afford a quiet and intimate landscape. This area has great cultural and literary
associations notably with Scott and Ruskin. For many tourists the scenery of this NSA
epitomises the scenery of Highland Scotland.
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Loch Lomond NSA is appreciated for its loch-based landscape features. Although the NSA
crosses the Highland Boundary Fault it is those features which are of Highland character
which are important within Zone 15. The Loch is fjord-like and narrow at northern end of
the loch and largely wooded along its entire length. There is a rich variety of deciduous
woodland on loch shores and semi-natural woods on islands. Changing seasonal colours of
the woodland, bracken and heather of the high hills are reflected in the loch waters.

Loch Lomond NSA and Trossachs NSA are within the proposed boundaries of the Loch
Lomond and Trossachs National Park.

AGLVs and other Local Authority Designations

NATURE OF THE LANDSCAPE DESIGNATED

Areas of Great Landscape Value (AGLVs)

One large AGLV from Glen Dochart (including Breadalbane) eastwards including western
half of Loch Tay to Callander not including area covered by Loch Lomond NSA, Trossachs
NSA or the small settlements of Tyndrum, Crianlarich, Killin, Lochearnhead, Strathyre and
Aberfoyle (a small part extends into Zone 13) – (Stirling Council)

Sma’ Glen on River Almond – (Perth and Kinross Council)

No AGLVs in Argyll and Bute Council’s small part of this zone

Environmentally Sensitive Areas (ESAs)

Breadalbane ESA covers most of the northern third of this Zone (extending into Zones 12
and 13) apart from Rannoch Forest and the area to the west of Meall Buidhe.

Lomond ESA (also extending into Zones 13 and 17)

Historic gardens and designed landscapes

NATURE OF THE LANDSCAPES DESIGNATED AND NON-DESIGNATED

In Zone 15 there are 15 sites listed on the original Inventory of Historic gardens and
designed landscapes (1987) and two new entries (not yet public).

(HGDL profiles contract let separately)

LOCATION

The following HGDLs are in the 1987 inventory:

Tay valley NS
Blair Castle – by Blair Atholl – Glen Garry
Dunkeld House
the Hermitage
Murthly Castle (part)
Loch Earn
Dunira
Aberuchill
Glen Lyon
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Meggernie Castle –
Tay valley WE
Castle Menzies
Bolfracks
Taymouth Castle
Grandtully Castle
Cluny House
By Loch Lomond
Rossdhu HGDL – Loch Lomond
By Aberfoyle
Rednock House
Blairhoyle
Falls of Bruar - NS tributary of Glen Garry – w of Blair Atholl
Balnakeilly HGDL – N of Moulin by Pitlochry

EXPERIENCE

Listed sites epitomise highland estates – *see separate HGDL input to Zone 15.
Picturesque/sublime etc...

Recreational landscapes

Nature of landscapes
The landscapes of Zone 15 can be roughly classified into four main recreation-landscape
types: mountain, woodland, glen and water.

The mountains attract walkers, especially ‘Munro-baggers’, and rock climbers throughout
the year and ice mountaineering is becoming increasingly popular in the winter. Shooting
and stalking are seasonal activities on the large estates.

Large tracts of forestry offer sheltered recreation opportunities. Many tracks are
waymarked and graded for different levels of fitness/ability. Cycle routes have also been
developed though some forests and other routes are being promoted for ponytrekking.

The glens are the most-used recreational landscape in this zone, providing through-routes
for large numbers of tourists – particularly car-based sightseers. Small towns act as a focus
for visitors and offer accommodation and information. Recreation in these landscapes tends
to be relatively passive but some small towns, such as Killin, Crianlarich and Aberfoyle have
evolved as popular starting points for walking routes and trails. Associated infrastructure
such as backpackers’ hostels have recently been built. Picnic places with additional facilities
are located along busier glens throughout the zone. Large estates and their policies and
designed landscapes are also situated in the glens – many are open to the public and attract
a large number of visitors.

The lochs offer extensive watersports facilities and provide the main venues in Scotland for
power boating and water skiing. Quieter loch-based activities include sailing, canoeing and
pleasure-boat trips. Loch-side picnic places (often in areas of woodland) are very popular
and offer secluded spots for fishing and bathing.
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LOCATION

Zone 15 has many locations offering opportunities for recreation – both formal and
informal:

Remote mountain walking and climbing – north-west of zone – by Loch Lyon and Loch An
Daimh. This is the only part of Zone 15 which is more than 5km from a road or track.

Highest concentration of peaks over 1000 m (approx. Munro) occur in the north of the
zone between Loch Tay and Loch Rannoch on the more expansive ranges, e.g. Ben Lawyers,
Schiehallion and Meall nan Tarmachan. In the central part of the zone are the peaks of Ben
Lomond and Ben More. To the west of Loch Lomond lie Ben Ime and Ben Vorlich above
Glen Croe and Loch Long.

There are many peaks over 800 m (approx. Corbett) in the range to the south-east of Loch
Tay; isolated summits west of Strathyre (Ben Ledi), in the Trossachs (Ben Venue); and
several summits in the rocky range north of Loch Long (Cobbler, Ben Vane).

There are two forest parks in this zone: the Queen Elizabeth Forest Park in the Trossachs;
and the Argyll Forest Park in the far west of the zone. Forest walks and cycle tracks in both.

Water sports: Lochs Tay, Earn and Lomond.

West Highland Way – east side Loch Lomond

Callander to Strathyre cycle path

EXPERIENCE

Zone 15 offers a variety of landscape experience for those taking part in all forms of
recreation whether passive or active, formal or informal. The attraction of this area is that a
Highland experience can be gained within 1 to 1_ hours drive of the Central Belt. The
overall feeling in the higher areas is one of wildness and remoteness and even car-based
sightseers can experience this to a certain extent when driving over the high passes such as
Glen Quaich.

The large number of visitors to this zone – particularly in the valleys – can lead to congested
roads and the overcrowding of some popular spots resulting in a negative impact upon
landscape experience.

The unpredictability of the weather of this zone enhances the wild land feel of the higher
mountains and lower slopes at all times of the year.
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ZONE 16 WESTERN SEABOARD

1 Nature of the landscape resource

Diversity, distribution and rarity of landscape character in the zone
Note: Ignore any LCT which is shown as <10 km sq (if important feature will be covered
elsewhere, if important characteristic locally will be flagged up in description)

Table 16.1 Diversity

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

Context Area
km2

16 Coastal Strip Lowland Coastal
Landscapes of the
North East

Coastal 25.56

16 Agricultural Heartlands Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

Lowland 382.77

16 Moorland Plateaux FRSSEHM Highland 15.80
16 Dissected Plateau

Moorland
Upland Hills, The
Lammemuir,
Pentland and
Moorfoot Hills

Upland 25.62

16 Grassland with Rock
Outcrops

Upland Fringe
Moorland

Upland 66.92

16 Grassland with Hills Upland Fringe
Moorland

Upland 189.38

16 Undulating Grassland Upland Fringe
Moorland

Upland 78.09

16 Upland Fringe Moorland Upland Fringe
Moorland

Upland 25.78

16 Lowland with Drumlins Drumlin Lowlands Lowland 297.56
16 Rolling Lowland Margin Lowland Hill

Margins and Fringes
Lowland 156.79

16 Lowland Margin with
Hills

Lowland Hill
Margins and Fringes

Lowland 66.00

16 Coastal Farmland Low Coastal
Farmlands

Lowland Coastal 43.62

16 Plateau Grassland High Plateau
Moorlands

Upland 29.66

16 Coastal Pasture Low Coastal
Farmlands

Coastal 23.21

16 Coastal Moorland Coastal Hills
Headlands Plateaux
and Moorlands

Coastal 26.79

16 Pastoral Upland Valley Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

Upland 8.58

16 Upland Valley with
Farmland

Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

Upland 51.34

16 Upland Valley with
Woodland

Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

Upland 21.69
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16 Pastoral Upland Fringe
Valley

Upland Fringe
Valleys and
Farmlands

Upland 99.60

16 Upland Fringe Valley
with Settlements

Upland Fringe
Valleys and
Farmlands

Upland 48.05

16 Wooded Upland Fringe
Valley

Upland Fringe
Valleys and
Farmlands

Upland 88.89

16 Lowland Valley with
Farmland

Lowland River
Valleys

Lowland 297.88

16 Coastal Valley Low Coastal
Farmlands

Coastal Lowland 4.71

16 Southern Uplands with
Scattered Forest

Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

Upland 72.54

16 Southern Uplands
Forest Covered

Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

Upland 9.31

16 Cheviot Uplands Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

Uplands 40.98

16 Cheviot Foothills Foothills and
Pronounced Hills

Upland 75.88

16 Rolling Farmland Lowland Rolling or
Undulating
Farmlands, Hills and
Valleys

Lowland 262.73

16 Platform Farmland Lowland Plateaux
and Plains

Lowland 54.19

16 Lowland Hills Lowland Hills Lowland 90.50
16 Lowland Hill Fringes Lowland Hill

Margins and Fringes
Lowland 54.20

16 Lowland River Valleys Lowland River
Valleys

Lowland 256.26

16 Lowland Valley Fringes Lowland Valley
Fringes

Lowland 81.67

16 Coastal Margins Coastal Margins Coastal 57.47
16 The Uplands Upland Igneous and

Volcanic Hills The
Ochil, Sidlaw, Cleish
and Lomond Hills

Upland 48.56

16 Lowland Loch Basin Lowland Loch
Basins

Lowland 20.12

16 Coastal Hills Coastal Hills
Headlands Plateaux
and Moorlands

Coastal 57.08

16 Coastal Terraces Coastal Raised
Beaches and
Terraces

Coastal 63.60

16 Coastal Cliffs Rocky Coasts Cliffs
and Braes of the
Lowlands

Coastal 0.66
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16 Coastal Braes Rocky Coasts Cliffs
and Braes of the
Lowlands

Coastal 2.92

16 Coastal Flats Lowland Coastal
Flats Sands and
Dunes

Coastal 52.78

16 Upland Slopes Upland Igneous and
Volcanic Hills The
Ochil, Sidlaw, Cleish
and Lomond Hills

Upland 31.89

16 Upland Foothills Foothills and
Pronounced Hills

Upland 132.38

16 Pronounced Volcanic
Hills and Craigs

Foothills and
Pronounced Hills

Upland 205.89

16 Lowland Hills and
Valleys

Lowland Rolling or
Undulating
Farmlands, Hills and
Valleys

Lowland 356.15

16 Lowland Open Sloping
Farmland

Lowland Rolling or
Undulating
Farmlands, Hills and
Valleys

Lowland 64.08

16 Lowland Dens Narrow Valleys in
the Lowlands

Lowland 69.38

16 Lowland Glacial
Meltwater Valleys

Flatter Wider
Valleys and
Floodplains of the
Lowlands

Lowland 24.74

16 Lowland River Basin Flatter Wider
Valleys and
Floodplains of the
Lowlands

Lowland 87.26

16 The Carse of Forth Flatter Wider
Valleys and
Floodplains of the
Lowlands

Lowland 45.08

16 Foothills Foothills and
Pronounced Hills

Upland 27.08

16 Rolling Farmland Lowland Rolling or
Undulating
Farmlands, Hills and
Valleys

Lowland 46.90

16 Unit No 4 River Plain
with Settlement

Flatter Wider
Valleys and
Floodplains of the
Lowlands

Lowland 8.42

16 Uplands Upland Hills, The
Lammemuir,
Pentland and
Moorfoot Hills

Upland 16.24

16 Upland Fringes Upland Fringe
Moorland

Upland 117.11
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16 Lowland River Valleys Lowland River
Valleys

Lowland 132.99

16 Lowland Hills and
Ridges

Lowland Hills Lowland 76.00

16 Lowland Plains Lowland Plateaux
and Plains

Lowland 310.02

16 Coastal Margins Coastal Margins Lowland Coastal 326.31
16 Highland Glens Highland and Island

Glens
Highland 55.28

16 Broad Valley Lowland Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

Lowland 816.56

16 Firth Lowlands Lowland Coastal
Landscapes of the
North East

Lowland Coastal 89.54

16 Low Moorland Hills Smooth Upland
Moorland Hills

Lowland 118.32

16 Dipslope Farmland Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

Lowland 435.69

16 Coast Lowland Coastal
Landscapes of the
North East

Coastal 45.01

16 Highland Summits and
Plateaux

HMRRMts Highland 3.10

16 Highland Foothills Highland Foothills Highland 326.98
16 Lowland Hills Lowland Hills Lowland 390.71
16 Lowland River

Corridors
Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

Lowland 106.44

16 Igneous Hills Upland Igneous and
Volcanic Hills The
Ochil, Sidlaw, Cleish
and Lomond Hills

Upland 519.26

16 Dolerite Hills Upland Igneous and
Volcanic Hills The
Ochil, Sidlaw, Cleish
and Lomond Hills

Upland 32.37

16 URBAN AREA Upland Igneous and
Volcanic Hills The
Ochil, Sidlaw, Cleish
and Lomond Hills

Upland 111.96

Total 8504.88

HMRRMts = High, Massive, Rolling, Rounded Mts of Highlands & Islands

HMRSSMts = High Massive, Rugged, Steep-sided Mts of Highlands & Islands

FRSSEHM = Flat or Rolling, Smooth or Sweeping, Extensive, High Moorlands of Highlands & Islands

RCUHM = Rugged, Craggy Upland Hills & Moorlands of the Highlands, including the Trossachs

PL =Peatland Landscapes of the Highlands & Islands

SL =Sea Lochs of the Highlands & Islands

The number of landscape character types represented in Zone 16 at level 1, is 72 the way they are grouped at level 3 is into 27 and their
context is Highland. No. of LCTs (Level 1)/Area of Zone in Zone 16 is 0.008, this gives an indication of the overall diversity of landscape
character in the zone and can be compared between zones.
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Table 16.2 Distribution/pattern

Zone LCT
level 1

LCT
level 3

% of
Zone
(area)

No. of
Occurrences

Area
km2

16 Coastal Strip Lowland Coastal
Landscapes of the
North East

0.3 2 25.56

16 Agricultural
Heartlands

Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

4.4 3 382.77

16 Moorland
Plateaux

FRSSEHM 0.2 1 15.80

16 Dissected
Plateau
Moorland

Upland Hills, The
Lammemuir,
Pentland and
Moorfoot Hills

0.3 3 25.62

16 Grassland with
Rock Outcrops

Upland Fringe
Moorland

0.8 4 66.92

16 Grassland with
Hills

Upland Fringe
Moorland

2.2 4 189.38

16 Undulating
Grassland

Upland Fringe
Moorland

0.9 3 78.09

16 Upland Fringe
Moorland

Upland Fringe
Moorland

0.3 1 25.78

16 Lowland with
Drumlins

Drumlin
Lowlands

3.4 1 297.56

16 Rolling Lowland
Margin

Lowland Hill
Margins and
Fringes

1.8 2 156.79

16 Lowland Margin
with Hills

Lowland Hill
Margins and
Fringes

0.8 1 66.00

16 Coastal
Farmland

Low Coastal
Farmlands

0.5 2 43.62

16 Plateau
Grassland

High Plateau
Moorlands

0.3 2 29.66

16 Coastal Pasture Low Coastal
Farmlands

0.3 1 23.21

16 Coastal
Moorland

Coastal Hills
Headlands
Plateaux and
Moorlands

0.3 1 26.79

16 Pastoral Upland
Valley

Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

0.1 2 8.58

16 Upland Valley
with Farmland

Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

0.6 3 51.34

16 Upland Valley
with Woodland

Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

0.3 2 21.69

16 Pastoral Upland
Fringe Valley

Upland Fringe
Valleys and
Farmlands

1.1 6 99.60
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16 Upland Fringe
Valley with
Settlements

Upland Fringe
Valleys and
Farmlands

0.6 1 48.05

16 Wooded Upland
Fringe Valley

Upland Fringe
Valleys and
Farmlands

1.0 5 88.89

16 Lowland Valley
with Farmland

Lowland River
Valleys

3.4 4 297.88

16 Coastal Valley Low Coastal
Farmlands

0.1 1 4.71

16 Southern
Uplands with
Scattered Forest

Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

0.8 8 72.54

16 Southern
Uplands Forest
Covered

Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

0.1 3 9.31

16 Cheviot Uplands Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

0.5 1 40.98

16 Cheviot
Foothills

Foothills and
Pronounced Hills

0.9 1 75.88

16 Rolling Farmland Lowland Rolling
or Undulating
Farmlands, Hills
and Valleys

3.0 4 262.73

16 Platform
Farmland

Lowland Plateaux
and Plains

0.6 1 54.19

16 Lowland Hills Lowland Hills 1.0 5 90.50
16 Lowland Hill

Fringes
Lowland Hill
Margins and
Fringes

0.6 2 54.20

16 Lowland River
Valleys

Lowland River
Valleys

3.0 6 256.26

16 Lowland Valley
Fringes

Lowland Valley
Fringes

0.9 4 81.67

16 Coastal Margins Coastal Margins 0.7 2 57.47
16 The Uplands Upland Igneous

and Volcanic Hills
The Ochil, Sidlaw,
Cleish and
Lomond Hills

0.6 4 48.56

16 Lowland Loch
Basin

Lowland Loch
Basins

0.2 5 20.12

16 Coastal Hills Coastal Hills
Headlands
Plateaux and
Moorlands

0.7 15 57.08

16 Coastal Terraces Coastal Raised
Beaches and
Terraces

0.7 9 63.60

16 Coastal Cliffs Rocky Coasts
Cliffs and Braes
of the Lowlands

0.0 3 0.66
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16 Coastal Braes Rocky Coasts
Cliffs and Braes
of the Lowlands

0.0 10 2.92

16 Coastal Flats Lowland Coastal
Flats Sands and
Dunes

0.6 18 52.78

16 Upland Slopes Upland Igneous
and Volcanic Hills
The Ochil, Sidlaw,
Cleish and
Lomond Hills

0.4 6 31.89

16 Upland Foothills Foothills and
Pronounced Hills

1.5 11 132.38

16 Pronounced
Volcanic Hills
and Craigs

Foothills and
Pronounced Hills

2.4 9 205.89

16 Lowland Hills
and Valleys

Lowland Rolling
or Undulating
Farmlands, Hills
and Valleys

4.1 18 356.15

16 Lowland Open
Sloping Farmland

Lowland Rolling
or Undulating
Farmlands, Hills
and Valleys

0.7 2 64.08

16 Lowland Dens Narrow Valleys in
the Lowlands

0.8 5 69.38

16 Lowland Glacial
Meltwater
Valleys

Flatter Wider
Valleys and
Floodplains of the
Lowlands

0.3 3 24.74

16 Lowland River
Basin

Flatter Wider
Valleys and
Floodplains of the
Lowlands

1.0 3 87.26

16 The Carse of
Forth

Flatter Wider
Valleys and
Floodplains of the
Lowlands

0.5 1 45.08

16 Foothills Foothills and
Pronounced Hills

0.3 2 27.08

16 Rolling Farmland Lowland Rolling
or Undulating
Farmlands, Hills
and Valleys

0.5 5 46.90

16 Unit No 4 River
Plain with
Settlement

Flatter Wider
Valleys and
Floodplains of the
Lowlands

0.1 1 8.42

16 Uplands Upland Hills, The
Lammemuir,
Pentland and
Moorfoot Hills

0.2 9 16.24
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16 Upland Fringes Upland Fringe
Moorland

1.4 5 117.11

16 Lowland River
Valleys

Lowland River
Valleys

1.5 6 132.99

16 Lowland Hills
and Ridges

Lowland Hills 0.9 3 76.00

16 Lowland Plains Lowland Plateaux
and Plains

3.6 2 310.02

16 Coastal Margins Coastal Margins 3.8 4 326.31
16 Highland Glens Highland and

Island Glens
0.6 6 55.28

16 Broad Valley
Lowland

Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

9.4 5 816.56

16 Firth Lowlands Lowland Coastal
Landscapes of the
North East

1.0 1 89.54

16 Low Moorland
Hills

Smooth Upland
Moorland Hills

1.4 1 118.32

16 Dipslope
Farmland

Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

5.0 2 435.69

16 Coast Lowland Coastal
Landscapes of the
North East

0.5 7 45.01

16 Highland
Summits and
Plateaux

HMRRMts 0.0 2 3.10

16 Highland
Foothills

Highland Foothills 3.8 7 326.98

16 Lowland Hills Lowland Hills 4.5 4 390.71
16 Lowland River

Corridors
Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

1.2 1 106.44

16 Igneous Hills Upland Igneous
and Volcanic Hills
The Ochil, Sidlaw,
Cleish and
Lomond Hills

6.0 2 519.26

16 Dolerite Hills Upland Igneous
and Volcanic Hills
The Ochil, Sidlaw,
Cleish and
Lomond Hills

0.4 3 32.37

16 URBAN AREA Upland Igneous
and Volcanic Hills
The Ochil, Sidlaw,
Cleish and
Lomond Hills

1.3 1 111.96

Total 293 8504.88

In Zone 16 a total 89 occurrences of landscape character types (landscape units) are found within a zone of total land area 3469. km sq.
The figure 89/3469 is 0.025.per km sq of land within the zone and gives a relative indication of the overall brokenness or fragmentation of
the landscape pattern.
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LCT at Level 1 Area/Occurrences (km2)

Coastal Strip 12.78
Agricultural Heartlands 127.59
Moorland Plateaux 15.80
Dissected Plateau Moorland 8.54
Grassland with Rock Outcrops 16.73
Grassland with Hills 47.35
Undulating Grassland 26.03
Upland Fringe Moorland 25.78
Lowland with Drumlins 297.56
Rolling Lowland Margin 78.39
Lowland Margin with Hills 66.00
Coastal Farmland 21.81
Plateau Grassland 14.83
Coastal Pasture 23.21
Coastal Moorland 26.79
Pastoral Upland Valley 4.29
Upland Valley with Farmland 17.11
Upland Valley with Woodland 10.85
Pastoral Upland Fringe Valley 16.60
Upland Fringe Valley with Settlements 48.05
Wooded Upland Fringe Valley 17.78
Lowland Valley with Farmland 74.47
Coastal Valley 4.71
Southern Uplands with Scattered Forest 9.06
Southern Uplands Forest Covered 3.10
Cheviot Uplands 40.98
Cheviot Foothills 75.88
Rolling Farmland 65.68
Platform Farmland 54.19
Lowland Hills 18.10
Lowland Hill Fringes 27.10
Lowland River Valleys 42.71
Lowland Valley Fringes 20.41
Coastal Margins 28.73
The Uplands 12.14
Lowland Loch Basin 4.02
Coastal Hills 3.80
Coastal Terraces 7.06
Coastal Cliffs 0.22
Coastal Braes 0.29
Coastal Flats 2.93
Upland Slopes 5.31
Upland Foothills 12.03
Pronounced Volcanic Hills and Craigs 22.87
Lowland Hills and Valleys 19.78
Lowland Open Sloping Farmland 32.04
Lowland Dens 13.87
Lowland Glacial Meltwater Valleys 8.24
Lowland River Basin 29.08
The Carse of Forth 45.08
Foothills 13.54
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Rolling Farmland 9.38
Unit No 4 River Plain with Settlement 8.42
Uplands 1.80
Upland Fringes 23.42
Lowland River Valleys 22.16
Lowland Hills and Ridges 25.33
Lowland Plains 155.01
Coastal Margins 81.57
Highland Glens 9.21
Broad Valley Lowland 163.32
Firth Lowlands 89.54
Low Moorland Hills 118.32
Dipslope Farmland 217.85
Coast 6.43
Highland Summits and Plateaux 1.55
Highland Foothills 46.71
Lowland Hills 97.67
Lowland River Corridors 106.44
Igneous Hills 259.63
Dolerite Hills 10.79
URBAN AREA 111.96

The extent (area) of any one landscape character type (at level 1) divided by the number of times it occurs in the zone gives an idea of the
average size of occurrences of that LCT.

LCTs at Level 3 Area km2 Ratio

Lowland Coastal Landscapes of the North East 25.56 38
Agricultural Lowlands of the North East 382.77 57
FRSSEHM 15.80 22
Upland Hills, The Lammemuir, Pentland and Moorfoot Hills 25.62 37
Upland Fringe Moorland 66.92 100
Upland Fringe Moorland 189.38 286
Upland Fringe Moorland 78.09 18
Upland Fringe Moorland 25.78 37
Drumlin Lowlands 297.56 45
Lowland Hill Margins and Fringes 156.79 23
Lowland Hill Margins and Fringes 66.00 100
Low Coastal Farmlands 43.62 66
High Plateau Moorlands 29.66 44
Low Coastal Farmlands 23.21 34
Coastal Hills Headlands Plateaux and Moorlands 26.79 39
Upland Glens, Valleys and Dales 8.58 12
Upland Glens, Valleys and Dales 51.34 77
Upland Glens, Valleys and Dales 21.69 31
Upland Fringe Valleys and Farmlands 99.60 150
Upland Fringe Valleys and Farmlands 48.05 72
Upland Fringe Valleys and Farmlands 88.89 133
Lowland River Valleys 297.88 451
Low Coastal Farmlands 4.71 7
Upland Hills, The Southern Uplands and Cheviots 72.54 109
Upland Hills, The Southern Uplands and Cheviots 9.31 13
Upland Hills, The Southern Uplands and Cheviots 40.98 60
Foothills and Pronounced Hills 75.88 113
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Lowland Rolling or Undulating Farmlands, Hills and Valleys 262.73 396
Lowland Plateaux and Plains 54.19 81
Lowland Hills 90.50 136
Lowland Hill Margins and Fringes 54.20 81
Lowland River Valleys 256.26 387
Lowland Valley Fringes 81.67 122
Coastal Margins 57.47 86
Upland Igneous and Volcanic Hills The Ochil, Sidlaw, Cleish and
Lomond Hills

48.56 72

Lowland Loch Basins 20.12 30
Coastal Hills Headlands Plateaux and Moorlands 57.08 86
Coastal Raised Beaches and Terraces 63.60 95
Rocky Coasts Cliffs and Braes of the Lowlands 0.66 1
Rocky Coasts Cliffs and Braes of the Lowlands 2.92 4
Lowland Coastal Flats Sands and Dunes 52.78 79
Upland Igneous and Volcanic Hills The Ochil, Sidlaw, Cleish and
Lomond Hills

31.89 48

Foothills and Pronounced Hills 132.38 200
Foothills and Pronounced Hills 205.89 311
Lowland Rolling or Undulating Farmlands, Hills and Valleys 356.15 539
Lowland Rolling or Undulating Farmlands, Hills and Valleys 64.08 96
Narrow Valleys in the Lowlands 69.38 104
Flatter Wider Valleys and Floodplains of the Lowlands 24.74 36
Flatter Wider Valleys and Floodplains of the Lowlands 87.26 131
Flatter Wider Valleys and Floodplains of the Lowlands 45.08 68
Foothills and Pronounced Hills 27.08 40
Lowland Rolling or Undulating Farmlands, Hills and Valleys 46.90 69
Flatter Wider Valleys and Floodplains of the Lowlands 8.42 12
Upland Hills, The Lammemuir, Pentland and Moorfoot Hills 16.24 24
Upland Fringe Moorland 117.11 177
Lowland River Valleys 132.99 200
Lowland Hills 76.00 11
Lowland Plateaux and Plains 310.02 46
Coastal Margins 326.31 49
Highland and Island Glens 55.28 83
Agricultural Lowlands of the North East 816.56 123
Lowland Coastal Landscapes of the North East 89.54 134
Smooth Upland Moorland Hills 118.32 178
Agricultural Lowlands of the North East 435.69 65
Lowland Coastal Landscapes of the North East 45.01 6
HMRRMts 3.10 4
Highland Foothills 326.98 493
Lowland Hills 390.71 59
Agricultural Lowlands of the North East 106.44 16
Upland Igneous and Volcanic Hills The Ochil, Sidlaw, Cleish and
Lomond Hills

519.26 78

Upland Igneous and Volcanic Hills The Ochil, Sidlaw, Cleish and
Lomond Hills

32.37 48

Upland Igneous and Volcanic Hills The Ochil, Sidlaw, Cleish and
Lomond Hills

111.96 16

The ratio of the extent (area) of the level 3 groupings gives an indication of the distribution pattern by proportion of the zone.
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Table 16.3 Rarity

LCTs at Level 1 Rarity by occurrence
%

Rarity by extent
%

Coastal Strip 0 0.3
Agricultural Heartlands 1 4.4
Moorland Plateaux 0 0.2
Dissected Plateau Moorland 0 0.3
Grassland with Rock Outcrops 1 0.8
Grassland with Hills 1 2.2
Undulating Grassland 1 0.9
Upland Fringe Moorland 0 0.3
Lowland with Drumlins 0 3.4
Rolling Lowland Margin 0 1.8
Lowland Margin with Hills 0 0.8
Coastal Farmland 0 0.5
Plateau Grassland 0 0.3
Coastal Pasture 0 0.3
Coastal Moorland 0 0.3
Pastoral Upland Valley 0 0.1
Upland Valley with Farmland 1 0.6
Upland Valley with Woodland 0 0.3
Pastoral Upland Fringe Valley 2 1.1
Upland Fringe Valley with Settlements 0 0.6
Wooded Upland Fringe Valley 1 1.0
Lowland Valley with Farmland 1 3.4
Coastal Valley 0 0.1
Southern Uplands with Scattered Forest 2 0.8
Southern Uplands Forest Covered 1 0.1
Cheviot Uplands 0 0.5
Cheviot Foothills 0 0.9
Rolling Farmland 1 3.0
Platform Farmland 0 0.6
Lowland Hills 1 1.0
Lowland Hill Fringes 0 0.6
Lowland River Valleys 2 3.0
Lowland Valley Fringes 1 0.9
Coastal Margins 0 0.7
The Uplands 1 0.6
Lowland Loch Basin 1 0.2
Coastal Hills 5 0.7
Coastal Terraces 3 0.7
Coastal Cliffs 1 0.0
Coastal Braes 3 0.0
Coastal Flats 6 0.6
Upland Slopes 2 0.4
Upland Foothills 3 1.5
Pronounced Volcanic Hills and Craigs 3 2.4
Lowland Hills and Valleys 6 4.1
Lowland Open Sloping Farmland 0 0.7
Lowland Dens 1 0.8
Lowland Glacial Meltwater Valleys 1 0.3
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Lowland River Basin 1 1.0
The Carse of Forth 0 0.5
Foothills 0 0.3
Rolling Farmland 1 0.5
Unit No 4 River Plain with Settlement 0 0.1
Uplands 3 0.2
Upland Fringes 1 1.4
Lowland River Valleys 2 1.5
Lowland Hills and Ridges 1 0.9
Lowland Plains 0 3.6
Coastal Margins 0 3.8
Highland Glens 2 0.6
Broad Valley Lowland 1 9.4
Firth Lowlands 0 1.0
Low Moorland Hills 0 1.4
Dipslope Farmland 0 5.0
Coast 2 0.5
Highland Summits and Plateaux 0 0.0
Highland Foothills 2 3.8
Lowland Hills 1 4.5
Lowland River Corridors 0 1.2
Igneous Hills 0 6.0
Dolerite Hills 1 0.4
URBAN AREA 0 1.3

The rarity of a landscape character type within the zone can be identified by the number of time it occurs or its extent. Examination of
both the number of occurrences (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total and the area (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total area will give
an indication

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

Description

Landform

PROFILE

Zone 16 is located within the midland valley, consisting of a relatively low lying part of the
country between the Grampian Highlands to the North and Uplands of the South. The
majority of the area can be described as coastal lowlands, below 250m, with an outer
boundary of hills rising to above 600m. Although flat coastal lowlands are the dominant
character, it has a diverse landform, particularly the distinctive hard rock landforms (Igneous
Outcrops) which rise out of and contrast with the softer (sedimentary) rock landforms of
the surrounding lowlands. Other striking features include the coastal edge; estuarine
flatlands; incised river gorges and loch basins, which combine to create an overall diversity
of landform superimposed on a backcloth of rolling lowland hills and valleys.

SEQUENCE

Zone 16 is defined in the east by the coastline, and in the west, north and south by
surrounding uplands/hill areas. There is a broad sequence or transition of landform from hill
fringes, with generally subdued rolling topography, moving east, to the flatter and lower lying
coastal landscapes and interidal shores. This broad pattern of the landform is interrupted by
prominent local variations such as a central core of hills (ochils) and by other isolated
igneous outcrops/hill masses, jutting out of the lowlands. The coastal edge or eastern
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boundary of Zone 16 is also varied and ranges from steep rocky and wooded cliffs to more
open areas of coastal moorland including small caves and beaches.

SCALE

Is extremely varied from large scale, expansive open moorland, carse and lowland plains
coastal and interidal areas; to intimate and confined, small enclosed landscapes of inclined
river gorges, farmland alleys, enclosed straths. It is however, predominantly a large to
medium scale landscape, with distinctive local variations.

LANDMARK FEATURES

Zone 16 is large and complex containing many locally distinctive landmark features. At a
more broad scale, key features can be described as including:

The Firths of Forth and Tay

Maritime landscapes studded with off-shore islands; navigational infrastructure and slow
moving ships and vessels dominated by spectacular bridges. These are dramatic landscapes
with extensive views dominating the coastal scenery from north and south shores. On the
whole it is a very horizontal, large scale, flat landscape influenced strongly by the weather
and colour of the sea and sky and movement of water. Typically they are busy and active
landscapes.

Coastal features: the north sea itself, vast scale horizontal, natural landscape dominated by
weather and colour of sun and sea.

Interidal shores

Extensive areas (e.g., around the Fife coast) natural landscapes dominated by the sea and
tidal cycle. At low tide they are typically extensive areas of mudflats with meandering
outwash channel, or rougher more textured shingle bays and rock shores, or lighter
smoother sand beaches. They are exposed, simple landscapes with sinuous lines and muted
colours with a distinct ‘natural’ character and a wide range of landscape experiences
depending on the weather conditions and local permutations of mud, sand, shingle, rock or
harbour. In some places, on hot days they can be busy, noisy, colourful places, at other
times they provide solitude.

Rugged and steep cliffs/raised beaches

Steep, wooded cliffs (braes) and a distinct terrace of flat land raised above sea level are two
common but distinctive features of the eastern coastline of Zone 16. The cliffs form a
distinctive rocky gorge and series of coastal features, and occasionally a backdrop to
settlements in views from the firths and sea. The raised terraces result from fluctuations in
sea levels forming a series of beaches which were once shorelines of the coast. in more
recent times they have become good locations for settlements: being flat and relatively
sheltered, but well above the sea which form a distinctive coastal type of landscape. For
example St Andrew’s is located on one of these raised beaches.
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Carse of Forth

The immensely broad, flat, flood plain of the river forth, forms a dramatic swathe of flat land
sweeping from the Highland boundary fault in the west towards the river confluence with
the sea in the east. The flatness is accentuated by predominantly agricultural land cover and
the dramatic contrast with hill lands to north and south. It is important as the landscape
setting of Stirling and Stirling Castle, both for inward and outward views. It has historic
interest, as reclaimed ground (originally moss land) and a historic human influence is evident
throughout the area. It provides panoramic views of the surrounding areas.

Igneous outcrops and hill masses and craigs

The hills in this zone most commonly derive from outcrops of more resistant igneous rock
types, epitomised by such distinctive landmark features as Eildon Hills And Traprain Law In
The Borders; Arthur’s Seat In Edinburgh’s Holyrood Park; The Ochils which run from the
boundary with Fife/Clackmannanshire as far north as Perth, and the Sidlaw Hills which run
from Perth, north-east to Forfar. There are also numerous isolated outcrops farming
distinctive local landmarks, typically rising suddenly out of rolling lowland, with distinctive
skylines, and a clearly recognisable shape which lends a strong distinction and a strong sense
of place and orientation.

Loch basins

Loch Leven and the Lake of Mentieth are striking water features within the landscape of
Zone 16. They are characterised by a shallow basin landform, and the rounded surrounding
hills. The basin landscape round Loch Leven may represent the maximum extent of the loch
and its wetlands in post glacial times. The loch basins are characteristically open large scale
flat diverse landscapes. Lake of Mentieth is within a more wooded, rugged landscape which
provides some containment. The most important characteristic of these landscapes is the
influence of the water and its islands and shorelines, the relatively low lying landform with
strong horizontal lines, views of fine houses/other historic buildings, and the dominance and
enclosure of the surrounding ‘upland’, skylines and slopes. The presence of wild fowl on and
around the water and overhead in flight makes these visual dynamic landscapes.

Incised river channels/gorge

Several of the watercourses within Zone 16 are incised and good examples abound. The
North Esk in Midlothian and parts of the Upper Tyne River flow in deep meltwater
channels. Near East Linton, in the Borders the river is located in a deep gorge, which
provides a dramatic juxtaposition with the volcanic landform of Traprain law. The Devon
Gorge, is a dramatic steep sided wooded gorge with river cut into a complex landform of
well wooded rolling hills.

These landscape features have many views of interest and high aesthetic value.

River Tay corridor

Zone 16 also contains many larger, well defined river corridors set in broader lowland
landscapes which are occasionally incised. They often contain distinct local features such
rapids, weirs and mills where harder rocks cross the valley. The river Tay, corridor between
the Highland boundary and the Firth of Tay at Perth is a good example. This is a large river
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of strategic historical importance, which makes a significant contribution to the landscape
character of the areas it flows through. It varies from broad meanders across a wide flat
flood plain, to areas where there is no floodplain and the steep river slopes are clothed in
woodland. It is distinctive for its river terraces and Haugh land.

Lowland glacial meltwater valleys
These consist of ‘U’ shaped flat bottomed channel like valleys with distinctive, often
pronounced and frequent eskers, kames and mounds deposited by melting glaciers.
Occurring at three locations in Fife and several are distinctive features in the landscape.
They are important geomorphological features and, lie in the Ochil foothills in North Fife.

EXPERIENCE

Extremely varied and contrasting, from the dramatic open exposed and relatively
‘naturalness ‘ of the North Sea/coastal landscape; to the intimate confined river gorges and
lake/loch edges; to the urban and well settled lowland farming landscape. Generally, apart
from when on the coastal edge, moving from public to non-public places would involve a
transition from busy, settled and more contained landscape, to a more remote and
exposed/open landscape. (e.g., settled valley to hill fringe)

Many of hill and exposed outcrops are accessible to public and provide extensive, panoramic
views over the surrounding landscapes, highlighting the vastness of the landscape.

Containment (created by landform and land cover)

TOPOGRAPHY

Varied depending on location but more usually it is an open landscape with any containment
provided by distant hills. Along the coast there is little containment and vast horizons. A
sense of real containment only really relates to where local features such as urban
development; afforestation, gorges and local topographical variation occur. The general
rolling open character of the farmland forming the transition from hills to coastal edge,
results in same broad physical/topographical containment, but not confined views.

LAND COVER

Predominantly arable farmland and improved grassland but also includes mosaic of
woodland, including significant areas of recent planting; rough grassland; heath and montane.
Broadleaf woodland tends to be scattered and remnant of previous larger areas. There is a
distinct contrast in the landcover pattern of the coastal area south of Edinburgh, as
compared to the greater range and mosaic character of the different landcover types
present in the central inland areas and Fife.

The lowlands, and in particular East Lothian, have a long history of market gardening and
produce a large proportion of Scotland’s green vegetables. The greatest concentration of
broadleaf and mixed woodland is found along the river valleys and associated with
numerous large estate houses/designed landscapes and substantial areas of policy
woodlands. There are particularly notable non-arable areas of landcover forming a mosaic of
diverse types around the major ‘new’ urban areas of Dunfermline (to the north) and
Glenrothes.
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There is a large urban landcover component to this zone, covering the central belt and
major urban settlements, which are strung out at strategic locations. There is a distinct
difference between the historical settlement pattern and the new major settlements, for
example the triangle of new urban development around Glenrothes/West Fife. Landcovers
contribution to the landscape character of Zone 16 is variable, in some landscape types it is
a dominant feature e.g. open arable agricultural land, the lowlands, and policy landscapes. In
other locations it is secondary to the distinctiveness of the landform itself e.g. rugged coastal
cliffs, igneous hills/outcrops.

VISIBILITY

Is general it is very good within this zone, with many expansive views and locations from
which there are panoramic views over large tracts of land. Views dominated by the coast or
to the distant coastline and limitless horizon of he seascapes are common in this zone.
Views are only really ‘locally’ constrained by the landform or other visual obstruction due to
close features e.g. within urban areas; forestry or incised river valleys.

The hill areas provide distinctive elevated views and form the horizons/skylines in same
views, contrasting with the foreground landscape. From the key point features, views are
extremely extensive. (e.g. from Arthur’s Seat which encompasses coast, hills and urban
area).

MICROCLIMATIC EFFECTS

The eastern lowlands are relatively sunny, but this declines westward and with rising
altitude.

The coastal and hill areas suffer from exposure to high average wind speeds, in contrast the
valleys enjoy generally benign and sheltered conditions, occasionally there are local
variations to the predominantly maritime climate of this zone. (e.g. Fife is influenced by
continental high pressure systems providing greater extremes in temperature and reduced
wind speeds, with less rainfall and more sunshine than the majority of Scotland). Climate is a
very influential factor in several of the coastal landscape types, making a major contribution
to the character and experience of these landscapes.

EXPERIENCE

Is infrequent along the coastal margin and coastal edge and eastern boundaries of Zone 16.
It is also limited in the more inland areas, but can be experienced in the policy and estate
landscapes, and in the more enclosed sections of the river valleys. In some of the island
areas, the hill masses undulating topography create some distant containment, and create
some sense of shelter within the landscape.

Accessibility

DISTANCE

There are many major population centres within this zone including Edinburgh, St Andrews
and Stirling. The coastal edge is generally well settled with some areas of significant new
development. Zone 16 ranges from very industrialised and urban/urban fringe landscapes to
more remote villages and relatively unsettled hill areas.
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However, there is little of this zone that is not readily accessible by road, rail or boat. There
a major motorway links in addition to a dense network of minor roads and tracks.

PHYSICAL ACCESS

There are many roads, tracks and footpaths in this zone and the generally flat coastal
landscape, or rolling agriculture lowlands are easily accessible. In contrast some of he hill
areas and landmark igneous outcrops are more difficult due to terrain and lack of defined
footpaths. Although this is variable and many of the hill areas have good access. (e.g. Eildon
hills and Ochils). There are few long distance routes and coastal access across the shore and
cliff edge is not continuous.

Where urban/industrial development has dominated the edges of the coast or estuaries,
public access is intermittent or very restricted.

CULTURAL ACCEPTANCE

Variable – restricted/not encouraged in large arable farmed landscapes, and along coastal
landscapes access can be intermitted due to private ownership/single use recreational
pursuits such as golf courses.

VISUAL ACCESS

Tends to be good, with many high/elevated view points across the surrounding landscapes
or out to coast/sea and into the coastline.

EXPERIENCE

Generally the experience from public to non-public places would be from more settled busy
landscape to more remote exposed landscape. This is a very well settled zone, close to large
urban population – existing public places will tend to be overused

Land cover (including vegetation and land use)

VEGETATION

The vegetation cover of this zone in the more inland, sheltered locations makes a significant
contribution to the landscape character. It provides important texture, colour and pattern
to the landscape. In the more exposed coastal locations and around the large urban
settlements vegetation does not tend to be the dominant feature. (e.g. in the coastal
margins/fringes landscape the field pattern and other features such as seascapes tend to
dominate the character of these areas).

EXPOSED ROCK

Is an important and valued feature of this zone and includes the rugged exposed cliff edges
of the coast: the steep exposed rock of the river gorges and the often sheer rook faces of
igneous extrusions/some hill masses. Shingle beaches are another example of rock being a
dominant feature in the landscape.

BUILT DEVELOPMENT

Overall it is a very varied pattern and encompasses just about every conceivable form, from
historic coastal village to major cities; new towns and industrial/hi-tech rural development;
to isolated traditional house and ‘modern’ contemporary new buildings; to large estate
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houses and planned villages to more recent ‘urban/rural’ settlements centred around
traditional industrial activities. (e.g. opencast coal mining)

Development is particularly focused around the Forth Estuary and areas within commutable
distance to major settlements such as Edinburgh, Stirling, and Falkirk. There are also distinct
differences in the traditional settlements and villages even in similar ‘coastal landscapes’. (e.g.
contrasts in the coastal vernacular of Fife and Lothian).

EXPERIENCE

Settlement can be a dominant feature, important to the character and experience of the
landscape and well integrated with the landscape setting. (e.g. coastal villages of Fife).
Alternatively settlement can act as a major visual detractor adversely impacting on the
landscape experience, such as new build in the carselands around Stirling which detracts
from key landscape features and has a poor relationship to landform. Frequently new
development is a conspicuous element in the open rolling lowland and coastal landscapes.

Hydrology and water bodies

TYPE

The hydrology of Zone 16 encompasses a wide range of coastal and freshwater features.
Present within the zone are: major river systems such as the Tay catchment, which is fed by
seven other significant rivers, including the Leven, flowing East to Fife. There are also 3 main
river systems draining into Loch Leven, the biggest fresh water body in the zone. The River
Almond which originates in the Cant hills near Shotts, becomes a mature river forming part
of the western boundary of Zone 16, meandering to the North Sea.

In addition to the main river systems, a notable feature of Fife is the characteristic ‘den’,
typically comprising a small fast flowing burn in a deeply incised, narrow often wooded
channel cut through coastal hills and terraces. There are also numerous smaller rivers and
burns which drain the coastal margins into the Firth of Forth, one or two larger estuaries
within the zone. Loch Leven is one of a number of lochs/large freshwater body within Zone
16 which are artificially created. (e.g. along the southern periphery of the lowlands)

PATTERN

Drainage across Zone 16 is generally discordant running north west to south east, against
the grain of the underlying structure which runs south west to north east. There are local
variations to this trend. (e.g. the smaller catchment areas flowing southwards to Firth of
Forth), ome of which have created the extensive depositional mudflats associated with the
Firth. (e.g. Bluthen Burn forming Tory Bay )

It is a complex zone with a diverse range of features, varied in scale (e.g. from large lochs to
small manmade reservoirs: from coast/estuaries to small burns and meandering river
systems). There is also a canal system which crosses part of the western edge of the zone
(Firth of Forth Canal) and is presently being restored.

EXPERIENCE

Water features and systems make a major contribution to landscape character in this zone,
and encompasses a very wide range of contrasting experiences. (e.g. moving form extremes
of large scale ‘natural’ and wild experience of coastal and estuarine landscape; to the
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contained; safe and manmade, more controlled and busy landscape of smaller reservoirs;
canals; gorges and parts of river systems close to urban areas). The major river systems are
key features of the glens/straths around Perth, and in other areas they provide a common
thread of identity, drawing together the entire landscape from headwater to coast. Many
also have distinctive attributes in their own rights. Many of the water features/bodies
support important breeding and wintering bird colonies, which are important to diversity
and overall landscape experience.

Built and infrastructure development (present day)

NATURE AND PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT

Residential and industrial development, is a dominant feature in Zone 16, particularly in the
‘central’ area, around the Firth of Forth, and in a triangle out from Stirling to Edinburgh in
the south and Dunfermline and Glenrothes in the north. It encompasses an extremely wide
range of development/settlement pattern including expansion to major cities (e.g.
Edinburgh’s South Wedge; New Towns such as Glenrothes, isolated new settlements, village
expansions and isolated housing/industrial development in the countryside). This more
‘recent’ and continuing development pressure, overlays the varied traditional settlement
pattern which includes distinctive coastal villages/towns and villages within ‘glens’/river
valleys and inland areas isolated from towns.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INFRASTRUCTURE

It is similar to built development/settlement pattern in that it is a dominant feature in may
parts of zone, particularly in the ‘central cone’ of Zone 16.

Linear features such as the o/h transmissions/power lines follow main road rout. corridors
and cross open countryside. The edges of the estuaries, particularly the Firth of Forth, is
heavily industrialised and also clearly has had a strategic influence on the routing of all major
infrastructure, and on settlement pattern. Road corridors, Telecommunication masts and
rail networks are other infrastructure features in the landscape.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

Again, very varied s this is a particularly large and diverse zone. Industrial development is
obviously centred around key features such as the water resource (estuaries/rivers and
coast) and the mineral resources, coal seams etc which in turn have determined the location
of mining settlements. On top of the pattern created by the traditional industries such as
farming; coal mining; petro-chemicals; fishing etc is the more recent high technology clean
industries which locate in green fields sites, out of town where there is also good
communications links. (e.g. Hyundai Microchip plant in Fife).

There is a diverse and changing industrial development pattern, within the landscape of
Zone 16, both in scale and location.

Tourism related developments are also expanding across he zone.

EXPERIENCE

Very varied, from a heavily industrialised, fragmented and built landscape, to experiencing
remote, historical, sparsely settled landscapes. Experience along the coast is also very varied
form areas close to industrial core/major settlements to more remote areas.
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The coast of Fife is well settled, and there are in fact few areas that are any distance for
some form of settlement or formal recreational development.

Areas which have any true sense of ‘tranquillity’ are few, if at all, in the central area of Zone
16, but a heavily industrialised landscape such as the Forth Estuary is a very distinct
experience and has its attractions!

Visible history (past settlement, landuse, churches, brochs, forts, dykes, standing
stones etc.)

TYPES OF VISIBLE HISTORY

Very rich in many parts of Zone 16 (e.g. Fife and its fishing villages/estate landscapes)and
visible built/industrial history in Midlothian’s/Lothian, in particular mining and recent
industrial past (e.g. mining spoil; Seven Sisters forms a key feature in the landscape).

Transport links such as the Forth and Union Canals and disused Railway links. Visible history
is evident and of interest across the zone from pre-history to present day, but with a
particularly evident, such as 19th industrial past in central ‘core’ of Zone 16.

Wildlife

FORMS OF WILDLIFE

Omitted this section: national assessments and area for information.

LOCATION

Breeding birds/migration patterns – coast boundaries and freshwater bodies.

EXPERIENCE

Very important to landscape experience.

Climate

CLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS

Already covered partly under microclimate section; maritime, exposed to sheltered inland
glens/hill fringe areas.

LOCATIONAL AND SEASONAL EFFECTS

Very specific (e.g. dependent on whether coast on inland, east or west and on local
variations).

EXPERIENCE

Varied but generally ‘exposed’!

Designated landscapes

National Scenic Areas

CONSTITUENTS

There is one within Zone 16, in the south Eildon and Leaderfoot.
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LOCATION AND EXTENT

The Eildon and Ledderfoot NSA covers the confluence of he Tweed and the Leader waters;
the volcanic Eildon hills, Dryburgh, Bowden and Melrose. A total area of 3,600 Ha covering
a wide lowland river valley and defining surrounding hills.

It encompasses hills, enclosed valley and the winding and wooded course of the river,
containing moorland; arable and pasture farmland; plantation and a distinct settlement
pattern which follows topography. The dramatic Eildon hills dominate the scene.

EXPERIENCE

Very positive, encompassing famous Scott’s View above Dryburgh. Varied landscape, with
panoramic views and interesting historic detail of mansions; abbeys; bridges. Largely a
cultivated and tended landscape.

AGLVS and other Local Authority designations

NATURE OF THE LANDSCAPE DESIGNATED

Regional – several in this zone.

Recreational landscapes

Nature of landscapes
Coastal landscape is a key recreational feature of Zone 16, but it also contains a full range of
recreational opportunities/landscapes, including both ‘formal’ such as golf courses/visitor’s
centres etc to informal walking/beach activities. The diversity range of recreational activities
and opportunities reflects the diversity of features and landscape types across this zone, and
proximity to main population centres.

LOCATION

Across the zone, but concentrated pressure on coastal landscapes and local hills, also
proximity to ‘central’ developed core of Zone 16 and ease of access form main road routes.

EXPERIENCE

Not sure how to summarise apart from saying it is extremely diverse.
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2 Importance and value of the zone landscape

Category Brief explanation of
landscape importance
(if any)

Importance
(GB, Scotland,
zone)

Landscape Character Importance
rarity Fife glacial meltwater

valleys
zone

extent coastal/estuarine
landscape

Scotland

diversity (including specific landmarks) coastal and hill
landscapes/igneous
extrusions landmark
features e. g Arthur’s seat

Scotland

pattern coastal villages zone
integrity historic landscapes/estate

landscapes
zone

local distinctiveness across zone/river
gorges/lochs/estuaries

zone

fragility/sensitivity carselands/river flood
plains/coastal
landscapes/some upland
areas

zone

Scenic importance
qualities coastal/hill zone/Scotland
perceptions local identity e.g. kingdom

of fife/remote/natural
landscape of coast

zone/Scotland

Learning Importance
Environmental Education geomorpholigical Scotland
Interpretation historical Scotland
Enjoyment Importance
Recreation coastal

access/hills/proximity to
Scottish urban population

Scotland

Amenity
wildness and tranquillity coast zone
Designations
NSAs Scotland
AGLVs
Regional Landscape Designations across zone zone
Historic Gardens & Designed Landscapes across zone Scotland
Cultural Importance
pre history (designated/non-designated) Fife and other sites Scotland
medieval (designated/non-designated)
recent (designated/non-designated)
Socioeconomic Importance
social major pop. centres/cities Scotland
economic estuarine/coastal/industrial

/commercial
Scotland
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3 Landscape and trends in the zone

• Pressures/influences which have a particular effect on the landscape of the zone:
• Nature of landscape pressures/influences – a brief description
• Trends: increasing, static or declining

− long term (> 5 years), medium term (2 to 5 years),
− short term (< 2 years)

• Importance: important, not important

Pressure Nature of landscape
pressures/influences and trends
within zone, relative
importance within the zone

Scale of landscape influence
(+ve/–ve) within zone when
considered in

an all Scotland context

Major Inter. Minor Negligible

Built development
Residential;
increasing/long-term

settlement expansion/new
settlements/isolated housing and hi
tech industrial sites/coastal
development particular issue.

–ve

Retail; increasing/long
term

out of town retail centres/combined
with some leisure or other dev.

–ve

Industrial
increasing/long-term

varied, but concentrated in
core/centre of Zone 16

–ve

Other
Infrastructure Transport
Roads and tracks
increasing/long-term

major infrastructure projects e.g.
forth/Kincardine bridges and
associated new road
network/duelling of existing roads

–ve

Rail related possible
Ferry related
Other
Infrastructure other
Telecoms
increasing/long-term

 masts/o/h power lines –ve

Water
treatment/abstraction
Waste management
increasing/long-term

particularly in central areas/landfill of
quarry sites/landraising of
sensitive/important landscape areas
e.g. carse lands

can
be
–ve

–ve

Coastal defences?
increasing/long term

Around Firth of Forth and other
coastal sites?

–ve?

Other
Minerals
Open cast coal
increasing/long term?

Core area related to resource in
centre of zone
(clackmann./falkirk/dun/fife)cumulative
impact due to cluster
applications/effects of previous
workings

–ve
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Sand and Gravel
increasing/long term

as above specific areas (relates to
resource)wet working and removal of
landscape features

–ve

Hard rock long
term/increasing

Fife in particular/also across zone
igneous extrusions are important
landscape features/conspicuous in
landscape/under pressure for hard
rock quarrying

–ve

Peat
Other silica sand Dunfermline –ve
Forestry and Woodlands
Restructuring of existing
increasing long term

Across zone, important in
uplands/ochils etc

+ve

Creation of new small
static/declining? long-
term check with area

Across zone, Fife loss of small
woodlands/lack of management

–ve

Creation of large
new/native
static/declining/long-term

in upland areas and valleys
(Ochills)requires active landuse
strategy to encourage appropriate
woodland development

–ve

Other
Aquaculture and Fishing
Finfish
Shellfish
Fishing River
Other
Land Management
Sheep production
Crop production
Sport shooting
Other management of
historic landscapes/estate
features declining
impact of changes to Cap

Fife and other areas.
coastal lowlands.

–ve

Energy
Nat. grid/infrastructure
Wind increasing/long
term

anticipated pressure on coastal
areas/impacts on key views due too
expansive landscape/visibility of
surrounding hills

–ve?

Hydro
Wave
Other
Tourism and Recreation
Golf increasing/long-
term

particular pressure Coastal
landscapes/gold and hotel/residential
dev. also across zone

–ve –ve?

Marinas
Skiing facilities
Leisure facilities/visitor
centres increasing/long-
term

across zone ?

NH Information
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provision
Walking
related/footpaths
Other
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4 Building a sustainable future

Landscape influences and trends in the zone (table 3)

Aspects of
importance of the
zonal landscape

(table 2)

1

Residential/
retail/

Industrial

2

wind
farm

3

Mineral

* All
hard
rock;
sand and
gravel
and
opencast,

4

Forest
restructuring
and
expansion

5

Tourism
and
recreation

6

Land
manage-
ment
of small
broadleaf
woodlands/
hedgerows/
landuse
strategy in
ochil

7
Transport/
other
infra-
structure

A. Landscape character
diversity, especially
coastal and estuarine
characteristics
(Scotland)
B. Social (zones) and
economic (Scotland)
C. Gardens designed
landscapes/historic
features/estate
landscapes
D. Environmental
ground/interpretational
(zone)
E. Recreational and
amenity (zone)
F. NSA/other
designations (zone)
G. Cultural importance
(to be completed)

General landscape objectives required

Specific landscape objectives required
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ZONE 17 WEST CENTRAL BELT

1 Nature of the landscape resource

Diversity, distribution and rarity of landscape character in the zone
Note: Ignore any LCT which is shown as <10 km sq (if important feature will be covered
elsewhere, if important characteristic locally will be flagged up in description)

Table 17.1 Diversity

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

Context Area
km2

17 Rolling Farmland with
Estates

Farmlands and
Estates of the
Highlands and
Islands

Lowland Coastal 58.18

17 Open Ridgeland HMRRMts Highland 49.68
17 Raised Beach Coast Coastal Raised

Beaches and
Terraces

Coastal 84.01

17 Upper River Valleys Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

Upland 26.35

17 Lower Dale Lowland River
Valleys

Lowland 19.90

17 Intimate Pastoral Valleys Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

Upland 82.17

17 Upland Basin Upland Basin Upland 2.96
17 Lowland Hills Lowland Hills Lowland 40.47
17 Foothills Foothills and

Pronounced Hills
Upland 201.13

17 Foothills with Forest Foothills and
Pronounced Hills

Upland 75.29

17 Plateau Moorland High Plateau
Moorlands

Upland 1.65

17 Lowland Coast Low Coastal
Farmlands

Coastal Lowland 37.90

17 Plateau Moorland with
Forest

High Plateau
Moorlands

Upland 103.44

17 Rugged Moorland Hills
and Valleys

Rugged Moorland
Hills

Upland 143.62

17 Coastal Fringe with
Agriculture

Coastal Margins Coastal Lowland 14.18

17 Coastal Headland Coastal Hills
Headlands Plateaux
and Moorlands

Coastal 38.46

17 Coastal Valley with
Policies

Low Coastal
Farmlands

Coastal Lowland 17.62

17 Ayrshire Lowlands Lowland Rolling or
Undulating
Farmlands, Hills and
Valleys

Lowland 527.54
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17 Broad Valley Lowland Flatter Wider
Valleys and
Floodplains of the
Lowlands

Lowland 59.79

17 Lowland River Valleys Lowland River
Valleys

Lowland 114.44

17 Lowland Hills Lowland Hills Lowland 140.91
17 Lowland Hill Fringes Lowland Hill

Margins and Fringes
Lowland 149.65

17 Lowland Plateaux Lowland Plateaux
and Plains

Lowland 124.79

17 Lowland River Valleys Lowland River
Valleys

Lowland 180.49

17 Lowland Valley Fringes Lowland Valley
Fringes

Lowland 11.30

17 The Carse of Forth Flatter Wider
Valleys and
Floodplains of the
Lowlands

Lowland 0.56

17 Mountains and Uplands HMRSSMts Highland 13.82
17 Foothills Foothills and

Pronounced Hills
Upland 25.10

17 Lowland Loch Fringe Lowland Loch
Basins

Lowland 28.43

17 Loch Islands Lowland Loch
Basins

Lowland 2.56

17 Rolling Farmland Lowland Rolling or
Undulating
Farmlands, Hills and
Valleys

Lowland 82.44

17 Forests missing Upland 19.43
17 Uplands Upland Hills, The

Lammemuir,
Pentland and
Moorfoot Hills

Upland 7.06

17 Upland Fringes Upland Fringe
Moorland

Upland 118.38

17 Lowland Hills and
Ridges

Lowland Hills Lowland 44.53

17 Lowland Plateaux Lowland Plateaux
and Plains

Lowland 163.61

17 Raised Beach Coastal Raised
Beaches and
Terraces

Coastal 16.07

17 Broad Valley Lowland Flatter Wider
Valleys and
Floodplains of the
Lowlands

Lowland 93.44

17 Broad Urban Valley Lowland Urbanised
Landscapes

Lowland 9.23

17 Upland River Valleys Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

Upland 13.13

17 Old Red Sandstone Hills Upland Hills, The Upland 4.40
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Lammemuir,
Pentland and
Moorfoot Hills

17 Plateau Moorland High Plateau
Moorlands

Upland 363.61

17 Floodplain Flatter Wider
Valleys and
Floodplains of the
Lowlands

Lowland 33.63

17 Rugged Moorland Hills Rugged Moorland
Hills

Upland 236.22

17 Greenspace Lowland Urbanised
Landscapes

Lowland 12.89

17 Rolling Farmland Lowland Rolling or
Undulating
Farmlands, Hills and
Valleys

Lowland 76.60

17 Plateau Farmland Lowland Plateaux
and Plains

Lowland 596.95

17 Rugged Upland
Farmland

Upland Fringe
Valleys and
Farmlands

Upland 164.55

17 Fragmented Farmlands Lowland Urbanised
Landscapes

Lowland 41.63

17 Incised River Valleys Narrow Valleys in
the Lowlands

Lowland 95.68

17 Green Corridors Lowland Urbanised
Landscapes

Lowland 1.42

17 missing Upland Igneous and
Volcanic Hills The
Ochil, Sidlaw, Cleish
and Lomond Hills

Upland 414.89

Total 4986.18

HMRRMts = High, Massive, Rolling, Rounded Mts of Highlands & Islands

HMRSSMts = High Massive, Rugged, Steep-sided Mts of Highlands & Islands

The number of landscape character types represented in Zone 17 at level 1 is 52 (of which 8 are <10 km2, or 44 are >10 km2). These can
be grouped into 28 at level 3. (mountains; raised beaches and coastal farmland and margins; upland rugged moorland hills, plateaux, fringes,
igneous and coastal hills; lowland hills, fringes and pronounced foothills; lowland plains; lowland farmland and estates; upland valleys;
lowland valleys and floodplains; upland and loch basins; and urbanised landscapes.)

The context of Zone 17 is mainly Lowland. No. of LCTs (Level 1)/Area of Zone in Zone 17 is 0.010. This gives an indication of the overall
diversity of landscape character in the zone which can be compared between zones.

Distribution/pattern

Zone LCT
level 1

LCT
level 3

% of
Zone
(area)

No. of
Occurrences

Area
km2

17 Rolling Farmland
with Estates

Farmlands and
Estates of the
Highlands and
Islands

1.1 1 58.18

17 Open Ridgeland HMRRMts 1.0 2 49.68
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17 Raised Beach
Coast

Coastal Raised
Beaches and
Terraces

1.6 4 84.01

17 Upper River
Valleys

Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

0.5 2 26.35

17 Lower Dale Lowland River
Valleys

0.4 1 19.90

17 Intimate Pastoral
Valleys

Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

1.6 3 82.17

17 Upland Basin Upland Basin 0.1 1 2.96
17 Lowland Hills Lowland Hills 0.8 1 40.47
17 Foothills Foothills and

Pronounced Hills
3.9 3 201.13

17 Foothills with
Forest

Foothills and
Pronounced Hills

1.5 3 75.29

17 Plateau
Moorland

High Plateau
Moorlands

0.0 2 1.65

17 Lowland Coast Low Coastal
Farmlands

0.7 3 37.90

17 Plateau
Moorland with
Forest

High Plateau
Moorlands

2.0 1 103.44

17 Rugged
Moorland Hills
and Valleys

Rugged Moorland
Hills

2.8 1 143.62

17 Coastal Fringe
with Agriculture

Coastal Margins 0.3 2 14.18

17 Coastal
Headland

Coastal Hills
Headlands
Plateaux and
Moorlands

0.7 1 38.46

17 Coastal Valley
with Policies

Low Coastal
Farmlands

0.3 1 17.62

17 Ayrshire
Lowlands

Lowland Rolling
or Undulating
Farmlands, Hills
and Valleys

10.2 6 527.54

17 Broad Valley
Lowland

Flatter Wider
Valleys and
Floodplains of the
Lowlands

1.2 1 59.79

17 Lowland River
Valleys

Lowland River
Valleys

2.2 7 114.44

17 Lowland Hills Lowland Hills 2.7 2 140.91
17 Lowland Hill

Fringes
Lowland Hill
Margins and
Fringes

2.9 5 149.65

17 Lowland
Plateaux

Lowland Plateaux
and Plains

2.4 2 124.79

17 Lowland River
Valleys

Lowland River
Valleys

3.5 7 180.49

17 Lowland Valley
Fringes

Lowland Valley
Fringes

0.2 1 11.30
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17 The Carse of
Forth

Flatter Wider
Valleys and
Floodplains of the
Lowlands

0.0 1 0.56

17 Mountains and
Uplands

HMRSSMts 0.3 3 13.82

17 Foothills Foothills and
Pronounced Hills

0.5 4 25.10

17 Lowland Loch
Fringe

Lowland Loch
Basins

0.5 2 28.43

17 Loch Islands Lowland Loch
Basins

0.0 7 2.56

17 Rolling Farmland Lowland Rolling
or Undulating
Farmlands, Hills
and Valleys

1.6 3 82.44

17 Forests 0 0.4 1 19.43
17 Uplands Upland Hills, The

Lammermuir,
Pentland and
Moorfoot Hills

0.1 16 7.06

17 Upland Fringes Upland Fringe
Moorland

2.3 1 118.38

17 Lowland Hills
and Ridges

Lowland Hills 0.9 1 44.53

17 Lowland
Plateaux

Lowland Plateaux
and Plains

3.2 2 163.61

17 Raised Beach Coastal Raised
Beaches and
Terraces

0.3 2 16.07

17 Broad Valley
Lowland

Flatter Wider
Valleys and
Floodplains of the
Lowlands

1.8 2 93.44

17 Broad Urban
Valley

Lowland
Urbanised
Landscapes

0.2 1 9.23

17 Upland River
Valleys

Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

0.3 1 13.13

17 Old Red
Sandstone Hills

Upland Hills, The
Lammermuir,
Pentland and
Moorfoot Hills

0.1 1 4.40

17 Plateau
Moorland

High Plateau
Moorlands

7.0 3 363.61

17 Floodplain Flatter Wider
Valleys and
Floodplains of the
Lowlands

0.6 1 33.63

17 Rugged
Moorland Hills

Rugged Moorland
Hills

4.6 3 236.22

17 Greenspace Lowland
Urbanised

0.2 2 12.89
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Landscapes
17 Rolling Farmland Lowland Rolling

or Undulating
Farmlands, Hills
and Valleys

1.5 5 76.60

17 Plateau Farmland Lowland Plateaux
and Plains

11.5 5 596.95

17 Rugged Upland
Farmland

Upland Fringe
Valleys and
Farmlands

3.2 3 164.55

17 Fragmented
Farmlands

Lowland
Urbanised
Landscapes

0.8 6 41.63

17 Incised River
Valleys

Narrow Valleys in
the Lowlands

1.8 5 95.68

17 Green
Corridors

Lowland
Urbanised
Landscapes

0.0 2 1.42

17 Urban Area Upland Igneous
and Volcanic Hills
The Ochil, Sidlaw,
Cleish and
Lomond Hills

8.0 21 414.89

Total 167 4986.18

In Zone 17 a total 167 occurrences of landscape character types (landscape units) are found within a zone of total land area 4986 km2?
>10 km2. The figure 167/4986 is 0.033 per km2 of land within the zone and gives a relative indication of the overall brokenness or
fragmentation of the landscape pattern that can be compared between zones.

LCT at Level 1 Area/Occurrences (km2)

Rolling Farmland with Estates 58.18
Open Ridgeland 24.84
Raised Beach Coast 21.00
Upper River Valleys 13.17
Lower Dale 19.90
Intimate Pastoral Valleys 27.39
Upland Basin 2.96
Lowland Hills 40.47
Foothills 67.04
Foothills with Forest 25.09
Plateau Moorland 0.60
Lowland Coast 12.63
Plateau Moorland with Forest 103.44
Rugged Moorland Hills and Valleys 143.62
Coastal Fringe with Agriculture 7.09
Coastal Headland 38.46
Coastal Valley with Policies 17.62
Ayrshire Lowlands 87.92
Broad Valley Lowland 59.79
Lowland River Valleys 16.34
Lowland Hills 70.45
Lowland Hill Fringes 29.93
Lowland Plateaux 62.39
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Lowland River Valleys 25.78
Lowland Valley Fringes 11.30
The Carse of Forth 0.56
Mountains and Uplands 4.60
Foothills 6.27
Lowland Loch Fringe 14.21
Loch Islands 0.36
Rolling Farmland 27.48
Forests 19.43
Uplands 0.44
Upland Fringes 118.38
Lowland Hills and Ridges 44.53
Lowland Plateaux 81.80
Raised Beach 8.03
Broad Valley Lowland 46.72
Broad Urban Valley 9.23
Upland River Valleys 13.13
Old Red Sandstone Hills 4.40
Plateau Moorland 121.20
Floodplain 33.63
Rugged Moorland Hills 78.74
Greenspace 6.45
Rolling Farmland 15.32
Plateau Farmland 119.39
Rugged Upland Farmland 54.85
Fragmented Farmlands 6.93
Incised River Valleys 19.13
Green Corridors 0.71
Urban Area 19.76

The extent (area) of any one landscape character type (at level 1) divided by the number of times it occurs in the zone gives an idea of the
average size of occurrences of that LCT (col. 6/col. 5).

LCTs at Level 3 Area km2 Ratio

Farmlands and Estates of the Highlands and Islands 58.18 103
HMRRMts 49.68 87
Coastal Raised Beaches and Terraces 84.01 150
Upland Glens, Valleys and Dales 26.35 46
Lowland River Valleys 19.90 33
Upland Glens, Valleys and Dales 82.17 146
Upland Basin 2.96 5
Lowland Hills 40.47 72
Foothills and Pronounced Hills 201.13 358
Foothills and Pronounced Hills 75.29 133
High Plateau Moorlands 1.65 2
Low Coastal Farmlands 37.90 66
High Plateau Moorlands 103.44 183
Rugged Moorland Hills 143.62 255
Coastal Margins 14.18 25
Coastal Hills Headlands Plateaux and Moorlands 38.46 67
Low Coastal Farmlands 17.62 30
Lowland Rolling or Undulating Farmlands, Hills and Valleys 527.54 941
Flatter Wider Valleys and Floodplains of the Lowlands 59.79 105
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Lowland River Valleys 114.44 203
Lowland Hills 140.91 250
Lowland Hill Margins and Fringes 149.65 266
Lowland Plateaux and Plains 124.79 221
Lowland River Valleys 180.49 321
Lowland Valley Fringes 11.30 20
Flatter Wider Valleys and Floodplains of the Lowlands 0.56 1
HMRSSMts 13.82 23
Foothills and Pronounced Hills 25.10 44
Lowland Loch Basins 28.43 50
Lowland Loch Basins 2.56 4
Lowland Rolling or Undulating Farmlands, Hills and Valleys 82.44 146
0 19.43 33
Upland Hills, The Lammermuir, Pentland and Moorfoot Hills 7.06 12
Upland Fringe Moorland 118.38 211
Lowland Hills 44.53 78
Lowland Plateaux and Plains 163.61 291
Coastal Raised Beaches and Terraces 16.07 28
Flatter Wider Valleys and Floodplains of the Lowlands 93.44 166
Lowland Urbanised Landscapes 9.23 16
Upland Glens, Valleys and Dales 13.13 23
Upland Hills, The Lammemuir, Pentland and Moorfoot Hills 4.40 7
High Plateau Moorlands 363.61 648
Flatter Wider Valleys and Floodplains of the Lowlands 33.63 58
Rugged Moorland Hills 236.22 421
Lowland Urbanised Landscapes 12.89 21
Lowland Rolling or Undulating Farmlands, Hills and Valleys 76.60 135
Lowland Plateaux and Plains 596.95 106
Upland Fringe Valleys and Farmlands 164.55 292
Lowland Urbanised Landscapes 41.63 73
Narrow Valleys in the Lowlands 95.68 169
Lowland Urbanised Landscapes 1.42 2
Upland Igneous and Volcanic Hills The Ochil, Sidlaw, Cleish and
Lomond Hills

414.89 73

The ratio of the extent (area) of the level 3 groupings gives an indication of the distribution pattern by proportion of the zone.

Table 17.3 Rarity (duplications – cannot reach conclusions)

LCTs at Level 1 Rarity by occurrence
%

Rarity by extent
%

Rolling Farmland with Estates 0 1.1
Open Ridgeland 1 1.0
Raised Beach Coast 2 1.6
Upper River Valleys 1 0.5
Lower Dale 0 0.4
Intimate Pastoral Valleys 1 1.6
Upland Basin 0 0.1
Lowland Hills 0 0.8
Foothills 1 3.9
Foothills with Forest 1 1.5
Plateau Moorland 1 0.0
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Lowland Coast 1 0.7
Plateau Moorland with Forest 0 2.0
Rugged Moorland Hills and Valleys 0 2.8
Coastal Fringe with Agriculture 1 0.3
Coastal Headland 0 0.7
Coastal Valley with Policies 0 0.3
Ayrshire Lowlands 3 10.2
Broad Valley Lowland 0 1.2
Lowland River Valleys 4 2.2
Lowland Hills 1 2.7
Lowland Hill Fringes 2 2.9
Lowland Plateaux 1 2.4
Lowland River Valleys 4 3.5
Lowland Valley Fringes 0 0.2
The Carse of Forth 0 0.0
Mountains and Uplands 1 0.3
Foothills 2 0.5
Lowland Loch Fringe 1 0.5
Loch Islands 4 0.0
Rolling Farmland 1 1.6
Forests 0 0.4
Uplands 9 0.1
Upland Fringes 0 2.3
Lowland Hills and Ridges 0 0.9
Lowland Plateaux 1 3.2
Raised Beach 1 0.3
Broad Valley Lowland 1 1.8
Broad Urban Valley 0 0.2
Upland River Valleys 0 0.3
Old Red Sandstone Hills 0 0.1
Plateau Moorland 1 7.0
Floodplain 0 0.6
Rugged Moorland Hills 1 4.6
Greenspace 1 0.2
Rolling Farmland 2 1.5
Plateau Farmland 2 11.5
Rugged Upland Farmland 1 3.2
Fragmented Farmlands 3 0.8
Incised River Valleys 2 1.8
Green Corridors 1 0.0
Urban Area 12 8.0

The rarity of a landscape character type within the zone can be identified by the number of time it occurs or its extent. Examination of
both the number of occurrences (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total and the area (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total area will give
an indication of rarity. (col 5/total col. 5%) (col. 6/total col. 6%).

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

The zone varies widely from north to south and west to east. In parts of the zone, built
development has changed the original landscape character into an urban or urban fringe
type. Two major plateaux (the ‘Ayrshire Rim’ and the Slamannan plateau) separate the
western Ayrshire basin, the central Clyde valley and the Lothian basin in the east. An
intermittent west-east scarp separates these uplands and lowlands from the Loch Lomond
basin.
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To the west, the zone is dominated by the extensive Ayrshire lowlands, which are dissected
by radiating river valleys of varying character flowing to the lowland coast. These lowlands
are enclosed by moorland hills and plateau, coastal headlands or foothills, all edged by a
raised beach at the Firth of Clyde shore. Some of the radiating valleys cross the rim to meet
similar valleys flowing to the Clyde (e.g. Irvine ↔ Avon). To the south the radiating rivers
give way to intimate pastoral valleys and wider dales in the uplands, that parallel the SW-NE
tear of the Southern Upland Fault in Zone 19.

Rugged moorland hills cross the zone from east to west to the north of the main plateaux,
from the Clyde Muirshiel Regional Park area, though the Kilpatrick Hills to the Campsie
Fells, and the Fintry, Gargunnock, and Touch Hills. while to the north, river valleys such as
the Carron Valley and Endrick Water separate the Slamannan plateau and an east-west chain
of hills from an outlier of the central plateau at Kippen Muir.

East of Loch Lomond, rolling farmland – some typified by estate policies – borders the
uplands of Loch Ard Forest to the north of the zone.

To the east, the Slamannan plateau blends through upland fringes into the uplands to the
south (Pentlands); to east and north the plateau is bounded by hills, such as the lowland hills
and ridges of the Bathgate Hills and lowland hill fringes of East Touch, Denny Muir, Stockie
Muir and Mugdock. Lowland river valleys such as the gorge of the Avon Valley cut into the
Slamannan plateau rim in the east.

Description

Landform

PROFILE

The profile varies across the zone. The northern line of hills are steep sided and a strongly
horizontal escarpment; raised beach coasts are level areas backed by the smaller
escarpments of the cliff-line and higher craggy headlands, but other coastal areas are
characterised by dune profiles; elsewhere, hills tend to have a conical or rounded isolated
form, or to form rounded ridges; plateaux are undulating or strongly folded or softly ridged,
in places with craggy bluffs and troughs flooded with reservoirs; valley fringes are also rolling
or strongly undulating but with craggy outcrops; large lowland basins contain undulating and
rounded drumlin landscapes; valleys range from being barely perceptible, to broad and flat
bottomed, to narrow steep sided incised valleys and gorges, to valleys where floor and
flanks merge together in terraces: some valleys’ profile has been partly hidden by reservoirs
or natural flooding, just as some upland landforms are obscured by conifer plantations; loch
basins are similar to the valley fringes bar the characteristic loch, but the southern fringes of
Loch Lomond are gently sloping and nearly flat at the river mouths; there is one extensive
flat flood plain, but like some other landscape types in the zone, built development has
dominated the landform and given the area an urbanised identity. Some other types are
fragmented by industrial activity that has modified the landform with quarrying, landfill, open
cast mining and spoil heaps, or by major roads carried on substantial embankments.

SEQUENCE

The West Central Belt is predominantly lowland and upland rather than highland, as it all
lies below 600 m, with 70% of the zone below 200 m. There is an almost regular sequence
of rise and fall in crossing the zone from west to east, and from north to south. The hills
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that separate and encircle the extensive lowland areas are in 5 main blocks: the moorland
plateaux separate the Ayrshire lowlands from the Clyde Valley; the Slamannan plateau lies
between the Clyde lowlands and Firth of Forth lowlands; the Kilpatrick Hills and scarp of
the Campsie Fells form the northward skyline to the Glasgow bowl and floodplain, and
separate the Clyde from Loch Lomond, and the Stirling Carse in Zone 15; finally, the Clyde
Muirshiel hills in the west form a pivot to the Firth of Clyde.

SCALE

Scale varies from medium to large in the open upland hill tops and plateau, to intimate in the
deep narrow valleys, and due to topography can also vary with viewpoint travelling through
parts of the zone. There are no vast landscapes in this zone.

LANDMARK FEATURES

Strong scarp of Campsie Fells

Brown Hills of Carrick and Heads of Ayr

Loch Lomond

Islands in Loch Lomond – Inchmurrin, Inchcailloch

the Cumbrae islands in the Firth of Clyde

Falls of Clyde at New Lanark

Volcanic plugs of Loudoun Hill, Knockdolian Hill and Dumbarton Rock

Ayrshire headlands: Turnberry, Troon, Ardrossan, Portencross

Five Sisters Bing (cultural landform)

Forth and Clyde Canal Other landmarks outwith the zone that are dominant in long views
include the Arran peaks and Ailsa Craig in Zone 14, Ben Lomond (and other highland peaks)
and Flanders Moss (Carse of Forth) in Zone 15, Tinto Hill in Zone 19.

EXPERIENCE

Experience varies greatly across the zone. Movement by road tends to follow valleys
through the uplands, but high ground and large scale can be experienced from roads, such as
the Eaglesham Moor road which provides panoramic 360° views. In built up areas, such as
central Glasgow, the topography is readily experienced by pedestrians walking the grid of
streets that overlay the steeply rounded drumlins.

Containment (created by landform and land cover)

LAND COVER

Commercial forestry contains views in some upland areas which are otherwise open, while
in valleys the policy woodlands of designed landscapes may limit views along or across the
valley. Native broadleaf woodland along watercourses and loch margins may long interrupt
views. While being at street level in some developed areas limits views greatly, the reverse
is true of upper floors of flats and tenements, especially where these are tiered up a hillside.
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VISIBILITY

Visibility clearly varies greatly across the zone, according to height and undulations. Views
from the uplands extend deep into neighbouring zones.

MICROCLIMATIC EFFECTS.

Tender plants are to be found in gardens along the Firth of Clyde (which feels the influence
of the Gulf Stream), but depend on shelter from the salty gales. Coastal trees are bevelled,
which in places emphasises the slope of the raised beach cliff line. Black ice on Eaglesham
Moor causes winter accidents. There is great variation in short distances, with Ayrshire
having sunny weather when Clydebank 30 miles distant is rainy (or vice versa), and
Clydebank being rainy when Loch Lomond has snow.

The high ground between lowlands are likely to have different weather, -it may be sunny in
Glasgow and Edinburgh on the same day but snowing at the highest point on the M8 in
between; similarly, Dalry lies between the Glasgow and Ayrshire lowlands and is subject to
noticeably worse weather.

EXPERIENCE

Generally, there are few places where topography provides any sense of close containment,
except in the incised valleys of south Ayrshire and the Lothians, and the deep valleys
through the scarp in the north of the zone. The lowland and Loch Lomond basins are wide
and open, sheltered by policy and other woodlands, and affording distant views across the
basins to the uplands, islands and mountains of adjacent zones. The upland plateau are
similarly open except in areas of plantation forestry.

Accessibility

DISTANCE

Glasgow and other major population centres are at the very core of the zone, and
Edinburgh is close be to the east. Ease of getting to the farther reaches of the zone which
aren’t served by public transport depends less on distance than on the availability of private
transport. Much of the area is well served by public transport, particularly Glasgow and the
lines of its radiating railways. With a car, major centres are little more than an hour from
the outermost, rural areas. Almost all the zone is within 5 km of a road; the only area
isolated in transport terms is Little Cumbrae, which is in private ownership but only 2 km
off shore. Neighbouring Great Cumbrae is easily reached by frequent short ferry crossings
from the rail head at Largs.

PHYSICAL ACCESS

Broadly, access is not difficult throughout much of the zone. The West Highland Way to
Fort William begins officially at Milngavie, but walkways link to Glasgow Green in the heart
of the city. Motorways form a central triangle between Glasgow, Edinburgh and Stirling,
while the Glasgow – Carlisle motorway follows the Clyde Valley; otherwise, dual
carriageways link the major towns in the zone, and single track roads are few. There are
several ferry routes across the Firth of Clyde to Zone 14, and sailings are common. Several
Ayrshire towns have, or plan, Paths for All. The Regional Parks (Clyde Muirshiel, Pentland
Hills and Loch Lomond) are generally well served with paths.
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Many of the parks and river valleys within the Glasgow Conurbation are well provided with
footpath networks under the Countryside Around Towns scheme, some of which use
established paths in designed landscapes.

CULTURAL ACCEPTANCE

The Regional Parks (Clyde Muirshiel, Pentland Hills and Loch Lomond) and the CAT
schemes encourage responsible access on foot. The West Highland Way encourages and
attracts walkers from all over the world. In former deep coal mining areas, miners
traditionally walked a great deal, and this is demonstrated by some of the Paths for All
schemes in the zone. There are many designed landscapes and gardens open to the public,
and many have free access to the public. The cultural history of Glasgow people travelling
into the hills, to Loch Lomond and up the Clyde Valley, to visit waterfalls and other sights
on holidays and weekends, has instilled an almost unique sense of ‘ownership’ that will be
taken forward by the National Park proposals. Access to beaches is also freely available
where physically possible, with public rights of way across private golf courses: the Clyde
coast was formerly important as a holiday destination, with many boats taking Glaswegians
‘doon the Water’ during the Fair Fortnight, to resorts whose piers are now disused but
whose beaches are now accessed by car or train. Private golf courses in Ayrshire betray
their urban connections: businessmen would travel from town by rail to Glasgow Gailes or
Kilmarnock Barassie and other courses which each had their own railway platforms.

VISUAL ACCESS

Visual access is generally easy and wide, with some hidden incised valleys and gorges.

EXPERIENCE

There are few parts of the zone that are not accessible, and the cultural history imparts a
sense of right of access in most areas.

Land cover (including vegetation and land use)

VEGETATION

Compared to the Scottish average, there is little arable, and less than average commercial
conifer planting – although this is based on LCS 88, and the south of the zone is currently
experiencing significant afforestation spreading north from Galloway (Zone 19).

While heather does not typify the zone’s upland vegetation, the large area of improved
grassland (45% of the zone) reflects soils, climate and other factors including golf course
developments. 12% of the zone is urbanised – representing almost half of Scotland’s urban
area.

Commercial forestry has modified the landscape character in some upland areas which are
otherwise open, while some valleys are typified by the policy woodlands of designed
landscapes. Geometric shelterbelts, and farm woodlands, are common in some areas, usually
related to local wind conditions. Native broadleaf woodland and scrub is found along
watercourses (including the canals) and loch margins, in terraces on valley sides and on
inaccessible gorge slopes. The Clyde Valley is famed for its orchards, which are not
separately noted in LCS 88, although these are generally in decline and being replaced by a
‘garden centre’ landscape. The beech trees and hedges (mainly derelict) of the Lothians,
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Lanarkshire and parts of Ayrshire are a landscape feature within the zone. Given the large
built up area, urban parks and open spaces are important green landcover.

EXPOSED ROCK

Landmark boulders are found on the South Ayrshire coast at Kennedy’s Pass and
Lendalfoot; quarries (largely whin) are found throughout much of the zone; sheer rock is
found at the volcanic plugs e.g. Dumbarton Rock, and cliffs of gorges e.g. Falls of Clyde,
River Ayr and the craggy raised beach escarpment. Horizontal bands of basalt rock form
cliffs and scarps in the hills forming the west-east escarpment, breaking out also as rocky
knolls. Rock is also temporarily exposed at open cast coal mines, and permanently in some
bings, some of which may be of geological interest.

BUILT DEVELOPMENT

Built development is widely found along the coast and the river valleys; towns and cities
dominate the lowland basins. Smaller settlements are found in the uplands where industry
such as coal mining exists, and farmsteads are scattered widely throughout the zone
(although being converted to dwellings in the commuter belts).

EXPERIENCE

Man’s influence on the landscape is widespread, with few entirely natural areas left except in
deep gorges and small stretches of coast.

Hydrology and water bodies

TYPE

The zone contains 4% of Scotland’s lochs, but the 44 SSSIs with lochs represent 12% of such
SSSIs, possibly reflecting the level of potential threat as much as the ecological value. They
are more typical of the lowlands, lying between 8m and 151m, reflecting the many
reservoirs and naturally flooded areas that characterise the zone. The most significant loch
is Loch Lomond (shared with Zone 15), and the most significant river is the Clyde, with its
tributaries and its estuarine Firth, that dominates much of the zone.

Man made water bodies are found throughout the zone, such as reservoirs, flooded gravel
pits and borrow pits, areas of mining subsidence etc. Several canals cross the zone –
principally the Forth and Clyde, that links the Firths of Clyde and Forth. The Greenock Cut
is also a notable feature.

Waterfalls are found in many parts of the zone, reflecting the topography and hydrological
events.

The Falls of Clyde, New Lanark, are of national and possibly international importance – the
most substantial falls in Northern Europe, They were harnessed for electricity in 1926, but
on ‘waterfall days’ today’s visitors see Bonnington Linn, Cora Linn, Dundaff Linn (beside
New Lanark cotton mills) and Stonebyre’s Linn in spate as the tourists in the past (writers
and artists, such as Dorothy and William Wordsworth, and Turner) saw them.

In the south west, adjacent to the boundary with Zone 19, the Stinchar Falls (with a soft ‘ch’
as in ‘church’) near Straiton are a significant series, falling 150m in 3 km; other falls nearby
include Rossetti Linn and Tairlaw Linn (from Tairbealach – ‘the spray-enshrouded waterfall of
the pass’), possibly the finest single fall in Galloway Forest Park. Dalcairnie Linn is noted in
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early guide books when nearby Dalmellington was considered a mountain resort. Another
series of waterfalls is found near Largs e.g. Black Linn or Falls of Gogo and Kelburn Falls,
while the Spout of Garnock may be the most imposing fall in the Renfrewshire Heights.

Significant falls, of regional importance, are found in the north of the zone and celebrate the
line of the scarp. They include Ishneich (‘the waterfall of the horse’ probably relating to the
nearby former drove road), Spout of Ballagan (much visited in Victorian times, now a SWT
nature reserve), Campsie Glen (with nine distinct falls, a popular day trip from Glasgow in
the 19th century), Loup of Fintry (the finest waterfall in Stirlingshire).

There are interesting falls close to and within urban areas – at Whistler’s Glen by
Helensburgh (written of by Scott in Heart of Midlothian), Calder Glen (six fine falls in Clyde
Muirshiel Regional Park), Gleniffer Linn by Paisley, cascades in Rouken Glen, The Linn
(White Cart) in the heart of Glasgow, Calderwood Glen at East Kilbride (a series of four
falls in the gorge of the Rotten Calder) and Spectacle E’e (formerly harnessed for a water
mill), all to the south of Glasgow.

PATTERN

The great Ayrshire and Clyde basins are drained by radiating rivers. Valleys frequently follow
the SW-NE grain of the dominant faults, and may be flooded naturally or by man. Important
features occur where steep landforms occur at the coast and the main escarpment, and
where the hydrology has been altered by natural events, such as the gorge at New Lanark
which resulted from the Clyde capturing the headwaters of the Tweed.

EXPERIENCE

The rivers and waterfalls are important for recreation, providing the experience of the
natural environment in the densely built up area. The experience of the Falls of Clyde is
manifested in words and pictures over the past two centuries. Loch Lomond is an icon of
Scotland throughout the world, much visited and loved. The River Clyde along its length is a
notable element in many parts of the zone.

The proximity to centres of population means that several Country Parks and Regional
Parks, together with various River projects, encourage walking along riverbanks (popular in
gorges where the wider townscapes or landscapes is not visible, and where the climb
presents wider views of, for example, the Firth of Clyde and its islands.) Open bodies of
water may be utilised for recreation, be it various forms of boating, or angling. The canals
also provide various forms of quiet enjoyment. Many of the waterfalls in the area have
inspired novelists, poets and artists, and others are the centred in important designed
landscapes, where their settings are frequently enhanced by planting and they make a
significant contribution to the amenity of the estate (many of which are now publicly
accessible.)

Built and infrastructure development (present day)

NATURE AND PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT

The zone is heavily settled, settlement locations determined by the source of power (e.g.
water), raw materials (e.g. coal), transport routes (road, rail, canal, air) and harbours, heavy
industry (e.g. shipbuilding, steel works), holiday resorts required jetties and sandy beaches
and the forestry business. New Towns developed around existing towns. Former Clyde
coast holiday resorts mark the beaches and ferry terminals (many now out of use).
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Farmsteads are scattered, on the valley floor or on hill’s lower slopes, though they may be
built on historic sites. Villas of wealthy merchants are found on the Clyde coast and in the
hills above the smoke of the industrial areas. Glasgow was a religious site, but developed
into a major port and centre for trade and industry, with associated urban development.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INFRASTRUCTURE

Transport routes – road and rail – tend to follow raised beaches and river valleys in
corridors, and dominate the Glasgow basin, especially at the flat alluvial plain at Inchinnan.
Throughout the Central Belt’s main motorway corridors, embankments and bridges
fragment the landscape and restrict the views. The power lines from Hunterston and other
Power Stations serving the main population centres are negative features in many skyline
views. There are a number of communication masts, some very prominent such as the three
marking Brown Carrick Hill and at Shotts. Earth dams and reservoirs to supply drinking
water are common in the uplands.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

Textile industries that utilised water power are found at various locations, most notably
New Lanark, but also Catrine and Eaglesham. The distillery in Strathblane utilises the local
water off the Campsie Fells in a different way. Shipbuilding development lines the River
Clyde downstream from Glasgow (marked by prominent cranes and covered yards) and
some Ayrshire harbours (e.g. Troon, Irvine, Girvan). The steel works at Ravenscraig and
Gartcosh are gone, leaving brownfield sites marked for redevelopment. There are visually
prominent power stations on the Firth coast at Inverkip (oil, mothballed), and Hunterston
(nuclear, being de-commissioned) – with its adjacent ore and coal handling jetties and
conveyor belts – and at Hagshaw Hill (wind). New Towns and many other settlements have
their satellite light industrial ‘parks’, which also line many of the dual carriageways out of
Glasgow. The flat land at Inchinnan was the site of the former Ordnance works, but this
area and parts of Prestwick are targeted by business parks seeking to capitalise on the
proximity of the two airports. Open cast coal mining, sand quarrying and hard rock
quarrying are found in many parts of the zone, with coal focused on the west-east Ayrshire
– Lanarkshire belt, sand in a parallel belt and quarrying where the resource is available. Bings
are a feature in places. Glasgow and its surrounding towns contain a wide range of
industries.

EXPERIENCE

Some industries contribute by their prominent landscape features, such as the chimney of
Inverkip, the cranes of Govan, the turbines of Hagshaw Hill. The windfarm at Hagshaw Hill
appears to be valued by local residents at Coalburn (adjacent to the Dalquhandy open cast
coal site), who call the turbines ‘Coalburn’s flowers’ (The Herald, May 1999). The landscape
character of the countryside at the margins of the major conurbations is changed by
industrial estates or ‘parks’. Mineral extraction removes most or all of the local time-depth,
and with it some of the local identity and associated pride of place; miners rows now appear
out of place without a raison d’être since deep mining has ceased throughout the zone.
Secondary elements, such as the pylons serving the power stations, also industrialise rural
areas that they pass through, because of their scale, form and materials.
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Visible history (past settlement, landuse, churches, brochs, forts, dykes, standing
stones etc.)

TYPES OF VISIBLE HISTORY

Castles and other defensive features, such as hill forts and duns, reflect the raised beach’s
importance for defence and communication: later castles form the centre of designed
landscapes. Similarly, forts and castles controlled movement along the breach valleys across
the uplands, such as the Garnock Valley. Roman remains are notable, particularly the
Antonine Wall and its forts, which take advantage of readily defended higher ground and are
prominent in some locations; some settlements relate to the Roman roads serving the Wall
that parallels the Kelvin valley. Rig and furrow field patterns are evident in areas now
unsettled and uncultivated, at an elevation suggesting the 16th century climate was milder.
Cathedrals range from those in Glasgow and Paisley to the smallest ‘Cathedral of the Isles’
on Great Cumbrae. Covenanters Monuments are found in the area where this activity
occurred, notably the Ayrshire – Edinburgh belt. Historic houses and designed landscapes
are found throughout the lowland areas of the zone, particularly along valley bottoms and
the raised beach cliffs. Wooden huts at Lendalfoot are associated with a former fishery.
Industrial elements such as viaducts and bridges are prominent features.

LOCATION/PATTERN

Raised beach, slopes overlooking valley bottoms and focusing on fine views, river crossing
points, breach valleys, defensible high ground – most notably the local scarp used by the
Romans to site the Wall which looked north over the then-flooded Kelvin Valley. Little or
no evidence in areas of mineral extraction, and little in areas of relatively intensive
agriculture.

EXPERIENCE

The policy woodlands of designed landscapes add visual interest. Broadly speaking, the
history of settlement has meant that much visual history is now at the core of towns rather
than in its original rural setting. The Covenanters Monuments are not highly visible, though
sought out by interested people. The Roman wall is present as a prominent feature in
places.

Wildlife

FORMS OF WILDLIFE

Plant, bird and mammal life – Whooper Swans are noticeable seasonal visitors, badgers are
surprisingly common, capercaillie and wallabies are found in the zone. Gannets that breed
on Ailsa Craig (Zone 14) are commonly seen on the Ayrshire coast.

LOCATION

Bird life is most visible en masse along the cliffs, beaches and sand flats of the Firth of Clyde
and inner Clyde coast. Peatland in upland areas, improved grassland. The islands of Loch
Lomond and broadleaf woodlands of the Clyde Valley and other valleys support mammals of
note. Badgers in much of the woodlands and improved grasslands around many settlements.
Urban greenspace is also important.
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WHEN

Wildlife is visible all year, but especially along the coast during the main migratory seasons of
autumn and spring.

EXPERIENCE

Most wildlife is readily accessible, and is well interpreted in the various country parks and
nature reserves. Badgers can be enjoyed at night at the Falls of Clyde, when the landscape
they inhabit is less readily appreciated by people in visible terms, and other senses are
brought into use.

Wallabies swim to the Loch Lomond’s shore on occasion, injecting a surreal experience.

Climate

CLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS

The zone varies widely, according to elevation and the dominance of weather out of the
west or out of the east.

LOCATIONAL AND SEASONAL EFFECTS

The weather can vary greatly between east and west, between lowland and adjacent upland.

EXPERIENCE

As the area is so urbanised, climate is not a marked component of the experience.

Designated landscapes

National Scenic Areas

CONSTITUENTS

West Central Belt contains only one NSA, and part only – Loch Lomond. 15 landscape
types may characterise the NSA, of which 6 occur in Zone 17. These are rolling farmland,
islands, lowland loch fringe (both are 1:25,000 types, not 1:50,000 types) with skirting
forested foothills and uplands.

LOCATION AND EXTENT

The NSA totals 27,400 ha and is split between Zone 17 and Zone 15, along the Highland
Boundary Fault. Although 16,200 ha was formerly in Strathclyde (now Argyll & Bute, and
West Dunbartonshire), only the relatively small lowland section of the former Strathclyde
lies within the zone. This translates as about 50 km of the NSA’s 360 km length being in
Zone 17.

EXPERIENCE

It is an inland NSA centred on the loch both topographically and visually. This zone provides
a gentler experience of the NSA, with rural long-farmed areas and designed landscapes
bordering the loch, backed by softly ridged hills to the west and foothills of Ben Lomond to
the east. The area, being so close to the Glasgow conurbation and an icon of Scotland, is
much visited and of recreational importance.
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There is a marked contrast between the experience of east and west, because the major
road up the west shore (with its accompanying tourist-related development and the town of
Balloch) contrasts with the narrow unimproved road up the east shore beyond Balmaha.
Between Balloch and Balmaha, the south shore, the road moves inland and experience of
the loch is lessened.

Recreational landscapes

Nature of landscapes
Lochs, shores, reservoirs, the sea, waterfalls, rivers and their valleys, hills, golf courses,
urban fringes and urban open spaces, designed landscapes.

LOCATION

Country Parks, 3 Regional Parks (Clyde Muirshiel, Loch Lomond, Pentland), houses and
gardens open to the public, public and private golf courses, the Waverley and Balmoral on the
open sea, and cruises on Loch Lomond, Sustrans cycle route, Paths for All, nature reserves,
Clyde Valley Walkway. Galleries, museums and other visual indoor attractions are found in
many towns, but especially Glasgow.

EXPERIENCE

Both active and passive, organised and informal. Apart from activities on Loch Lomond,
many rely on the landscape that is immediately close to the activity, rather than being done
to experience wider landscapes. For example, the rallying at Forrestburn utilises a landscape
that is not generally considered attractive. Although local Ramblers will walk the hills, the
zone does not attract the serious hill walker who is willing to travel many hours. Glasgow
provides many recreational experiences.

2 Importance and value of the zone landscape

Category Brief explanation of
landscape importance
(if any)

Importance
(GB, Scotland,
zone)

Landscape Character Importance
rarity Ayrshire lowlands typical

of zone, but rare in
Scottish context? to
complete

Scotland??

extent uplands extensive zone
diversity (including specific landmarks) varies, largely decreasing

with elevation
zone

pattern strongest in agricultural
lowlands, lost in urban
areas

zone

integrity ditto
local distinctiveness depends on topography

and built features
Scotland

fragility/sensitivity capacity being reached for
housing in some areas

zone

Scenic importance
qualities – awaiting AGLV data
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perceptions ‘ye banks and braes’ (and
other Burns poems),
‘...take the high road’
colour perceptions of
Ayrshire and Loch
Lomond

GB

Learning Importance
Environmental Education CAT, Regional Parks,

Country Parks, Reserves
zone

Interpretation ditto zone
Enjoyment Importance
Recreation Clyde coast resorts, Loch

Lomond, Country Parks,
Regional Parks, Reserves,
Paths for All

Scotland

wildness and tranquillity these are rare, except
from child’s perspective

zone

Amenity urban parks, river valley
projects

zone

arts, crafts, poetry, literature, music all strongly evident, esp
Glasgow and Falls of
Clyde

Scotland?

Designations
NSAs the major part of the NSA

is in Zone 15.
zone

AGLVs
Regional Landscape Designations awaiting
information

zone?

Historic Gardens & Designed Landscapes large numbers Scotland
Cultural Importance
pre history (designated/non-designated) Roman wall remains, but

much else lost to or
subsumed into
development

Scotland

medieval (designated/non-designated) much subsumed into
development. Museum of
Country Life.

zone

recent (designated/non-designated) bridges and viaducts Scotland
Socioeconomic Importance
social urban areas GB
economic urban areas, minerals GB

3 Landscape and trends in the zone

Pressures/influences which have a particular effect on the landscape of the zone:

• Nature of landscape pressures/influences – a brief description
• Trends: increasing, static or declining

− long term (> 5 years), medium term (2 to 5 years),
− short term (< 2 years)

• Importance: important, not important
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Pressure Nature of landscape
pressures/influences
and trends within
zone, relative
importance within the
zone

Scale of landscape influence
(+ve/–ve) within zone when
considered in

an all Scotland context

Major Inter. Minor Negligible

Built development
Residential major greenbelt releases,

individual houses in agric
areas. Important and
increasing, long term.

✔

Retail retail parks important and
increasing, long term

✔

Industrial shipbuilding and other
major industries in
decline, but ‘silicon glen’
industries important albeit
currently static short
term.

✔

Other
Infrastructure Transport
Roads and tracks improvements to major

roads e.g. M77, M8, M80
link – important, but long
term due to financial
constraints

✔

Rail related pressure to re-open
former lines in wider
conurbation, and to link
the 2 Glasgow stations –
increasing but little NH
importance

✔

Ferry related no new terminals, but
new routes tested e.g.
Troon-Belfast

✔

Other air – Glasgow Abbotsinch
recently improved,
pressure to improve rail
access

✔

Infrastructure other
Telecoms increasing, trend for

multiple masts and mast
sharing – medium term
(saturation soon)

✔

Water treatment/abstraction previous disposal of
untreated sewage at sea
being phased out. Short
term

✔

Waste management landfill – static? important,
long term

✔
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Coastal defences localised erosion, long
term

✔

Other river flood defences
increasing, long term

✔

Minerals
Open cast coal increasing, long term,

important
✔

Sand and Gravel increasing, long term,
important

✔

Hard rock pressure to extend
existing quarries, market
driven – increasing, long
term

✔

Peat static? ✔
Other
Forestry and Woodlands
Restructuring of existing Currently little

restructuring.
✔

Creation of new small Not important, except
Central Scotland
Woodland – important,
long term

✔

Creation of large new/native Central Scotland
Woodland – important,
long term

✔

Other 1. large new commercial
sitka plantations spreading
into zone from Galloway
– increasing, long term.
2. open cast coal
restoration to community
woodlands advocated by
Forest Enterprise??

✔

Aquaculture and Fishing
Finfish fishing from Girvan, Ayr,

Troon. No farms. Static?
✔

Shellfish Some trawling e.g.
scallops, no farming.
Static?

✔

Fishing (River & loch) Ayrshire rivers – salmon.
Put & take ponds. Static?

Other basking shark, Firth of
Clyde – static/decline.

Land Management
Sheep & cattle production static ✔
Crop production static? ✔
Sport shooting decline, long term ✔
Other Clyde Valley orchards in

decline – long term
✔

Energy
Nat. grid/infrastructure re-routing of existing

power lines – short term.
✔
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Scotland – N Ireland
Interconnector – medium
term.

Wind 1. pressure increased
since Interconnector
approved; long term
2. Wind farms to serve
individual industrial sites
in future, long term?

✔

Hydro static, exists at Falls of
Clyde

✔

Wave not suited ✔
Other landfill gas, waste to

energy – urban by-
products: pressure
increasing, long term

✔

Tourism and Recreation
Golf increasing markedly esp

pay as you play; long
term, important

✔

Marinas increasing, extending
marinas rather than new,
important – coast and
Loch Lomond

✔

Skiing facilities Not suited
Leisure facilities/visitor
centres

Visitor centres masking as
shops increasing, nearing
saturation?

✔

NH Information provision static? ✔
Walking related/footpaths increasing e.g. Paths for

All, CAT etc.
✔

Other
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4 Building a sustainable future

Landscape influences and trends in Zone 17 (Table 3)

Aspects of importance of
the zonal landscape

(table 2)

1
Residential/

Retail/

Industrial

2
Waste
management

3
Minerals

4
Infra-
structure

5
Tourism
and
recreation

6
Land

manage-
ment

A. Landscape character esp
local identity (zone)
B. Social (zones) and
economic (Scotland)
C.
Environmental/interpretational
(zone)
D. Recreational and amenity
(zone)
E. NSAs and HGDLs
(Scotland) AGLVs (zone)
F .Cultural importance
(Scotland)

General landscape objectives required

Specific landscape objectives required
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ZONE 18 WIGTOWN MACHAIRS & OUTER SOLWAY

1 Nature of the landscape resource

Diversity, distribution and rarity of landscape character in the zone
Note: Ignore any LCT which is shown as <10 km sq (if important feature will be covered
elsewhere, if important characteristic locally will be flagged up in description)

Table 18.1 Diversity

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

Context Area
(km2)

18 Peninsula Rocky Coasts Cliffs
and Braes of the
Lowlands

Coastal 520.13

18 Drumlin Pasture in
Moss and Moor
Lowland

Drumlin Lowlands Lowland 0.11

18 Drumlin Pastures Drumlin Lowlands Lowland 43.49
18 Upland Fringe Upland Fringe

Valleys and
Farmlands

Upland 11.57

18 Peninsula with Gorsey
Knolls

Rocky Coasts Cliffs
and Braes of the
Lowlands

Coastal 80.55

18 Coastal Flats Lowland Coastal
Flats Sands and
Dunes

Coastal 127.64

18 Narrow Wooded River
Valleys

Narrow Valleys in
the Lowlands

Lowland 0.01

Total 783.5

The number of landscape character types represented in Zone 18 at level 1 is 7 (of which 2 are <10, or 5 are >10 km_). These can be
grouped into 5 at level 3 and their context is lowland and strongly coastal. (rocky and sandy coasts, drumlin, upland fringe and narrow
valley.) No. of LCTs (Level 1)/Area of Zone in Zone 18 is 0.008. This gives an indication of the overall diversity of landscape character in
the zone and which be compared between zones.
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Table 18.2 Distribution/pattern

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

% of
Zone
(area)

No. of
Occurrences

Area
(km2)

18 Peninsula Rocky Coasts
Cliffs and Braes
of the Lowlands

65.0 3 520.13

18 Drumlin Pasture
in Moss and
Moor Lowland

Drumlin
Lowlands

0.0 4 0.11

18 Drumlin
Pastures

Drumlin
Lowlands

5.4 1 43.49

18 Upland Fringe Upland Fringe
Valleys and
Farmlands

1.4 1 11.57

18 Peninsula with
Gorsey Knolls

Rocky Coasts
Cliffs and Braes
of the Lowlands

10.1 3 80.55

18 Coastal Flats Lowland Coastal
Flats Sands and
Dunes

16.0 3 127.64

18 Narrow
Wooded River
Valleys

Narrow Valleys in
the Lowlands

0.0 1 0.01

Total 16 783.5

In Zone 18 a total 16 occurrences of landscape character types (landscape units) are found within a zone of total land area 783 km_,
11>10 km_. The figure 16/783 is 0.020 per km_ of land within the zone and gives a relative indication of the overall brokenness or
fragmentation of the landscape pattern that can be compared between zones.

LCT at Level 1 Area/Occurrences (km2)

Peninsula 173.37
Drumlin Pasture in Moss and Moor Lowland 0.027
Drumlin Pastures 43.49
Upland Fringe 11.57
Peninsula with Gorsey Knolls 26.85
Coastal Flats 42.54
Narrow Wooded River Valleys 0.01

The extent (area) of any one landscape character type (at level 1) divided by the number of times it occurs in the zone gives an idea of the
average size of occurrences of that LCT (col. 6/col. 5).

The narrow wooded valley is a local feature, but the peninsula type (without gorsey knolls) is the most extensive.
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LCTs at Level 3 Area (km2) Ratio

Rocky Coasts Cliffs and Braes of the Lowlands 520.13 472
Drumlin Lowlands 0.11 1
Drumlin Lowlands 43.49 39
Upland Fringe Valleys and Farmlands 11.57 10
Rocky Coasts Cliffs and Braes of the Lowlands 80.55 73
Lowland Coastal Flats Sands and Dunes 127.64 115
Narrow Valleys in the Lowlands 0.01 0

The ratio of the extent (area) of the level 3 groupings gives an indication of the distribution pattern by proportion of the zone. The rocky
coasts, cliffs and braes dominate the lowland Zone 18.

Table 18.3 Rarity

LCTs at Level 1 Rarity by occurrence
%

Rarity by extent
%

Peninsula 18 65.0
Drumlin Pasture in Moss and Moor Lowland 25 0.0
Drumlin Pastures 6 5.4
Upland Fringe 0 1.4
Peninsula with Gorsey Knolls 18 10.1
Coastal Flats 18 16.0
Narrow Wooded River Valleys 6 0.0

The rarity of a landscape character type within the zone can be identified by the number of time it occurs or its extent. Examination of
both the number of occurrences (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total and the area (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total area will give
an indication of rarity. (col 5/total col. 5%) (col. 6/total col. 6%). Upland Fringe is rare in this zone, although common in adjacent Zone 19.
Narrow Wooded River Valley at Glen Luce occurs only once, and is a local feature.

Description

Landform

PROFILE

Wigtown Machairs & Outer Solway.

LANDMARK FEATURES

Early Christian and pre-Christian monuments and remains.

Cliffs at Mull of Galloway.

Monument near Lochnaw estate, Rhinns of Galloway.

Military installations at Torrs Warren.

Cluster of masts on Rhinns of Galloway.

Monkey Puzzle wood at Monreith, Port William; monkey puzzle avenue at Castle Kennedy.
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Containment (created by landform and land cover)

TOPOGRAPHY

The entire area lies below 200 m above sea level, with the majority (86%) less than 100 m.
In terms of aspect, little of the area is flat (2.5%), but there is no one dominant aspect.

LAND COVER

Wigtown Machairs & Outer Solway are notable for the extent of improved grassland (64%
area) and the related relative absence of rough grazing, heather and coniferous plantation.

VISIBILITY

Often limited inland by landform (relative to location of public routes) especially in the
Rhinns’ deeper folds; contrasts markedly with coastline where a great breadth of visibility is
characteristic: the Mull of Galloway is noted for its panoramic views that can include Ireland,
the Isle of Man and the Lake District. The flanks of Loch Ryan provide a funnelling effect,
channelling views north from the head of the Loch at Stranraer to focus on Ailsa Craig
(Zone 14), with Goat Fell on Arran directly behind on a clear day.

MICROCLIMATIC EFFECTS

The area’s characteristic beef and dairy regime depends in part on the mild and damp
climate and the lush grass that results, particularly in the Rhinns. The relative mildness is due
to a combination of the warm Gulf Stream and the southern location. Although the climate
is mild enough for tender plants, the salt laden winter gales mean that shelter is essential in
exposed areas – the Botanic Gardens at Logan, near Portpatrick, demonstrate this. Coastal
trees at headlands are bevelled, but topography provides shelter within a short distance
inland.

EXPERIENCE

The sense of containment is affected strongly by the topography and by orientation relative
to the shores of the North Channel, Luce Bay, and Wigtown Bay where views are wide. At
Loch Ryan, in contrast, there is a sheltered experience due to the closeness of the enclosing
flanks, with views east up to distant hills, and views north channelled far off to Ailsa Craig.

Accessibility

DISTANCE

Wigtown Machairs & Outer Solway is located at some distance from major population
centres (Edinburgh 124 miles, Glasgow 84 miles, Carlisle 101 miles), but roads are generally
good so Glasgow is about 2 hours’ drive. There is a rail link from Stranraer to Glasgow, but
the railway line from Stranraer to Carlisle was closed some years ago. The A75 that
parallels or is superimposed upon it is a busy EuroRoute notorious for the volume of freight
traffic to and from the ferry terminals at Stranraer and Cairnryan, and for its associated
accident rate. Ferries run to Belfast and Larne, in Northern Ireland.

PHYSICAL ACCESS

In Wigtown Machairs & Outer Solway, the road network is extensive with nowhere more
than 5 km from a public road. The Southern Upland Way crosses the zone, beginning or
ending at Portpatrick. Other footpaths are few other than to recognised visitor sites, and
there are established paths in the designed landscapes. Access to the shore is fairly easy for
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boat owners, with frequent harbours. Beaches are readily accessed (e.g. Port Logan bay
popular with wind surfers), except where military installations block access from the road.

CULTURAL ACCEPTANCE

Generally a good level of acceptance of responsible open access on hill land, less so on in-
bye/enclosed farmland. There are several designed landscapes and gardens open to the
public, and some have free access to the public. Access to beaches is also freely available
where physically possible.

VISUAL ACCESS

Visual access of inland areas is very limited from low ground in rolling topography, with wide
views from adjacent higher ground or low lying flat ground. Visual access along coastal areas
good, except where dunes and vegetation prevent this at military installations. Generally,
there are few long views along valleys.

EXPERIENCE

Despite the often short distances to roads, access combined with vegetation and sense of
antiquity in the central Machairs creates potential for a readily accessible wild land
experience.

Land cover (including vegetation and land use)

VEGETATION

The colour and textural contrasts between the LCTs (the mosaic of browns, russets and
lush greens, with yellow gorse notable, with the policy woodlands behind the coast) are an
important part of the zone’s landscape character.

EXPOSED ROCK

Only the Rhinns (Peninsula type) are particularly noteworthy for the presence of exposed
rock in the form of cliffs at the coastline forming narrow Mull of Galloway.

BUILT DEVELOPMENT

Towns are generally around the coast, each having its own character due to the
characteristic local building styles, with no one layout dominating but mostly terraced and
facing the streets. Farmsteads tend to be larger dairy farms, and typify the Rhinns to the
west. Fishing ports and harbours such as Kirkcudbright and Portpatrick are features in the
landscape.

EXPERIENCE

In an area that generally feels settled and safe, the tall exposed cliffs of Mull of Galloway
provide a unique experience of risk. Kirkcudbright was home for a renowned group of
artists that included Jessie M King and EA Hornel. The largest town, Stranraer, is a busy
ferry port, and its noise and almost constant movement contrasts with other harbours used
by yachts and fishing boats, or silted up.
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Hydrology and water bodies

TYPE

There are no large lochs or watercourses in the zone, watercourses are not a feature,
except drainage ditches in the flat low-lying isthmus south of Stranraer. There are a few
small lochs and large ponds, many of which are contained within designed landscapes such as
Castle Kennedy (White Loch and Black Loch) and Logan.

PATTERN

The pattern is not clearly defined.

EXPERIENCE

The presence of the salt sea is almost always more dominant than any inland water. The
lochs which are focal points within the designed landscapes contribute visual diversity and
scope for quiet contemplation of the reflections of Technicolor rhododendrons.

Built and infrastructure development (present day)

NATURE AND PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT

Settlements tend to be focused on the coastal harbours, or serving the original road and rail
routes to Stranraer. Wigtown is the former County town, with a central market space and
grand buildings falling into decay, but with its current Book Town status reversing this trend.

Farms are painted white which contrasts with the lush green of the grazing land and the grey
of the dykes. There is a ‘static caravan’ settlement above Portpatrick and smaller sites along
the coast.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INFRASTRUCTURE

The area is dominated by the A75 EuroRoute which runs along a modern alignment
bypassing most towns, and utilising the bed of the former railway in places; a high voltage
power line runs parallel. Quarries are infrequent. There has been some interest in single
domestic wind turbines and one commercial windfarm is being considered at Craigenlee
Fell. Military bases are located at several sites along the coast.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

Heavy industry is not characteristic of the zone, and low key or light industrial development
is found mainly at Stranraer. The zone was formerly more industrialised with textile mills in
several towns.

EXPERIENCE

Each town has its own character that contributes to its wider setting; the lack of obvious
heavy industry emphasises the rural character of the zone except where the A75 and the
ports of Stranraer and Cairnryan introduce noise and movement. With the A75
improvements, the contribution of the settlements to the experience of the wider landscape
has been reduced.
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Visible history (past settlement, landuse, churches, brochs, forts, dykes, standing
stones etc.)

TYPES OF VISIBLE HISTORY

Pre-Christian

Christian

Medieval

Improvements

The zone is wealthy in pre-Christian remains such as forts, standing stones and burial cairns.
Medieval runrig field patterns are visible in areas previously cultivated but now rough
grazing. There are numerous castles, tower houses and designed landscapes, together with
abbeys and chapels. The geometric nature of the majority of the lowland fields reflect the
Improvement period, but drystone dykes are common.

LOCATION/PATTERN

Visible history can be found in most of the zone.

EXPERIENCE

Historic features are typical of the experience of the zone, which has a rich time-depth.

Wildlife

FORMS OF WILDLIFE

Birds and mammals.

LOCATION

Cliffs, beaches, woodlands, lochs.

WHEN

All year.

EXPERIENCE

Most walks and drives throughout the zone are rewarded by sightings of wildlife of interest.
Together with the wealth of archaeological interest, the zone is a notable holistic
experience.

Climate

CLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS

The zone is typically mild and damp, with a long growing season and a notable absence of
frost.

LOCATIONAL AND SEASONAL EFFECTS

The zone is notably mild, with little lying snow and plants early into flower.
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EXPERIENCE

The clarity of light enhances enjoyment.

Designated landscapes

National Scenic Areas

CONSTITUENTS

Part of the Fleet Valley NSA lies in this zone: peninsula with gorsey knolls LCT provides the
lower enclosing relief to the east, with coastal plain and estuarine flats. The narrow wooded
valley, and upland LCTs are outwith this zone.

LOCATION AND EXTENT

There is only part of one NSA – the Fleet Valley. It is one of the smallest NSAs, in total
5,300 ha, of which part only is in this zone.

EXPERIENCE

The NSA is bisected by the zone boundary. The combination of enclosing relief, landcover
(especially policy woodland and farming) and the distinctive coastal flats, together with the
town of Gatehouse of Fleet (Zone 19), and evidence of long established prosperity, provide
an assemblage which typifies the identity of the eastern end of the zone, but which does not
appear elsewhere.

Recreational landscapes

Nature of landscapes
People are drawn to the sandy shores around the coast, and to walk the Southern Upland
Way that crosses the zone en route to Berwick. Visits to designed landscapes (not just
Inventory sites) are popular, as well as Historic Scotland castles and other properties and
the publicly accessible ancient monuments such as cairns. The Whithorn Dig is a well-known
tourist attraction. Relatively wild land accessible by car encourages strolls. There is some
yachting, but this tends to keep away from the treacherous shifting channels of the coastal
flats.

LOCATION

These landscapes occur largely around the shore.

EXPERIENCE

Climate and visible time-depth and antiquity provide two key landscape experiences.
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2 Importance and value of the zone landscape

Category Brief explanation of
landscape importance
(if any)

Importance
(GB, Scotland,
zone)

Landscape Character Importance
rarity Water of Luce is unique

to zone and to Dumfries
& Galloway, small

zone?

extent peninsula and variations
extensive

zone?

diversity (including specific landmarks) visually diverse zone Scotland?
pattern strong Scotland?
integrity high level of integrity Scotland?
local distinctiveness peninsula landscapes are

typical of zone, but not
found elsewhere at
regional level. Strongly
associated with coastal
plain or isthmus, and
estuary mudflats typical of
wider Solway.

GB?

fragility/sensitivity medium zone?
Scenic importance
qualities coastal + diversity Scotland?
perceptions ? ?
Learning Importance
Environmental Education ? ?
Interpretation ? ?
Enjoyment Importance
Recreation golf, walking, houses &

gardens etc.
Scotland?

Amenity Scotland?
wildness and tranquillity relative wild pockets to be

found
zone?

arts, crafts, poetry, literature, music active arts & crafts Scotland?
Designations
NSAs Scotland?
AGLVs N/A
Regional Landscape Designations robustly determined zone?
Historic Gardens & Designed Landscapes Scotland?
Cultural Importance
pre history (designated/non-designated) wealth of chambered

cairns, stone circles etc.
GB?

medieval (designated/non-designated) Pilgrim’s Trail, Whithorn
Dig etc.

Scotland?

recent (designated/non-designated) designed landscapes
typified by Monkey Puzzle;
military heritage

GB?

Socioeconomic Importance
social zonal?
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economic farming, tourism, ferry-
related

Scotland?

3 Landscape and trends in the zone

• Pressures/influences which have a particular effect on the landscape of the zone:
• Nature of landscape pressures/influences – a brief description
• Trends: increasing, static or declining

− long term (> 5 years), medium term (2 to 5 years),
− short term (< 2 years)

• Importance: important, not important

Pressure Nature of landscape
pressures/influences
and trends within
zone, relative
importance within the
zone

Scale of landscape influence
(+ve/–ve) within zone when
considered in

an all Scotland context

Major Inter. Minor Negligible

Built development
Residential single houses, increasing,

long term
�

Retail static �
Industrial declining, long term �
Other- recreational chalets and caravan sites –

increasing, long term
�

Infrastructure Transport
Roads and tracks continuing A75

improvements – short
term, important

�

Rail related static �
Ferry related medium term – new ferry

route from Troon to
Belfast has moved out of
Stranraer

�

Other
Infrastructure other
Telecoms increasing – medium term �
Water treatment/abstraction static �
Waste management static �
Coastal defences static �
Other- power lines re-routing in progress –

short term
�

Minerals
Open cast coal �
Sand and Gravel �
Hard rock borrow pits �
Peat
Other
Forestry and Woodlands
Restructuring of existing long term �
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Creation of new small static? �
Creation of large new/native static? not important �
Other new large plantations,

sitka – long term?
�

Aquaculture and Fishing
Finfish static/long term decline?

Portpatrick
�

Shellfish increasing? native oysters,
Loch Ryan

�

Fishing (River & loch) static �
Other
Land Management
Sheep production static/increasing long term �
Crop production static �
Sport shooting static/decline long term-

grouse
�

Other beef/dairy – decline long
term. Important

�

Energy
Nat. grid/infrastructure re-routing at present –

short term
�

Wind increasing – possible wind
farm at Craigenlee plus
domestic turbines: long
term, important

�

Hydro not an issue �
Wave not an issue �
Other no biomass or other

renewables short term
Tourism and Recreation
Golf static �
Marinas static �
Skiing facilities N/A �
Leisure facilities/visitor
centres

static, generally low-key �

NH Information provision static �
Walking related/footpaths static, e.g. Southern

Upland Way
�

Other increasing and long term:
caravans/chalets

�
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4 Building a sustainable future

Landscape influences and trends in Zone 19 (Table 3)

Aspects of
importance of
the zonal
landscape

(Table 2)

1
Built
development

2
Tourism
and
recreation

3
Land
management

4
Energy
(turbines,
hydro)

5
Telecoms

A. Landscape
character
diversity, and
distinctiveness
(Scotland)
B. Social (zones)
and economic
(Scotland)
C. Recreational
and amenity
(Scotland)
D. NSAs and
HGDLs (Scotland)
AGLVs (zone)
E. Cultural
importance (GB)

General landscape objectives required

Specific landscape objectives required
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ZONE 19 WESTERN SOUTHERN UPLANDS & INNER
SOLWAY

1 Nature of the landscape resource

Diversity, distribution and rarity of landscape character in the zone
Note: Ignore any LCT which is shown as <10 km sq (if important feature will be covered
elsewhere, if important characteristic locally will be flagged up in description)

Table 19.1 Diversity

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

Context Area
(km2)

19 Raised Beach Coast Coastal Raised
Beaches and
Terraces

Coastal 4.99

19 Upper River Valleys Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

Upland 107.95

19 Intimate Pastoral Valleys Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

Upland 43.97

19 Upland Glen Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

Upland 31.70

19 Upland Basin Upland Basin Upland 35.87
19 Foothills Foothills and

Pronounced Hills
Upland 43.42

19 Foothills with Forest Foothills and
Pronounced Hills

Upland 143.53

19 Plateau Moorland High Plateau
Moorlands

Upland 308.00

19 Plateau Moorland with
Forest

High Plateau
Moorlands

Upland 182.42

19 Southern Uplands Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

Upland 96.33

19 Southern Uplands with
Forest

Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

Upland 86.75

19 Rugged Granite Upland Rugged Granite
Uplands

Highland 57.37

19 Rugged Granite Upland
with Forest

Rugged Granite
Uplands

Highland 32.07

19 Ayrshire Lowlands Lowland Rolling or
Undulating
Farmlands, Hills and
Valleys

Lowland 50.82

19 Lowland River Valleys Lowland River
Valleys

Lowland 2.58

19 Upper Dale (Valley) Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

Upland 209.66

19 Upland Glens Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

Upland 66.81
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19 Moss and Forest
Lowland

Lowland Plateaux
and Plains

Lowland 44.30

19 Drumlin Pasture in
Moss and Moor
Lowland

Drumlin Lowlands Lowland 120.36

19 Drumlin Pastures Drumlin Lowlands Lowland 438.82
19 Coastal Plateau Coastal Hills

Headlands Plateaux
and Moorlands

Coastal 44.60

19 Flow Plateau Coastal Hills
Headlands Plateaux
and Moorlands

Coastal 76.85

19 Upland Fringe Upland Fringe
Valleys and
Farmlands

Upland 466.19

19 Plateau Moorland High Plateau
Moorlands

Upland 230.12

19 Plateau Moorland with
Forest

High Plateau
Moorlands

Upland 293.00

19 Peninsula with Gorsey
Knolls

Rocky Coasts Cliffs
and Braes of the
Lowlands

Coastal 12.91

19 Foothills Foothills and
Pronounced Hills

Upland 305.27

19 Foothills with Forest Foothills and
Pronounced Hills

Upland 521.74

19 Southern Uplands Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

Upland 386.60

19 Southern Uplands with
Forest

Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

Upland 196.41

19 Coastal Granite
Uplands

Coastal Hills
Headlands Plateaux
and Moorlands

Coastal Upland 281.50

19 Rugged Granite Upland Rugged Granite
Uplands

Highland 250.78

19 Rugged Granite Upland
with Forest

Rugged Granite
Uplands

Highland 48.46

19 Coastal Flats Lowland Coastal
Flats Sands and
Dunes

Coastal 250.58

19 Shallow Flat Bottomed
Valley

Flatter Wider
Valleys and
Floodplains of the
Lowlands

Lowland 6.00

19 Narrow Wooded River
Valleys

Narrow Valleys in
the Lowlands

Lowland 92.88

19 Intimate Pastoral Valley Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

Lowland 46.39

19 Lower Dale (Valley) Lowland River
Valleys

Lowland 189.53

19 Middle Dale (Valley) Narrow Valleys in Lowland 199.40
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the Lowlands
19 Flooded Valley Flatter Wider

Valleys and
Floodplains of the
Lowlands

Lowland 45.60

19 Upland River Valleys Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

Upland 57.59

19 Broad Valley Upland Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

Upland 77.61

19 Upland Glen Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

Upland 13.86

19 Foothills Foothills and
Pronounced Hills

Upland 125.56

19 Plateau Moorland High Plateau
Moorlands

Upland 200.99

19 Southern Uplands Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

Upland 176.10

19 Plateau Farmland Lowland Plateaux
and Plains

Lowland 8.59

Total 6712.83

The number of landscape character types represented in Zone 19 at level 1 is 47 (of which are 4 are <10 km2, or 43 are >10 km2). These
can be grouped into 15 at level 3 and their context is upland. (rocky and sandy coasts and raised beaches; coastal hills; upland and granite
hills; upland valleys and basins; foothills and upland fringe; plateau moorlands; lowland farmland; lowland valleys, floodplains and plains;
drumlin lowlands) No. of LCTs (Level 1)/Area of Zone in Zone 19 is 0.007. This gives an indication of the overall diversity of landscape
character in the zone and can be compared between zones.

Tabe 19.2 Distribution/pattern

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

% of
Zone
(area)

No. of
Occurrences

Area
(km2)

19 Raised Beach
Coast

Coastal Raised
Beaches and
Terraces

0.1 1 4.99

19 Upper River
Valleys

Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

1.6 6 107.95

19 Intimate Pastoral
Valleys

Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

0.7 3 43.97

19 Upland Glen Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

0.5 3 31.70

19 Upland Basin Upland Basin 0.5 1 35.87
19 Foothills Foothills and

Pronounced Hills
0.6 3 43.42

19 Foothills with
Forest

Foothills and
Pronounced Hills

2.1 4 143.53

19 Plateau
Moorland

High Plateau
Moorlands

4.6 8 308.00

19 Plateau
Moorland with
Forest

High Plateau
Moorlands

2.7 4 182.42

19 Southern Upland Hills, The 1.4 4 96.33
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Uplands Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

19 Southern
Uplands with
Forest

Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

1.3 3 86.75

19 Rugged Granite
Upland

Rugged Granite
Uplands

0.9 2 57.37

19 Rugged Granite
Upland with
Forest

Rugged Granite
Uplands

0.5 1 32.07

19 Ayrshire
Lowlands

Lowland Rolling
or Undulating
Farmlands, Hills
and Valleys

0.8 4 50.82

19 Lowland River
Valleys

Lowland River
Valleys

0.0 3 2.58

19 Upper Dale
(Valley)

Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

3.1 2 209.66

19 Upland Glens Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

1.0 5 66.81

19 Moss and Forest
Lowland

Lowland Plateaux
and Plains

0.7 1 44.30

19 Drumlin Pasture
in Moss and
Moor Lowland

Drumlin
Lowlands

1.8 1 120.36

19 Drumlin
Pastures

Drumlin
Lowlands

6.5 3 438.82

19 Coastal Plateau Coastal Hills
Headlands
Plateaux and
Moorlands

0.7 2 44.60

19 Flow Plateau Coastal Hills
Headlands
Plateaux and
Moorlands

1.1 1 76.85

19 Upland Fringe Upland Fringe
Valleys and
Farmlands

6.9 11 466.19

19 Plateau
Moorland

High Plateau
Moorlands

3.4 2 230.12

19 Plateau
Moorland with
Forest

High Plateau
Moorlands

4.4 2 293.00

19 Peninsula with
Gorsey Knolls

Rocky Coasts
Cliffs and Braes
of the Lowlands

0.2 1 12.91

19 Foothills Foothills and
Pronounced Hills

4.5 7 305.27

19 Foothills with
Forest

Foothills and
Pronounced Hills

7.8 6 521.74

19 Southern
Uplands

Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

5.7 7 386.60
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19 Southern
Uplands with
Forest

Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

2.9 3 196.41

19 Coastal Granite
Uplands

Coastal Hills
Headlands
Plateaux and
Moorlands

4.2 3 281.50

19 Rugged Granite
Upland

Rugged Granite
Uplands

3.7 3 250.78

19 Rugged Granite
Upland with
Forest

Rugged Granite
Uplands

0.7 1 48.46

19 Coastal Flats Lowland Coastal
Flats Sands and
Dunes

3.7 6 250.58

19 Shallow Flat
Bottomed Valley

Flatter Wider
Valleys and
Floodplains of the
Lowlands

0.1 1 6.00

19 Narrow
Wooded River
Valleys

Narrow Valleys in
the Lowlands

1.4 7 92.88

19 Intimate Pastoral
Valley

Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

0.7 1 46.39

19 Lower Dale
(Valley)

Lowland River
Valleys

2.8 3 189.53

19 Middle Dale
(Valley)

Narrow Valleys in
the Lowlands

3.0 4 199.40

19 Flooded Valley Flatter Wider
Valleys and
Floodplains of the
Lowlands

0.7 1 45.60

19 Upland River
Valleys

Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

0.9 2 57.59

19 Broad Valley
Upland

Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

1.2 1 77.61

19 Upland Glen Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

0.2 1 13.86

19 Foothills Foothills and
Pronounced Hills

1.9 1 125.56

19 Plateau
Moorland

High Plateau
Moorlands

3.0 2 200.99

19 Southern
Uplands

Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

2.6 1 176.10

19 Plateau Farmland Lowland Plateaux
and Plains

0.1 1 8.59

143 6712.83

In Zone 19 a total 143 occurrences of landscape character types (landscape units) are found within a zone of total land area 6712 km2 >10
km2. The figure 143/6712 is 0.021 per km2 of land within the zone and gives a relative indication of the overall brokenness or
fragmentation of the landscape pattern that can be compared between zones.
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LCT at Level 1 Area/Occurrences (km2)

Raised Beach Coast 4.99
Upland River Valleys 17.99
Intimate Pastoral Valleys 14.66
Upland Glen 10.56
Upland Basin 35.87
Foothills 14.47
Foothills with Forest 35.88
Plateau Moorland 38.50
Plateau Moorland with Forest 45.60
Southern Uplands 24.08
Southern Uplands with Forest 28.91
Rugged Granite Upland 28.68
Rugged Granite Upland with Forest 32.07
Ayrshire Lowlands 12.70
Lowland River Valleys 0.86
Upper Dale (Valley) 104.83
Upland Glens 13.36
Moss and Forest Lowland 44.30
Drumlin Pasture in Moss and Moor Lowland 120.36
Drumlin Pastures 146.27
Coastal Plateau 22.30
Flow Plateau 76.85
Upland Fringe 42.38
Plateau Moorland 115.06
Plateau Moorland with Forest 146.50
Peninsula with Gorsey Knolls 12.91
Foothills 43.61
Foothills with Forest 86.96
Southern Uplands 55.22
Southern Uplands with Forest 65.47
Coastal Granite Uplands 93.83
Rugged Granite Upland 83.59
Rugged Granite Upland with Forest 48.46
Coastal Flats 41.76
Shallow Flat Bottomed Valley 6.00
Narrow Wooded River Valleys 13.26
Intimate Pastoral Valley 46.39
Lower Dale (Valley) 63.17
Middle Dale (Valley) 49.85
Flooded Valley 45.60
Upland River Valleys 28.79
Broad Valley Upland 77.61
Upland Glen 13.86
Foothills 125.56
Plateau Moorland 100.49
Southern Uplands 176.10
Plateau Farmland 8.59

The extent (area) of any one landscape character type (at level 1) divided by the number of times it occurs in the zone gives an idea of the
average size of occurrences of that LCT (col. 6/col. 5). In Zone 19, the southern uplands, forested plateau moorland types and upper dale
or valley types occur as large units, as do the lowland drumlin pastures types (104 km2 → 176 km2).
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LCTs at Level 3 Area km2 Ratio

Coastal Raised Beaches and Terraces 4.99 1
Upland Glens, Valleys and Dales 107.95 41
Upland Glens, Valleys and Dales 43.97 16
Upland Glens, Valleys and Dales 31.70 12
Upland Basin 35.87 13
Foothills and Pronounced Hills 43.42 16
Foothills and Pronounced Hills 143.53 55
High Plateau Moorlands 308.00 119
High Plateau Moorlands 182.42 70
Upland Hills, The Southern Uplands and Cheviots 96.33 37
Upland Hills, The Southern Uplands and Cheviots 86.75 33
Rugged Granite Uplands 57.37 22
Rugged Granite Uplands 32.07 12
Lowland Rolling or Undulating Farmlands, Hills and Valleys 50.82 19
Lowland River Valleys 2.58 1
Upland Glens, Valleys and Dales 209.66 81
Upland Glens, Valleys and Dales 66.81 25
Lowland Plateaux and Plains 44.30 17
Drumlin Lowlands 120.36 46
Drumlin Lowlands 438.82 169
Coastal Hills Headlands Plateaux and Moorlands 44.60 17
Coastal Hills Headlands Plateaux and Moorlands 76.85 29
Upland Fringe Valleys and Farmlands 466.19 180
High Plateau Moorlands 230.12 89
High Plateau Moorlands 293.00 113
Rocky Coasts Cliffs and Braes of the Lowlands 12.91 4
Foothills and Pronounced Hills 305.27 118
Foothills and Pronounced Hills 521.74 202
Upland Hills, The Southern Uplands and Cheviots 386.60 149
Upland Hills, The Southern Uplands and Cheviots 196.41 75
Coastal Hills Headlands Plateaux and Moorlands 281.50 108
Rugged Granite Uplands 250.78 96
Rugged Granite Uplands 48.46 18
Lowland Coastal Flats Sands and Dunes 250.58 96
Flatter Wider Valleys and Floodplains of the Lowlands 6.00 2
Narrow Valleys in the Lowlands 92.88 35
Upland Glens, Valleys and Dales 46.39 17
Lowland River Valleys 189.53 73
Narrow Valleys in the Lowlands 199.40 77
Flatter Wider Valleys and Floodplains of the Lowlands 45.60 17
Upland Glens, Valleys and Dales 57.59 22
Upland Glens, Valleys and Dales 77.61 29
Upland Glens, Valleys and Dales 13.86 5
Foothills and Pronounced Hills 125.56 48
High Plateau Moorlands 200.99 77
Upland Hills, The Southern Uplands and Cheviots 176.10 68
Lowland Plateaux and Plains 8.59 3

The ratio of the extent (area) of the level 3 groupings gives an indication of the distribution pattern by proportion of the zone.
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Table 19.3 Rarity

LCTs at Level 1 Rarity by
occurrence %

Rarity by extent
%

Raised Beach Coast 0 0.1
Upper River Valleys 4 1.6
Intimate Pastoral Valleys 2 0.7
Upland Glen 2 0.5
Upland Basin 0 0.5
Foothills 2 0.6
Foothills with Forest 2 2.1
Plateau Moorland 5 4.6
Plateau Moorland with Forest 2 2.7
Southern Uplands 2 1.4
Southern Uplands with Forest 2 1.3
Rugged Granite Upland 1 0.9
Rugged Granite Upland with Forest 0 0.5
Ayrshire Lowlands 2 0.8
Lowland River Valleys 2 0.0
Upper Dale (Valley) 1 3.1
Upland Glens 3 1.0
Moss and Forest Lowland 0 0.7
Drumlin Pasture in Moss and Moor Lowland 0 1.8
Drumlin Pastures 2 6.5
Coastal Plateau 1 0.7
Flow Plateau 0 1.1
Upland Fringe 7 6.9
Plateau Moorland 1 3.4
Plateau Moorland with Forest 1 4.4
Peninsula with Gorsey Knolls 0 0.2
Foothills 4 4.5
Foothills with Forest 4 7.8
Southern Uplands 4 5.7
Southern Uplands with Forest 2 2.9
Coastal Granite Uplands 2 4.2
Rugged Granite Upland 2 3.7
Rugged Granite Upland with Forest 0 0.7
Coastal Flats 4 3.7
Shallow Flat Bottomed Valley 0 0.1
Narrow Wooded River Valleys 4 1.4
Intimate Pastoral Valley 0 0.7
Lower Dale (Valley) 2 2.8
Middle Dale (Valley) 2 3.0
Flooded Valley 0 0.7
Upland River Valleys 1 0.9
Broad Valley Upland 0 1.2
Upland Glen 0 0.2
Foothills 0 1.9
Plateau Moorland 1 3.0
Southern Uplands 0 2.6
Platform Farmland 0 0.1
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The rarity of a landscape character type within the zone can be identified by the number of time it occurs or its extent. Examination of
both the number of occurrences (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total and the area (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total area will give
an indication of rarity. (col 5/total col. 5%) (col. 6/total col. 6%).

PROFILE

Western Southern Uplands & Inner Solway generally comprises a series of upland massifs of
undulating, rounded, domed, conical and craggy hills, drumlins, peninsulas and plateaux
separated by valleys, dales and glens of varying cross-sections, tending to open to coastal
flats at the Solway shore and raised beach at the Clyde shore.

SEQUENCE

Variation occurs both along-shore and from the shore inland. Valleys are broadly aligned
north-south in the south of the zone. The Southern Upland Fault introduces a parallel series
of valley alignments (approximately south west to north east) to the north of the zone
which bisect the north-south valleys. Drumlin landscapes typify the south west of the zone
and the highest peaks are found in the centre, with the exception of the coastal granite hills
that separate the low-lying river mouths. To the north, the hills are replaced by lower
plateaux.

SCALE

The scale varies greatly, from the extremes of narrow intimate valleys through wide dales to
large scale domed hills of the Southern Uplands to the wide open coastal areas.

LANDMARK FEATURES

Wind farms at Hagshaw Hill (by Douglas) and Windy Standard (by New Cumnock).

Coastal sands and channels

Loch Ken

Tinto Hill

Criffel

Nick of the Balloch

Lighthouse at Southerness Point

EXPERIENCE

Roads tend to follow the Solway coast or the valleys. Orientation is confused in the north of
the zone where the north–south routes zigzag across the parallel tears of the Southern
Upland Fault valleys. Owing to the number of valleys, there are few high roads providing
views down to lower ground.

Containment (created by landform and land cover)

TOPOGRAPHY

Over half the zone is below 200 m in elevation, concentrated at the Inner Solway hinterland
and up the main valleys. None of the area is higher than 800 m. The highest quartile
(300–800 m) is concentrated in a band across the centre of the zone, sliced into three
blocks (Merrick range extended to Cairnsmore of Fleet, the central hills east of Cairnsmore
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marked by Windy Standard wind farm, and the Lowther Hills). As would be expected, the
steepest slopes are found in hills of the central core, while the flattest areas are found in
certain LCTs typified by wide flat valley bottoms. Aspect varies – the line of the Southern
Upland Fault and its associated parallel valleys are distinct features, and the south-west
north-east trend is also followed by the Solway Firth. However, although this grain appears
from small scale aerial maps to be reflected in the hills across the zone, this is not readily
apparent on the ground. Instead, driving through the area one is more aware of the
dissecting radii of the valleys cutting across the grain.

LAND COVER

The zone has less arable than the average for Scotland, but much more coniferous
plantation, rough grazing and improved grazing. Heather moorland is less common than
other zones. Built development tend to occur along the coast in varying locations and at
river crossings or communication junctions.

VISIBILITY

This varies widely: within the dissected uplands, views tend to be limited along the valleys;
along the indented coast views may be very wide southwards out to the Solway, or limited
to the opposite shore of the estuary; public roads over the hilltops are limited in number,
and one must walk for panoramic views in all directions.

MICROCLIMATIC EFFECTS

The zone differs widely in its snow cover and exposure to winds. both north-south and
valley bottom to hill top. Coastal trees are bevelled. Rivers flood regularly in some southern
lowland valleys and notably at Dumfries. In deep east-west valleys in the north of the zone,
there is a marked contrast between the sunny south facing slopes and the shaded north
facing slopes.

EXPERIENCE

The sense of containment (or exposure) is affected largely by the topography (valley/upland)
and especially the relationship to the exposed Solway coast, except in areas typified by
commercial conifer plantations that have not yet been restructured, where views are
channelled and limited.

Accessibility

DISTANCE

The area is readily accessible within 3 hours from the population centres of Glasgow and
Edinburgh, and the north of England. None of the zone is isolated from a road, and very
little (less than 1% of the area) is more than 8 km from a road – the most remote areas are
to be found in the Merrick range centred on Mullwharchar.

PHYSICAL ACCESS

The commercial conifer forests owned by the Forestry Commission provides free access on
its tracks to many hills for walkers and mountain bikers. Many paths have faint paths to the
summit. The Southern Upland Way crosses west-east, using minor roads where no paths
exist. Although it is not possible to walk continuously along the shore, access at points is
easy except at military installations. Care must be taken on beaches at low tide to avoid
being cut off, as the tide waters appear to rise up out of the sand, rather than coming in –
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and walkers can be surprised. At the north of the zone, the open cast coal mining areas are
locally important for recreation, as former deep miners traditionally walked a great deal.
Drove roads are potentially important north-south pedestrian links between east-west
communication routes, and some paths to Covenanters sites are used as conventicles are
still held outdoors.

CULTURAL ACCEPTANCE

At popular beaches, a charge may be made for parking in the summer, and at Southerness
the parking restrictions set by holiday home owners and businesses suggests visitors are not
welcome. Generally a good level of acceptance of responsible open access on hill land
(though there are certain land owners who do not welcome public access), less so on
enclosed farmland. The commercial conifer forests owned by the Forestry Commission
provides free access on its tracks to many hills for walkers and mountain bikers, especially in
the Galloway Forest Park. There are several designed landscapes and gardens open to the
public. Access is discouraged during the shooting season. Covenanters, and other near-
legendary people and groups, relied on (secret and free) movement across the countryside,
and this culture remains today to a certain extent.

VISUAL ACCESS

Roads along the valleys and along the coast make it easy it to see into and appreciate the
landscape of the zone, except where conifer plantations restrict the view. The Merrick
range forms a circle of hills, and the core can only be viewed on foot from the surrounding
peaks. Views of the Lake District peaks and coastal industrial features (and their lighting) are
components of the Solway landscape experience in clear weather, day and night.

EXPERIENCE

The exposed coast, with its huge skies, wide views and shifting channels, its memories of
dangerous sands, give opportunities for what could be described as a wild sea experience
from dry land. Much of the coastal experience is also weather dependent, and magnified by
the scale. The zone attracts artists and craftsmen, many of whom respond directly to their
surroundings. Despite the lack of a Munro, the zone attracts walkers who appreciate a
quieter day on the hills on varied terrain.

The commercially forested areas, with their sheltered and signed-posted path and track
networks through conifer plantations, provide an apparently safer experience of the
outdoors and the (largely sitka based) natural heritage.

Land cover (including vegetation and land use)

VEGETATION

The area has much less arable than the average for Scotland, but more than twice the
average coniferous plantation (and felled woodland as these areas are restructured in turn)
– many upland LCTs are forested subtypes. Rough grazing (usually the landcover prior to
afforestation) is also more common than the average, but heather moorland – especially
combined with peat – is less evident except in the northern hills of the zone. The high level
of improved grazing in the lowland LCTs may reflect the milder climate and longer growing
season. Water is less characteristic than some other zones, and despite the coast, dunes are
not a notable feature except near Southerness.
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EXPOSED ROCK

Exposed rock is largely found only in quarries and at a few coastal promontories such as
Southerness.

BUILT DEVELOPMENT

Settlements vary in their location and pattern according to their original rationale. Coaching
towns may mark river crossings, and are typified by ribbon development along the main
road, as at New Galloway or formal geometric layout parallel to the main axis, as at Castle
Douglas – which was also one of a chain of towns along the former railway from Carlisle to
Stranraer. Gretna Green developed around the ‘industry’ of marriages immediately north of
the border with England, and has a strong local identity due to its function rather than its
appearance. Mining communities (typically with a high proportion of Local Authority
housing) serve past and present mining in the north of the zone, as at Kirkconnel, Muirkirk
and Douglas Water – and may be removed because of it (for example, Glenbuck: birth place
of ‘football legend’ Bill Shankley). Lead mining at Wanlockhead resulted in a settlement that
is at a higher elevation than typical of the zone. The largest town is Dumfries. The A75
bypasses the towns along its route, as does the M74 – with these improvements, the
contribution of the settlements to the experience of the wider landscape has been reduced.

Typically, the traditional building material used reflects the local geology or building stone,
with different colours characteristic in different LCTs. Each settlement has a strong local
identity, although standard catalogue kit houses are weakening this distinctiveness across the
zone.

Farm settlements tend to have a central steading with wings forming a courtyard, with more
modern ancillary buildings separate from this group, although usually parallel to the wings.

The great houses at the core of designed landscapes are a feature of the landscape in the
lowland LCTs dominated by pastoral land use (such as Drumlanrig) and typically (but not
exclusively) take advantage of seaward or hillward views.

Coastal resorts are generally not a feature.

EXPERIENCE

The contribution of built settlement within the rich mosaic of landform and landcover –
largely determined by the agricultural land use or the forestry that replaces uneconomic
agriculture – highlights the interrelationship between the landscape and those who live and
work in it. This relationship is also marked by the high number of artists and craftsmen
working in the area, many of whom are strongly responsive to the landscapes of the area.

Hydrology and water bodies

TYPE

Lochs in the north of the zone are typically dammed as part of the water supply for
Ayrshire and Glasgow e.g. Loch Doon. Lochs in the central part of the zone on the River
Dee are dammed in sequence for power generation. In the Merrick area, e.g.
Clatteringshaws Loch, Glen Trool, the water bodies are unmodified. Other natural lochs are
small.
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Notable waterfalls are found at Glen Trool (the Buchan Falls, the Falls of Minnoch and Falls
of Gairland Burn) and by Thornhill (the Grey Mare’s Tail at Closeburn, Glenmarlin Falls, and
Crichope Linn. There is another Grey Mare’s Tail at Talnotry by Newton Stewart – the
name is a common one in the Pictish-Celtic parts of Scotland, not because the falls resemble
a horse’s tail (not all do) but because it is the English pronunciation of Greith Mear Eas Tadh
Ail – ‘the glistening cascade rushing forth from the rocky ledge’.

PATTERN

In the north of the zone, watercourses have exploited the Southern Upland Fault and its
parallel valleys to flow generally west; to the south the rivers drain ultimately to the Solway,
but the lattice of deep east-west valleys disguise this.

EXPERIENCE

The authors Dorothy L Sayers, John Buchan, Burns and Scott are associated with various
watercourses or waterbodies, and Covenanters may have chosen waterfalls as hiding places
– visitors may be attracted to various sites for these reasons as much as their natural
beauty. The distinctive 1930s buildings associated with the River Dee hydro-electric
schemes are notable landmarks. Hidden lochs are a feature of the hill walks of the Merrick
range. Several lochs are used for recreation such as angling. The extensive Loch Ken and the
Dee Marshes attract people keen on water sport, bird watching etc. The cluster of lochs in
the Machairs are to be seen off minor roads – their naturalness contributes to the wild land
character of the locality

Built and infrastructure development (present day)

NATURE AND PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT

Settlements vary in their location and pattern according to their original rationale. Coaching
towns mark river crossings, and are typified by ribbon development along the main road, as
at New Galloway or formal geometric layout parallel to the main axis, as at Castle Douglas
– which was also one of a chain of towns along the former railway from Carlisle to
Stranraer. Gretna Green developed around the ‘industry’ of marriages immediately north of
the border with England, and has a strong local identity due to its function rather than its
appearance. Mining communities (typically with a high proportion of Local Authority
housing) serve past and present mining in the north of the zone, as at Kirkconnel, Muirkirk
and Douglas Water (partly Zone 17) – and may be removed because of it (for example,
Glenbuck, birth place of ‘football legend’ Bill Shankley). Lead mining at Wanlockhead
resulted in a settlement that is at a higher elevation than typical of the zone. The largest
town is Dumfries. The A75 bypasses the towns along its route, as does the M74 – with
these improvements, the contribution of the settlements to the experience of the wider
landscape has been reduced. Farm settlements tend to be situated on hills. The great houses
at the core of designed landscapes are a feature of the landscape in the lowland LCTs
dominated by pastoral land use (such as Drumlanrig) and typically (but not exclusively) take
advantage of seaward or hillward views. Coastal resorts are generally not a feature.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INFRASTRUCTURE

Power lines transmit energy from the hydro electric scheme at Loch Dee.

The south of the zone is dominated by the A75 EuroRoute which runs east-west along a
modern alignment bypassing most towns, and utilising the bed of the former railway in
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places; the high voltage power line runs parallel, as does the old military road. To the east,
the M74 running north-south similarly is a key feature, and similarly is mirrored by the
powerline of the Anglo-Scottish electricity Interconnector, and a major Intercity railway line.
A minor rail line from Carlisle passes behind the Inner Solway to Dumfries and thence north
to Kilmarnock and Glasgow. The Scotland – Northern Ireland electricity Interconnector will
run across the north of the zone, in part utilising the intimate valley of the Southern Upland
Fault to minimise visual impact.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

The zone is not noted for large scale industrial development except around Dumfries and at
the nuclear power station near Annan, that is a feature of the Inner Solway. Quarries
exploit rock at Dalbeattie and in the Beattock/Moffat area, where the motorway
construction has provided a ready local market. Open cast coal mining typifies the north of
the zone, within East Ayrshire, South Lanarkshire and more recently Nithsdale. Wind farm
at Windy Standard, Carsphairn.

EXPERIENCE

The power station near Annan has a scale and presence that emphasises the local large scale
landscape, and its cooling towers’ clouds are an ever-present feature. The turbines of Windy
Standard line the horizon above New Cumnock, and in winter are seen looming through the
smoke of coal fires in a curious demonstration of contrasting energy forms. The open cast
areas have a distinctive experience – boarded up shops point to high unemployment rates
that would suggest short-term job creation in the mining industry would be welcome, but
cyclical destruction of local landscapes that give a sense of place close to homes is a long-
term negative factor in areas noted for their strong sense of community. Typically, the
traditional building material used reflects the local geology or building stone, with different
colours characteristic in different LCTs. Each settlement has a strong local identity, although
standard catalogue kit houses are weakening this distinctiveness across the zone.

Visible history (past settlement, landuse, churches, brochs, forts, dykes, standing
stones etc.)

TYPES OF VISIBLE HISTORY

The Solway hinterland is wealthy in pre-Christian remains such as forts, standing stones and
burial cairns – Cairn Holy being particularly evocative. But forts, duns, stones, cairns and hut
circles are also found on higher ground throughout the zone. Medieval runrig field patterns
are visible in areas previously cultivated but now rough grazing, and mottes are not
uncommon in the long-settled Solway lowlands. There are numerous castles, tower houses,
designed landscapes and abbeys especially in the west coastal area. Covenanting memorials
are to be found throughout the zone. The geometric nature of the majority of the lowland
fields reflect the Improvement period, but drystone dykes are common some LCTs. The
abandoned settlement at Polmaddie (near New Galloway) is interpreted by a Forestry
Commission leaflet. Visible history is generally not present in areas that have been the
subject of open cast coal mining. except for isolated point features such as monuments.

LOCATION/PATTERN

Visible history can be found in much of the zone, but particularly along the Solway coastline
and its immediate hinterland. Other features tend to relate to ancient long-distance
communication routes e.g. an alleged Pilgrims’ route to Whithorn, pack tracks etc.
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EXPERIENCE

Visible history gives much of the south western part of the zone a sense of tangible time-
depth, a rich palimpsest. Many features are visually prominent, and add to the enjoyment of
the view.

Wildlife

FORMS OF WILDLIFE

Although raptors contribute to the experience of the central hills for many walkers, and the
wetland birds of Loch Ken are a feature sought out by keen bird watchers, it is the Solway
shore at Caerlaverock, with its massive flocks of geese in season, which epitomise the Inner
Solway.

LOCATION

Hills, wetlands, improved grassland and shore.

WHEN

Geese – autumn to spring.

EXPERIENCE

The scale of the flocks of geese and the noise of the birds is readily appreciated and enjoyed,
even without specialist equipment or knowledge, but are well interpreted at Caerlaverock
and the RSPB hides in the zone.

Climate

CLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS

Vary widely across the zone, according to elevation and distance from the sea.

LOCATIONAL AND SEASONAL EFFECTS

Vary widely.

EXPERIENCE

Vary widely.

Designated landscapes

National Scenic Areas

CONSTITUENTS

Western Southern Uplands & Inner Solway contains 3 NSAs, the Nith Estuary (38), East
Stewartry Coast (39) (majority – sliver in west is within Zone 18) and Fleet Valley (40)
(inland section – coast section within Zone 18). The Nith Estuary NSA contains 3 LCTs,
East Stewartry Coast contains 5 LCTs in total of which 4 are in Zone 19, and Fleet Valley
Coast contains 6 LCTs in total which are all represented.
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LOCATION AND EXTENT

All the NSAs are located along the coast at river inlets, and are amongst the smallest: Nith
Estuary (38) is 9,300 ha, East Stewartry Coast (39) totals 4,500 ha (Zone 19’s share
unknown) and Fleet Valley (40) totals 5,300 ha (Zone 19’s share unknown).

EXPERIENCE

The enclosing hills forms a major contribution to all three NSAs, while coastal features and
tidal estuaries typify all the NSAs, including the tidal movement – the Nith Estuary has a
‘horizontal scale unusual in Scotland’. All are notably visually diverse, due to the variety of
landcover.

Recreational Landscapes

Nature of landscapes
Beaches, open hills, valleys forests, lochs, gardens, designed landscapes, Christian attractions,
forestry, waterfalls, golf courses, boats, with the experience demonstrated at galleries and
craft workshops.

LOCATION

Much of the area, especially to the west and centre, is recreational – beaches, hills, forests,
lochs, pottering from sites listed in ‘Gardens open to the public’ to historic designed
landscapes, following the brown tourist road signs with the distinctive Celtic cross to find
the Christian attractions, driving the Forest Drives opened up by the Forestry Commission,
sailing at high tide, water skiing on Loch Ken, fishing, golfing.

EXPERIENCE

Although the area has much to offer, most recreational experiences are marked by their
being notably quieter, or less busy, than similar forms of recreation closer to Glasgow. This
isolation is considered a well-kept secret by those who enjoy it, but is a matter of concern
to the tourist industry.
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2 Importance and value of the zone landscape

Category Brief explanation of
landscape importance
(if any)

Importance
(GB, Scotland,
zone)

Landscape Character Importance
rarity several landscape types

occur once only in the
zone

Scottish?

extent small LCTs scattered
widely, extensive upland
LCTs subdivided by
forestry dominance

zone?

diversity (including specific landmarks) varies – to be completed zone?
pattern ditto zone?
integrity ditto zone?
local distinctiveness primarily at river valleys

and coast
Scotland?

fragility/sensitivity sensitive to forestry and
open cast coal, wide views
at coast give it sensitivity
to prominent devt

Scotland?

Scenic importance
qualities visually diverse coast Scotland?
perceptions few distinctive peaks and

inland lochs or else
central zone would have
been NSA

zone?

Learning Importance
Environmental Education ? ?
Interpretation ? ?
Enjoyment Importance
Recreation golf, walking, visiting

houses & gardens, bird
watching

Scotland?

Amenity
wildness and tranquillity a form of wildness can be

found at coast and hills
zone?

arts, crafts, poetry, literature, music active arts & crafts, music
(mining)

Scotland?

Designations
NSAs coastal Scotland?
AGLVs N/A
Regional Landscape Designations robustly determined zone
Historic Gardens & Designed Landscapes lowland parts of zone Scotland
Cultural Importance
pre history (designated/non-designated) wealth of sites Scotland?
medieval (designated/non-designated) wealth of sites esp

ecclesiastical
Scotland?

recent (designated/non-designated) textile mills, military
heritage

Scotland?

Socioeconomic Importance
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social Gretna Green is unique, if
unlovely

Scotland?

economic forestry, industrial Scotland?

3 Landscape and trends in the zone

Pressures/influences which have a particular effect on the landscape of the zone:

• Nature of landscape pressures/influences – a brief description
Trends: increasing, static or declining

− long term (> 5 years), medium term (2 to 5 years),
− short term (< 2 years)

• Importance: important, not important

Pressure Nature of landscape
pressures/influences
and trends within
zone, relative
importance within the
zone

Scale of landscape influence
(+ve/–ve) within zone when
considered in

an all Scotland context

Major Inter. Minor Negligible

Built development
Residential increasing, long term ✔
Retail static ✔
Industrial increasing – e.g. forestry

associated, medium term
✔

Other chalets and caravans –
long term

✔

Infrastructure Transport
Roads and tracks increasing, significant,

medium term
✔

Rail related static ✔
Ferry related N/A
Other
Infrastructure other
Telecoms increasing, cumulative,

medium term
✔

Water treatment/abstraction static? may increase
medium term

✔

Waste management static? may increase
medium term

✔

Coastal defences static/increasing medium-
long term

✔

Other
Minerals
Open cast coal increasing, significant. long

term
✔

Sand and Gravel increasing, long term ✔
Hard rock increasing – short term

due to M74, then
✔
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slower??
Peat static ✔
Other
Forestry and Woodlands
Restructuring of existing increasing, significant, long

term
✔

Creation of new small static ✔
Creation of large new/native increasing short term due

to M74
✔

Other Creation of large new
sitka dominated
plantations continues -
long term

✔

Aquaculture and Fishing
Finfish static/decline of salmon

netting
✔

Shellfish cockle fishing is an
ecological issue

✔

Fishing (River & loch) static, important ✔
Other
Land Management
Sheep production decline in favour of

forestry – long term
✔

Crop production static ✔
Sport shooting declining esp grouse –

long term
✔

Other
Energy
Nat. grid/infrastructure static, but power lines are

key features
✔

Wind increasing medium term,
including NoFFO sites;
utilise Anglo-Scottish
Interconnector

✔

Hydro increasing – medium
term, same areas valued
for recreation

✔

Wave nil at present, but past
proposals for barrage
which long term may be
resurrected

✔

Other offshore wind, important,
medium term

✔

Tourism and Recreation
Golf static ✔
Marinas nil – unsuited ✔
Skiing facilities nil – unsuited
Leisure facilities/visitor
centres

increasing long term e.g.
growth of Gretna Green,
forest based centres

✔

NH Information provision increasing in proportion
to interest

✔

Walking related/footpaths coastal path?? drove ✔
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roads?? pilgrims’ trail??
Other

4 Building a sustainable future

Landscape influences and trends in Zone 19 (Table 3)

Aspects of
importance of the
zonal landscape

(Table 2)

1
Residential/

Retail/

Industrial

2
Minerals

3
Forest
planting &
restructuring

4
Tourism
and
recreation

5
Land
management

6
Vertical
structures
– turbines,
masts

A. Landscape character,
rarity, distinctiveness,
diversity, especially
coastal and valley
characteristics (Scotland)
B. Social (Scotland) and
economic (Scotland)
C. Remoteness, wild land
(zone)
D. Environmental
ground/interpretational
(zone)
E. Recreational and
amenity (Scotland)
F. NSAs and HGDLs
(Scotland) AGLVs (zone)
G. Cultural importance

General landscape objectives required

Specific landscape objectives required
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ZONE 20 BORDER HILLS

1 Nature of the landscape resource

Diversity, distribution and rarity of landscape character in the zone
Note: Ignore any LCT which is shown as <10 km sq (if important feature will be covered
elsewhere, if important characteristic locally will be flagged up in description)

Table 20.1 Diversity

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

Context Area
km2

20 Dissected Plateau
Moorland

Upland Hills, The
Lammemuir,
Pentland and
Moorfoot Hills

Upland 396.81

20 Grassland with Rock
Outcrops

Upland Fringe
Moorland

Upland 5.58

20 Grassland with Hills Upland Fringe
Moorland

Upland 35.44

20 Undulating Grassland Upland Fringe
Moorland

Upland 14.27

20 Poor Rough Grassland Upland Fringe
Moorland

Upland 15.41

20 Upland Fringe Moorland Upland Fringe
Moorland

Upland 18.47

20 Plateau Grassland High Plateau
Moorlands

Upland 85.41

20 Upland Valley with
Pastoral Floor

Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

Upland 168.58

20 Pastoral Upland Valley Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

Upland 65.71

20 Upland Valley with
Farmland

Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

Upland 30.60

20 Upland Valley with
Woodland

Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

Upland 108.74

20 Pastoral Upland Fringe
Valley

Upland Fringe
Valleys and
Farmlands

Upland 2.56

20 Upland Fringe Valley
with Settlements

Upland Fringe
Valleys and
Farmlands

Upland 1.86

20 Wooded Upland Fringe
Valley

Upland Fringe
Valleys and
Farmlands

Upland 0.43

20 Plateau Outliers High Plateau
Moorlands

Upland 92.22

20 Southern Uplands with
Scattered Forest

Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

Upland 950.85
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20 Southern Uplands
Forest Covered

Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

Upland 407.67

20 Cheviot Uplands Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

Uplands 77.90

20 Cheviot Foothills Foothills and
PronouncedHills

Upland 6.16

20 Rolling Farmland Lowland Rolling or
Undulating
Farmlands, Hills and
Valleys

Lowland 88.38

20 Upland Glens Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

Upland 62.44

20 Upland Fringe Upland Fringe
Valleys and
Farmlands

Upland 19.73

20 Foothills Foothills and
PronouncedHills

Upland 178.83

20 Foothills with Forest Foothills and
PronouncedHills

Upland 110.01

20 Southern Uplands Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

Upland 263.33

20 Southern Uplands with
Forest

Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

Upland 156.58

20 Narrow Wooded River
Valleys

Narrow Valleys in
the Lowlands

Lowland 61.69

20 Intimate Pastoral Valley Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

Lowland 31.44

20 Middle Dale (Valley) Narrow Valleys in
the Lowlands

Lowland 4.83

20 Uplands Upland Hills, The
Lammemuir,
Pentland and
Moorfoot Hills

Upland 202.92

20 Upland Fringes Upland Fringe
Moorland

Upland 90.24

20 Lowland River Valleys Lowland River
Valleys

Lowland 15.69

20 Lowland Hills and
Ridges

Lowland Hills Lowland 0.10

20 Broad Valley Upland Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

Upland 7.82

20 Upland Glen Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

Upland 44.05

20 Foothills Foothills and
PronouncedHills

Upland 80.19

20 Old Red Sandstone Hills Upland Hills, The
Lammemuir,
Pentland and
Moorfoot Hills

Upland 39.53
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20 Southern Uplands Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

Upland 148.34

20 Platform Farmland Lowland Plateaux
and Plains

Lowland 29.87

Total 4120.68

HMRRMts = High, Massive, Rolling, Rounded Mts of Highlands & Islands

HMRSSMts = High Massive, Rugged, Steep-sided Mts of Highlands & Islands

FRSSEHM = Flat or Rolling, Smooth or Sweeping, Extensive, High Moorlands of Highlands & Islands

RCUHM = Rugged, Craggy Upland Hills & Moorlands of the Highlands, including the Trossachs

PL = Peatland Landscapes of the Highlands & Islands

SL =Sea Lochs of the Highlands & Islands

The number of landscape character types represented in Zone 20 at level 1, is 39 the way they are grouped at level 3 is into 13 and their
context is mainly upland. No. of LCTs (Level 1)/Area of Zone in Zone 20 is 0.009, this gives an indication of the overall diversity of
landscape character in the zone and can be compared between zones.

Table 20.1 Distribution/pattern

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

% of
Zone
(area)

No. of
Occurrences

Area
(km2)

20 Dissected
Plateau
Moorland

Upland Hills, The
Lammemuir,
Pentland and
Moorfoot Hills

9.6 4 396.81

20 Grassland with
Rock Outcrops

Upland Fringe
Moorland

0.1 2 5.58

20 Grassland with
Hills

Upland Fringe
Moorland

0.9 4 35.44

20 Undulating
Grassland

Upland Fringe
Moorland

0.3 2 14.27

20 Poor Rough
Grassland

Upland Fringe
Moorland

0.4 1 15.41

20 Upland Fringe
Moorland

Upland Fringe
Moorland

0.4 1 18.47

20 Plateau
Grassland

High Plateau
Moorlands

2.1 2 85.41

20 Upland Valley
with Pastoral
Floor

Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

4.1 7 168.58

20 Pastoral Upland
Valley

Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

1.6 3 65.71

20 Upland Valley
with Farmland

Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

0.7 2 30.60

20 Upland Valley
with Woodland

Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

2.6 4 108.74

20 Pastoral Upland
Fringe Valley

Upland Fringe
Valleys and
Farmlands

0.1 4 2.56
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20 Upland Fringe
Valley with
Settlements

Upland Fringe
Valleys and
Farmlands

0.0 2 1.86

20 Wooded Upland
Fringe Valley

Upland Fringe
Valleys and
Farmlands

0.0 2 0.43

20 Plateau Outliers High Plateau
Moorlands

2.2 2 92.22

20 Southern
Uplands with
Scattered Forest

Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

23.1 4 950.85

20 Southern
Uplands Forest
Covered

Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

9.9 2 407.67

20 Cheviot Uplands Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

1.9 1 77.90

20 Cheviot
Foothills

Foothills and
PronouncedHills

0.1 2 6.16

20 Rolling Farmland Lowland Rolling
or Undulating
Farmlands, Hills
and Valleys

2.1 2 88.38

20 Upland Glens Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

1.5 3 62.44

20 Upland Fringe Upland Fringe
Valleys and
Farmlands

0.5 1 19.73

20 Foothills Foothills and
PronouncedHills

4.3 2 178.83

20 Foothills with
Forest

Foothills and
PronouncedHills

2.7 4 110.01

20 Southern
Uplands

Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

6.4 6 263.33

20 Southern
Uplands with
Forest

Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

3.8 1 156.58

20 Narrow
Wooded River
Valleys

Narrow Valleys in
the Lowlands

1.5 2 61.69

20 Intimate Pastoral
Valley

Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

0.8 2 31.44

20 Middle Dale
(Valley)

Narrow Valleys in
the Lowlands

0.1 1 4.83

20 Uplands Upland Hills, The
Lammemuir,
Pentland and
Moorfoot Hills

4.9 5 202.92

20 Upland Fringes Upland Fringe
Moorland

2.2 26 90.24

20 Lowland River
Valleys

Lowland River
Valleys

0.4 3 15.69
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20 Lowland Hills
and Ridges

Lowland Hills 0.0 1 0.10

20 Broad Valley
Upland

Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

0.2 1 7.82

20 Upland Glen Upland Glens,
Valleys and Dales

1.1 2 44.05

20 Foothills Foothills and
PronouncedHills

1.9 1 80.19

20 Old Red
Sandstone Hills

Upland Hills, The
Lammemuir,
Pentland and
Moorfoot Hills

1.0 1 39.53

20 Southern
Uplands

Upland Hills, The
Southern Uplands
and Cheviots

3.6 1 148.34

20 Platform
Farmland

Lowland Plateaux
and Plains

0.7 1 29.87

Total 117 4120.68

In Zone 20 a total 117 occurrences of landscape character types (landscape units) are found within a zone of total land area 4120. km sq.
The figure 117/4120 is 0.028 per km sq of land within the zone and gives a relative indication of the overall brokenness or fragmentation
of the landscape pattern.
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LCT at Level 1 Area/Occurrences (km2)

Dissected Plateau Moorland 99.20
Grassland with Rock Outcrops 2.79
Grassland with Hills 8.86
Undulating Grassland 7.13
Poor Rough Grassland 15.41
Upland Fringe Moorland 18.47
Plateau Grassland 42.70
Upland Valley with Pastoral Floor 24.08
Pastoral Upland Valley 21.90
Upland Valley with Farmland 15.30
Upland Valley with Woodland 27.18
Pastoral Upland Fringe Valley 0.64
Upland Fringe Valley with Settlements 0.93
Wooded Upland Fringe Valley 0.21
Plateau Outliers 46.11
Southern Uplands with Scattered Forest 237.72
Southern Uplands Forest Covered 203.83
Cheviot Uplands 77.90
Cheviot Foothills 3.08
Rolling Farmland 44.19
Upland Glens 20.81
Upland Fringe 19.73
Foothills 89.41
Foothills with Forest 27.50
Southern Uplands 43.88
Southern Uplands with Forest 156.58
Narrow Wooded River Valleys 30.85
Intimate Pastoral Valley 15.72
Middle Dale (Valley) 4.83
Uplands 40.58
Upland Fringes 3.47
Lowland River Valleys 5.32
Lowland Hills and Ridges 0.1
Broad Valley Upland 7.82
Upland Glen 22.02
Foothills 80.19
Old Red Sandstone Hills 39.53
Southern Uplands 148.34
Platform Farmland 29.87

The extent (area) of any one landscape character type (at level 1) divided by the number of times it occurs in the zone gives an idea of the
average size of occurrences of that LCT.
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LCTs at Level 3 Area km2 Ratio

Upland Hills, The Lammemuir, Pentland and Moorfoot Hills 396.81 212
Upland Fringe Moorland 5.58 3
Upland Fringe Moorland 35.44 18
Upland Fringe Moorland 14.27 7
Upland Fringe Moorland 15.41 8
Upland Fringe Moorland 18.47 9
High Plateau Moorlands 85.41 45
Upland Glens, Valleys and Dales 168.58 90
Upland Glens, Valleys and Dales 65.71 34
Upland Glens, Valleys and Dales 30.60 16
Upland Glens, Valleys and Dales 108.74 58
Upland Fringe Valleys and Farmlands 2.56 1
Upland Fringe Valleys and Farmlands 1.86 1
Upland Fringe Valleys and Farmlands 0.43 0
High Plateau Moorlands 92.22 49
Upland Hills, The Southern Uplands and Cheviots 950.85 510
Upland Hills, The Southern Uplands and Cheviots 407.67 218
Upland Hills, The Southern Uplands and Cheviots 77.90 41
Foothills and PronouncedHills 6.16 3
Lowland Rolling or Undulating Farmlands, Hills and Valleys 88.38 47
Upland Glens, Valleys and Dales 62.44 33
Upland Fringe Valleys and Farmlands 19.73 10
Foothills and PronouncedHills 178.83 95
Foothills and PronouncedHills 110.01 59
Upland Hills, The Southern Uplands and Cheviots 263.33 141
Upland Hills, The Southern Uplands and Cheviots 156.58 83
Narrow Valleys in the Lowlands 61.69 32
Upland Glens, Valleys and Dales 31.44 16
Narrow Valleys in the Lowlands 4.83 2
Upland Hills, The Lammemuir, Pentland and Moorfoot Hills 202.92 108
Upland Fringe Moorland 90.24 48
Lowland River Valleys 15.69 8
Lowland Hills 0.10 0
Upland Glens, Valleys and Dales 7.82 4
Upland Glens, Valleys and Dales 44.05 23
Foothills and PronouncedHills 80.19 43
Upland Hills, The Lammemuir, Pentland and Moorfoot Hills 39.53 20
Upland Hills, The Southern Uplands and Cheviots 148.34 79
Lowland Plateaux and Plains 29.87 16

The ratio of the extent (area) of the level 3 groupings gives an indication of the distribution pattern by proportion of the zone.
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Table 20.3 Rarity

LCTs at Level 1 Rarity by
occurrence %

Rarity by extent
%

Dissected Plateau Moorland 3 9.6
Grassland with Rock Outcrops 1 0.1
Grassland with Hills 3 0.9
Undulating Grassland 1 0.3
Poor Rough Grassland 0 0.4
Upland Fringe Moorland 0 0.4
Plateau Grassland 1 2.1
Upland Valley with Pastoral Floor 5 4.1
Pastoral Upland Valley 2 1.6
Upland Valley with Farmland 1 0.7
Upland Valley with Woodland 3 2.6
Pastoral Upland Fringe Valley 3 0.1
Upland Fringe Valley with Settlements 1 0.0
Wooded Upland Fringe Valley 1 0.0
Plateau Outliers 1 2.2
Southern Uplands with Scattered Forest 3 23.1
Southern Uplands Forest Covered 1 9.9
Cheviot Uplands 0 1.9
Cheviot Foothills 1 0.1
Rolling Farmland 1 2.1
Upland Glens 2 1.5
Upland Fringe 0 0.5
Foothills 1 4.3
Foothills with Forest 3 2.7
Southern Uplands 5 6.4
Southern Uplands with Forest 0 3.8
Narrow Wooded River Valleys 1 1.5
Intimate Pastoral Valley 1 0.8
Middle Dale (Valley) 0 0.1
Uplands 4 4.9
Upland Fringes 22 2.2
Lowland River Valleys 2 0.4
Lowland Hills and Ridges 0 0.0
Broad Valley Upland 0 0.2
Upland Glen 1 1.1
Foothills 0 1.9
Old Red Sandstone Hills 0 1.0
Southern Uplands 0 3.6
Platform Farmland 0 0.7

The rarity of a landscape character type within the zone can be identified by the number of time it occurs or its extent. Examination of
both the number of occurrences (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total and the area (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total area will give
an indication of rarity.

PROFILE

Zone 20 consists of a central core of upland; the Lammermuir and moorfoot hills; Central
and Southern Uplands and the Cheviot Hills. These hill areas are bounded on the East and
South by lower ground, and cover the catchment of one major river system, the Tweed and
its tributaries.
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In general the profile of the landform in Zone 20 is one of uplifted mountain ranges, hill
slopes and summits, e.g. southern upland hills. The form is typically smooth, rounded and
convex.

SEQUENCE

The highest ground (generally above 600 m) is located mainly to the west, around the
headwater of the Tweed and Annan, with the lower ground (below 600 m) forming the
eastern boundary, and located in the valleys between the upland areas. The landform of
Zone 20 has a predominantly east and north-east trend away from main upland mass in
toward the coast. (Zone 16 ).

The landform creates a distinct stepped sequence, which is reflected in the 3 broad
landscape character types of Zone 20. Moving through the landscape, from West to East,
the landscape character changes from the Upland hill areas, which are open, large and
exposed, with high plateaus and distant, panoramic views; to the upland fringe areas, or
foothills, which exhibit a more complex morphology of mounds, hummocks and varying
slope angles. In contrast to these areas are the river valley landscapes, which run through
and link the upland (hill) and upland fringe (foothill) areas, but are typically much more
enclosed, and intimate in character.

SCALE

The scale of the landscape varies, but generally it is a large to medium scale landscape.

The large horizontal scale or expansiveness of the landscape in Zone 20, is best reflected in
the ‘remote’ open landscape of the Moor foot and Lammermuir plateaus along the North
and west boundary of Zone 20. There are panoramic distant views from the upland areas
to, and across, the surrounding landscape.

Within the river valleys, where deep sided valleys separate the ridges and hills, the landscape
is often more strongly enclosed, more intimate/medium scale.

The landscape of the lower foothills (upland fringes) and the river valleys is also often
dominated by the surrounding uplands/hill areas, and there is a strong intervisual
relationship. However, these areas also retain a sense of enclosure, with more confined
views. The smaller scale landscape of the river valleys is accentuated in places by the
wooded river bluffs.

LANDMARK FEATURES

Zone 20 includes several Landform features of landmark ‘quality’.

The Cheviot Hills

Extending along the English border, forming part of the southern boundary of Zone 20, are
different from the remainder of the upland areas within this zone. The Cheviots are
dominated by volcanic rocks which produce a distinctive landscape of conical or dome
shaped summits, with steep sided river valleys. This area also contains some of the best
prehistoric landscapes in Britain with evidence of the areas strategic importance as a gateway from
England dating from pre-roman times, with remains of medieval agricultural systems and fortified
houses.
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The Pentland Hills

Although of modest height, are by virtue of their dominant location and visual prominence,
important as a landscape feature, and provide a valuable and well recognised recreational
resource. The proximity of the Edinburgh city fringes, the settled river valleys and the
encircling main roads emphasise the regional importance of the pentlands as a landscape
feature. The hills extend for more than 15 miles from the edge of Edinburgh, where they
overlook the city, into Zone 20. They consist of two parallel and visually distinctive ridge
lines, separated by a deep internal valley containing reservoirs.

Lammermuir and Moorfoot Plateau

Located in the north of Zone 20, are two distinctive plateau areas, consisting of a series of
level topped hills and ridges with a distinct sense of ‘wildness’ created by wide horizons and
distant unobstructed views.

Zone 20 also has several River Valleys which make important contributions to the landscape
character and distinctiveness of the area.

In particular the Tweed valley between Broughton and Peebleshire, where the upper course
of the River Tweed is contained in a narrow Steepsided Valley flanked by rounded hills. The
river valley widens at the convluxes of the Holm, yne and Manor waters/tributaries to give
longer views into the tributary Glens and the surrounding higher summits at the heads of
the glens. The river Tweed itself is a landmark feature winding through the valley. Other
important examples of river valleys which form landmark features include the Upper Ettrick
where there is a dramatic river gorge with exposed rock strata at Ettrick bridge, and the
Gala water valley which is prominent in the valley floor.

Fluvioglacial features are also a feature on the low ground and valleys within Zone 20, and
the glacial moraine (till) often forms locally distinctive landscape features e.g. there are
particularly fine examples of eskers, Kames and till terraces. For example those found in the
upper Tweed valley around Peebles and in the Eddleston water valley. The area around
West Linton consists of a broad undulating corridor of land enclosed on the north and
south by uplands with a distinctive topography of Eskers and Kaimes. Landform is the
dominant element contributing to the landscape character of the area.

EXPERIENCE

The experience of the landscape varies from areas such as the plateau tops where there is
an impression of considerable wildness and remoteness, and open horizons, to the valleys
where views are restricted by topography or woodland and the scale is more intimate and
settled. In contrast to these areas, are the forest parks and associated woodland walks, with
contained views and defined routes through the landscape.

There are a number of medium distance walking routes across the landscape, and smaller
ones immediately around settlements, in addition to some more long distance and well
known routes such as the Southern Upland Way.

It is possible to access and experience a full range of the landscape types of Zone 20, and
there is a distinct feeling of distance and remoteness in some of the upland areas away from
main road corridors.
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Improvements could be made and access strengthened, particularly along river corridors.

Containment (created by landform and land cover)

TOPOGRAPHY

The containment offered by landform within this zone is variable, depending on location, but
it is mainly an expansive and open landscape, and contained areas generally only occur
where there are enclosed river valleys between the higher ground.

There is often good intervisibility from one landscape Type into and across the surrounding
landscape.

The recognised ‘stepped ‘ morphology of the Border uplands/Hill country, is a result of
erosion, and has created 4 distinct drops in contour levels across the landscape of Zone 20.
These divisions often correspond with changes in landcover and have contributed
significantly to classification of the landscape into character types.

LAND COVER

The broad vegetation cover pattern is a moorland ‘mosaic’ of landcover types. The
dominant landcover summary classes are Heather moorland; montane; poor rough
grassland; improved grassland; woodland which predominantly consists of significant areas of
plantation woodland and some more isolated blocks of recent conifer planting. These
landcover types generally exist in broad swathes, and reflect the distinct topographical
‘steps’ across Zone 20.

The moorland vegetation, and grassland areas, exert a strong influence on characteristic
colours and experience of this landscape. There is distinctive seasonal variation in the
colour of the landcover, which combined with effects of light, serves to accentuate the
landform features of this zone. For example the distinctive Borders landscape of open
undulating/rolling landform, combined with the autumn russet and gold of the grassland,
accentuated by the low winter sunlight, which also creates shadows in the landscape,
emphasising the subtle folds and ripples in the landform.

In the Valley landscapes the landcover is mainly improved pasture, enclosed in medium sized
fields with occasional scrub willow and gorse vegetation. The regular pattern of smooth
green improved pastures contrasts with the rough textured mosaic appearance of the
heather moorland and coarse grasses of the surrounding hill areas.

Trees can form a strong element in these landscapes with mainly broadleaves on the valley
slopes and lower floors. In many places coniferous plantations and shelter belts extend up
the valley sides to the surrounding hills. On the lower ground the rivers and streams
represent a significant refuge for seminatural woodland and scrub and support important
fragments of seminatural communities, which also contribute to the diversity and character
of the landscape. There are also some valley and basin mires, forming one of the most
important nature conservation assets of the area.

BUILT DEVELOPMENT

The close proximity and influence of Edinburgh, a major city, is significant on this zone.
Otherwise built development is focused on the town of peebles/Innerleithen, and the towns
of Selkirk, Galashiels, and Moffat, which are located on the boundaries of Zone 20.
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The Tweed lowlands are a prehistoric area of settlement, important as a link in a series of
routeways leading to the midland valley via the coast. The modern industrial age settlement
patterns have focused on a central node at the western edge of the lowlands where the
Tweed and its chief tributaries exit from the uplands.

In the northern upland areas of Zone 20, the Lammermuir and Moorfoot hills, settlement is
mainly confined to scattered building groups within the more sheltered valleys. In the south,
in the Cheviot hills, the rural poulation is also dispersed mainly in scattered valley
farmsteads, however this area also has a greater number of large settlements. In the west of
Zone 20 the rural settlement pattern is dominated by the thriving small town of West
Linton.

VISIBILITY

There is often good intervisibility within this zone from one landscape Type into and across
the surrounding landscape. The frequent uninterrupted and panoramic views obviously
reflect the predominance of upland landscapes in this zone. Visibility is generally only
restricted within the valleys, along the river corridors or where the local woodland pattern
of shelterbelts or forested areas or other obstructions break views.

MICROCLIMATIC EFFECTS

There are distinct local variations or microclimates between the low and high ground, and
the eastern and western parts of the zone.

The elevation of the zone generally means that it experiences higher levels of precipitation,
and in the more uplands areas generally the climate is harsh wet and usually cool, becoming
cold on the highest summits, which include some of the most southerly areas of late snow
lie in Scotland. Likewise average windspeeds (and the visible effects of wind in vegetation
and snow lie) are higher. Where significant, year-round shelter exists this is emphasised by a
corresponding luxuriance in the vegetation.

The prevailing airflows are westerly so that annual rainfall can vary from 2,000 mm in the
westen uplands to around 600 mm in the more sheltered lowland areas, on the eastern
edge of the zone. There is also a particularly steep decline in temperature with altitude.

The length of the growing season falls from around 220 days in lower areas to around 150
days in the highest areas of the uplands.

EXPERIENCE

One only experiences much in the way of containment infrequently in this zone, and most
often where the roads are enclosed by undulating topography or woodland. There are also
some narrow valleys, associated with the river corridors which create a more intimate
enclosed character. Generally however, as one moves through the landscape the areas of
visual containment and enclosure are limited, and it is more frequently an experience of
being in an open, and large to medium scale landscape.
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Accessibility

DISTANCE

The northern boundary of Zone 20 is located close to Edinburgh, a major population centre
of the central belt, and also contains several large market Towns. Significant parts of this
zone are clearly easily accessible from Edinburgh, and other large settlements.

However away from the main road corridors and in the more central and southern parts of
this zone access is available, but reduced and more tortuous, winding through the valleys, or
across upland, so that many areas have a sense of remoteness from major population
centres.

PHYSICAL ACCESS

Linear access and walking routes are of importance in this zone and include the Southern
Upland way, Pennine Way and Dere Street. There are no main roads traversing the plateaux
tops and higher ground, although there are minor road across the Lammermuirs and the
Moorfoot hills. However these areas are still visible from the main road corridors within
Zone 20, although direct physical access is more restricted.

The A7, a major road route which links Edinburgh to Carlisle, follows the valley floor, and
the Broadlaw hill group is also traversed by the A701, which links the south with Edinburgh.
Other routes exist as links between main towns e.g. A708 linking Galashiels with Selkirk.

The cheviot foothills are relatively densely settled with a strong network of minor roads and
tracks which link farmsteads with numerous small villages and hamlets. The presence of
many minor roads, tracks, footpaths, provides relatively good access in this area.

VISUAL ACCESS

Visual access tends to be good, and there are a few high level routes, e.g. southern upland
way from where one can see deep into the zone.

EXPERIENCE

Public/road access provides a varied landscape experience, but tends to involve distant views
to hills and a more immediate enclosed and settled landscape is experienced. In contrast,
non-public places the experience would tend to more remote/exposed open landscape of
higher hill areas.

Land cover (including vegetation and land use)

VEGETATION

The vegetation cover of this zone contributes substantially to its landscape character, with
texture, colours and patterns of montane, and moorland vegetation, grassland emphasising
the underlying upland landforms, and changes in contour levels.

EXPOSED ROCK

Exposed rock is not a dominant feature of this zone although does occur locally e.g. the
exposed rock associated with steep valleys/river corridors and the tops of exposed hill
areas.
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BUILT DEVELOPMENT

Overall the pattern of settlement is varied, but commonly includes scattered farms, stone
built villages, mill towns, tower houses, mansions and other dwellings dispersed along river
terraces, lower valley sides and tributary valleys, although settlement tends to be mainly
confined to sheltered valleys. There are contrasting areas which are relatively densely
settled areas with numerous small villages/hamlets linked by a minor road or grid network,
for example in the Cheviots.

EXPERIENCE

The pattern of landcover and settlement, emphasises the remote and often exposed
character of this zone, particularly the swathes of moorland in sparsely settled upland areas.
In the upland fringes and lower ground/wide open valleys, the simplicity of extensive areas of
open grassland highlights the subtle but important and distinctive undulating topography of
this zone, and it is also generally a more settled landscape with villages well set into the
valleys landform or following road or river corridor. Settlements on the whole still tend to
be well related to landfrorm pattern.

Hydrology and water bodies

TYPE

The major river of the zone is the River Tweed system which is a central part of Zone 20,
providing a common thread of identity, drawing together the landscape from headwaters to
lowlands to the adjoining coast of Zone 16. The Tweed also has had an important influence
on human activity, from ancient times to today, and is important to the Borders Regional
identity. It has for example influenced siting of settlements; transport routes, growth of
trade and industry.

It is an important present day source of income from angling and fishing and is a valuable
nature conservation habitat (the whole system is designated SSSI).

This zone is also characterised by many minor burns and the Tweed tributaries and their off
shoots. There are also several lochs and some manmade reservoirs, which are readily
accessible and popular recreational areas.

PATTERN

The rivers and tributaries create a distinctive pattern and dense network of corridors
between high ground across Zone 20. There are also isolated medium to large areas of
freshwater/lochs in the middle of Zone 20.

EXPERIENCE

The Rivers, do have an important effect on the experience of particular parts of the
landscape of Zone 20. For example in the East, the mainroads between settlements, A71
and A7, follow the river corridor, and the river is a dominant landmark/feature, contributing
much to the character of views from the road.

The landform of the valley floors and lower sides has been modified by the rivers, and in
some places these have cut steep bluffs or terraces, and at the floodplain edges the
landscape has frequently been eroded by the rivers wanderings. The meandering river valley
of the middle Tweed, strongly enclosed by uplands is a good example of this. In the south of
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Zone 20, there are deeply incised river channels with dramatic river cliffs of exposed rock,
creating distinctive narrow vistas along the river corridors. These provide important
contrast with the experience of the landscape elsewhere on the higher and more open
uplands.

Built and infrastructure development (present day)

NATURE AND PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT

Settlements and built development generally make a significant contribution to landscape
character, because where present they frequently are prominent on the valley floor and
sides, clearly visible in the wider landscape from surrounding higher ground, and many are of
distinct historic character. There is significant urban settlement in Peebles and Innerleithen,
otherwise it is generally a low to medium pattern of dispersed rural development.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INFRASTRUCTURE

Roads are the most obvious infrastructure features in this zone, and vary from convoluted
routes in the valleys following the landform and river corridors to a more grid like pattern
of minor roads in the higher areas. Several major road corridors cross this landscape, and as
with settlements, can be very visually prominent in the landscape.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

There has historically been fairly significant exploitation of minerals, however historically
industrial developments/associated infrastructure has related to textiles, located on the river
valley bottoms and haughlands of the mill towns. Present day pattern of industrial
development is concentrated around north-west Tweedale where there is pressure for sand
and gravel working,s e.g. in West Linton/Dolphington area, where the distinctive landform
of Eskers and Kaimes and other fluvioglacial deposits provides a rich resource, as well as
being a significant feature in the landscape. Otherwise pressure for new or commercial sites
is not high apart from windfarms which have focused on the more remote upland areas.

EXPERIENCE

Zone 20 is not therefore typically an industrial landscape, and industrial activities/other
infrastructure rarely dominates the large scale rural landscape.

The experience of built and infrastructure development is that it is a recognisable
characteristic of the landscape of Zone 20 but that is dominated by the more natural
components of the landscape especially landform.

Visible history (past settlement, landuse, churches, brochs, forts, dykes, standing
stones etc.)

TYPES OF VISIBLE HISTORY

There are many estate houses, drystone dykes, archaeological sites, historic artefacts
throughout Zone 20.

Fortified settlements dating from Iron Age times are a prominent feature on the Moorfoot
and lammermuir Plateau margins, generally sited on hill promontories commanding wide
views over the river valleys. The central section landscape of the Plateaus, bounded by the
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Leader and Gala valleys also contains a Plateau Grassland landscape type that only occurs in
this area, and is of distinct historical interest.

Prior to its enclosure this area was a true common, its marches demarked by cairns and
policed by commons ridings, as elsewhere in Border grazing lands.

The Cheviots, on the southern boundary of Zone 20, contain some of the best prehistoric
landscapes in Britain. Elsewhere numerous forts, cairns and stone circles which testify to the
importance of the hill landscapes for agriculture in earlier times.

Wildlif

Climate

CLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS

This section also/also already partly covered in previous text under microclimate section
which contains relevant info from LCA.

Refer to Met DATA/Area Office local knowledge?

Designated landscapes

National Scenic Areas
There is one NSA, located within in the centre of Zone 20, the Upper Tweedale NSA,
which covers part of the Tweed Valley between Broughton and Peebles.

It covers an area where the course of the river Tweed is contained in a narrow steepsided
valley, lanked by high rounded hills. The river itself contributes greatly to the scene, and it is
a diverse area containig woodlands, contrasting topography and historical landscape
features, such as castles, ansions, irks.

AGLVS and other Local Authority designations
Insufficient information available.

NATURE OF THE LANDSCAPE DESIGNATED

The majority of Zone 20 is designated an ESA, excluding only the northern and southern
extremities of the zone.

Recreational landscapes

Nature Location of Landscapes and activities
Linear access routes of importance include the southern upland way, Pennine way and Dere
Street. The area is also well endowed with resources for traditional outdoor persuits of
which angling is prime. Grouse shooting, olf and horse riding continue to be popular.

The Forestry commissions Border Forest Park also straddles Zone 20 and the Border with
England, nd provides facilities for walking, nature trails, camping cycling. Walking and cycling
is also actively propoted on trails in the Tweed valley and elsewhere.
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The more dramatic landscapes in the the zone attract great numbers of hillwalkers, and
there is relatively good access to these areas.

2 Importance and value of the zone landscape

Category Brief explanation of
landscape importance
(if any)

Importance
(GB, Scotland,
zone)

Landscape Character Importance
rarity Plateau landscapes

occur in only one limited area.
Zone

extent Southern Uplands/extensive hill
landscapes, major part of Zone
20 Important in otherwise
Scottish ‘lowland’ area. (level 3
and 1 LCA data )

Scotland?
Zone

diversity (including specific landmarks) Landscape of zone is diverse Zone
pattern Exhibits a regular clear pattern

and scale (stepped
morphology)Landcover largely
reflects landform and
settlement pattern is also in
main well related to landform.

zone

integrity Upland areas/and the distinct
visual and physical relationship
of the uplands to valley
landscapes. Apart from some
limited areas where this
pattern is broken, .g poorly
designed/sited coniferous
planting, there is a distinct and
well related pattern of
vegetation and settlement.

zone

local distinctiveness Locally distinct landforms,
Eskers Kaimes, in valley
landforms.

check with area
zone or Scotland

fragility/sensitivity Upland areas?sense of
remoteness

zone

Scenic importance
qualities Combination of distinct and

varied landform/combinations
landform, strong visible historic
character, relatively
undeveloped.

Zone i.e River Tweed
and Catchment
Scotland; Southern
uplands and
Cheviots/cultural
associations with
Border as ‘gateway’ to
Scotland from England
provide distinct scenic
and cultural identity

perceptions Remote, wild upland areas,
dramatic river gorges, secure

zone
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contained visually diverse river
valleys

Learning Importance
Environmental Education Geomorphology/importance of

landform. Archaelogical e.g.
Scotland
GB; Cheviots?

Interpretation Historic development
settlements/management of
land

GB; Cheviots?

Enjoyment Importance
Recreation high recreational value due to

diversity of features e.g.
physical and, historical and
relative ease of
access/proximity to major
city/population centres.

zone or Scotland

Amenity High visual attractiveness and
uplands very visible from wider
landscape/other areas.
Proximity to major city e.g.
Pentlands

Scotland

wildness and tranquillity There is a Distinct sense of
remoteness and wildness in
upland/plateau areas.

Zone or Scotland?

Designations
NSAs 1 Upper Tweedale Scotland
AGLVs
Regional Landscape Designations
Historic Gardens & Designed Landscapes
Cultural Importance
pre history (designated/non-designated) Need more information. But at

least Scotland?
GB? or Scotland

medieval (designated/non-designated)
recent (designated/non-designated) NSA also ESA Scotland
Socioeconomic Importance
social
economic farming/primarily agricultural

area; Tourism recreation
Scotland?

3 Landscape and trends in the zone

• Pressures/influences which have a particular effect on the landscape of the zone:
• Nature of landscape pressures/influences – a brief description
• Trends: increasing, static or declining

− long term (> 5 years), medium term (2 to 5 years),
− short term (< 2 years)

• Importance: important, not important
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Pressure Nature of landscape
pressures/influences
and trends within
zone, relative
importance within
the zone

Scale of landscape influence
(+ve/–ve) within zone when
considered in

an all Scotland context

Major Inter. Minor Negligible

Built development
Residential Isolated rural housing

demand increasing.
Development pressure in
traditional villages; urban
expansion from adjoining
population centres and
encroacment of new
housing up hill sides.
lncreasing/ong term.

Possibly. - or
+ve

Retail
Industrial
Other Siting and design of new

farm buildings/structures.
Given the frequent visual
prominance of such
developments in
landscape requires very
careful siting.
Increasing/longterm
trend?.

–ve –ve

Infrastructure Transport
Roads and tracks Trunk road/other road

improvements. Bypass
schemes/Long term.
Static trend?

–ve –ve

Rail related
Ferry related
Other Need to protect

character of minor orads
through fdoothills and
uplands. Improvements
to minor roads
increasing/long term
trend.

–ve
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Infrastructure other
Telecoms check with area,

numerous applications
recently in visually
prominent landscapes/in
NSA etc increasing and
medium to long term
trend. sensitivity of
southern uplands scarp
and other prominent
areas.

negative impact

Water
treatment/abstraction

check with area.

Waste management
Coastal defences
Other
Minerals
Open cast coal
Sand and Gravel one of most significant

pressures.
static/Increasing and
long term i.e often
involves permanent
removal of glacial
landform.

–ve sometimes, epending
on location/scale =
negative. or

Hard rock
Peat
Other
Forestry and Woodlands
Restructuring of existing need for visual

integration of forestry
edges, and removal of
some areas. static/long
term trend.

potential major
positive effect.

Creation of new small Potential landuse change
on marginal farms.
Incremental loss of hill
farm land to
forestry.increasing/long
term trend. Need to
retain, in valleys balance
of small broadleaf
woodlands, pasture and
create appropriate
transitin to higher
ground.

positive or negative
depending on
location/relationship
to landscape character

Creation of large new/native potential significant
Visual encroachment on
important open
ground/wild land;,
obscuring of
topographical
interest,.Long

–ve opportunity for
positive impact.(new
native )
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term/increasing trend?.
Other Large scale forest

expansion/visual
intrusion from forest
expansion into
wildland/remote upland
landscapes is a threat
and the ipotential
negative impact of
forestry on the integrity
of the valleys and their
important visual
relationship to
surrounding
uplands.Potential loss of
contrast between open
hill tops and
surrounding farmland.
increasing. long term.
Management of existing
broadleaf woodland
structure required.
static to declining at
present. Declinig/Long
term impacts.

–ve
opportunity
for major
positive
impact but
present
trend non
management
is likely to
result in
major
negative
impact.

Aquaculture and Fishing
Finfish
Shellfish
Fishing (River & loch) check with Area
Other Tipping in rivers and

riparian woodland
–ve

Land Management
Sheep production check area

knowledge/potential
decline of role of
farming as means of
maintainig landscape of
loweer slopes and
grazed moorlands.

-v

Crop production recent interest in bio
fuels * check area

Sport shooting
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Other Hedgerow loss/localised
decline of dry stone
dykes long
term.Increasing/static
trend? check with
area/uptake of
ESA/effectiveness?
decline/long term
Importance of
conserving areas and
features of historical
and archaelogivcal
signifcance and
protecting settings to
these. decline/long term

–ve
–ve

Energy
Nat. grid/infrastructure
Wind Increasing and long term

trend. large 30 plus
turbines located on
prominent hills/very
visible/potential major
impact on plateau
landscapes of particular
concern

potentially
negative

negative

Hydro Check with Area
Wave
Other
Tourism and Recreation
Golf Potential increaing.Long

term potential concern
in wide river
valleys/very visible and
associated with isolated
new built devlopment

–ve

Marinas
Skiing facilities
Leisure facilities/visitor
centres

Increasing Long term.
Particular threat to
Designed landscapes i.e
chalet/holiday
developments within
historic estates/designed
landscapes

–ve

NH Information provision
Walking related/footpaths Increasing demand, long

term
+ve

Other check area
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4 Building a sustainable future

Landscape influences and trends in Zone 19 (Table 3)

Aspects of importance
of the zonal landscape

(Table 2)

1
Residential
farm
buildings

2
Roads

3
Mirerals
(sand/
gravel)

4
Forest
restructurint/
new/expansion

5
Tourism
and
recreation
(golf,
eisure,
dev)

6
Land
manage-
ment

7
Wind
energy

A. Landscape character
diversity (zone)
B. Fragility/sensitivity
C. Remoteness and sense
wildness (zone)
D. Environmental
ground/interpretational
(zone)
E. Recreational and
amenity (zone)

General landscape objectives required

Specific landscape objectives required
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ZONE 21 MORAY FIRTH

1 Nature of the landscape resource

Diversity, distribution and rarity of landscape character in the zone
Note: Ignore any LCT which is shown as <10 km sq (if important feature will be covered
elsewhere, if important characteristic locally will be flagged up in description)

Table 21.1 Diversity

LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

Context Area
km2

21 Sweeping Moorland FRSSEHM Highland 0.00
21 Coastal Shelf Low, Flat, and/or

Sandy Coastal
Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

Highland Coastal 2.67

21 Town Highland and Island
Towns and
Settlements

Highland 2.09

21 Small Farms and Crofts Highland and Island
Crofting Landscapes

Highland 27.37

21 Coniferous Woodland
No information
provided in report.

0 NULL 21.62

21 Broadleaved/Mixed
Woodland No
information provided in

0 NULL 8.74

21 Moorland Slopes and
Hills

HMRRMts Highland 0.71

21 Long Beaches Dunes
and Links

Low, Flat, and/or
Sandy Coastal
Landscapes of the
Highlands and
Islands

Highland Coastal 10.29

21 Kyles Firths and Sea
Lochs

SL Highland Coastal 36.97

21 Farmed Straths Highland Straths Highland 39.43
21 Rolling Farmland and

Woodland
Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

Highland 95.46

21 Enclosed Farmland Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

Highland 31.44

21 Inverness Highland and Island
Towns and
Settlements

Highland Coastal 19.50

21 Rocky Moorland Plateau Rocky Moorlands of
the Highlands and
Islands

Highland 0.00

21 Rocky Moorland Plateau Rocky Moorlands of Highland 86.81
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with Woodland the Highlands and
Islands

21 Flat Moorland Plateau
with Woodland

FRSSEHM Highland 49.84

21 Farmed and Wooded
Foothills

Highland Foothills Highland 0.00

21 Broad Steep-Sided Glen Highland and Island
Glens

Highland 38.89

21 Coastal Lowland Coastal
Landscapes of the
North East

Coastal Lowland 112.43

21 Coastal Lowlands Lowland Coastal
Landscapes of the
North East

Coastal Lowland 279.59

21 River Valleys Highland Straths Lowland 36.59
21 Uplands HMRRMts Upland Highland 93.13
21 Forested Backdrop Highland Foothills Lowland Coastal 69.50
21 Enclosed Firth Lowland Coastal

Landscapes of the
North East

Coastal Lowland 341.65

21 Narrow Firth Corridor Lowland Coastal
Landscapes of the
North East

Lowland Coastal 54.54

21 Hard Coastal Edge Lowland Coastal
Landscapes of the
North East

Lowland Coastal 28.12

21 Crofting Highland and Island
Crofting Landscapes

Lowland 33.61

21 Open Farmed Slopes Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

Lowland 199.57

21 Forest Edge Farming Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

Lowland 256.41

21 Enclosed Farmed
Landscapes

Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

Lowland 122.90

21 Intensive Farming Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

Lowland 29.82

21 Forest Edge Farming Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

Highland 34.47

21 Rocky Moorland Rocky Moorlands of
the Highlands and
Islands

Highland 0.00

21 Rounded Hills HMRRMts Highland 2.48
21 Narrow Farmed Strath Highland Straths Highland 0.00
21 URBAN AREA Upland Igneous and

Volcanic Hills The
Ochil, Sidlaw, Cleish
and Lomond Hills

Upland 9.37

Total 2176.01
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HMRRMts = High, Massive, Rolling, Rounded Mts of Highlands & Islands

HMRSSMts = High Massive, Rugged, Steep-sided Mts of Highlands & Islands

FRSSEHM = Flat or Rolling, Smooth or Sweeping, Extensive, High Moorlands of Highlands & Islands

RCUHM = Rugged, Craggy Upland Hills & Moorlands of the Highlands, including the Trossachs

PL = Peatland Landscapes of the Highlands & Islands

SL = Sea Lochs of the Highlands & Islands

The number of landscape character types represented in Zone 21 at level 1, is 36 the way they are grouped at level 3 is into 11 and their
context is Highland. No. of LCTs (Level 1)/Area of Zone in Zone 21 is 0.016, this gives an indication of the overall diversity of landscape
character in the zone and can be compared between zones.

Table 21.2 Distribution/pattern

Zone LCT
Level 1

LCT
Level 3

% of Zone
(area)

No. of
Occurrences

Area
km2

21 Sweeping
Moorland

FRSSEHM 0.0 1 0.00

21 Coastal Shelf Low, Flat, and/or
Sandy Coastal
Landscapes of
the Highlands
and Islands

0.1 1 2.67

21 Town Highland and
Island Towns and
Settlements

0.1 3 2.09

21 Small Farms and
Crofts

Highland and
Island Crofting
Landscapes

1.3 10 27.37

21 Coniferous
Woodland No
information
provided in report.

0 1.0 20 21.62

21 Broadleaved/Mixed
Woodland No
information
provided in

0 0.4 15 8.74

21 Moorland Slopes
and Hills

HMRRMts 0.0 4 0.71

21 Long Beaches
Dunes and Links

Low, Flat, and/or
Sandy Coastal
Landscapes of
the Highlands
and Islands

0.5 3 10.29

21 Kyles Firths and
Sea Lochs

SL 1.7 2 36.97

21 Farmed Straths Highland Straths 1.8 1 39.43
21 Rolling Farmland

and Woodland
Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

4.4 1 95.46

21 Enclosed Farmland Agricultural
Lowlands of the

1.4 1 31.44
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North East
21 Inverness Highland and

Island Towns and
Settlements

0.9 5 19.50

21 Rocky Moorland
Plateau

Rocky Moorlands
of the Highlands
and Islands

0.0 1 0.00

21 Rocky Moorland
Plateau with
Woodland

Rocky Moorlands
of the Highlands
and Islands

4.0 1 86.81

21 Flat Moorland
Plateau with
Woodland

FRSSEHM 2.3 1 49.84

21 Farmed and
Wooded Foothills

Highland
Foothills

0.0 1 0.00

21 Broad Steep-Sided
Glen

Highland and
Island Glens

1.8 1 38.89

21 Coastal Lowland Coastal
Landscapes of
the North East

5.2 10 112.43

21 Coastal Lowlands Lowland Coastal
Landscapes of
the North East

12.8 3 279.59

21 River Valleys Highland Straths 1.7 2 36.59
21 Uplands HMRRMts 4.3 3 93.13
21 Forested Backdrop Highland

Foothills
3.2 5 69.50

21 Enclosed Firth Lowland Coastal
Landscapes of
the North East

15.7 5 341.65

21 Narrow Firth
Corridor

Lowland Coastal
Landscapes of
the North East

2.5 3 54.54

21 Hard Coastal Edge Lowland Coastal
Landscapes of
the North East

1.3 1 28.12

21 Crofting Highland and
Island Crofting
Landscapes

1.5 4 33.61

21 Open Farmed
Slopes

Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

9.2 8 199.57

21 Forest Edge
Farming

Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

11.8 9 256.41

21 Enclosed Farmed
Landscapes

Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

5.6 3 122.90

21 Intensive Farming Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

1.4 1 29.82
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21 Forest Edge
Farming

Agricultural
Lowlands of the
North East

1.6 3 34.47

21 Rocky Moorland Rocky Moorlands
of the Highlands
and Islands

0.0 1 0.00

21 Rounded Hills HMRRMts 0.1 3 2.48
21 Narrow Farmed

Strath
Highland Straths 0.0 1 0.00

21 URBAN AREA Upland Igneous
and Volcanic
Hills The Ochil,
Sidlaw, Cleish
and Lomond Hills

0.4 15 9.37

Total 152 2176.01

In Zone 21 a total 152 occurrences of landscape character types (landscape units) are found within a zone of total land area 2176. km sq.
The figure 152/2176 is 0.069 per km sq of land within the zone and gives a relative indication of the overall brokenness or fragmentation
of the landscape pattern.
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LCT at Level 1 Area/Occurrences (km2)

Sweeping Moorland 0
Coastal Shelf 2.67
Town 0.69
Small Farms and Crofts 2.73
Coniferous Woodland No information provided in report. 1.08
Broadleaved/Mixed Woodland No information provided in 0.58
Moorland Slopes and Hills 0.00
Long Beaches Dunes and Links 0.17
Kyles Firths and Sea Lochs 3.43
Farmed Straths 18.48
Rolling Farmland and Woodland 39.43
Enclosed Farmland 95.46
Inverness 31.44
Rocky Moorland Plateau 3.90
Rocky Moorland Plateau with Woodland 0
Flat Moorland Plateau with Woodland 86.81
Farmed and Wooded Foothills 49.84
Broad Steep-Sided Glen 38.89
Coastal 11.24
Coastal Lowlands 93.19
River Valleys 18.29
Uplands 31.04
Forested Backdrop 13.90
Enclosed Firth 68.33
Narrow Firth Corridor 18.18
Hard Coastal Edge 28.12
Crofting 8.40
Open Farmed Slopes 24.94
Forest Edge Farming 28.49
Enclosed Farmed Landscapes 40.96
Intensive Farming 29.82
Forest Edge Farming 11.49
Rocky Moorland 0
Rounded Hills 0.82
Narrow Farmed Strath 0
Urban Area 0.62

The extent (area) of any one landscape character type (at level 1) divided by the number of times it occurs in the zone gives an idea of the
average size of occurrences of that LCT.
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LCTs at Level 3 Area km2 Ratio

FRSSEHM 0.00 0
Low, Flat, and/or Sandy Coastal Landscapes of the Highlands and
Islands

2.67 3

Highland and Island Towns and Settlements 2.09 2
Highland and Island Crofting Landscapes 27.37 38
0 21.62 30
0 8.74 12
HMRRMts 0.71 1
Low, Flat, and/or Sandy Coastal Landscapes of the Highlands and
Islands

10.29 14

SL 36.97 52
Highland Straths 39.43 54
Agricultural Lowlands of the North East 95.46 133
Agricultural Lowlands of the North East 31.44 43
Highland and Island Towns and Settlements 19.50 9
Rocky Moorlands of the Highlands and Islands 0.00 0
Rocky Moorlands of the Highlands and Islands 86.81 121
FRSSEHM 49.84 69
Highland Foothills 0.00 0
Highland and Island Glens 38.89 53
Lowland Coastal Landscapes of the North East 112.43 157
Lowland Coastal Landscapes of the North East 279.59 392
Highland Straths 36.59 50
HMRRMts 93.13 130
Highland Foothills 69.50 97
Lowland Coastal Landscapes of the North East 341.65 48
Lowland Coastal Landscapes of the North East 54.54 76
Lowland Coastal Landscapes of the North East 28.12 39
Highland and Island Crofting Landscapes 33.61 46
Agricultural Lowlands of the North East 199.57 28
Agricultural Lowlands of the North East 256.41 36
Agricultural Lowlands of the North East 122.90 171
Agricultural Lowlands of the North East 29.82 40
Agricultural Lowlands of the North East 34.47 47
Rocky Moorlands of the Highlands and Islands 0.00 0
HMRRMts 2.48 3
Highland Straths 0.00 0
Upland Igneous and Volcanic Hills The Ochil, Sidlaw, Cleish and
Lomond Hills

9.37 13

The ratio of the extent (area) of the level 3 groupings gives an indication of the distribution pattern by proportion of the zone.
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Table 21.3 Rarity

LCTs at Level 1 Rarity by
occurrence %

Rarity by extent
%

Sweeping Moorland 0 0.0
Coastal Shelf 0 0.1
Town 1 0.1
Small Farms and Crofts 6 1.3
Coniferous Woodland No information provided in
report.

13 1.0

Broadleaved/Mixed Woodland No information
provided in

9 0.4

Moorland Slopes and Hills 2 0.0
Long Beaches Dunes and Links 1 0.5
Kyles Firths and Sea Lochs 1 1.7
Farmed Straths 0 1.8
Rolling Farmland and Woodland 0 4.4
Enclosed Farmland 0 1.4
Inverness 3 0.9
Rocky Moorland Plateau 0 0.0
Rocky Moorland Plateau with Woodland 0 4.0
Flat Moorland Plateau with Woodland 0 2.3
Farmed and Wooded Foothills 0 0.0
Broad Steep-Sided Glen 0 1.8
Coastal 6 5.2
Coastal Lowlands 1 12.8
River Valleys 1 1.7
Uplands 1 4.3
Forested Backdrop 3 3.2
Enclosed Firth 3 15.7
Narrow Firth Corridor 1 2.5
Hard Coastal Edge 0 1.3
Crofting 2 1.5
Open Farmed Slopes 5 9.2
Forest Edge Farming 5 11.8
Enclosed Farmed Landscapes 1 5.6
Intensive Farming 0 1.4
Forest Edge Farming 1 1.6
Rocky Moorland 0 0.0
Rounded Hills 1 0.1
Narrow Farmed Strath 0 0.0
URBAN AREA 9 0.4

The rarity of a landscape character type within the zone can be identified by the number of time it occurs or its extent. Examination of
both the number of occurrences (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total and the area (of a LCT) as a percentage of the total area will give
an indication of rarity.

LANDSCAPE CHARACTER

The LCTs in Zone 21 tend to occur at ‘bands’ orientated parallel to the coast, rising from
coastal types to lowland agriculture landscape types to the higher hill and moorland types
which form the boundary to the zone and exhibit much less of a consistent orientation.
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The diversity and fragmentation of LCTs increased from south to north, from the Moray
plains, to the Black Isle and south east Sutherland. In the west of the zone coastal character
types extend well into the farmland landscape types.

Landform

PROFILE

Most consistent across Zone 21 are the gently rolling landforms, shallow valleys near-flat
coastal areas and shallow firths and a generally smooth sweeping coastline. Very noticeable
within this are the steep and rugged cliffs of the northern end of the Highland boundary
fault, less obvious are the incised burns of the south/eastern boundary where Zone 21
meets Zone 10, and the raised beaches and moraines of the inner Moray Firth.

In the zone as a whole 28% of the land areas is flat and 58% has a slope of 1° to 5° only 4%
has a slope of 100. The Black Isle though only rising to 841 ft is very prominent.

SEQUENCE

The sequence of land forms within Zone 21 is strongly influenced by the hierarchy of the
firths. A north/south section in the east of the zone reveals a fairly consistent sequence
through soft coast to fault and gently rolling farmland to moorland slopes and hills. In
contrast a roughly north/south section through the western part of the zone (west of
Highland Boundary fault), reveals an alternating sequence of rolling farmland, firth, rolling
farmland, firth, rolling farmland firth.

The predominant aspects in this zone are north and north west and south east, reflecting
the general fall of the land towards the main body of the Moray Firth.

SCALE

With most (89%) of Zone 21 lying below the 200 m contour the vertical scale of its
landform is generally not significant in the landscape other than where through sheerness
and contrast of slope a feature such as the Highland Boundary fault assumes greater
prominence.

In terms of its horizontal scale the landform of Zone 21 with its shallow first, and low lying
coastal farmland lends an expansiveness to this landscape.

LANDMARK FEATURES

Highland Boundary fault – Craigiehowe, Sutors, Tarbot Ness;

Glacial features – Chanonry Point and Ardersier;

Prominent small hills – Knockfarrel, Craig Phadraig, Nigg, Hill of Wangie;

Coastal features – Culbin Sands, Monich Mor, Torvean.

EXPERIENCE

Because of the generally low-lying nature of this zone, upstanding features (hills and cliffs)
and edge features (coastal) play a particularly important part in determining the character
and experience of its landscape. Also of great importance is the penetration of the sea quite
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far inland and the sequence of experience of water and landform as one moves through the
landscape.

Containment (created by landform and land cover)

TOPOGRAPHY

Containment offered by topography is generally slight within the zone apart from around its
landward extremities where the inland landform is rising into Zones 10 and 7. Here glens
such as Convinth, the glen of the Peffrey, and the river valleys of the Nairn and the Findhorn
provide a much more enclosed experience. Elsewhere local glacial moraines, small hills and
deeply cut burns provide local, small-scale containment.

LAND COVER

Vegetation cover across the zone is diverse in its range of components, but it is woodland
which particularly contributes to landscape containment. On the slightly higher ground away
from the coast, coniferous plantation woodland covers substantial areas and within it and
around it are enclosed and semi-enclosed pockets of farmland. Elsewhere, coniferous
woodland and to a lesser extent broadleaved woodland are commonplace, giving partial
containment, localised shelter and framed views.

Small farm woodlands, policy woodlands and hedgerow trees are characteristic of the more
open farmed landscape types, as part and linear features in the landscape those can provide
a partial containment.

Built development within this zone takes several different forms; dispersal farms, small
nucleated villages, coastal villages, and small towns and the large conurbation of Inverness
and its commuter ‘belt’. It is only within the larger towns, e.g. Inverness, Culloden, Balloch,
Dingwall, Invergordon, Nairn, Forres and Elgin where built development creates a very
contained landscape/townscape.

VISIBILITY

Visibility is often limited by vegetation and local, though minor, landform variation.
However, where advantage can be taken of even a slight increase in elevation, wide and
extensive visibility can be achieved, often across expanses of open water.

MICROCLIMATIC EFFECTS

Microclimatic pockets are typical of this landscape, though often hidden from view. Natural
sheltered hollows and deep burns often contain lush vegetation quite a-typical of the wider
landscape, e.g. wooded dens, gorges, kettle holes.

EXPERIENCE

Owing to the generally low-lying nature of the landform, it is the diversity of vegetation
cover and containment which tends to most influence one’s experience of this landscape,
however, where elevated views can be achieved from public places (especially roads) they
are widely appreciated locally.
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Accessibility

DISTANCE

All parts of the zone are within an hour or so’s drive from Inverness, which at pop. X is the
greatest population north of Aberdeen. From Glasgow and Edinburgh, travel distances are Y
and Z miles (approx. 3–5 hours by car/train). From Aberdeen, the distance is A miles
(approx. 2.5 hours by car/train). Apart from disruption caused by occasional winter storms,
the zone can be accessed with relative ease.

PHYSICAL ACCESS

Within the zone, access by public road is good with a hierarchy of A, B, and C roads serving
the area. Rail is limited. Prior to the mid-1980s, access throughout much of the north and
west of the zone was in part reliant upon a series of small vehicular ferries across the firths.
Since their replacement by bridges, the ease and quality of access has markedly increased.

The terrain is itself not difficult, but as the majority of land is wider farmland or forestry,
there are other impediments. Tracks and footpaths, at one time widespread, have, in many
places, fallen into disuse and effectively no longer exist. In some areas, particularly around
towns, these are being brought back into use as part of local networks.

CULTURAL ACCEPTANCE

On the pre-existing and recognised routes and paths, access is accepted and encouraged.
On open farmland, the absence of provision and intensive use of the land effectively
precludes casual access from all but the most persistent. At the edges of the zone, access
onto the open hill is in some places hindered by reluctant landowning interests. The
substantial area of publicly owned forestry in the zone provides a focus for much public
access. Access to beaches generally ‘protected’ and accepted, access to other parts of coast
not encouraged.

VISUAL ACCESS

Many public places are contained/partly enclosed by woodland. From these places visual
access, although potentially good, is limited. Visual access from public roads is varied, with
long views across and outwith the zone being valued, particularly those over water.

EXPERIENCE

In comparison to other Highland zones, Zone 21 is very populous. Moving around with the
zone by public road is generally characterised by the high level of other road users.
Contrastingly, the experience of off-road access can often be the landscape other than at
key locations such as beaches and historic properties.

Land cover (including vegetation and land use)

VEGETATION

The vegetation cover of this zone contributes much to the diversity of its landscape
character, mainly through the pattern of farmland and forestry. 40% of the zone is under
arable rotation and 24% is woodland, of which 20% is coniferous plantation. On higher
ground, forestry is characteristic with open areas typically being of improved grassland
(especially on north facing slopes). At the peripheries of the zone, forestry gives way to
open heather moorland, both of these forming a backdrop to many views across the zone.
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Shelter woodlands and smaller plantations (apart from Culbin’s, which is huge) are
characteristic of the low-lying and rolling farmland where the alternating crops of the arable
rotation give a changing colour and emphasis to the landscape. The scale and pattern of
fields and field boundaries creates subtle differences in the landscape, reflecting subtle
differences in geology, soil and land ownership.

EXPOSED ROCK

Apart from the cliffs along the Highland Boundary fault and the rocky boulder strewn
shorelines of the outer firths, there is little exposed rock in this zone. Occasional exposures
in the landward parts of the zone, or outcropping glacial boulders on un-cleared marginal
land do occur, but are unusual in this landscape.

BUILT DEVELOPMENT

Build development makes a significant contribution to landcover and therefore to the
landscape of this zone. Much of the zone is within easy access of the main (3% of the land
area is classed as urban, only Zones 16 and 17 have greater urban areas). Employment
centres around the Moray Firth and so the rural landscape is often characterised by
sporadic residential developments as well as the longer-established scattered farms and
steadings.

Both small and large towns characteristically possess an older core and residential area with
industrial and retail areas and housing developments expanding out on the peripheries. The
majority of towns and villages are found within farmland landscape character types (LCTs,
174, 180, 233, level 1) reflecting their origins as agricultural services centres.

EXPERIENCE

The dynamic pattern of landcover arising principally from this agricultural land use and a high
level of economic activity and built development activity gives the landscape of Zone 21 a
generally ‘busy’ feel. This means that the contrasting experience of landscapes which are
secluded, quiet, dominated by natural influences, e.g. woodlands and the coast are highly
valued.

Hydrology and water bodies

TYPE

There are 34 freshwater lochs in Zone 21 and 1,200km of rivers; however, apart from the
larger rivers of the Nairn, Findhorn, Ness, Beauly, Conon and Bonar, it is the presence of
the sea which dominates the hydrology of the zone from a landscape point of view.
Extending a long way inland, the inner firths and their expansive mudflats means that the sea
is very close to much of Zone 21.

PATTERN

Rivers flow in a general south-west to north-east direction, reflecting the prevailing grain of
the land. The inner firths of Beauly, Cromarty, Dornoch and Fleet give a rhythmic pattern to
the landscape of the northern part of the zone.

EXPERIENCE

Small rivers, burns, and small lochs are often ‘lost’ in the wider landscape owing to their
being deeply cut, or surrounded by vegetation. Larger rivers are important features in the
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landscape of Zone 21, often emphasised by riparian woodland, though their catchments are
in all cases outwith the zone. The firths and sea are an essential part of the landscape
experience of this zone, often impinging on views when least expected.

Built and infrastructure development (present day)

NATURE AND PATTERN OF SETTLEMENT

Settlement within Zone 21 is widespread and, in places, results in a landscape character in
its own right (in Inverness, Culloden, Smithton, Elgin, Forres, Nairn, Dingwall, Invergordon,
Alness and Tain). Originally developed as agricultural service centres for a local hinterland,
these settlements now have their own light industries and retail developments; the majority
are also within commuting distance of Inverness. Beauly and Cromarty were planned towns
and have the typical gridlike structure (check!) Nairn was very much a Victorian resort
town, a feature being its large detached residences (formerly guest houses). Farm houses
and farm buildings scatter the landscape, more widely spaced in the south of the zone where
landholders and the buildings themselves tend to be larger. Residential development
unrelated to agriculture is common place in this landscape, with individual houses and
groups of houses, often of kit house construction, to be found around the edges of existing
settlements, in the open agricultural landscapes and woodland edges.

Large country houses often set in policy woodlands are a particular feature of this zone in
marked contrast to adjoining Zones of 10 and 7.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INFRASTRUCTURE

Roads are a key characteristic of the landscape of this zone with the A9T and A96 carrying
large volumes of traffic particularly in and around Inverness. The Kessock Bridge, Cromarty
Causeway and Dornoch Bridges are prominent related features. Rail links to the south east,
north and west are not particularly prominent, being only single track lines for the most
part, often surrounded by trees. Pylons and masts are commonplace in the landscapes, often
rising out of plantation woodland on prominent high points around the inner firths. Active
harbours at Inverness and Invergordon mean that sea traffic (commercial and tourist
related) is typical.

NATURE AND PATTERN OF INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT

A degree of industrial sprawl is typical around the edges of settlements, and is sometimes
very incongruous in landscape terms. Elsewhere, occasional large developments (e.g. the oil-
related developments at Nigg and Ardesier, rigs in the Cromarty Firth, pipeline assembly at
Invergordon, Norbord plant near Nairn, distilleries at Tain and Invergordon, grain plant on
the Black Isle, and military at Lossiemouth are prominent features in the landscape.

EXPERIENCE

Built and infrastructure development is a key characteristic of the landscape of Zone 21,
experienced as built development but also as the high degree of activity in the landscape that
is generated by an active primary (farming, industry) and secondary economy (service
related).
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Visible history (past settlement, landuse, churches, brochs, forts, dykes, standing
stones, landmarks, etc.)

TYPES OF VISIBLE HISTORY

Castles, forts and large country houses, dykes, walls and gateways, and bridges associated
with farms, large houses and network of single track roads. Designed landscapes: avenues,
woodlands, walled gardens. Pre-historic sites – hut circles, field systems, chambered cairns,
forts and standing stones (often Pictish).

LOCATION/PATTERN

The larger elements of visible history, the castles and large country houses set in designed
landscapes tend to be a feature of the more lowland agricultural LCTs, e.g. 162, 174 and 180
(level 1) whereas the visible pre-historic sites tend to be in areas of more marginal
agricultural land and are especially prevalent in the west and north of the zone (eg LCTs
(level 1) 8, 24, 35, 40, 107, 123). Britt features such as walls, dykes, and bridges are found
throughout, but particularly in and around settlements and on unimproved stretches of
single track roads.

EXPERIENCE

The visible history lends a richness to the landscape character of Zone 21, which, owing to
the complexity of other elements and a high degree of activity, is not always immediately
obvious. This can give a sense of discovery and time depth, which is a valuable part of the
landscape experience.

Wildlife

FORMS OF WILDLIFE

Wildlife which is characteristic of this landscape includes;

birds of prey (especially red kite and buzzard), agricultural birds (especially skylark, lapwing,
linnet, yellow hammer), geese (of various kinds), seals and dolphins, and gulls of various
kinds.

LOCATION

Red kites and buzzards range widely over the zone, but most common where farmland and
forestry meet. The characteristic song of the skylark can be heard from February onwards
in even quite intensive arable landscapes. These and the lapwing, linnet and yellow hammer
are commonplace on farmland throughout the zone. The presence of extensive mud flats
and their close vicinity to much of the land area of the zone, means that geese are a
common feature of the landscape. Seals and dolphins are found regularly at particular ‘haul
out’ sites and feeding areas.

WHEN

Much of this wildlife presence is year-round, though its behaviour is different. In Spring, late
Autumn and Winter, the sounds and movements of feeding and migrating geese is difficult to
ignore in most of the inner firth area.

Conversely, the farmland birds are more obvious in Spring and Summer, when establishing
nesting territories and nesting and rearing young.
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EXPERIENCE

The forms of wildlife which form a constant backdrop of natural activity to the zone are the
gulls (even in central Inverness), and the woodland and garden birds. However, those
mentioned above occur in sufficient high numbers, or at times of year, or are so striking
(red kites and dolphins) in their own right, that they add considerable value to the
experience of the landscape of Zone 21.

Climate

CLIMATIC CHARACTERISTICS

This zone (21), the Inner Moray Firth, is renowned for the moderating effect of the sea, the
result being that Winter and Summer temperatures are less extreme than a short distance
inland. However, the area is prone to biting easterly winds in the last Winter and Spring.
Rainfall is low in a Scottish context with most of the zone getting less than 800mm/year (31
inches).

LOCATIONAL AND SEASONAL EFFECTS

Prone to summer haars and winter inversions, which can result in a sea fog sitting over
much of the zone, with areas above 200 m often emerging through. Long hours of daylight
in summer months.

EXPERIENCE

Vicinity to coast and visible effects of wind-tide often increase the awareness of the weather
in this landscape.

Designated landscapes

National Scenic Areas
There is 1 NSA in Zone 21: the Dornoch Firth.

CONSTITUENTS

Key aspects of description: variety of landscapes enclosed by prominent landforms,
woodland (deciduous and coniferous), designed landscape, farmland, sandy links, bays, flats
and promontories. ‘The last undeveloped estuary of its kind on the east coast’.

Landscape character types: contains 10 LCTs at areas of 1km sq, sweeping moorland, small
farms and crofts, coniferous woodland, BL woodland, moorland slopes and hills, long
beaches and dunes, kyles, fresh and sea lochs, enclosed firth, with intensive farming and
rounded hills.

Confirm which LCTs fall in Zone 21 of zones 7 and 5.

LOCATION AND EXTENT

A narrow NSA which surrounds the Dornoch Firth from Bonar Bridge to Whiteness Sands.
It is a small NSA extending only to 7,500 ha (75km sq including the Firth) and partly falls
within the adjoining zones 7 and 5.
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EXPERIENCE

This is an NSA that gives a varied landscape experience. Its boundaries being marked by a
gradual transition from many small occurrences of LCTs to fewer, larger occurrences of
upland LCTs.

AGLVS and other Local Authority designations

NATURE OF THE LANDSCAPE DESIGNATED

There are 2 Highland Council SGLVs in Zone 21; at Rosemarkie Burn on the Black Isle and
the Sutors of Cromarty. Both are sites of geomorphological/geological and nature
conservation interest and the Sutors are on extremely prominent landscape feature with
historical importance (WWII).

Check local plans, especially Moray.

LOCATION AND EXTENT

Areas are < 100 ha.

EXPERIENCE

Rosemarkie Burn – enclosed landscape, ‘hermitage’ type walk to falls.

Sand cliffs of significant geological interest – SSSI.

Sutors of Cromarty – prominent twin cliffs, masking entrance to Cromarty Firth. Dramatic
natural features in the landscape.

Historic gardens and designed landscapes

NATURE OF THE LANDSCAPES DESIGNATED AND NON-DESIGNATED

24 inventory sites in this zone.

Recreational landscapes

Nature and location of landscapes and activities
The landscapes of Zone 21 are generally very accessible with only small areas being in the
range 2 km to 5 km from public roads. These tend to be remote coastal areas/forested
areas, eg. Culbin, Morich or and Central Black Isle. Elsewhere are the forested landscapes,
coastal and firth landscapes and farmland landscapes where the majority of recreation is.
Forested areas (usually FC owned) provide for active recreational use in the form of off-
road cycling, orienteering, walking, horse-riding. These forested areas, which are within easy
access of urban areas, tend to have way-marked routes of varying lengths and some form of
associated interpretation. The coast provides for beach recreation and nature study/bird
watching at key locations with coastalmud flats being favoured sites for facilities and
interpretation. Access to the shoreline away from these sites is often restricted/difficult.
Sailing is a common activity throughout the Inner Moray Firth in particular and moorings
and launching facilities are found at North Kessock, Nairn, Invergordon and Fortrose. With
other boating andcanoeing activity on the rivers and north end of Loch Ness which is soft
coastal landscapes. Urban-edge farmland and parkland landscapes provide the locations and
backdrop for a significant amount of golfing activity.
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The zone possesses some of the best known courses in Scotland, e.g. Royal Dornoch and
Nairn. Driving and visiting gardens, large houses and historic sites is a common recreational
and tourist activity, mostly occurring in the farmland LCTs. The small, quieter roads of these
areas are also used by club and non-club road cyclists. Footpaths, tracks and former railway
lines, especially those close to settlements, are well used for informal recreation, especially
walking and running, and the northern part of the Speyside Way (LDP) is in this zone.

EXPERIENCE

The landscape of this zone provides for a diverse range of outdoor recreational
experiences.
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2 Importance and value of the zone landscape

Category Brief explanation of landscape
importance
(if any)

Importance
(GB,
Scotland,
zone)

Landscape Character Importance
rarity
extent
diversity (including specific landmarks) Moray Firth and Inner Firths Scotland
pattern
integrity
typicalness/local distinctiveness
fragility/sensitivity
Cultural Importance
pre history (designated/non-designated) ?
medieval (designated/non-designated)
recent (designated/non-designated) ?
Socio Economic Importance
social Strong links between livelihoods

and landscape.
Zonal

economic Inner Moray Firth is economic hub
of the Highlands. Economic
activity very much part of the
landscape aspects.

Scotland/
Highland

Scenic importance
designated
non-designated
‘Spiritual’ Importance
remoteness and tranquillity Firths and sea provide these

qualities.
Zonal

Learning Importance
Environmental Education Visible landscape layering, close to

major population centres.
Zonal

Interpretation Zonal
Enjoyment Importance
Recreation Diversity of opportunities close to

population.
Zonal

Amenity Landscape backdrop tend always
to be visible.

Zonal

Designations
NSAs Scotland
AGLVs Zonal
Regional Landscape Designations Scotland
Historic Gardens & Designed Landscapes
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3 Landscape and trends in the zone

Pressures/influences which have a particular effect on the landscape of the zone

Pressure/Influence Nature of pressure
trends within zone,
relative importance
from a landscape
perspective within the
zone

Scale of landscape influence
(+ve/–ve) within zone when
considered in an all Scotland
context

Major Inter. Minor Negligible

Built development
Residential Settlement edge and

individual houses.
Increasing population and
changing dynamics. Draw
of Highlands for improved
quality of life

�

Retail Expanding service base �
Industrial Oil related, light industry,

especially telecoms and
food processing

�

Other MOD ? ? ?
Infrastructure Transport
Roads and tracks A96? ?
Rail related
Ferry related
Other (Port
Development)

Inverness harbour.
Loss of intertidal
landscape

�

Infrastructure other
Telecoms
Water
treatment/abstraction
Waste management The Highlands largest

landfill site is in this zone
and very prominent.
Future proposals?
Sewage treatment
facilities on shoreline

�

Coastal defences Protection of coastal
roads and buildings –
ongoing

? ?

Other
Minerals
Open cast coal
Sand and Gravel Based on glacial resources

which are prevalent in this
zone and easy access is
likely

�
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Hard rock Reflects current economic
situation. Obj 1 and other
projects. Likely that
existing sites will expand,
e.g. Daviot.

�

Peat
Other
Forestry and Woodlands
Restructuring of existing Trend towards landscape

improvement in medium
to long term, but
decrease in pine.

�

Creation of new small Especially on marginal
farmland in upland parts
of zone.

�

Creation of large
new/native
Other Increasing community

involvement/management.
More sensitive landscape
management.

�

Aquaculture and Fishing
Finfish Landscape and visual

impacts on zone’s key
landscape asset. Unlikely
to increase significantly

�

Shellfish
Fishing River River engineering? ?
Other (Commercial sea
fishing)

On land infrastructure
and activities �

Land Management
Sheep production Decline in sheep numbers.

Increase in woodland
�

Crop production Recent years have seen an
increase in intensification
and shift to winter-sown
crops – now fairly stable
from landscape
perspective

�

Sport shooting
Other (Christmas tree
production

Long term crop �

Energy
Nat. grid/infrastructure
Wind
Hydro
Wave
Other
Tourism and Recreation
Golf Ongoing management of

existing courses
Marinas Localised development �
Skiing facilities
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Leisure facilities/visitor
centres
NH Information provision Increase in small scale

facilities
�

Walking related/footpaths Expansion of provision �
Other

4 Building a sustainable future

Landscape influences and trends

Aspects of
importance of the
Zonal Landscape

1

Residential/
Retail/
Industrial

2

Waste
manage-
ment

3

Minerals

4

Forest

Restructuring

5

Tourism

and

Recreation

6

Land
manage-
ment

A. Landscape character
diversity, especially
coastal and marine
characteristics
(Scotland)
B. Social (zones) and
economic (Scotland)
C. Remoteness and
tranquillity (zone)
D. Environmental
ground/interpretational
(zone)
E. Recreation and
amenity (zone)
F. NSAs and HGDLs
(Scotland)
AGLVs (zone)
G. Cultural importance
(to be completed)

General landscape objectives required

Specific landscape objectives required
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